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(c) Use the following default fuel map for 
all spark-ignition engines: 

TABLE 3 OF APPENDIX C—DEFAULT FUEL MAP 
FOR SPARK-IGNITION ENGINES 
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PART 1037—CONTROL OF EMIS-
SIONS FROM NEW HEAVY-DUTY 
MOTOR VEHICLES 

Subpart A—Overview and Applicability 

Sec. 
1037.1 Applicability. 
1037.2 Who is responsible for compliance? 
1037.5 Excluded vehicles. 
1037.10 How is this part organized? 
1037.15 Do any other regulation parts apply 

to me? 
1037.30 Submission of information. 

Subpart B—Emission Standards and 
Related Requirements 

1037.101 Overview of emission standards. 
1037.102 Exhaust emission standards for 

NOX, HC, PM, and CO. 
1037.103 Evaporative and refueling emission 

standards. 
1037.104 Exhaust emission standards for 

chassis-certified heavy-duty vehicles at 
or below 14,000 pounds GVWR. 

1037.105 CO2 emission standards for voca-
tional vehicles. 

1037.106 Exhaust emission standards for 
tractors above 26,000 pounds GVWR. 

1037.107 Emission standards for trailers. 
1037.115 Other requirements. 
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1037.120 Emission-related warranty require-
ments. 

1037.125 Maintenance instructions and al-
lowable maintenance. 

1037.130 Assembly instructions for sec-
ondary vehicle manufacturers. 

1037.135 Labeling. 
1037.140 Classifying vehicles and deter-

mining vehicle parameters. 
1037.150 Interim provisions. 

Subpart C—Certifying Vehicle Families 

1037.201 General requirements for obtaining 
a certificate of conformity. 

1037.205 What must I include in my applica-
tion? 

1037.210 Preliminary approval before certifi-
cation. 

1037.211 Preliminary approval for manufac-
turers of aerodynamic devices. 

1037.220 Amending maintenance instruc-
tions. 

1037.225 Amending applications for certifi-
cation. 

1037.230 Vehicle families, sub-families, and 
configurations. 

1037.231 Powertrain families. 
1037.232 Axle and transmission families. 
1037.235 Testing requirements for certifi-

cation. 
1037.241 Demonstrating compliance with ex-

haust emission standards for greenhouse 
gas pollutants. 

1037.243 Demonstrating compliance with 
evaporative and refueling emission 
standards. 

1037.250 Reporting and recordkeeping. 
1037.255 What decisions may EPA make re-

garding my certificate of conformity? 

Subpart D—Testing Production Vehicles 
and Engines 

1037.301 Overview of measurements related 
to GEM inputs in a selective enforcement 
audit. 

1037.305 Audit procedures for tractors—aer-
odynamic testing. 

1037.310 Audit procedures for trailers. 
1037.315 Audit procedures related to 

powertrain testing. 
1037.320 Audit procedures for axles and 

transmissions. 

Subpart E—In-use Testing 

1037.401 General provisions. 

Subpart F—Test and Modeling Procedures 

1037.501 General testing and modeling provi-
sions. 

1037.510 Duty-cycle exhaust testing. 
1037.515 Determining CO2 emissions to show 

compliance for trailers. 

1037.520 Modeling CO2 emissions to show 
compliance for vocational vehicles and 
tractors. 

1037.525 Aerodynamic measurements for 
tractors. 

1037.526 Aerodynamic measurements for 
trailers. 

1037.527 Aerodynamic measurements for vo-
cational vehicles. 

1037.528 Coastdown procedures for calcu-
lating drag area (CdA). 

1037.530 Wind-tunnel procedures for calcu-
lating drag area (CdA). 

1037.532 Using computational fluid dynam-
ics to calculate drag area (CdA). 

1037.534 Constant-speed procedure for calcu-
lating drag area (CdA). 

1037.540 Special procedures for testing vehi-
cles with hybrid power take-off. 

1037.550 Powertrain testing. 
1037.551 Engine-based simulation of 

powertrain testing. 
1037.555 Special procedures for testing 

Phase 1 hybrid systems. 
1037.560 Axle efficiency test. 
1037.565 Transmission efficiency test. 
1037.570 Procedures to characterize torque 

converters. 

Subpart G—Special Compliance Provisions 

1037.601 General compliance provisions. 
1037.605 Installing engines certified to alter-

nate standards for specialty vehicles. 
1037.610 Vehicles with off-cycle tech-

nologies. 
1037.615 Advanced technologies. 
1037.620 Responsibilities for multiple manu-

facturers. 
1037.621 Delegated assembly. 
1037.622 Shipment of partially complete ve-

hicles to secondary vehicle manufactur-
ers. 

1037.630 Special purpose tractors. 
1037.631 Exemption for vocational vehicles 

intended for off-road use. 
1037.635 Glider kits and glider vehicles. 
1037.640 Variable vehicle speed limiters. 
1037.645 In-use compliance with family 

emission limits (FELs). 
1037.655 Post-useful life vehicle modifica-

tions. 
1037.660 Idle-reduction technologies. 
1037.665 Production and in-use tractor test-

ing. 
1037.670 Optional CO2 emission standards for 

tractors at or above 120,000 pounds 
GCWR. 

Subpart H—Averaging, Banking, and 
Trading for Certification 

1037.701 General provisions. 
1037.705 Generating and calculating emis-

sion credits. 
1037.710 Averaging. 
1037.715 Banking. 
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1037.720 Trading. 
1037.725 Required information for certifi-

cation. 
1037.730 ABT reports. 
1037.735 Recordkeeping. 
1037.740 Restrictions for using emission 

credits. 
1037.745 End-of-year CO2 credit deficits. 
1037.750 What can happen if I do not comply 

with the provisions of this subpart? 
1037.755 Information provided to the Depart-

ment of Transportation. 

Subpart I—Definitions and Other Reference 
Information 

1037.801 Definitions. 
1037.805 Symbols, abbreviations, and acro-

nyms. 
1037.810 Incorporation by reference. 
1037.815 Confidential information. 
1037.820 Requesting a hearing. 
1037.825 Reporting and recordkeeping re-

quirements. 
APPENDIX A TO PART 1037—HEAVY-DUTY 

TRANSIENT TEST CYCLE 
APPENDIX B TO PART 1037—POWER TAKE-OFF 

TEST CYCLE 
APPENDIX C TO PART 1037—EMISSION CONTROL 

IDENTIFIERS 
APPENDIX D TO PART 1037—HEAVY-DUTY 

GRADE PROFILE FOR PHASE 2 STEADY- 
STATE TEST CYCLES 

APPENDIX E TO PART 1037—POWER TAKE-OFF 
UTILITY FACTORS 

AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.C. 7401—7671q. 

SOURCE: 81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Subpart A—Overview and 
Applicability 

§ 1037.1 Applicability. 
(a) The regulations in this part 1037 

apply for all new heavy-duty vehicles, 
except as provided in §§ 1037.5 and 
1037.104. This includes electric vehicles, 
fuel cell vehicles, and vehicles fueled 
by conventional and alternative fuels. 
This also includes certain trailers as 
described in §§ 1037.5, 1037.150, and 
1037.801. 

(b) The provisions of this part apply 
for alternative fuel conversions as 
specified in 40 CFR part 85, subpart F. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4635, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.2 Who is responsible for compli-
ance? 

The regulations in this part 1037 con-
tain provisions that affect both vehicle 

manufacturers and others. However, 
the requirements of this part are gen-
erally addressed to the vehicle manu-
facturer(s). The term ‘‘you’’ generally 
means the vehicle manufacturer(s), es-
pecially for issues related to certifi-
cation. See § 1037.801 for the definition 
of ‘‘manufacturer’’ and § 1037.620 for 
provisions related to compliance when 
there are multiple entities meeting the 
definition of ‘‘manufacturer.’’ Addi-
tional requirements and prohibitions 
apply to other persons as specified in 
subpart G of this part and 40 CFR part 
1068. 

§ 1037.5 Excluded vehicles. 
Except for the definitions specified in 

§ 1037.801, this part does not apply to 
the following vehicles: 

(a) Vehicles not meeting the defini-
tion of ‘‘motor vehicle’’ in § 1037.801. 

(b) Vehicles excluded from the defini-
tion of ‘‘heavy-duty vehicle’’ in 
§ 1037.801 because of vehicle weight, 
weight rating, and frontal area (such as 
light-duty vehicles and light-duty 
trucks). 

(c) Vehicles produced in model years 
before 2014, unless they were certified 
under § 1037.150. 

(d) Medium-duty passenger vehicles 
and other vehicles subject to the light- 
duty greenhouse gas standards of 40 
CFR part 86. See 40 CFR 86.1818 for 
greenhouse gas standards that apply 
for these vehicles. An example of such 
a vehicle would be a vehicle meeting 
the definition of ‘‘heavy-duty vehicle’’ 
in § 1037.801 and 40 CFR 86.1803, but also 
meeting the definition of ‘‘light truck’’ 
in 40 CFR 86.1818–12(b)(2). 

(e) Vehicles subject to the heavy- 
duty emission standards of 40 CFR part 
86. See 40 CFR 86.1816 and 86.1819 for 
emission standards that apply for these 
vehicles. This exclusion generally ap-
plies for complete heavy-duty vehicles 
at or below 14,000 pounds GVWR. 

(f) Aircraft meeting the definition of 
‘‘motor vehicle’’. For example, this 
would include certain convertible air-
craft that can be adjusted to operate 
on public roads. Standards apply sepa-
rately to certain aircraft engines, as 
described in 40 CFR part 87. 

(g) Non-box trailers other than flat-
bed trailers, tank trailers, and con-
tainer chassis. 
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(h) Trailers meeting one or more of 
the following characteristics: 

(1) Trailers with four or more axles 
and trailers less than 35 feet long with 
three axles (i.e., trailers intended for 
hauling very heavy loads). 

(2) Trailers intended for temporary or 
permanent residence, office space, or 
other work space, such as campers, mo-
bile homes, and carnival trailers. 

(3) Trailers with a gap of at least 120 
inches between adjacent axle 
centerlines. In the case of adjustable 
axle spacing, this refers to the closest 
possible axle positioning. 

(4) Trailers built before January 1, 
2018. 

(5) Note that the definition of ‘‘trail-
er’’ in § 1037.801 excludes equipment 
that serves similar purposes but are 
not intended to be pulled by a tractor. 
This exclusion applies to such equip-
ment whether or not they are known 
commercially as trailers. For example, 
any equipment pulled by a heavy-duty 
vehicle with a pintle hook or hitch in-
stead of a fifth wheel does not qualify 
as a trailer under this part. 

(i) Where it is unclear, you may ask 
us to make a determination regarding 
the exclusions identified in this sec-
tion. We recommend that you make 
your request before you produce the ve-
hicle. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4635, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.10 How is this part organized? 
This part 1037 is divided into the fol-

lowing subparts: 
(a) Subpart A of this part defines the 

applicability of part 1037 and gives an 
overview of regulatory requirements. 

(b) Subpart B of this part describes 
the emission standards and other re-
quirements that must be met to certify 
vehicles under this part. Note that 
§ 1037.150 discusses certain interim re-
quirements and compliance provisions 
that apply only for a limited time. 

(c) Subpart C of this part describes 
how to apply for a certificate of con-
formity. 

(d) Subpart D of this part addresses 
testing of production vehicles. 

(e) Subpart E of this part addresses 
testing of in-use vehicles. 

(f) Subpart F of this part describes 
how to test your vehicles and perform 

emission modeling (including ref-
erences to other parts of the Code of 
Federal Regulations) for vehicles sub-
ject to the standards of § 1037.105 or 
§ 1037.106. 

(g) Subpart G of this part and 40 CFR 
part 1068 describe requirements, prohi-
bitions, and other provisions that 
apply to manufacturers, owners, opera-
tors, rebuilders, and all others. Section 
1037.601 describes how 40 CFR part 1068 
applies for heavy-duty vehicles. 

(h) Subpart H of this part describes 
how you may generate and use emis-
sion credits to certify vehicles. 

(i) Subpart I of this part contains 
definitions and other reference infor-
mation. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4635, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.15 Do any other regulation 
parts apply to me? 

(a) Parts 1065 and 1066 of this chapter 
describe procedures and equipment 
specifications for testing engines and 
vehicles to measure exhaust emissions. 
Subpart F of this part 1037 describes 
how to apply the provisions of part 1065 
and part 1066 of this chapter to deter-
mine whether vehicles meet the ex-
haust emission standards in this part. 

(b) As described in § 1037.601, certain 
requirements and prohibitions of part 
1068 of this chapter apply to everyone, 
including anyone who manufactures, 
imports, installs, owns, operates, or re-
builds any of the vehicles subject to 
this part 1037. Part 1068 of this chapter 
describes general provisions that apply 
broadly, but do not necessarily apply 
for all vehicles or all persons. The 
issues addressed by these provisions in-
clude these seven areas: 

(1) Prohibited acts and penalties for 
manufacturers and others. 

(2) Rebuilding and other aftermarket 
changes. 

(3) Exclusions and exemptions for 
certain vehicles. 

(4) Importing vehicles. 
(5) Selective enforcement audits of 

your production. 
(6) Recall. 
(7) Procedures for hearings. 
(c) [Reserved] 
(d) Other parts of this chapter apply 

if referenced in this part. 
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§ 1037.30 Submission of information. 

Unless we specify otherwise, send all 
reports and requests for approval to 
the Designated Compliance Officer (see 
§ 1037.801). See § 1037.825 for additional 
reporting and recordkeeping provi-
sions. 

Subpart B—Emission Standards 
and Related Requirements 

§ 1037.101 Overview of emission stand-
ards. 

This part specifies emission stand-
ards for certain vehicles and for certain 
pollutants. This part contains stand-
ards and other regulations applicable 
to the emission of the air pollutant de-
fined as the aggregate group of six 
greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, ni-
trous oxide, methane, 
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, 
and sulfur hexafluoride. 

(a) You must show that vehicles meet 
the following emission standards: 

(1) Exhaust emissions of criteria pollut-
ants. Criteria pollutant standards for 
NOX, HC, PM, and CO apply as de-
scribed in § 1037.102. These pollutants 
are sometimes described collectively as 
‘‘criteria pollutants’’ because they are 
either criteria pollutants under the 
Clean Air Act or precursors to the cri-
teria pollutants ozone and PM. 

(2) Exhaust emissions of greenhouse 
gases. These pollutants are described 
collectively in this part as ‘‘greenhouse 
gas pollutants’’ because they are regu-
lated primarily based on their impact 
on the climate. Emission standards 
apply as follows for greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions: 

(i) CO2, CH4, and N2O emission stand-
ards apply as described in §§ 1037.105 
through 1037.107. 

(ii) Hydrofluorocarbon standards 
apply as described in § 1037.115(e). These 
pollutants are also ‘‘greenhouse gas 
pollutants’’ but are treated separately 
from exhaust greenhouse gas pollut-
ants listed in paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this 
section. 

(3) Fuel evaporative and refueling emis-
sions. Requirements related to fuel 
evaporative and refueling emissions 
are described in § 1037.103. 

(b) The regulated heavy-duty vehicles 
are addressed in different groups as fol-
lows: 

(1) For criteria pollutants, vocational 
vehicles and tractors are regulated 
based on gross vehicle weight rating 
(GVWR), whether they are considered 
‘‘spark-ignition’’ or ‘‘compression-igni-
tion,’’ and whether they are first sold 
as complete or incomplete vehicles. 

(2) For greenhouse gas pollutants, ve-
hicles are regulated in the following 
groups: 

(i) Tractors above 26,000 pounds 
GVWR. 

(ii) Trailers. 
(iii) Vocational vehicles. 
(3) The greenhouse gas emission 

standards apply differently depending 
on the vehicle service class as de-
scribed in § 1037.140. In addition, stand-
ards apply differently for vehicles with 
spark-ignition and compression-igni-
tion engines. References in this part 
1037 to ‘‘spark-ignition’’ or ‘‘compres-
sion-ignition’’ generally relate to the 
application of standards under 40 CFR 
1036.140. For example, a vehicle with an 
engine certified to spark-ignition 
standards under 40 CFR part 1036 is 
generally subject to requirements 
under this part 1037 that apply for 
spark-ignition vehicles. However, note 
that emission standards for Heavy HDE 
are considered to be compression-igni-
tion standards for purposes of applying 
vehicle emission standards under this 
part. Also, for spark-ignition engines 
voluntarily certified as compression-ig-
nition engines under 40 CFR part 1036, 
you must choose at certification 
whether your vehicles are subject to 
spark-ignition standards or compres-
sion-ignition standards. 

(4) For evaporative and refueling 
emissions, vehicles are regulated based 
on the type of fuel they use. Vehicles 
fueled with volatile liquid fuels or gas-
eous fuels are subject to evaporative 
and refueling emission standards. 

[88 FR 4635, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.102 Exhaust emission standards 
for NOX, HC, PM, and CO. 

(a) Engines installed in heavy-duty 
vehicles are subject to criteria pollut-
ant standards for NOX, HC, PM, and CO 
under 40 CFR part 86 through model 
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year 2026 and 40 CFR part 1036 for 
model years 2027 and later. 

(b) Heavy-duty vehicles with no in-
stalled propulsion engine, such as elec-
tric vehicles, are subject to criteria 
pollutant standards under this part. 
The emission standards that apply are 
the same as the standards that apply 
for compression-ignition engines under 
40 CFR 86.007–11 and 1036.104 for a given 
model year. 

(1) You may state in the application 
for certification that vehicles with no 
installed propulsion engine comply 
with all the requirements of this part 
related to criteria emission standards 
instead of submitting test data. Tail-
pipe emissions of criteria pollutants 
from vehicles with no installed propul-
sion engine are deemed to be zero. 

(2) Vehicles with no installed propul-
sion engines may not generate NOX 
credits. 

[88 FR 4635, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.103 Evaporative and refueling 
emission standards. 

(a) Applicability. Evaporative and re-
fueling emission standards apply to 
heavy-duty vehicles as follows: 

(1) Complete and incomplete heavy- 
duty vehicles at or below 14,000 pounds 
GVWR must meet evaporative and re-
fueling emission standards as specified 
in 40 CFR part 86, subpart S, instead of 
the requirements specified in this sec-
tion. 

(2) Heavy-duty vehicles above 14,000 
pounds GVWR that run on volatile liq-
uid fuel (such as gasoline or ethanol) or 
gaseous fuel (such as natural gas or 
LPG) must meet evaporative and re-
fueling emission standards as specified 
in this section. 

(b) Emission standards. The evapo-
rative and refueling emission standards 
and measurement procedures specified 
in 40 CFR 86.1813 apply for vehicles 
above 14,000 pounds GVWR, except as 
described in this section. The evapo-
rative emission standards phase in over 
model years 2018 through 2022, with 
provisions allowing for voluntary com-
pliance with the standards as early as 
model year 2015. Count vehicles subject 
to standards under this section the 
same as heavy-duty vehicles at or 
below 14,000 pounds GVWR to comply 
with the phase-in requirements speci-

fied in 40 CFR 86.1813. These vehicles 
may generate and use emission credits 
as described in 40 CFR part 86, subpart 
S, but only for vehicles that are tested 
for certification instead of relying on 
the provisions of paragraph (c) of this 
section. The following provisions apply 
instead of what is specified in 40 CFR 
86.1813: 

(1) The refueling standards in 40 CFR 
86.1813–17(b) and the related provisions 
in 40 CFR part 86, subpart S, apply to 
complete vehicles starting in model 
year 2022. Those standards and related 
provisions apply for incomplete vehi-
cles starting in model year 2027, or as 
described in the alternate phase-in 
schedule described in 40 CFR 86.1813– 
17(b). If you do not certify all your in-
complete heavy-duty vehicles above 
14,000 pounds GVWR to the refueling 
standards in model year 2027, you must 
use the alternate phase-in schedule de-
scribed in 40 CFR 86.1813–17(b). 

(2) The leak standard in 40 CFR 
86.1813–17(a)(4) does not apply. 

(3) The FEL cap relative to the diur-
nal plus hot soak standard for low-alti-
tude testing is 1.9 grams per test. 

(4) The diurnal plus hot soak stand-
ard for high-altitude testing is 2.3 
grams per test. 

(5) Testing does not require measure-
ment of exhaust emissions. Disregard 
references in subpart B of this part to 
procedures, equipment specifications, 
and recordkeeping related to meas-
uring exhaust emissions. All references 
to the exhaust test under 40 CFR part 
86, subpart B, are considered the ‘‘dy-
namometer run’’ as part of the evapo-
rative testing sequence under this sub-
part. 

(c) Compliance demonstration. You 
may provide a statement in the appli-
cation for certification that vehicles 
above 14,000 pounds GVWR comply with 
evaporative and refueling emission 
standards in this section instead of 
submitting test data if you include an 
engineering analysis describing how 
vehicles include design parameters, 
equipment, operating controls, or other 
elements of design that adequately 
demonstrate that vehicles comply with 
the standards throughout the useful 
life. We would expect emission control 
components and systems to exhibit a 
comparable degree of control relative 
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to vehicles that comply based on test-
ing. For example, vehicles that comply 
under this paragraph (c) should rely on 
comparable material specifications to 
limit fuel permeation, and components 
should be sized and calibrated to cor-
respond with the appropriate fuel ca-
pacities, fuel flow rates, purge strate-
gies, and other vehicle operating char-
acteristics. You may alternatively 
show that design parameters are com-
parable to those for vehicles at or 
below 14,000 pounds GVWR certified 
under 40 CFR part 86, subpart S. 

(d) CNG refueling requirement. Com-
pressed natural gas vehicles must meet 
the requirements for fueling connec-
tion devices as specified in 40 CFR 
86.1813–17(f)(1). Vehicles meeting these 
requirements are deemed to comply 
with evaporative and refueling emis-
sion standards. 

(e) LNG refueling requirement. Fuel 
tanks for liquefied natural gas vehicles 
must meet the hold-time requirements 
in Section 4.2 of SAE J2343 (incor-
porated by reference in § 1037.810), as 
modified by this paragraph (e). All 
pressures noted are gauge pressure. Ve-
hicles with tanks meeting these re-
quirements are deemed to comply with 
evaporative and refueling emission 
standards. The provisions of this para-
graph (e) are optional for vehicles pro-
duced before January 1, 2020. The hold- 
time requirements of SAE J2343 apply, 
with the following clarifications and 
additions: 

(1) Hold time must be at least 120 
hours. Use the following procedure to 
determine hold time for an LNG fuel 
tank that will be installed on a heavy- 
duty vehicle: 

(i) Prepare the stored (offboard) fuel 
and the vehicle such that tank pressure 
after the refueling event stabilizes 
below 690 kPa. 

(ii) Fill the tank to the point of auto-
matic shutoff using a conventional re-
fueling system. This is intended to 
achieve a net full condition. 

(iii) The hold time starts when tank 
pressure increases to 690 kPa, and ends 
when the tank first vents for pressure 
relief. Use good engineering judgment 
to document the point at which the 
pressure-relief valve opens. 

(iv) Keep the tank at rest away from 
direct sun with ambient temperatures 

between (10 and 30) °C throughout the 
measurement procedure. 

(2) Following a complete refueling 
event as described in paragraph (e)(1) 
of this section and a short drive, in-
stalled tanks may not increase in pres-
sure by more than 9 kPa per hour over 
a minimum 12 hour interval when 
parked away from direct sun with am-
bient temperatures at or below 30 °C. 
Calculate the allowable pressure gain 
by multiplying the park time in hours 
by 9 and rounding to the nearest whole 
number. Do not include the first hour 
after engine shutdown, and start the 
test only when tank pressure is be-
tween 345 and 900 kPa. 

(3) The standards described in this 
paragraph (e) apply over the vehicle’s 
useful life as specified in paragraph (f) 
of this section. The warranty require-
ments of § 1037.120 also apply for these 
standards. 

(4) You may specify any amount of 
inspection and maintenance, consistent 
with good engineering judgment, to en-
sure that tanks meet the standards in 
this paragraph (e) during and after the 
useful life. 

(f) Useful life. The evaporative and re-
fueling emission standards of this sec-
tion apply for the full useful life, ex-
pressed in service miles or calendar 
years, whichever comes first. The use-
ful life values for the standards of this 
section are the same as the values de-
scribed for evaporative emission stand-
ards in 40 CFR 86.1805. 

(g) Auxiliary engines and separate fuel 
systems. The provisions of this para-
graph (g) apply for vehicles with auxil-
iary engines. This includes any engines 
installed in the final vehicle configura-
tion that contribute no motive power 
through the vehicle’s transmission. 

(1) Auxiliary engines and associated 
fuel-system components must be in-
stalled when testing fully assembled 
vehicles. If the auxiliary engine draws 
fuel from a separate fuel tank, you 
must fill the extra fuel tank before the 
start of diurnal testing as described for 
the vehicle’s main fuel tank. Use good 
engineering judgment to ensure that 
any nonmetal portions of the fuel sys-
tem related to the auxiliary engine 
have reached stabilized levels of perme-
ation emissions. The auxiliary engine 
must not operate during the running 
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loss test or any other portion of testing 
under this section. 

(2) For testing with partially assem-
bled vehicles, you may omit installa-
tion of auxiliary engines and associ-
ated fuel-system components as long as 
those components installed in the final 
configuration are certified to meet the 
applicable emission standards for 
Small SI equipment described in 40 
CFR 1054.112 or for Large SI engines in 
40 CFR 1048.105. For any fuel-system 
components that you do not install, 
your installation instructions must de-
scribe this certification requirement. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34459, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4636, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.104 Exhaust emission standards 
for chassis-certified heavy-duty ve-
hicles at or below 14,000 pounds 
GVWR. 

Heavy-duty vehicles at or below 
14,000 pounds GVWR are not subject to 
the provisions of this part 1037 if they 
are subject to 40 CFR part 86, subpart 
S, including all vehicles certified under 
40 CFR part 86, subpart S. See espe-
cially 40 CFR 86.1819 and 86.1865 for 
emission standards and compliance 

provisions that apply for these vehi-
cles. 

§ 1037.105 CO2 emission standards for 
vocational vehicles. 

(a) The standards of this section 
apply for the following vehicles: 

(1) Heavy-duty vehicles at or below 
14,000 pounds GVWR that are excluded 
from the standards in 40 CFR 86.1819 or 
that use engines certified under 
§ 1037.150(m). 

(2) Vehicles above 14,000 pounds 
GVWR and at or below 26,000 pounds 
GVWR, but not certified to the vehicle 
standards in 40 CFR 86.1819. 

(3) Vehicles above 26,000 pounds 
GVWR that are not tractors. 

(4) Vocational tractors. 
(b) CO2 standards in this paragraph 

(b) apply based on modeling and testing 
as specified in subpart F of this part. 
The provisions of § 1037.241 specify how 
to comply with these standards. Stand-
ards differ based on engine cycle, vehi-
cle size, and intended vehicle duty 
cycle. See § 1037.510(c) to determine 
which duty cycle applies. 

(1) Model year 2027 and later vehicles 
are subject to CO2 standards cor-
responding to the selected subcat-
egories as shown in the following table: 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.105—PHASE 2 CO2 STANDARDS FOR MODEL YEAR 2027 AND LATER 
VOCATIONAL VEHICLES 

[g/ton-mile] 

Engine cycle Vehicle size Multi-purpose Regional Urban 

Compression-ignition ......................... Light HDV ......................................... 330 291 367 
Compression-ignition ......................... Medium HDV .................................... 235 218 258 
Compression-ignition ......................... Heavy HDV ....................................... 230 189 269 
Spark-ignition ..................................... Light HDV ......................................... 372 319 413 
Spark-ignition ..................................... Medium HDV .................................... 268 247 297 

(2) Model year 2024 through 2026 vehi-
cles are subject to CO2 standards cor-

responding to the selected subcat-
egories as shown in the following table: 

TABLE 2 OF § 1037.105—PHASE 2 CO2 STANDARDS FOR MODEL YEAR 2024 THROUGH 2026 
VOCATIONAL VEHICLES 

[g/ton-mile] 

Engine cycle Vehicle size Multi-purpose Regional Urban 

Compression-ignition ......................... Light HDV ......................................... 344 296 385 
Compression-ignition ......................... Medium HDV .................................... 246 221 271 
Compression-ignition ......................... Heavy HDV ....................................... 242 194 283 
Spark-ignition ..................................... Light HDV ......................................... 385 324 432 
Spark-ignition ..................................... Medium HDV .................................... 279 251 310 
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(3) Model year 2021 Through 2023 vehi-
cles are subject to CO2 standards cor-

responding to the selected subcat-
egories as shown in the following table: 

TABLE 3 OF § 1037.105—PHASE 2 CO2 STANDARDS FOR MODEL YEAR 2021 THROUGH 2023 
VOCATIONAL VEHICLES 

[g/ton-mile] 

Engine cycle Vehicle size Multi-purpose Regional Urban 

Compression-ignition ......................... Light HDV ......................................... 373 311 424 
Compression-ignition ......................... Medium HDV .................................... 265 234 296 
Compression-ignition ......................... Heavy HDV ....................................... 261 205 308 
Spark-ignition ..................................... Light HDV ......................................... 407 335 461 
Spark-ignition ..................................... Medium HDV .................................... 293 261 328 

(4) Model year 2014 through 2020 vehi-
cles are subject to Phase 1 CO2 stand-
ards as shown in the following table: 

TABLE 4 OF § 1037.105—PHASE 1 CO2 STAND-
ARDS FOR MODEL YEAR 2014 THROUGH 2020 
VOCATIONAL VEHICLES 

[g/ton-mile] 

Vehicle size 
CO2 standard for 

model years 
2014–2016 

CO2 standard for 
model year 2017 

and later 

Light HDV .................. 388 373 
Medium HDV ............. 234 225 
Heavy HDV ................ 226 222 

(c) No CH4 or N2O standards apply 
under this section. See 40 CFR part 1036 
for CH4 or N2O standards that apply to 
engines used in these vehicles. 

(d) You may generate or use emission 
credits for averaging, banking, and 
trading to demonstrate compliance 
with the standards in paragraph (b) of 
this section as described in subpart H 
of this part. This requires that you 
specify a Family Emission Limit (FEL) 
for CO2 for each vehicle subfamily. The 
FEL may not be less than the result of 
emission modeling from § 1037.520. 
These FELs serve as the emission 
standards for the vehicle subfamily in-
stead of the standards specified in 
paragraph (b) of this section. 

(e) The exhaust emission standards of 
this section apply for the full useful 
life, expressed in service miles or cal-
endar years, whichever comes first. 
The following useful life values apply 
for the standards of this section: 

(1) 150,000 miles or 15 years, which-
ever comes first, for Light HDV. 

(2) 185,000 miles or 10 years, which-
ever comes first, for Medium HDV. 

(3) 435,000 miles or 10 years, which-
ever comes first, for Heavy HDV. 

(f) See § 1037.631 for provisions that 
exempt certain vehicles used in off- 
road operation from the standards of 
this section. 

(g) You may optionally certify a vo-
cational vehicle to the standards and 
useful life applicable to a heavier vehi-
cle service class (such as Medium HDV 
instead of Light HDV). Provisions re-
lated to generating emission credits 
apply as follows: 

(1) If you certify all your vehicles 
from a given vehicle service class in a 
given model year to the standards and 
useful life that applies for a heavier ve-
hicle service class, you may generate 
credits as appropriate for the heavier 
service class. 

(2) Class 8 hybrid vehicles with Light 
HDE or Medium HDE may be certified 
to compression-ignition standards for 
the Heavy HDV service class. You may 
generate and use credits as allowed for 
the Heavy HDV service class. 

(3) Except as specified in paragraphs 
(g)(1) and (2) of this section, you may 
not generate credits with the vehicle. 
If you include lighter vehicles in a sub-
family of heavier vehicles with an FEL 
below the standard, exclude the pro-
duction volume of lighter vehicles from 
the credit calculation. Conversely, if 
you include lighter vehicles in a sub-
family with an FEL above the stand-
ard, you must include the production 
volume of lighter vehicles in the credit 
calculation. 

(h) You may optionally certify cer-
tain vocational vehicles to alternative 
Phase 2 standards as specified in this 
paragraph (h) instead of the standards 
specified in paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion. You may apply these provisions 
to any qualifying vehicles even though 
these standards were established for 
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custom chassis. For example, large di-
versified vehicle manufacturers may 
certify vehicles to the refuse hauler 
standards of this section as long as the 
manufacturer ensures that those vehi-
cles qualify as refuse haulers when 
placed into service. GEM simulates ve-
hicle operation for each type of vehicle 
based on an assigned vehicle service 
class, independent of the vehicle’s ac-
tual characteristics, as shown in Table 
5 of this section; however, standards 
apply for the vehicle’s useful life based 

on its actual characteristics as speci-
fied in paragraph (e) of this section. 
Vehicles certified to these standards 
must include the following statement 
on the emission control label: ‘‘THIS 
VEHICLE WAS CERTIFIED AS A 
[identify vehicle type as identified in 
Table 5 of this section] UNDER 40 CFR 
1037.105(h)].’’ These custom-chassis 
standards apply as follows: 

(1) The following alternative emis-
sion standards apply by vehicle type 
and model year as follows: 

TABLE 5 OF § 1037.105—PHASE 2 CUSTOM CHASSIS STANDARDS 
[g/ton-mile] 

Vehicle type a Assigned vehicle service class MY 2021–2026 MY 2027+ 

School bus ...................................................... Medium HDV .................................................. 291 271 
Motor home ..................................................... Medium HDV .................................................. 228 226 
Coach bus ....................................................... Heavy HDV .................................................... 210 205 
Other bus ........................................................ Heavy HDV .................................................... 300 286 
Refuse hauler ................................................. Heavy HDV .................................................... 313 298 
Concrete mixer ............................................... Heavy HDV .................................................... 319 316 
Mixed-use vehicle ........................................... Heavy HDV .................................................... 319 316 
Emergency vehicle ......................................... Heavy HDV .................................................... 324 319 

a Vehicle types are generally defined in § 1037.801. ‘‘Other bus’’ includes any bus that is not a school bus or a coach bus. A 
‘‘mixed-use vehicle’’ is one that meets at least one of the criteria specified in § 1037.631(a)(1) or (2). 

(2) You may generate or use emission 
credits for averaging to demonstrate 
compliance with the alternative stand-
ards as described in subpart H of this 
part. This requires that you specify a 
Family Emission Limit (FEL) for CO2 
for each vehicle subfamily. The FEL 
may not be less than the result of 
emission modeling as described in 
§ 1037.520. These FELs serve as the 
emission standards for the vehicle sub-
family instead of the standards speci-
fied in this paragraph (h). Calculate 
credits using the equation in 
§ 1037.705(b) with the standard payload 
for the assigned vehicle service class 
and the useful life identified in para-
graph (e) of this section. Each separate 
vehicle type identified in Table 5 of 
this section (or group of vehicle types 
identified in a single row) represents a 
separate averaging set. You may not 
use averaging for vehicles meeting 
standards under paragraph (h)(5) 
through (7) of this section, and you 
may not bank or trade emission credits 
from any vehicles certified under this 
paragraph (h). 

(3) [Reserved] 
(4) For purposes of emission modeling 

under § 1037.520, consider motor homes 

and coach buses to be subject to the 
Regional duty cycle, and consider all 
other vehicles to be subject to the 
Urban duty cycle. 

(5) Emergency vehicles are deemed to 
comply with the standards of this para-
graph (h) if they use tires with TRRL 
at or below 8.4 N/kN (8.7 N/kN for model 
years 2021 through 2026). 

(6) Concrete mixers and mixed-use 
vehicles are deemed to comply with the 
standards of this paragraph (h) if they 
use tires with TRRL at or below 7.1 N/ 
kN (7.6 N/kN for model years 2021 
through 2026). 

(7) Motor homes are deemed to com-
ply with the standards of this para-
graph (h) if they have tires with TRRL 
at or below 6.0 N/kN (6.7 N/kN for model 
years 2021 through 2026) and automatic 
tire inflation systems or tire pressure 
monitoring systems with wheels on all 
axles. 

(8) Vehicles certified to standards 
under this paragraph (h) must use en-
gines certified under 40 CFR part 1036 
for the appropriate model year, except 
that motor homes and emergency vehi-
cles may use engines certified with the 
loose-engine provisions of § 1037.150(m). 
This also applies for vehicles meeting 
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standards under paragraphs (h)(5) 
through (7) of this section. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34459, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4636, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.106 Exhaust emission standards 
for tractors above 26,000 pounds 
GVWR. 

(a) The CO2 standards of this section 
apply for tractors above 26,000 pounds 

GVWR. Note that the standards of this 
section do not apply for vehicles classi-
fied as ‘‘vocational tractors’’ under 
§ 1037.630. 

(b) The CO2 standards for tractors 
above 26,000 pounds GVWR in Table 1 of 
this section apply based on modeling 
and testing as described in subpart F of 
this part. The provisions of § 1037.241 
specify how to comply with the stand-
ards in this paragraph (b). 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.106—CO2 STANDARDS FOR CLASS 7 AND CLASS 8 TRACTORS BY MODEL YEAR 
[g/ton-mile] 

Subcategory a 

Phase 1 
standards for 
model years 
2014–2016 

Phase 1 
standards for 
model years 
2017–2020 

Phase 2 
standards for 
model years 
2021–2023 

Phase 2 
standards for 
model years 
2024–2026 

Phase 2 
standards for 
model year 

2027 and later 

Class 7 Low-Roof (all cab styles) ......... 107 104 105.5 99.8 96.2 
Class 7 Mid-Roof (all cab styles) .......... 119 115 113.2 107.1 103.4 
Class 7 High-Roof (all cab styles) ........ 124 120 113.5 106.6 100.0 
Class 8 Low-Roof Day Cab .................. 81 80 80.5 76.2 73.4 
Class 8 Low-Roof Sleeper Cab ............ 68 66 72.3 68.0 64.1 
Class 8 Mid-Roof Day Cab ................... 88 86 85.4 80.9 78.0 
Class 8 Mid-Roof Sleeper Cab ............. 76 73 78.0 73.5 69.6 
Class 8 High-Roof Day Cab ................. 92 89 85.6 80.4 75.7 
Class 8 High-Roof Sleeper Cab ........... 75 72 75.7 70.7 64.3 
Heavy-Haul Tractors ............................. ........................ ........................ 52.4 50.2 48.3 

a Subcategory terms are defined in § 1037.801. 

(c) No CH4 or N2O standards apply 
under this section. See 40 CFR part 1036 
for CH4 or N2O standards that apply to 
engines used in these vehicles. 

(d) You may generate or use emission 
credits for averaging, banking, and 
trading as described in subpart H of 
this part. This requires that you cal-
culate a credit quantity if you specify 
a Family Emission Limit (FEL) that is 
different than the standard specified in 
this section for a given pollutant. The 
FEL may not be less than the result of 
emission modeling from § 1037.520. 
These FELs serve as the emission 
standards for the specific vehicle sub-
family instead of the standards speci-
fied in paragraph (a) of this section. 

(e) The exhaust emission standards of 
this section apply for the full useful 
life, expressed in service miles or cal-
endar years, whichever comes first. 
The following useful life values apply 
for the standards of this section: 

(1) 185,000 miles or 10 years, which-
ever comes first, for vehicles at or 
below 33,000 pounds GVWR. 

(2) 435,000 miles or 10 years, which-
ever comes first, for vehicles above 
33,000 pounds GVWR. 

(f) You may optionally certify Class 7 
tractors to Class 8 standards as follows: 

(1) You may optionally certify 4x2 
tractors with Heavy HDE to the stand-
ards and useful life for Class 8 tractors, 
with no restriction on generating or 
using emission credits within the Class 
8 averaging set. 

(2) You may optionally certify Class 7 
tractors not covered by paragraph (f)(1) 
of this section to the standards and 
useful life for Class 8 tractors. Credit 
provisions apply as follows: 

(i) If you certify all your Class 7 trac-
tors to Class 8 standards, you may use 
these Heavy HDV credits without re-
striction. This paragraph (f)(2)(i) ap-
plies equally for hybrid and electric ve-
hicles. 

(ii) This paragraph (f)(2)(ii) applies if 
you certify some Class 7 tractors to 
Class 8 standards under this paragraph 
(f)(2) but not all of them. If you include 
Class 7 tractors in a subfamily of Class 
8 tractors with an FEL below the 
standard, exclude the production vol-
ume of Class 7 tractors from the credit 
calculation. Conversely, if you include 
Class 7 tractors in a subfamily of Class 
8 tractors with an FEL above the 
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standard, you must include the produc-
tion volume of Class 7 tractors in the 
credit calculation. 

(g) Diesel auxiliary power units in-
stalled on tractors subject to standards 
under this section must meet PM 
standards as follows: 

(1) For model years 2021 through 2023, 
the APU engine must be certified under 
40 CFR part 1039 with a deteriorated 
emission level for PM at or below 0.15 
g/kW-hr. 

(2) Starting in model year 2024, auxil-
iary power units installed on tractors 
subject to standards under this section 
must be certified to the PM emission 
standard specified in 40 CFR 1039.699. 
Selling, offering for sale, or intro-
ducing or delivering into commerce in 
the United States or importing into 
the United States a new tractor subject 
to this standard is a violation of 40 
CFR 1068.101(a)(1) unless the auxiliary 
power unit has a valid certificate of 
conformity and the required label 
showing that it meets the PM standard 
of this paragraph (g)(2). 

(3) See § 1037.660(e) for requirements 
that apply for diesel APUs in model 
year 2020 and earlier tractors. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34459, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4637, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.107 Emission standards for 
trailers. 

The exhaust emission standards spec-
ified in this section apply to trailers 
based on the effect of trailer designs on 
the performance of the trailer in con-
junction with a tractor; this accounts 
for the effect of the trailer on the trac-
tor’s exhaust emissions, even though 
trailers themselves have no exhaust 
emissions. 

(a) Standards apply for trailers based 
on modeling and testing as described in 
subpart F of this part, as follows: 

(1) Different levels of stringency 
apply for box vans depending on fea-
tures that may affect aerodynamic per-
formance. You may optionally meet 
less stringent standards for different 
trailer types, which we characterize as 
follows: 

(i) For trailers 35 feet or longer, you 
may designate as ‘‘non-aero box vans’’ 
those box vans that have a rear lift 
gate or rear hinged ramp, and at least 
one of the following side features: Side 
lift gate, side-mounted pull-out plat-
form, steps for side-door access, a drop- 
deck design, or belly boxes that occupy 
at least half the length of both sides of 
the trailer between the centerline of 
the landing gear and the leading edge 
of the front wheels. For trailers less 
than 35 feet long, you may designate as 
‘‘non-aero box vans’’ any refrigerated 
box vans with at least one of the side 
features identified for longer trailers. 

(ii) You may designate as ‘‘partial- 
aero box vans’’ those box vans that 
have at least one of the side features 
identified in paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this 
section. Long box vans may also qual-
ify as partial-aero box vans if they 
have a rear lift gate or rear hinged 
ramp. Note that this paragraph 
(a)(1)(ii) does not apply for box vans 
designated as ‘‘non-aero box vans’’ 
under paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this sec-
tion. 

(iii) ‘‘Full-aero box vans’’ are box 
vans that are not designated as non- 
aero box vans or partial-aero box vans 
under this paragraph (a)(1). 

(2) CO2 standards apply for full-aero 
box vans as specified in the following 
table: 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.107—PHASE 2 CO2 STANDARDS FOR FULL-AERO BOX VANS 
[g/ton-mile] 

Model year 
Dry van Refrigerated van 

Short Long Short Long 

2018–2020 ............................................................................ 125.4 81.3 129.1 83.0 
2021–2023 ............................................................................ 123.7 78.9 127.5 80.6 
2024–2026 ............................................................................ 120.9 77.2 124.7 78.9 
2027+ .................................................................................... 118.8 75.7 122.7 77.4 
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(3) CO2 standards apply for partial- 
aero box vans as specified in the fol-
lowing table: 

TABLE 2 OF § 1037.107—PHASE 2 CO2 STANDARDS FOR PARTIAL-AERO BOX VANS 
[g/ton-mile] 

Model year 
Dry van Refrigerated van 

Short Long Short Long 

2018–2020 ............................................................................ 125.4 81.3 129.1 83.0 
2021+ .................................................................................... 123.7 80.6 127.5 82.3 

(4) Non-box trailers and non-aero box 
vans must meet standards as follows: 

(i) Trailers must use automatic tire 
inflation systems or tire pressure mon-
itoring systems with wheels on all 
axles. 

(ii) Non-box trailers must use tires 
with a TRRL at or below 5.1 kg/tonne. 
Through model year 2020, non-box 
trailers may instead use tires with a 
TRRL at or below 6.0 kg/tonne. 

(iii) Non-aero box vans must use tires 
with a TRRL at or below 4.7 kg/tonne. 
Through model year 2020, non-aero box 
vans may instead use tires with a 
TRRL at or below 5.1 kg/tonne. 

(5) Starting in model year 2027, you 
may generate or use emission credits 
for averaging to demonstrate compli-
ance with the standards specified in 
paragraph (a)(2) of this section as de-
scribed in subpart H of this part. This 
requires that you specify a Family 
Emission Limit (FEL) for CO2 for each 
vehicle subfamily. The FEL may not be 
less than the result of the emission cal-
culation in § 1037.515. The FEL may not 
be greater than the appropriate stand-
ard for model year 2018 trailers. These 
FELs serve as the emission standards 
for the specific vehicle subfamily in-
stead of the standards specified in 
paragraph (a) of this section. You may 
not use averaging for non-box trailers, 
partial-aero box vans, or non-aero box 
vans that meet standards under para-
graph (a)(3) or (a)(4) of this section, and 
you may not use emission credits for 
banking or trading for any trailers. 

(6) The provisions of § 1037.241 specify 
how to comply with the standards of 
this section. 

(b) No CH4, N2O, or HFC standards 
apply under this section. 

(c) The emission standards of this 
section apply for a useful life of 10 
years. 

§ 1037.115 Other requirements. 
Vehicles required to meet the emis-

sion standards of this part must meet 
the following additional requirements, 
except as noted elsewhere in this part: 

(a) Adjustable parameters. Vehicles 
that have adjustable parameters must 
meet all the requirements of this part 
for any adjustment in the practically 
adjustable range. We may require that 
you set adjustable parameters to any 
specification within the practically ad-
justable range during any testing. See 
40 CFR 1068.50 for general provisions re-
lated to adjustable parameters. You 
must ensure safe vehicle operation 
throughout the practically adjustable 
range of each adjustable parameter, in-
cluding consideration of production 
tolerances. Note that adjustable roof 
fairings and trailer rear fairings are 
deemed not to be adjustable param-
eters. 

(b) Prohibited controls. You may not 
design your vehicles with emission con-
trol devices, systems, or elements of 
design that cause or contribute to an 
unreasonable risk to public health, 
welfare, or safety while operating. For 
example, this would apply if the vehi-
cle emits a noxious or toxic substance 
it would otherwise not emit that con-
tributes to such an unreasonable risk. 

(c) [Reserved] 
(d) Defeat devices. 40 CFR 1068.101 pro-

hibits the use of defeat devices. 
(e) Air conditioning leakage. Loss of 

refrigerant from your air conditioning 
systems may not exceed a total leak-
age rate of 11.0 grams per year or a per-
cent leakage rate of 1.50 percent per 
year, whichever is greater. Calculate 
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the total leakage rate in g/year as spec-
ified in 40 CFR 86.1867–12(a). Calculate 
the percent leakage rate as: [total 
leakage rate (g/yr)] ÷ [total refrigerant 
capacity (g)] × 100. Round your percent 
leakage rate to the nearest one-hun-
dredth of a percent. This paragraph (e) 
applies for all refrigerants. 

(1) This paragraph (e) is intended to 
address air conditioning systems for 
which the primary purpose is to cool 
the driver compartment. This would 
generally include all cab-complete 
pickups and vans. This paragraph (e) 
does not apply for refrigeration units 
on trailers. Similarly, it does not apply 
for self-contained air conditioning used 
to cool passengers or refrigeration 
units used to cool cargo on vocational 
vehicles. Air conditioning and refrig-
eration units may be considered self- 
contained whether or not they draw 
electrical power from engines used to 
propel the vehicles. For purposes of 
this paragraph (e), a self-contained sys-
tem is an enclosed unit with its own 
evaporator and condenser even if it 
draws power from the engine. 

(2) For purposes of this paragraph (e), 
‘‘refrigerant capacity’’ is the total 
mass of refrigerant recommended by 
the vehicle manufacturer as rep-
resenting a full charge. Where full 
charge is specified as a pressure, use 
good engineering judgment to convert 
the pressure and system volume to a 
mass. 

(3) If air conditioning systems are de-
signed such that a compliance dem-
onstration under 40 CFR 86.1867–12(a) is 
impossible or impractical, you may ask 
to use alternative means to dem-
onstrate that your air conditioning 
system achieves an equivalent level of 
control. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34459, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4637, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.120 Emission-related warranty 
requirements. 

(a) General requirements. You must 
warrant to the ultimate purchaser and 
each subsequent purchaser that the 
new vehicle, including all parts of its 
emission control system, meets two 
conditions: 

(1) It is designed, built, and equipped 
so it conforms at the time of sale to 

the ultimate purchaser with the re-
quirements of this part. 

(2) It is free from defects in materials 
and workmanship that cause the vehi-
cle to fail to conform to the require-
ments of this part during the applica-
ble warranty period. 

(b) Warranty period. (1) Your emis-
sion-related warranty must be valid for 
at least: 

(i) 5 years or 50,000 miles for Light 
HDV (except tires). 

(ii) 5 years or 100,000 miles for Me-
dium HDV and Heavy HDV (except 
tires). 

(iii) 5 years for trailers (except tires). 
(iv) 1 year for tires installed on trail-

ers, and 2 years or 24,000 miles for all 
other tires. 

(2) You may offer an emission-related 
warranty more generous than we re-
quire. The emission-related warranty 
for the vehicle may not be shorter than 
any basic mechanical warranty you 
provide to that owner without charge 
for the vehicle. Similarly, the emis-
sion-related warranty for any compo-
nent may not be shorter than any war-
ranty you provide to that owner with-
out charge for that component. This 
means that your warranty for a given 
vehicle may not treat emission-related 
and nonemission-related defects dif-
ferently for any component. The war-
ranty period begins when the vehicle is 
placed into service. 

(c) Components covered. The emission- 
related warranty covers tires, auto-
matic tire inflation systems, tire pres-
sure monitoring systems, vehicle speed 
limiters, idle-reduction systems, hy-
brid system components, and devices 
added to the vehicle to improve aero-
dynamic performance (not including 
standard components such as hoods or 
mirrors even if they have been opti-
mized for aerodynamics) to the extent 
such emission-related components are 
included in your application for certifi-
cation. The emission-related warranty 
also covers other added emission-re-
lated components to the extent they 
are included in your application for 
certification. The emission-related 
warranty covers all components whose 
failure would increase a vehicle’s emis-
sions of air conditioning refrigerants 
(for vehicles subject to air conditioning 
leakage standards), and it covers all 
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components whose failure would in-
crease a vehicle’s evaporative and re-
fueling emissions (for vehicles subject 
to evaporative and refueling emission 
standards). The emission-related war-
ranty covers components that are part 
of your certified configuration even if 
another company produces the compo-
nent. Your emission-related warranty 
does not need to cover components 
whose failure would not increase a ve-
hicle’s emissions of any regulated pol-
lutant. 

(d) Limited applicability. You may 
deny warranty claims under this sec-
tion if the operator caused the problem 
through improper maintenance or use, 
as described in 40 CFR 1068.115. For ex-
ample, it may be appropriate to require 
the seals on automatic tire inflation 
systems to be replaced during the war-
ranty period. 

(e) Owners manual. Describe in the 
owners manual the emission-related 
warranty provisions from this section 
that apply to the vehicle. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34460, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4637, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.125 Maintenance instructions 
and allowable maintenance. 

Give the ultimate purchaser of each 
new vehicle written instructions for 
properly maintaining and using the ve-
hicle, including the emission control 
system. The maintenance instructions 
also apply to service accumulation on 
any of your emission-data vehicles. See 
paragraph (i) of this section for re-
quirements related to tire replace-
ment. 

(a) Critical emission-related mainte-
nance. Critical emission-related main-
tenance includes any adjustment, 
cleaning, repair, or replacement of 
critical emission-related components. 
Critical emission-related maintenance 
may also include additional emission- 
related maintenance that you deter-
mine is critical if we approve it in ad-
vance. You may schedule critical emis-
sion-related maintenance on these 
components if you demonstrate that 
the maintenance is reasonably likely 
to be done at the recommended inter-
vals on in-use vehicles. We will accept 
scheduled maintenance as reasonably 

likely to occur if you satisfy any of the 
following conditions: 

(1) You present data showing that, if 
a lack of maintenance increases emis-
sions, it also unacceptably degrades 
the vehicle’s performance. 

(2) You present survey data showing 
that at least 80 percent of vehicles in 
the field get the maintenance you 
specify at the recommended intervals. 

(3) You provide the maintenance free 
of charge and clearly say so in your 
maintenance instructions. 

(4) You otherwise show us that the 
maintenance is reasonably likely to be 
done at the recommended intervals. 

(b) Recommended additional mainte-
nance. You may recommend any addi-
tional amount of maintenance on the 
components listed in paragraph (a) of 
this section, as long as you state clear-
ly that these maintenance steps are 
not necessary to keep the emission-re-
lated warranty valid. If operators do 
the maintenance specified in paragraph 
(a) of this section, but not the rec-
ommended additional maintenance, 
this does not allow you to disqualify 
those vehicles from in-use testing or 
deny a warranty claim. Do not take 
these maintenance steps during service 
accumulation on your emission-data 
vehicles. 

(c) Special maintenance. You may 
specify more frequent maintenance to 
address problems related to special sit-
uations, such as atypical vehicle oper-
ation. You must clearly state that this 
additional maintenance is associated 
with the special situation you are ad-
dressing. We may disapprove your 
maintenance instructions if we deter-
mine that you have specified special 
maintenance steps to address vehicle 
operation that is not atypical, or that 
the maintenance is unlikely to occur in 
use. If we determine that certain main-
tenance items do not qualify as special 
maintenance under this paragraph (c), 
you may identify this as recommended 
additional maintenance under para-
graph (b) of this section. 

(d) Noncritical emission-related mainte-
nance. Subject to the provisions of this 
paragraph (d), you may schedule any 
amount of emission-related inspection 
or maintenance that is not covered by 
paragraph (a) of this section (that is, 
maintenance that is neither explicitly 
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identified as critical emission-related 
maintenance, nor that we approve as 
critical emission-related maintenance). 
Noncritical emission-related mainte-
nance generally includes maintenance 
on the components we specify in 40 
CFR part 1068, appendix A, that is not 
covered in paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion. You must state in the owners 
manual that these steps are not nec-
essary to keep the emission-related 
warranty valid. If operators fail to do 
this maintenance, this does not allow 
you to disqualify those vehicles from 
in-use testing or deny a warranty 
claim. Do not take these inspection or 
maintenance steps during service accu-
mulation on your emission-data vehi-
cles. 

(e) Maintenance that is not emission-re-
lated. For maintenance unrelated to 
emission controls, you may schedule 
any amount of inspection or mainte-
nance. You may also take these inspec-
tion or maintenance steps during serv-
ice accumulation on your emission- 
data vehicles, as long as they are rea-
sonable and technologically necessary. 
You may perform this nonemission-re-
lated maintenance on emission-data 
vehicles at the least frequent intervals 
that you recommend to the ultimate 
purchaser (but not the intervals rec-
ommended for severe service). 

(f) Source of parts and repairs. State 
clearly in your written maintenance 
instructions that a repair shop or per-
son of the owner’s choosing may main-
tain, replace, or repair emission con-
trol devices and systems. Your instruc-
tions may not require components or 
service identified by brand, trade, or 
corporate name. Also, do not directly 
or indirectly condition your warranty 
on a requirement that the vehicle be 
serviced by your franchised dealers or 
any other service establishments with 
which you have a commercial relation-
ship. You may disregard the require-
ments in this paragraph (f) if you do 
one of two things: 

(1) Provide a component or service 
without charge under the purchase 
agreement. 

(2) Get us to waive this prohibition in 
the public’s interest by convincing us 
the vehicle will work properly only 
with the identified component or serv-
ice. 

(g) [Reserved] 
(h) Owners manual. Explain the own-

er’s responsibility for proper mainte-
nance in the owners manual. 

(i) Tire maintenance and replacement. 
Include instructions that will enable 
the owner to replace tires so that the 
vehicle conforms to the original cer-
tified vehicle configuration. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4637, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.130 Assembly instructions for 
secondary vehicle manufacturers. 

(a) If you sell a certified incomplete 
vehicle to a secondary vehicle manu-
facturer, give the secondary vehicle 
manufacturer instructions for com-
pleting vehicle assembly consistent 
with the requirements of this part. In-
clude all information necessary to en-
sure that the final vehicle assembly 
(including the engine for vehicles other 
than trailers) will be in its certified 
configuration. 

(b) Make sure these instructions have 
the following information: 

(1) Include the heading: ‘‘Emission- 
related installation instructions’’. 

(2) State: ‘‘Failing to follow these in-
structions when completing assembly 
of a heavy-duty motor vehicle violates 
federal law, subject to fines or other 
penalties as described in the Clean Air 
Act.’’ 

(3) Describe the necessary steps for 
installing emission-related diagnostic 
systems. 

(4) Describe how your certification is 
limited for any type of application, as 
illustrated in the following examples: 

(i) If the incomplete vehicle is at or 
below 8,500 pounds GVWR, state that 
the vehicle’s certification is valid 
under this part 1037 only if the final 
configuration has a vehicle curb weight 
above 6,000 pounds or basic vehicle 
frontal area above 45 square feet. 

(ii) If your engine will be installed in 
a vehicle that you certify to meet diur-
nal emission standards using an evapo-
rative canister, but you do not install 
the fuel tank, identify the maximum 
permissible fuel tank capacity. 

(5) Describe any other instructions to 
make sure the vehicle will operate ac-
cording to design specifications in your 
application for certification. 
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(c) Provide instructions in writing or 
in an equivalent format. You may in-
clude this information with the incom-
plete vehicle document required by 
DOT. If you do not provide the instruc-
tions in writing, explain in your appli-
cation for certification how you will 
ensure that each installer is informed 
of the installation requirements. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4637, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.135 Labeling. 

(a) Assign each vehicle a unique iden-
tification number and permanently 
affix, engrave, or stamp it on the vehi-
cle in a legible way. The vehicle identi-
fication number (VIN) serves this pur-
pose. 

(b) At the time of manufacture, affix 
a permanent and legible label identi-
fying each vehicle. The label must 
meet the requirements of 40 CFR 
1068.45. 

(c) The label must— 
(1) Include the heading ‘‘VEHICLE 

EMISSION CONTROL INFORMA-
TION’’. 

(2) Include your full corporate name 
and trademark. You may identify an-
other company and use its trademark 
instead of yours if you comply with the 
branding provisions of 40 CFR 1068.45. 

(3) Include EPA’s standardized des-
ignation for the vehicle family. 

(4) [Reserved] 
(5) State the date of manufacture 

[DAY (optional), MONTH, and YEAR]. 
You may omit this from the label if 
you stamp, engrave, or otherwise per-
manently identify it elsewhere on the 
vehicle, in which case you must also 
describe in your application for certifi-
cation where you will identify the date 
on the vehicle. 

(6) Identify the emission control sys-
tem. Use terms and abbreviations as 
described in appendix C to this part or 
other applicable conventions. Phase 2 
tractors and Phase 2 vocational vehi-
cles may omit this information. 

(7) Identify any requirements for fuel 
and lubricants that do not involve fuel- 
sulfur levels. 

(8) State: ‘‘THIS VEHICLE COM-
PLIES WITH U.S. EPA REGULATIONS 
FOR [MODEL YEAR] HEAVY–DUTY 
VEHICLES.’’ 

(9) If you rely on another company to 
design and install fuel tanks in incom-
plete vehicles that use an evaporative 
canister for controlling diurnal emis-
sions, include the following statement: 
‘‘THIS VEHICLE IS DESIGNED TO 
COMPLY WITH EVAPORATIVE EMIS-
SION STANDARDS WITH UP TO x 
GALLONS OF FUEL TANK CAPAC-
ITY.’’ Complete this statement by 
identifying the maximum specified fuel 
tank capacity associated with your 
certification. 

(d) You may add information to the 
emission control information label as 
follows: 

(1) You may identify other emission 
standards that the vehicle meets or 
does not meet (such as European stand-
ards). 

(2) You may add other information to 
ensure that the vehicle will be properly 
maintained and used. 

(3) You may add appropriate features 
to prevent counterfeit labels. For ex-
ample, you may include the vehicle’s 
unique identification number on the 
label. 

(e) You may ask us to approve modi-
fied labeling requirements in this part 
1037 if you show that it is necessary or 
appropriate. We will approve your re-
quest if your alternate label is con-
sistent with the requirements of this 
part. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34460, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4638, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.140 Classifying vehicles and de-
termining vehicle parameters. 

(a) Where applicable, a vehicle’s roof 
height and a trailer’s length are deter-
mined from nominal design specifica-
tions, as provided in this section. 
Specify design values for roof height 
and trailer length to the nearest inch. 

(b) Base roof height on fully inflated 
tires having a static loaded radius 
equal to the arithmetic mean of the 
largest and smallest static loaded ra-
dius of tires you offer or a standard 
tire we approve. 

(c) Base trailer length on the outer 
dimensions of the load-carrying struc-
ture. Do not include aerodynamic de-
vices or HVAC units. 

(d) The nominal design specifications 
must be within the range of the actual 
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values from production vehicles consid-
ering normal production variability. In 
the case of roof height, use the mean 
tire radius specified in paragraph (b) of 
this section. If after production begins 
it is determined that your nominal de-
sign specifications do not represent 
production vehicles, we may require 
you to amend your application for cer-
tification under § 1037.225. 

(e) If your vehicle is equipped with an 
adjustable roof fairing, measure the 
roof height with the fairing in its low-
est setting. 

(f) For any provisions in this part 
that depend on the number of axles on 
a vehicle, include lift axles or any 
other installed axles that can be used 
to carry the vehicle’s weight while in 
motion. 

(g) The standards and other provi-
sions of this part apply to specific vehi-
cle service classes for tractors and vo-
cational vehicles as follows: 

(1) Phase 1 and Phase 2 tractors are 
divided based on GVWR into Class 7 
tractors and Class 8 tractors. Where 
provisions of this part apply to both 
tractors and vocational vehicles, Class 
7 tractors are considered ‘‘Medium 
HDV’’ and Class 8 tractors are consid-
ered ‘‘Heavy HDV’’. This paragraph 
(g)(1) applies for hybrid and non-hybrid 
vehicles. 

(2) Phase 1 vocational vehicles are di-
vided based on GVWR. ‘‘Light HDV’’ 
includes Class 2b through Class 5 vehi-
cles; ‘‘Medium HDV’’ includes Class 6 
and Class 7 vehicles; and ‘‘Heavy HDV’’ 
includes Class 8 vehicles. 

(3) Phase 2 vocational vehicles pro-
pelled by engines subject to the spark- 
ignition standards of 40 CFR part 1036 
are divided as follows: 

(i) Class 2b through Class 5 vehicles 
are considered ‘‘Light HDV’’. 

(ii) Class 6 through Class 8 vehicles 
are considered ‘‘Medium HDV’’. 

(4) Phase 2 vocational vehicles pro-
pelled by engines subject to the com-
pression-ignition standards in 40 CFR 
part 1036 are divided as follows: 

(i) Class 2b through Class 5 vehicles 
are considered ‘‘Light HDV’’. 

(ii) Class 6 through 8 vehicles are 
considered ‘‘Heavy HDV’’ if the in-
stalled engine’s primary intended serv-
ice class is Heavy HDE (see 40 CFR 
1036.140), except that Class 8 hybrid ve-

hicles are considered ‘‘Heavy HDV’’ re-
gardless of the engine’s primary in-
tended service class. 

(iii) All other Class 6 through Class 8 
vehicles are considered ‘‘Medium 
HDV’’. 

(5) Heavy-duty vehicles with no in-
stalled propulsion engine, such as elec-
tric vehicles, are divided as follows: 

(i) Class 2b through Class 5 vehicles 
are considered ‘‘Light HDV’’. 

(ii) Class 6 and 7 vehicles are consid-
ered ‘‘Medium HDV’’. 

(iii) Class 8 vehicles are considered 
‘‘Heavy HDV’’. 

(6) In certain circumstances, you 
may certify vehicles to standards that 
apply for a different vehicle service 
class. For example, see §§ 1037.105(g) and 
1037.106(f). If you optionally certify ve-
hicles to different standards, those ve-
hicles are subject to all the regulatory 
requirements as if the standards were 
mandatory. 

(h) Use good engineering judgment to 
identify the intended regulatory sub-
category (Urban, Multi-Purpose, or Re-
gional) for each of your vocational ve-
hicle configurations based on the ex-
pected use of the vehicles. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34460, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4638, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.150 Interim provisions. 
The provisions in this section apply 

instead of other provisions in this part. 
(a) Incentives for early introduction. 

The provisions of this paragraph (a) 
apply with respect to tractors and vo-
cational vehicles produced in model 
years before 2014. Manufacturers may 
voluntarily certify in model year 2013 
(or earlier model years for electric ve-
hicles) to the greenhouse gas standards 
of this part. 

(1) This paragraph (a)(1) applies for 
regulatory subcategories subject to the 
standards of § 1037.105 or § 1037.106. Ex-
cept as specified in paragraph (a)(3) of 
this section, to generate early credits 
under this paragraph for any vehicles 
other than electric vehicles, you must 
certify your entire U.S.-directed pro-
duction volume within the regulatory 
subcategory to these standards. Except 
as specified in paragraph (a)(4) of this 
section, if some vehicle families within 
a regulatory subcategory are certified 
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after the start of the model year, you 
may generate credits only for produc-
tion that occurs after all families are 
certified. For example, if you produce 
three vehicle families in an averaging 
set and you receive your certificates 
for those families on January 4, 2013, 
March 15, 2013, and April 24, 2013, you 
may not generate credits for model 
year 2013 production in any of the fami-
lies that occurs before April 24, 2013. 
Calculate credits relative to the stand-
ard that would apply in model year 2014 
using the equations in subpart H of this 
part. You may bank credits equal to 
the surplus credits you generate under 
this paragraph (a) multiplied by 1.50. 
For example, if you have 1.0 Mg of sur-
plus credits for model year 2013, you 
may bank 1.5 Mg of credits. Credit defi-
cits for an averaging set prior to model 
year 2014 do not carry over to model 
year 2014. These credits may be used to 
show compliance with the standards of 
this part for 2014 and later model years. 
We recommend that you notify EPA of 
your intent to use this provision before 
submitting your applications. 

(2) [Reserved] 
(3) You may generate emission cred-

its for the number of additional 
SmartWay designated tractors (rel-
ative to your 2012 production), provided 
you do not generate credits for those 
vehicles under paragraph (a)(1) of this 
section. Calculate credits for each reg-
ulatory subcategory relative to the 
standard that would apply in model 
year 2014 using the equations in sub-
part H of this part. Use a production 
volume equal to the number of des-
ignated model year 2013 SmartWay 
tractors minus the number of des-
ignated model year 2012 SmartWay 
tractors. You may bank credits equal 
to the surplus credits you generate 
under this paragraph (a)(3) multiplied 
by 1.50. Your 2012 and 2013 model years 
must be equivalent in length. 

(4) This paragraph (a)(4) applies 
where you do not receive your final 
certificate in a regulatory subcategory 
within 30 days of submitting your final 
application for that subcategory. Cal-
culate your credits for all production 
that occurs 30 days or more after you 
submit your final application for the 
subcategory. 

(b) Phase 1 coastdown procedures. For 
tractors subject to Phase 1 standards 
under § 1037.106, the default method for 
measuring drag area (CdA) is the 
coastdown procedure specified in 40 
CFR part 1066, subpart D. This includes 
preparing the tractor and the standard 
trailer with wheels meeting specifica-
tions of § 1037.528(b) and submitting in-
formation related to your coastdown 
testing under § 1037.528(h). 

(c) Small manufacturers. The following 
provisions apply for small manufactur-
ers: 

(1) Small manufacturers are not sub-
ject to the greenhouse gas standards of 
§ 1037.107 for trailers with a date of 
manufacture before January 1, 2019. 

(2) The greenhouse gas standards of 
§§ 1037.105 and 1037.106 are optional for 
small manufacturers producing vehi-
cles with a date of manufacture before 
January 1, 2022. In addition, small 
manufacturers producing vehicles that 
run on any fuel other than gasoline, 
E85, or diesel fuel may delay complying 
with every later standard under this 
part by one model year. 

(3) Qualifying manufacturers must 
notify the Designated Compliance Offi-
cer each model year before introducing 
excluded vehicles into U.S. commerce. 
This notification must include a de-
scription of the manufacturer’s quali-
fication as a small business under 13 
CFR 121.201. Manufacturers must label 
excluded vehicles with the following 
statement: ‘‘THIS VEHICLE IS EX-
CLUDED UNDER 40 CFR 1037.150(c).’’ 

(4) Small manufacturers may meet 
Phase 1 standards instead of Phase 2 
standards in the first year Phase 2 
standards apply to them if they volun-
tarily comply with the Phase 1 stand-
ards for the full preceding year. Spe-
cifically, small manufacturers may 
certify their model year 2022 vehicles 
to the Phase 1 greenhouse gas stand-
ards of §§ 1037.105 and 1037.106 if they 
certify all the vehicles from their an-
nual U.S.-directed production volume 
to the Phase 1 standards starting on or 
before January 1, 2021. 

(5) See paragraphs (r), (t), (y), and 
(aa) of this section for additional al-
lowances for small manufacturers. 

(d) Air conditioning leakage for voca-
tional vehicles. The air conditioning 
leakage standard of § 1037.115 does not 
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apply for model year 2020 and earlier 
vocational vehicles. 

(e) Delegated assembly. The delegated- 
assembly provisions of § 1037.621 do not 
apply before January 1, 2018. 

(f) Electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehi-
cles. Tailpipe emissions of regulated 
GHG pollutants from electric vehicles 
and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are 
deemed to be zero. No CO2-related 
emission testing is required for electric 
vehicles or hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. 
Use good engineering judgment to 
apply other requirements of this part 
to electric vehicles. 

(g) Compliance date. Compliance with 
the standards of this part was optional 
prior to January 1, 2014. This means 
that if your 2014 model year begins be-
fore January 1, 2014, you may certify 
for a partial model year that begins on 
January 1, 2014 and ends on the day 
your model year would normally end. 
You must label model year 2014 vehi-
cles excluded under this paragraph (g) 
with the following statement: ‘‘THIS 
VEHICLE IS EXCLUDED UNDER 40 
CFR 1037.150(g).’’ 

(h) Off-road vehicle exemption. (1) Vo-
cational vehicles with a date of manu-
facture before January 1, 2021 auto-
matically qualify for an exemption 
under § 1037.631 if the tires installed on 
the vehicle have a maximum speed rat-
ing at or below 55 miles per hour. 

(2) In unusual circumstances, vehicle 
manufacturers may ask us to exempt 
vehicles under § 1037.631 based on other 
criteria that are equivalent to those 
specified in § 1037.631(a); however, we 
will normally not grant relief in cases 
where the vehicle manufacturer has 
credits or can otherwise comply with 
applicable standards. Request approval 
for an exemption under this paragraph 
(h) before you produce the subject vehi-
cles. Send your request with sup-
porting information to the Designated 
Compliance Officer; we will coordinate 
with NHTSA in making a determina-
tion under § 1037.210. If you introduce 
into U.S. commerce vehicles that de-
pend on our approval under this para-
graph (h) before we inform you of our 
approval, those vehicles violate 40 CFR 
1068.101(a)(1). 

(i) Limited carryover from Phase 1 to 
Phase 2. The provisions for carryover 
data in § 1037.235(d) do not allow you to 

use aerodynamic test results from 
Phase 1 to support a compliance dem-
onstration for Phase 2 certification. 

(j) Limited prohibition related to early 
model year engines. The provisions of 
this paragraph (j) apply only for vehi-
cles that have a date of manufacture 
before January 1, 2018. See § 1037.635 for 
related provisions that apply in later 
model years. The prohibition in 
§ 1037.601 against introducing into U.S. 
commerce a vehicle containing an en-
gine not certified to the standards ap-
plicable for the calendar year of instal-
lation does not apply for vehicles using 
model year 2014 or 2015 spark-ignition 
engines, or any model year 2013 or ear-
lier engines. 

(k) Verifying drag areas from in-use 
tractors. This paragraph (k) applies for 
tractors instead of § 1037.401(b) through 
model year 2020. We may measure the 
drag area of your vehicles after they 
have been placed into service. To ac-
count for measurement variability, 
your vehicle is deemed to conform to 
the regulations of this part with re-
spect to aerodynamic performance if 
we measure its drag area to be at or 
below the maximum drag area allowed 
for the bin above the bin to which you 
certified (for example, Bin II if you cer-
tified the vehicle to Bin III), unless we 
determine that you knowingly pro-
duced the vehicle to have a higher drag 
area than is allowed for the bin to 
which it was certified. 

(l) Optional sister-vehicle certification 
under 40 CFR part 86. You may certify 
certain complete or cab-complete vehi-
cles to the GHG standards of 40 CFR 
86.1819 instead of the standards of 
§ 1037.105 as specified in 40 CFR 86.1819– 
14(j). 

(m) Loose engine sales. Manufacturers 
may certify certain spark-ignition en-
gines along with chassis-certified 
heavy-duty vehicles where they are 
identical to engines used in those vehi-
cles as described in 40 CFR 86.1819– 
14(k)(8). Vehicles in which those en-
gines are installed are subject to stand-
ards under this part as specified in 
§ 1037.105. 

(n) Transition to engine-based model 
years. The following provisions apply 
for production and ABT reports during 
the transition to engine-based model 
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year determinations for tractors and 
vocational vehicles in 2020 and 2021: 

(1) If you install model year 2020 or 
earlier engines in your vehicles in cal-
endar year 2020, include all those Phase 
1 vehicles in your production and ABT 
reports related to model year 2020 com-
pliance, although we may require you 
identify these separately from vehicles 
produced in calendar year 2019. 

(2) If you install model year 2020 en-
gines in your vehicles in calendar year 
2021, submit production and ABT re-
ports for those Phase 1 vehicles sepa-
rate from the reports you submit for 
Phase 2 vehicles with model year 2021 
engines. 

(o) Interim useful life for light heavy- 
duty vocational vehicles. Class 2b 
through Class 5 vocational vehicles cer-
tified to Phase 1 standards are subject 
to a useful life of 110,000 miles or 10 
years, whichever comes first, instead of 
the useful life specified in § 1037.105. For 
emission credits generated from these 
Phase 1 vehicles, multiply any banked 
credits that you carry forward to dem-
onstrate compliance with Phase 2 
standards by 1.36. 

(p) Credit multiplier for advanced tech-
nology. If you generate credits from 
Phase 1 vehicles certified with ad-
vanced technology, you may multiply 
these credits by 1.50, except that you 
may not apply this multiplier in addi-
tion to the early-credit multiplier of 
paragraph (a) of this section. If you 
generate credits from model year 2027 
and earlier Phase 2 vehicles certified 
with advanced technology, you may 
multiply these credits by 3.5 for plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicles, 4.5 for electric 
vehicles, and 5.5 for fuel cell vehicles. 

(q) Vehicle families for advanced and 
off-cycle technologies. Apply the fol-
lowing provisions for grouping vehicles 
into families if you use off-cycle tech-
nologies under § 1037.610 or advanced 
technologies under § 1037.615: 

(1) For vocational vehicles and trac-
tors subject to Phase 1 standards, cre-
ate separate vehicle families for vehi-
cles that contain advanced or off-cycle 
technologies; group those vehicles to-
gether in a vehicle family if they use 
the same advanced or off-cycle tech-
nologies. 

(2) For vocational vehicles and trac-
tors subject to Phase 2 standards, cre-

ate separate vehicle subfamilies if 
there is a credit multiplier for ad-
vanced technology; group those vehi-
cles together in a vehicle subfamily if 
they use the same multiplier. 

(r) Conversion to mid- roof and high- 
roof configurations. Secondary vehicle 
manufacturers that qualify as small 
manufacturers may convert low- and 
mid-roof tractors to mid- and high-roof 
configurations without recertification 
for the purpose of building a custom 
sleeper tractor or converting it to run 
on natural gas, as follows: 

(1) The original low- or mid-roof trac-
tor must be covered by a valid certifi-
cate of conformity. 

(2) The modifications may not in-
crease the frontal area of the tractor 
beyond the frontal area of the equiva-
lent mid- or high-roof tractor with the 
corresponding standard trailer. Note 
that these dimensions have a tolerance 
of ±2 inches. Use good engineering judg-
ment to achieve aerodynamic perform-
ance similar to or better than the cer-
tifying manufacturer’s corresponding 
mid- or high-roof tractor. 

(3) Add a permanent supplemental 
label to the vehicle near the original 
manufacturer’s emission control infor-
mation label. On the label identify 
your full corporate name and include 
the following statement: ‘‘THIS VEHI-
CLE WAS MODIFIED AS ALLOWED 
UNDER 40 CFR 1037.150.’’ 

(4) We may require that you submit 
annual production reports as described 
in § 1037.250. 

(5) Modifications made under this 
paragraph (r) do not violate 40 CFR 
1068.101(b)(1). 

(s) Confirmatory testing for Falt-aero. If 
we conduct coastdown testing to verify 
your Falt-aero value for Phase 2 tractors, 
we will make our determination using 
the principles of SEA testing in 
§ 1037.305. We will not replace your 
Falt-aero value if the tractor passes. If 
your tractor fails, we will generate a 
replacement value of Falt-aero based on at 
least one CdA value and corresponding 
effective yaw angle, Ψeff, from a min-
imum of 100 valid runs using the proce-
dures of § 1037.528(h). Note that we in-
tend to minimize the differences be-
tween our test conditions and those of 
the manufacturer by testing at similar 
times of the year where possible and 
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the same location where possible and 
when appropriate. 

(t) Glider kits and glider vehicles. (1) 
Glider vehicles conforming to the re-
quirements in this paragraph (t)(1) are 
exempt from the Phase 1 emission 
standards of this part 1037 prior to Jan-
uary 1, 2021. Engines in such vehicles 
(including vehicles produced after Jan-
uary 1, 2021) remain subject to the re-
quirements of 40 CFR part 86 applicable 
for the engines’ original model year, 
but not subject to the Phase 1 or Phase 
2 standards of 40 CFR part 1036 unless 
they were originally manufactured in 
model year 2014 or later. 

(i) You are eligible for this exemp-
tion if you are a small manufacturer 
and you sold one or more glider vehi-
cles in 2014 under the provisions of 
§ 1037.150(c). You do not qualify if you 
only produced glider vehicles for your 
own use. You must notify us of your 
plans to use this exemption before you 
introduce exempt vehicles into U.S. 
commerce. In your notification, you 
must identify your annual U.S.-di-
rected production volume (and sales, if 
different) of such vehicles for calendar 
years 2010 through 2014. Vehicles you 
produce before notifying us are not ex-
empt under this section. 

(ii) In a given calendar year, you may 
produce up to 300 exempt vehicles 
under this section, or up to the highest 
annual production volume you identify 
in paragraph (t)(1) of this section, 
whichever is less. 

(iii) Identify the number of exempt 
vehicles you produced under this ex-
emption for the preceding calendar 
year in your annual report under 
§ 1037.250. 

(iv) Include the appropriate state-
ment on the label required under 
§ 1037.135, as follows: 

(A) For Phase 1 vehicles, ‘‘THIS VE-
HICLE AND ITS ENGINE ARE EX-
EMPT UNDER 40 CFR 1037.150(t)(1).’’ 

(B) For Phase 2 vehicles, ‘‘THE EN-
GINE IN THIS VEHICLE IS EXEMPT 
UNDER 40 CFR 1037.150(t)(1).’’ 

(v) If you produce your glider vehicle 
by installing remanufactured or pre-
viously used components in a glider kit 
produced by another manufacturer, 
you must provide the following to the 
glider kit manufacturer prior to ob-
taining the glider kit: 

(A) Your name, the name of your 
company, and contact information. 

(B) A signed statement that you are 
a qualifying small manufacturer and 
that your production will not exceed 
the production limits of this paragraph 
(t)(1). This statement is deemed to be a 
submission to EPA, and we may re-
quire the glider kit manufacturer to 
provide a copy to us at any time. 

(vi) This exemption is valid for a 
given vehicle and engine only if you 
meet all the requirements and condi-
tions of this paragraph (t)(1) that apply 
with respect to that vehicle and en-
gine. Introducing such a vehicle into 
U.S. commerce without meeting all ap-
plicable requirements and conditions 
violates 40 CFR 1068.101(a)(1). 

(vii) Companies that are not small 
manufacturers may sell uncertified in-
complete vehicles without engines to 
small manufacturers for the purpose of 
producing exempt vehicles under this 
paragraph (t)(1), subject to the provi-
sions of § 1037.622. However, such com-
panies must take reasonable steps to 
ensure that their incomplete vehicles 
will be used in conformance with the 
requirements of this part 1037. 

(2) Glider vehicles produced using en-
gines certified to model year 2010 or 
later standards for all pollutants are 
subject to the same provisions that 
apply to vehicles using engines within 
their useful life in § 1037.635. 

(3) For calendar year 2017, you may 
produce a limited number of glider kits 
and/or glider vehicles subject to the re-
quirements applicable to model year 
2016 glider vehicles, instead of the re-
quirements of § 1037.635. The limit ap-
plies to your combined 2017 production 
of glider kits and glider vehicles and is 
equal to your highest annual produc-
tion of glider kits and glider vehicles 
for any year from 2010 to 2014. Any glid-
er kits or glider vehicles produced be-
yond this cap are subject to the provi-
sions of § 1037.635. Count any glider kits 
and glider vehicles you produce under 
paragraph (t)(1) of this section as part 
of your production with respect to this 
paragraph (t)(3). 

(u) Streamlined preliminary approval 
for trailer devices. Before January 1, 
2018, manufacturers of aerodynamic de-
vices for trailers may ask for prelimi-
nary EPA approval of compliance data 
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for their devices based on qualifying 
for designation under the SmartWay 
program based on measured CdA values, 
whether or not that involves testing or 
other methods specified in § 1037.526. 
Trailer manufacturers may certify 
based on DCdA values established under 
this paragraph (u) through model year 
2020. Manufacturers must perform test-
ing as specified in subpart F of this 
part for any vehicles or aerodynamic 
devices not qualifying for approval 
under this paragraph (u). 

(v) Transitional allowances for trailers. 
Through model year 2026, trailer manu-
facturers may calculate a number of 
trailers that are exempt from the 
standards and certification require-
ments of this part. Calculate the num-
ber of exempt box vans in a given 
model year by multiplying your total 
U.S.-directed production volume of cer-
tified box vans by 0.20 and rounding to 
the nearest whole number; however, in 
no case may the number of exempted 
box vans be greater than 350 units in 
any given model year. Repeat this cal-
culation to determine the number of 
non-box trailers, up to 250 annual 
units, that are exempt from standards 
and certification requirements. Per-
form the calculation based on your pro-
jected production volumes in the first 
year that standards apply; in later 
years, use actual production volumes 
from the preceding model year. Include 
these calculated values and your pro-
duction volumes of exempt trailers in 
your annual production report under 
§ 1037.250. You must apply a label meet-
ing the requirements of 40 CFR 
1068.45(a) that identifies your corporate 
name and states that the trailer is ex-
empt under the provisions of § 1037.150. 
Unlabeled trailers will be considered in 
violation of 40 CFR 1068.101(a)(1). 

(w) Roll-up doors for non-aero box 
vans. Through model year 2023, box 
vans may qualify for non-aero or par-
tial-aero standards under § 1037.107 by 
treating roll-up rear doors as being 
equivalent to rear lift gates. 

(x) Aerodynamic testing for trailers. 
Section 1037.526 generally requires you 
to adjust DCdA values from alternate 
test methods to be equivalent to meas-
urements with the primary test meth-
od. This paragraph (x) describes ap-
proximations that we believe are con-

sistent with good engineering judg-
ment; however, you may not use these 
approximations where we determine 
that clear and convincing evidence 
shows that they would significantly 
overestimate actual improvements in 
aerodynamic performance. 

(1) You may presume that CFD meas-
urements at a yaw angle of 4.5° are 
equal to measurements made using the 
primary method, and you may use 
them without adjustment. 

(2) You may presume that coastdown 
measurements at yaw angles smaller 
than ± 4.5° are equal to measurements 
made using the primary method, and 
you may use them without adjustment. 
This applies equally for device manu-
facturers, but it does not apply for 
EPA testing. 

(3) You may use testing or analytical 
methods to adjust coastdown measure-
ments to account for aerodynamic ef-
fects at a yaw angle of ±4.5°. This ap-
plies for rear fairings and other devices 
whose performance is affected by yaw 
angle. 

(y) Transition to Phase 2 standards. 
The following provisions allow for en-
hanced generation and use of emission 
credits from Phase 1 tractors and voca-
tional vehicles for meeting the Phase 2 
standards: 

(1) For vocational Light HDV and vo-
cational Medium HDV, emission cred-
its you generate in model years 2018 
through 2021 may be used through 
model year 2027, instead of being lim-
ited to a five-year credit life as speci-
fied in § 1037.740(c). For Class 8 voca-
tional vehicles with Medium HDE, we 
will approve your request to generate 
these credits in and use these credits 
for the Medium HDV averaging set if 
you show that these vehicles would 
qualify as Medium HDV under the 
Phase 2 program as described in 
§ 1037.140(g)(4). 

(2) You may use the off-cycle provi-
sions of § 1037.610 to apply technologies 
to Phase 1 vehicles as follows: 

(i) You may apply an improvement 
factor of 0.988 for tractors and voca-
tional vehicles with automatic tire in-
flation systems on all axles. 

(ii) For vocational vehicles with 
automatic engine shutdown systems 
that conform with § 1037.660, you may 
apply an improvement factor of 0.95. 
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(iii) For vocational vehicles with 
stop-start systems that conform with 
§ 1037.660, you may apply an improve-
ment factor of 0.92. 

(iv) For vocational vehicles with neu-
tral-idle systems conforming with 
§ 1037.660, you may apply an improve-
ment factor of 0.98. You may adjust 
this improvement factor if we approve 
a partial reduction under 
§ 1037.660(a)(2); for example, if your de-
sign reduces fuel consumption by half 
as much as shifting to neutral, you 
may apply an improvement factor of 
0.99. 

(3) Small manufacturers may gen-
erate emission credits for natural gas- 
fueled vocational vehicles as follows: 

(i) Small manufacturers may certify 
their vehicles instead of relying on the 
exemption of paragraph (c) of this sec-
tion. The provisions of this part apply 
for such vehicles, except as specified in 
this paragraph (y)(3). 

(ii) Use GEM version 2.0.1 to deter-
mine a CO2 emission level for your ve-
hicle, then multiply this value by the 
engine’s FCL for CO2 and divide by the 
engine’s applicable CO2 emission stand-
ard. 

(4) Phase 1 vocational vehicle credits 
that small manufacturers generate 
may be used through model year 2027. 

(z) Constraints for vocational regu-
latory subcategories. The following pro-
visions apply to determinations of vo-
cational regulatory subcategories as 
described in § 1037.140: 

(1) Select the Regional regulatory 
subcategory if you certify the engine 
based on testing only with the Supple-
mental Emission Test. 

(2) Select the Regional regulatory 
subcategory for coach buses and motor 
homes you certify under § 1037.105(b). 

(3) You may not select the Urban reg-
ulatory subcategory for any vehicle 
with a manual or single-clutch auto-
mated manual transmission. 

(4) Starting in model year 2024, you 
must select the Regional regulatory 
subcategory for any vehicle with a 
manual transmission. 

(5) You may select the Multi-purpose 
regulatory subcategory for any voca-
tional vehicle, except as specified in 
paragraphs (z)(1) through (3) of this 
section. 

(6) You may not select the Urban reg-
ulatory subcategory for any vehicle 
with a manual or single-clutch auto-
mated manual transmission. 

(7) You may select the Urban regu-
latory subcategory for a hybrid vehicle 
equipped with regenerative braking, 
unless it is equipped with a manual 
transmission. 

(8) You may select the Urban regu-
latory subcategory for any vehicle with 
a hydrokinetic torque converter paired 
with an automatic transmission, or a 
continuously variable automatic trans-
mission, or a dual-clutch transmission 
with no more than two consecutive for-
ward gears between which it is normal 
for both clutches to be momentarily 
disengaged. 

(aa) Custom-chassis standards. The fol-
lowing provisions apply uniquely to 
small manufacturers under the custom- 
chassis standards of § 1037.105(h): 

(1) You may use emission credits gen-
erated under § 1037.105(d), including 
banked or traded credits from any 
averaging set. Such credits remain sub-
ject to other limitations that apply 
under subpart H of this part. 

(2) You may produce up to 200 
drayage tractors in a given model year 
to the standards described in 
§ 1037.105(h) for ‘‘other buses’’. The 
limit in this paragraph (aa)(2) applies 
with respect to vehicles produced by 
you and your affiliated companies. 
Treat these drayage tractors as being 
in their own averaging set. 

(bb) Transition to updated GEM. (1) 
Vehicle manufacturers may dem-
onstrate compliance with Phase 2 GHG 
standards in model years 2021 through 
2023 using GEM Phase 2, Version 3.0, 
Version 3.5.1, or Version 4.0 (incor-
porated by reference in § 1037.810). Man-
ufacturers may change to a different 
version of GEM for model years 2022 
and 2023 for a given vehicle family after 
initially submitting an application for 
certification; such a change must be 
documented as an amendment under 
§ 1037.225. Manufacturers may submit 
an end-of-year report for model year 
2021 using any of the three regulatory 
versions of GEM, but only for dem-
onstrating compliance with the cus-
tom-chassis standards in § 1037.105(h); 
such a change must be documented in 
the report submitted under § 1037.730. 
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Once a manufacturer certifies a vehicle 
family based on GEM Version 4.0, it 
may not revert back to using GEM 
Phase 2, Version 3.0 or Version 3.5.1 for 
that vehicle family in any model year. 

(2) Vehicle manufacturers may cer-
tify for model years 2021 through 2023 
based on fuel maps from engines or 
powertrains that were created using 
GEM Phase 2, Version 3.0, Version 3.5.1, 
or Version 4.0 (incorporated by ref-
erence in § 1037.810). Vehicle manufac-
turers may alternatively certify in 
those years based on fuel maps from 
powertrains that were created using 
GEM Phase 2, Version 3.0, GEM HIL 
model 3.8, or GEM Phase 2, Version 4.0 
(incorporated by reference in § 1037.810). 
Vehicle manufacturers may continue 
to certify vehicles in later model years 
using fuel maps generated with earlier 
versions of GEM for model year 2024 
and later vehicle families that qualify 
for using carryover provisions in 
§ 1037.235(d). 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34460, June 29, 2021; 87 FR 45264, July 28, 
2022; 88 FR 4638, Jan. 24, 2023] 

Subpart C—Certifying Vehicle 
Families 

§ 1037.201 General requirements for 
obtaining a certificate of con-
formity. 

(a) You must send us a separate ap-
plication for a certificate of con-
formity for each vehicle family. A cer-
tificate of conformity is valid from the 
indicated effective date until the end of 
the model year for which it is issued. 
You must renew your certification an-
nually for any vehicles you continue to 
produce. 

(b) The application must contain all 
the information required by this part 
and must not include false or incom-
plete statements or information (see 
§ 1037.255). 

(c) We may ask you to include less 
information than we specify in this 
subpart, as long as you maintain all 
the information required by § 1037.250. 

(d) You must use good engineering 
judgment for all decisions related to 
your application (see 40 CFR 1068.5). 

(e) An authorized representative of 
your company must approve and sign 
the application. 

(f) See § 1037.255 for provisions de-
scribing how we will process your ap-
plication. 

(g) We may perform confirmatory 
testing on your vehicles or compo-
nents; for example, we may test vehi-
cles to verify drag areas or other GEM 
inputs. This includes tractors used to 
determine Falt-aero under § 1037.525. We 
may require you to deliver your test 
vehicles or components to a facility we 
designate for our testing. Alter-
natively, you may choose to deliver an-
other vehicle or component that is 
identical in all material respects to the 
test vehicle or component, or a dif-
ferent vehicle or component that we 
determine can appropriately serve as 
an emission-data vehicle for the fam-
ily. We may perform confirmatory test-
ing on engines under 40 CFR part 1036 
and may require you to apply modified 
fuel maps from that testing for certifi-
cation under this part. 

(h) The certification and testing pro-
visions of 40 CFR part 86, subpart S, 
apply instead of the provisions of this 
subpart relative to the evaporative and 
refueling emission standards specified 
in § 1037.103, except that § 1037.243 de-
scribes how to demonstrate compliance 
with evaporative and refueling emis-
sion standards. For vehicles that do 
not use an evaporative canister for 
controlling diurnal emissions, you may 
certify with respect to exhaust emis-
sions and use the provisions of § 1037.622 
to let a different company certify with 
respect to evaporative emissions. 

(i) Vehicles and installed engines 
must meet exhaust, evaporative, and 
refueling emission standards and cer-
tification requirements in 40 CFR part 
86 or 40 CFR part 1036, as applicable. In-
clude the information described in 40 
CFR part 86, subpart S, or 40 CFR 
1036.205 in your application for certifi-
cation in addition to what we specify 
in § 1037.205 so we can issue a single cer-
tificate of conformity for all the re-
quirements that apply for your vehicle 
and the installed engine. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34461, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4638, Jan. 24, 
2023] 
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§ 1037.205 What must I include in my 
application? 

This section specifies the informa-
tion that must be in your application, 
unless we ask you to include less infor-
mation under § 1037.201(c). We may re-
quire you to provide additional infor-
mation to evaluate your application. 
References to testing and emission- 
data vehicles refer to testing vehicles 
or components to measure any quan-
tity that serves as an input value for 
modeling emission rates under § 1037.515 
or 1037.520. 

(a) Describe the vehicle family’s 
specifications and other basic param-
eters of the vehicle’s design and emis-
sion controls. List the fuel type on 
which your vocational vehicles and 
tractors are designed to operate (for 
example, ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel). 

(b) Explain how the emission control 
system operates. As applicable, de-
scribe in detail all system components 
for controlling greenhouse gas emis-
sions, including all auxiliary emission 
control devices (AECDs) and all fuel- 
system components you will install on 
any production vehicle. Identify the 
part number of each component you de-
scribe. For this paragraph (b), treat as 
separate AECDs any devices that mod-
ulate or activate differently from each 
other. Also describe your modeling in-
puts as described in §§ 1037.515 and 
1037.520, with the following additional 
information if it applies for your vehi-
cles: 

(1) Describe your design for vehicle 
speed limiters, consistent with 
§ 1037.640. 

(2) Describe your design for pre-
dictive cruise control. 

(3) Describe your design for auto-
matic engine shutdown systems, con-
sistent with § 1037.660. 

(4) Describe your engineering anal-
ysis demonstrating that your air condi-
tioning compressor qualifies as a high- 
efficiency model as described in 40 CFR 
86.1868–12(h)(5). 

(5) Describe your design for idle-re-
duction technology, including the logic 
for engine shutdown and the maximum 
duration of engine operation after the 
onset of any vehicle conditions de-
scribed in § 1037.660. 

(6) If you perform powertrain testing 
under § 1037.550, report both CO2 and 

NOX emission levels corresponding to 
each test run. 

(7) Describe the configuration and 
basic design of hybrid systems. Include 
measurements for vehicles with hybrid 
power take-off systems. 

(8) If you install auxiliary power 
units in tractors under § 1037.106(g), 
identify the family name associated 
with the engine’s certification under 40 
CFR part 1039. Starting in model year 
2024, also identify the family name as-
sociated with the auxiliary power 
unit’s certification to the standards of 
40 CFR 1039.699. 

(9) Describe how you meet any appli-
cable criteria in § 1037.631(a)(1) and (2). 

(c) For vehicles subject to air condi-
tioning standards, include: 

(1) The refrigerant leakage rates 
(leak scores). 

(2) The type of refrigerant and the re-
frigerant capacity of the air condi-
tioning systems. 

(3) The corporate name of the final 
installer of the air conditioning sys-
tem. 

(d) Describe any vehicles or compo-
nents you selected for testing and the 
reasons for selecting them. 

(e) Describe any test equipment and 
procedures that you used, including 
any special or alternate test proce-
dures you used (see § 1037.501). Include 
information describing the procedures 
you used to determine CdA values as 
specified in §§ 1037.525 through 1037.527. 
Describe which type of data you are 
using for engine fuel maps (see 40 CFR 
1036.505). If your trailer certification 
relies on approved data from device 
manufacturers, identify the device and 
device manufacturer. 

(f) Describe how you operated any 
emission-data vehicle before testing, 
including the duty cycle and the num-
ber of vehicle operating miles used to 
stabilize emission-related performance. 
Explain why you selected the method 
of service accumulation. Describe any 
scheduled maintenance you did, and 
any practices or specifications that 
should apply for our testing. 

(g) Where applicable, list the speci-
fications of any test fuel to show that 
it falls within the required ranges we 
specify in 40 CFR part 1065. 

(h) Identify the vehicle family’s use-
ful life. 
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(i) Include the maintenance instruc-
tions and warranty statement you will 
give to the ultimate purchaser of each 
new vehicle (see §§ 1037.120 and 1037.125). 

(j) Describe your emission control in-
formation label (see § 1037.135). 

(k) Identify the emission standards 
or FELs to which you are certifying ve-
hicles in the vehicle family. For fami-
lies containing multiple subfamilies, 
this means that you must identify the 
highest and lowest FELs to which any 
of your subfamilies will be certified. 

(l) Where applicable, identify the ve-
hicle family’s deterioration factors and 
describe how you developed them. 
Present any emission test data you 
used for this (see § 1037.241(c)). 

(m) Where applicable, state that you 
operated your emission-data vehicles 
as described in the application (includ-
ing the test procedures, test param-
eters, and test fuels) to show you meet 
the requirements of this part. 

(n) [Reserved] 
(o) Report calculated and modeled 

emission results as follows: 
(1) For vocational vehicles and trac-

tors, report modeling results for ten 
configurations. Include modeling in-
puts and detailed descriptions of how 
they were derived. Unless we specify 
otherwise, include the configuration 
with the highest modeling result, the 
lowest modeling result, and the con-
figurations with the highest projected 
sales. 

(2) For trailers that demonstrate 
compliance with g/ton-mile emission 
standards as described in § 1037.515, re-
port the CO2 emission result for the 
configuration with the highest cal-
culated value. If your trailer family 
generates or uses emission credits, also 
report the CO2 emission results for the 
configuration with the lowest cal-
culated value, and for the configura-
tion with the highest projected sales. 

(p) Where applicable, describe all ad-
justable operating parameters (see 
§ 1037.115), including production toler-
ances. For any operating parameters 
that do not qualify as adjustable pa-
rameters, include a description sup-
porting your conclusion (see 40 CFR 
1068.50(c)). Include the following in 
your description of each adjustable pa-
rameter: 

(1) The nominal or recommended set-
ting. 

(2) The intended practically adjust-
able range. 

(3) The limits or stops used to estab-
lish adjustable ranges. 

(4) Information showing why the lim-
its, stops, or other means of inhibiting 
adjustment are effective in preventing 
adjustment of parameters on in-use en-
gines to settings outside your intended 
practically adjustable ranges. 

(q) Include the following information 
for electric vehicles and fuel cell vehi-
cles to show they meet the standards of 
this part: 

(1) You may attest that vehicles com-
ply with the standards of § 1037.102 in-
stead of submitting test data. 

(2) For vehicles generating credits 
under § 1037.616, you may attest that 
the vehicle meets the durability re-
quirements described in § 1037.102(b)(3) 
based on an engineering analysis of 
measured values and other informa-
tion, consistent with good engineering 
judgment, instead of testing at the end 
of the useful life. Send us your test re-
sults for work produced over the FTP 
and initial useable battery energy or 
initial fuel cell voltage. Also send us 
your engineering analysis describing 
how you meet the durability require-
ments if we ask for it. 

(r) Unconditionally certify that all 
the vehicles in the vehicle family com-
ply with the requirements of this part, 
other referenced parts of the CFR, and 
the Clean Air Act. 

(s) Include good-faith estimates of 
U.S.-directed production volumes by 
subfamily. We may require you to de-
scribe the basis of your estimates. 

(t) Include the information required 
by other subparts of this part. For ex-
ample, include the information re-
quired by § 1037.725 if you plan to gen-
erate or use emission credits. 

(u) Include other applicable informa-
tion, such as information specified in 
this part or 40 CFR part 1068 related to 
requests for exemptions. 

(v) Name an agent for service located 
in the United States. Service on this 
agent constitutes service on you or any 
of your officers or employees for any 
action by EPA or otherwise by the 
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United States related to the require-
ments of this part. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34461, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4638, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.210 Preliminary approval before 
certification. 

If you send us information before you 
finish the application, we may review 
it and make any appropriate deter-
minations. Decisions made under this 
section are considered to be prelimi-
nary approval, subject to final review 
and approval. We will generally not re-
verse a decision where we have given 
you preliminary approval, unless we 
find new information supporting a dif-
ferent decision. If you request prelimi-
nary approval related to the upcoming 
model year or the model year after 
that, we will make best-efforts to make 
the appropriate determinations as soon 
as practicable. We will generally not 
provide preliminary approval related 
to a future model year more than two 
years ahead of time. 

§ 1037.211 Preliminary approval for 
manufacturers of aerodynamic de-
vices. 

(a) If you design or manufacture aer-
odynamic devices for trailers, you may 
ask us to provide preliminary approval 
for the measured performance of your 
devices. While decisions made under 
this section are considered to be pre-
liminary approval, we will not reverse 
a decision where we have given you 
preliminary approval, unless we find 
new information supporting a different 
decision. For example, where we meas-
ure the performance of your device 
after giving you preliminary approval 
and its measured performance is less 
than your data indicated, we may re-
scind the preliminary approval of your 
test results. 

(b) To request this, you must provide 
test data for ΔCdA values as specified in 
§ 1037.150(u) or § 1037.526. Trailer manu-
facturers may use approved ΔCdA val-
ues as inputs under § 1037.515 to support 
their application for certification. 

§ 1037.220 Amending maintenance in-
structions. 

You may amend your emission-re-
lated maintenance instructions after 

you submit your application for certifi-
cation as long as the amended instruc-
tions remain consistent with the provi-
sions of § 1037.125. You must send the 
Designated Compliance Officer a writ-
ten request to amend your application 
for certification for a vehicle family if 
you want to change the emission-re-
lated maintenance instructions in a 
way that could affect emissions. In 
your request, describe the proposed 
changes to the maintenance instruc-
tions. If operators follow the original 
maintenance instructions rather than 
the newly specified maintenance, this 
does not allow you to disqualify those 
vehicles from in-use testing or deny a 
warranty claim. 

(a) If you are decreasing or elimi-
nating any specified maintenance, you 
may distribute the new maintenance 
instructions to your customers 30 days 
after we receive your request, unless 
we disapprove your request. This would 
generally include replacing one main-
tenance step with another. We may ap-
prove a shorter time or waive this re-
quirement. 

(b) If your requested change would 
not decrease the specified mainte-
nance, you may distribute the new 
maintenance instructions any time 
after you send your request. For exam-
ple, this paragraph (b) would cover add-
ing instructions to increase the fre-
quency of filter changes for vehicles in 
severe-duty applications. 

(c) You need not request approval if 
you are making only minor corrections 
(such as correcting typographical mis-
takes), clarifying your maintenance in-
structions, or changing instructions for 
maintenance unrelated to emission 
control. We may ask you to send us 
copies of maintenance instructions re-
vised under this paragraph (c). 

§ 1037.225 Amending applications for 
certification. 

Before we issue you a certificate of 
conformity, you may amend your ap-
plication to include new or modified 
vehicle configurations, subject to the 
provisions of this section. After we 
have issued your certificate of con-
formity, you may send us an amended 
application any time before the end of 
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the model year requesting that we in-
clude new or modified vehicle configu-
rations within the scope of the certifi-
cate, subject to the provisions of this 
section. You must amend your applica-
tion if any changes occur with respect 
to any information that is included or 
should be included in your application. 

(a) You must amend your application 
before you take any of the following 
actions: 

(1) Add any vehicle configurations to 
a vehicle family that are not already 
covered by your application. For exam-
ple, if your application identifies three 
possible engine models, and you plan to 
produce vehicles using an additional 
engine model, then you must amend 
your application before producing vehi-
cles with the fourth engine model. The 
added vehicle configurations must be 
consistent with other vehicle configu-
rations in the vehicle family with re-
spect to the criteria listed in § 1037.230. 

(2) Change a vehicle configuration al-
ready included in a vehicle family in a 
way that may change any of the com-
ponents you described in your applica-
tion for certification, or make any 
other changes that would make the 
emissions inconsistent with the infor-
mation in your application. This in-
cludes production and design changes 
that may affect emissions any time 
during the vehicle’s lifetime. 

(3) Modify an FEL for a vehicle fam-
ily as described in paragraph (f) of this 
section. 

(b) To amend your application for 
certification, send the relevant infor-
mation to the Designated Compliance 
Officer. 

(1) Describe in detail the addition or 
change in the vehicle model or configu-
ration you intend to make. 

(2) Include engineering evaluations or 
data showing that the amended vehicle 
family complies with all applicable re-
quirements. You may do this by show-
ing that the original emission-data ve-
hicle is still appropriate for showing 
that the amended family complies with 
all applicable requirements. 

(3) If the original emission-data vehi-
cle or emission modeling for the vehi-
cle family is not appropriate to show 
compliance for the new or modified ve-
hicle configuration, include new test 
data or emission modeling showing 

that the new or modified vehicle con-
figuration meets the requirements of 
this part. 

(4) Include any other information 
needed to make your application cor-
rect and complete. 

(c) We may ask for more test data or 
engineering evaluations. You must give 
us these within 30 days after we request 
them. 

(d) For vehicle families already cov-
ered by a certificate of conformity, we 
will determine whether the existing 
certificate of conformity covers your 
newly added or modified vehicle. You 
may ask for a hearing if we deny your 
request (see § 1037.820). 

(e) The amended application applies 
starting with the date you submit the 
amended application, as follows: 

(1) For vehicle families already cov-
ered by a certificate of conformity, you 
may start producing a new or modified 
vehicle configuration any time after 
you send us your amended application 
and before we make a decision under 
paragraph (d) of this section. However, 
if we determine that the affected vehi-
cles do not meet applicable require-
ments in this part, we will notify you 
to cease production of the vehicles and 
may require you to recall the vehicles 
at no expense to the owner. Choosing 
to produce vehicles under this para-
graph (e) is deemed to be consent to re-
call all vehicles that we determine do 
not meet applicable emission standards 
or other requirements in this part and 
to remedy the nonconformity at no ex-
pense to the owner. If you do not pro-
vide information required under para-
graph (c) of this section within 30 days 
after we request it, you must stop pro-
ducing the new or modified vehicles. 

(2) [Reserved] 
(f) You may ask us to approve a 

change to your FEL in certain cases 
after the start of production. The 
changed FEL may not apply to vehicles 
you have already introduced into U.S. 
commerce, except as described in this 
paragraph (f). You may ask us to ap-
prove a change to your FEL in the fol-
lowing cases: 

(1) You may ask to raise your FEL 
for your vehicle subfamily at any time. 
In your request, you must show that 
you will still be able to meet the emis-
sion standards as specified in subparts 
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B and H of this part. Use the appro-
priate FELs with corresponding pro-
duction volumes to calculate emission 
credits for the model year, as described 
in subpart H of this part. 

(2) Where testing applies, you may 
ask to lower the FEL for your vehicle 
subfamily only if you have test data 
from production vehicles showing that 
emissions are below the proposed lower 
FEL. Otherwise, you may ask to lower 
your FEL for your vehicle subfamily at 
any time. The lower FEL applies only 
to vehicles you produce after we ap-
prove the new FEL. Use the appro-
priate FELs with corresponding pro-
duction volumes to calculate emission 
credits for the model year, as described 
in subpart H of this part. 

(3) You may ask to add an FEL for 
your vehicle family at any time. 

(g) You may produce vehicles or mod-
ify in-use vehicles as described in your 
amended application for certification 
and consider those vehicles to be in a 
certified configuration. Modifying a 
new or in-use vehicle to be in a cer-
tified configuration does not violate 
the tampering prohibition of 40 CFR 
1068.101(b)(1), as long as this does not 
involve changing to a certified configu-
ration with a higher family emission 
limit. See § 1037.621(g) for special provi-

sions that apply for changing to a dif-
ferent certified configuration in cer-
tain circumstances. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34461, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4639, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.230 Vehicle families, sub-fami-
lies, and configurations. 

(a) For purposes of certifying your 
vehicles to greenhouse gas standards, 
divide your product line into families 
of vehicles based on regulatory subcat-
egories as specified in this section. 
Subcategories are specified using terms 
defined in § 1037.801. Your vehicle fam-
ily is limited to a single model year. 

(1) Apply subcategories for voca-
tional vehicles and vocational tractors 
as shown in Table 1 of this section. 
This involves 15 separate subcategories 
for Phase 2 vehicles to account for en-
gine characteristics, GVWR, and the 
selection of duty cycle for vocational 
vehicles as specified in § 1037.510; vehi-
cles may additionally fall into one of 
the subcategories defined by the cus-
tom-chassis standards in § 1037.105(h). 
Divide Phase 1 vehicles into three 
GVWR-based vehicle service classes as 
shown in Table 1 of this section, dis-
regarding additional specified charac-
teristics. Table 1 follows: 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.230—VOCATIONAL VEHICLE SUBCATEGORIES 

Engine cycle Light HDV Medium HDV Heavy HDV 

Compression-ignition Urban ......................... Urban ......................... Urban. 
Multi-Purpose ............ Multi-Purpose ............ Multi-Purpose. 
Regional .................... Regional .................... Regional. 

Spark-ignition ............. Urban ......................... Urban.
Multi-Purpose ............ Multi-Purpose.
Regional .................... Regional.

(2) Apply subcategories for tractors 
(other than vocational tractors) as 
shown in Table 2 of this section. 

(i) For vehicles certified to the op-
tional tractor standards in § 1037.670, 
assign the subcategories as described in 
§ 1037.670. 

(ii) For vehicles intended for export 
to Canada, you may assign the subcat-
egories as specified in the Canadian 
regulations. 

(iii) Table 2 follows: 
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TABLE 2 OF § 1037.230—TRACTOR SUBCATEGORIES 

Class 7 Class 8 

Low-roof tractors ..................... Low-roof day cabs .................. Low-roof sleeper cabs. 
Mid-roof tractors ...................... Mid-roof day cabs ................... Mid-roof sleeper cabs. 
High-roof tractors .................... High-roof day cabs ................. High-roof sleeper cabs. 

Heavy-haul tractors (starting with Phase 2). 

(3) Apply subcategories for trailers as 
shown in the following table: 

TABLE 3 OF § 1037.230—TRAILER 
SUBCATEGORIES 

Full-aero trailers Partial-aero trailers Other trailers 

Long dry box vans Long dry box vans Non-aero trailers. 
Short dry box vans Short dry box vans Non-box trailers. 
Long refrigerated 

box vans.
Long refrigerated 

box vans..
Short refrigerated 

box vans.
Short refrigerated 

box vans..

(b) If the vehicles in your family are 
being certified to more than one FEL, 
subdivide your greenhouse gas vehicle 
families into subfamilies that include 
vehicles with identical FELs. Note that 
you may add subfamilies at any time 
during the model year. 

(c) Group vehicles into configura-
tions consistent with the definition of 
‘‘vehicle configuration’’ in § 1037.801. 
Note that vehicles with hardware or 
software differences that are related to 
measured or modeled emissions are 
considered to be different vehicle con-
figurations even if they have the same 
modeling inputs and FEL. Note also, 
that you are not required to separately 
identify all configurations for certifi-
cation. Note that you are not required 
to identify all possible configurations 
for certification; also, you are required 
to include in your final ABT report 
only those configurations you pro-
duced. 

(d) You may combine dissimilar vehi-
cles into a single vehicle family in spe-
cial circumstances as follows: 

(1) For a Phase 1 vehicle model that 
straddles a roof-height, cab type, or 
GVWR division, you may include all 
the vehicles in the same vehicle family 
if you certify the vehicle family to the 
more stringent standard. For roof 
height, this means you must certify to 
the taller roof standards. For cab-type 

and GVWR, this means you must cer-
tify to the numerically lower stand-
ards. 

(2) For a Phase 2 vehicle model that 
includes a range of GVWR values that 
straddle weight classes, you may in-
clude all the vehicles in the same vehi-
cle family if you certify the vehicle 
family to the numerically lower CO2 
emission standard from the affected 
service classes. Vehicles that are op-
tionally certified to a more stringent 
standard under this paragraph (d)(2) 
are subject to useful-life and all other 
provisions corresponding to the weight 
class with the numerically lower CO2 
emission standard. For a Phase 2 trac-
tor model that includes a range of roof 
heights that straddle subcategories, 
you may include all the vehicles in the 
same vehicle family if you certify the 
vehicle family to the appropriate sub-
category as follows: 

(i) You may certify mid-roof tractors 
as high-roof tractors, but you may not 
certify high-roof tractors as mid-roof 
tractors. 

(ii) For tractor families straddling 
the low-roof/mid-roof division, you 
may certify the family based on the 
primary roof-height as long as no more 
than 10 percent of the tractors are cer-
tified to the otherwise inapplicable 
subcategory. For example, if 95 percent 
of the tractors in the family are less 
than 120 inches tall, and the other 5 
percent are 122 inches tall, you may 
certify the tractors as a single family 
in the low-roof subcategory. 

(iii) Determine the appropriate aero-
dynamic bin number based on the ac-
tual roof height if you measure a CdA 
value. However, use the GEM input for 
the bin based on the standards to which 
you certify. For example, of you certify 
as mid-roof tractors some low-roof 
tractors with a measured CdA value of 
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4.2 m2, they qualify as Bin IV; and you 
must input into GEM the mid-roof Bin 
IV value of 5.85 m2. 

(3) You may include refrigerated box 
vans in a vehicle family with dry box 
vans by treating them all as dry box 
vans for demonstrating compliance 
with emission standards. You may in-
clude certain other types of trailers in 
a vehicle family with a different type 
of trailer, such that the combined set 
of trailers are all subject to the more 
stringent standards, as follows: 

(i) Standards for long trailers are 
more stringent than standards for 
short trailers. 

(ii) Standards for long dry box vans 
are more stringent than standards for 
short refrigerated box vans. 

(iii) Standards for non-aero box vans 
are more stringent than standards for 
non-box trailers. 

(e) You may divide your families into 
more families than specified in this 
section. 

(f) You may ask us to allow you to 
group into the same configuration ve-
hicles that have very small body hard-
ware differences that do not signifi-
cantly affect drag areas. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34462, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4639, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.231 Powertrain families. 
(a) If you choose to perform 

powertrain testing as specified in 
§ 1037.550, use good engineering judg-
ment to divide your product line into 
powertrain families that are expected 
to have similar fuel consumptions and 
CO2 emission characteristics through-
out the useful life. Your powertrain 
family is limited to a single model 
year. 

(b) Except as specified in paragraph 
(c) of this section, group powertrains in 
the same powertrain family if they 
share all the following attributes: 

(1) Engine family as specified in 40 
CFR 1036.230. 

(2) Shared vehicle service class 
grouping, as follows: 

(i) Light HDV or Medium HDV. 
(ii) Heavy HDV other than heavy- 

haul tractors. 
(iii) Heavy-haul tractors. 
(3) Number of clutches. 
(4) Type of clutch (e.g., wet or dry). 

(5) Presence and location of a fluid 
coupling such as a torque converter. 

(6) Gear configuration, as follows: 
(i) Planetary (e.g., simple, compound, 

meshed-planet, stepped-planet, multi- 
stage). 

(ii) Countershaft (e.g., single, double, 
triple). 

(iii) Continuously variable (e.g., pul-
ley, magnetic, toroidal). 

(7) Number of available forward 
gears, and transmission gear ratio for 
each available forward gear, if applica-
ble. Count forward gears as being avail-
able only if the vehicle has the hard-
ware and software to allow operation 
in those gears. 

(8) Transmission oil sump configura-
tion (e.g., conventional or dry). 

(9) The power transfer configuration 
of any hybrid technology (e.g., series or 
parallel). 

(10) The energy storage device and 
capacity of any hybrid technology (e.g., 
10 MJ hydraulic accumulator, 10 kW·hr 
Lithium-ion battery pack, 10 MJ 
ultracapacitor bank). 

(11) The rated output of any hybrid 
mechanical power technology (e.g., 50 
kW electric motor). 

(c) For powertrains that share all the 
attributes described in paragraph (b) of 
this section, divide them further into 
separate powertrain families based on 
common calibration attributes. Group 
powertrains in the same powertrain 
family to the extent that powertrain 
test results and corresponding emission 
levels are expected to be similar 
throughout the useful life. 

(d) You may subdivide a group of 
powertrains with shared attributes 
under paragraph (b) of this section into 
different powertrain families. 

(e) In unusual circumstances, you 
may group powertrains into the same 
powertrain family even if they do not 
have shared attributes under in para-
graph (b) of this section if you show 
that their emission characteristics 
throughout the useful life will be simi-
lar. 

(f) If you include the axle when per-
forming powertrain testing for the 
family, you must limit the family to 
include only those axles represented by 
the test results. You may include mul-
tiple axle ratios in the family if you 
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test with the axle expected to produce 
the highest emission results. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34462, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4639, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.232 Axle and transmission fami-
lies. 

(a) If you choose to perform axle test-
ing as specified in § 1037.560 or trans-
mission testing as specified in 
§ 1037.565, use good engineering judg-
ment to divide your product line into 
axle or transmission families that are 
expected to have similar hardware, 
noting that efficiencies can differ 
across the members of a family. Note 
that, while there is no certification for 
axle and transmission families under 
this part, vehicle manufacturers may 
rely on axle and transmission test data 
to certify their vehicles. 

(b) Except as specified in paragraph 
(d) of this section, group axles in the 
same axle family if they have the same 
number of drive axles and the same 
load rating. 

(c) Except as specified in paragraph 
(d) of this section, group transmissions 
in the same transmission family if they 
share all the following attributes: 

(1) Number and type of clutches (wet 
or dry). 

(2) Presence and location of a fluid 
coupling such as a torque converter. 

(3) Gear configuration, as follows: 
(i) Planetary (e.g., simple, compound, 

meshed-planet, stepped-planet, multi- 
stage). 

(ii) Countershaft (e.g., single, double, 
triple). 

(iii) Continuously variable (e.g., pul-
ley, magnetic, toroidal). Note that 
GEM does not accommodate efficiency 
testing for continuously variable trans-
missions. 

(4) Transmission oil sump configura-
tion (conventional or dry). 

(d) You may subdivide a group of 
axles or powertrains with shared at-
tributes under paragraph (b) or (c) of 
this section into different families. 

§ 1037.235 Testing requirements for 
certification. 

This section describes the emission 
testing you must perform to show com-
pliance with respect to the greenhouse 
gas emission standards in subpart B of 

this part, and to determine any input 
values from §§ 1037.515 and 1037.520 that 
involve measured quantities. 

(a) Select emission-data vehicles that 
represent production vehicles and com-
ponents for the vehicle family con-
sistent with the specifications in 
§§ 1037.205(o), 1037.515, and 1037.520. 
Where the test results will represent 
multiple vehicles or components with 
different emission performance, use 
good engineering judgment to select 
worst-case emission data vehicles or 
components. In the case of powertrain 
testing under § 1037.550, select a test en-
gine, test hybrid components, test axle, 
and test transmission as applicable, by 
considering the whole range of vehicle 
models covered by the powertrain fam-
ily and the mix of duty cycles specified 
in § 1037.510. If the powertrain has more 
than one transmission calibration, for 
example economy vs. performance, you 
may weight the results from the 
powertrain testing in § 1037.550 by the 
percentage of vehicles in the family by 
prior model year for each configura-
tion. This can be done, for example, 
through the use of survey data or based 
on the previous model year’s sales vol-
ume. Weight the results of Mfuel[cycle], 

and W[cycle] from Table 2 of § 1037.550 ac-
cording to the percentage of vehicles in 
the family that use each transmission 
calibration. 

(b) Test your emission-data vehicles 
(including emission-data components) 
using the procedures and equipment 
specified in subpart F of this part. 
Measure emissions (or other param-
eters, as applicable) using the specified 
procedures. 

(c) We may perform confirmatory 
testing by measuring emissions (or 
other parameters, as applicable) from 
any of your emission-data vehicles. 

(1) We may decide to do the testing 
at your plant or any other facility. If 
we do this, you must deliver the vehi-
cle or component to a test facility we 
designate. The vehicle or component 
you provide must be in a configuration 
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that is suitable for testing. For exam-
ple, vehicles must have the tires you 
used for testing, and tractors must be 
set up with the trailer you used for 
testing. If we do the testing at your 
plant, you must schedule it as soon as 
possible and make available the instru-
ments, personnel, and equipment we 
need (see paragraph (g) of this section 
for provisions that apply specifically 
for testing a tractor’s aerodynamic 
performance). 

(2) If we measure emissions (or other 
parameters, as applicable) from your 
vehicle or component, the results of 
that testing become the official emis-
sion results for the vehicle or compo-
nent. Note that changing the official 
emission result does not necessarily re-
quire a change in the declared mod-
eling input value. These results will 
only affect your vehicle FEL if the re-
sults of our confirmatory testing result 
in a GEM vehicle emission value that 
is higher than the vehicle FEL declared 
by the manufacturer. Unless we later 
invalidate these data, we may decide 
not to consider your data in deter-
mining if your vehicle family meets ap-
plicable requirements in this part. 

(3) Before we test one of your vehi-
cles or components, we may set its ad-
justable parameters to any point with-
in the physically adjustable ranges, if 
applicable. 

(4) Before we test one of your vehi-
cles or components, we may calibrate 
it within normal production tolerances 
for anything we do not consider an ad-
justable parameter. For example, this 
would apply for a vehicle parameter 
that is subject to production varia-
bility because it is adjustable during 
production, but is not considered an 
adjustable parameter (as defined in 
§ 1037.801) because it is permanently 
sealed. For parameters that relate to a 
level of performance that is itself sub-
ject to a specified range (such as max-
imum power output), we will generally 
perform any calibration under this 
paragraph (c)(4) in a way that keeps 
performance within the specified 
range. Note that this paragraph (c)(4) 
does not allow us to test your vehicles 
in a condition that would be unrepre-
sentative of production vehicles. 

(d) You may ask to use carryover 
data for a vehicle or component from a 

previous model year instead of doing 
new tests if the applicable emission- 
data vehicle from the previous model 
year remains the appropriate emission- 
data vehicle under paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

(e) We may require you to test a sec-
ond vehicle or component of the same 
configuration in addition to the vehicle 
or component tested under paragraph 
(a) of this section. 

(f) If you use an alternate test proce-
dure under 40 CFR 1065.10 and later 
testing shows that such testing does 
not produce results that are equivalent 
to the procedures specified in subpart F 
of this part, we may reject data you 
generated using the alternate proce-
dure. 

(g) We may perform testing to verify 
your aerodynamic drag area values 
using any method specified in subpart 
F of this part. The following additional 
provisions apply: 

(1) We intend to use the same aero-
dynamic test facility you used, and if 
you provide any instruments you used, 
we intend to use those instruments to 
perform our testing. 

(2) We may perform coastdown test-
ing to verify your tractor drag area for 
any certified configuration. If you use 
an alternate method for determining 
aerodynamic drag area for tractors, we 
may perform testing to verify Falt-aero as 
specified in subpart F of this part. 

(3) We may test trailers (and devices 
receiving preliminary approval) using 
the wind-tunnel method described in 
§ 1037.530. We may also test using an al-
ternate method; however, we will de-
termine how to appropriately correct 
or correlate those results to testing 
with the wind-tunnel method. 

(h) You may ask us to use analyt-
ically derived GEM inputs for untested 
configurations (such as untested axle 
ratios within an axle family) as identi-
fied in subpart F of this part based on 
interpolation of all relevant measured 
values for related configurations, con-
sistent with good engineering judg-
ment. We may establish specific ap-
proval criteria based on prevailing in-
dustry practice. If we allow this, we 
may test any configuration. We may 
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also require you to test any configura-
tion as part of a selective enforcement 
audit. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34462, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.241 Demonstrating compliance 
with exhaust emission standards 
for greenhouse gas pollutants. 

(a) Compliance determinations for 
purposes of certification depend on 
whether or not you participate in the 
ABT program in subpart H of this part. 

(1) If none of your vehicle families 
generate or use emission credits in a 
given model year,, each of your vehicle 
families is considered in compliance 
with the CO2 emission standards in 
§§ 1037.105 through 1037.107 if all vehicle 
configurations in the family have cal-
culated or modeled CO2 emission rates 
from § 1037.515 or § 1037.520 that are at 
or below the applicable standards. A 
vehicle family is deemed not to comply 
if any vehicle configuration in the fam-
ily has a calculated or modeled CO2 
emission rate that is above the applica-
ble standard. 

(2) If you generate or use emission 
credits with one or more vehicle fami-
lies in a given model year, your vehicle 
families within an averaging set are 
considered in compliance with the CO2 
emission standards in §§ 1037.105 
through 1037.107 if the sum of positive 
and negative credits for all vehicle con-
figurations in those vehicle families 
lead to a zero balance or a positive bal-
ance of credits, except as allowed 
by§ 1037.745. Note that the FEL is con-
sidered to be the applicable emission 
standard for an individual configura-
tion. 

(b) For non-box trailers and non-aero 
box vans, your vehicle family is consid-
ered in compliance with the emission 
standards if all vehicle configurations 
in that family meet specified design 
standards and have TRRL values at or 
below the specified standard. Your fam-
ily is deemed not to comply for certifi-
cation if any trailer does not meet 
specified design standards or if any ve-
hicle configuration in that family has a 
measured TRRL value above the speci-
fied standard. 

(c) We may require you to provide an 
engineering analysis showing that the 
performance of your emission controls 

will not deteriorate during the useful 
life with proper maintenance. If we de-
termine that your emission controls 
are likely to deteriorate during the 
useful life, we may require you to de-
velop and apply deterioration factors 
consistent with good engineering judg-
ment. For example, you may need to 
apply a deterioration factor to address 
deterioration of battery performance 
for a hybrid electric vehicle. Where the 
highest useful life emissions occur be-
tween the end of useful life and at the 
low-hour test point, base deterioration 
factors for the vehicles on the dif-
ference between (or ratio of) the point 
at which the highest emissions occur 
and the low-hour test point. 

§ 1037.243 Demonstrating compliance 
with evaporative and refueling 
emission standards. 

(a) For purposes of certification, your 
vehicle family is considered in compli-
ance with the evaporative and refuel-
ing emission standards in subpart B of 
this part if you prepare an engineering 
analysis showing that your vehicles in 
the family will comply with applicable 
standards throughout the useful life, 
and there are no test results from an 
emission-data vehicle representing the 
family that exceed an emission stand-
ard. 

(b) Your evaporative refueling emis-
sion family is deemed not to comply if 
your engineering analysis is not ade-
quate to show that all the vehicles in 
the family will comply with applicable 
emission standards throughout the use-
ful life, or if a test result from an emis-
sion-data vehicle representing the fam-
ily exceeds an emission standard. 

(c) Apply deterioration factors to 
measured emission levels for com-
paring to the emission standard in sub-
part B of this part. Establish an addi-
tive deterioration factor based on an 
engineering analysis that takes into 
account the expected aging from in-use 
vehicles. 

(d) Apply the deterioration factor to 
the official emission result, as de-
scribed in paragraph (c) of this section, 
then round the adjusted figure to the 
same number of decimal places as the 
emission standard. Compare the round-
ed emission levels to the emission 
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standard for each emission-data vehi-
cle. 

(e) Your analysis to demonstrate 
compliance with emission standards 
must take into account your design 
strategy for vehicles that require test-
ing. Specifically, vehicles above 14,000 
pounds GVWR are presumed to need 
the same technologies that are re-
quired for heavy-duty vehicles at or 
below 14,000 pounds GVWR. Similarly, 
your analysis to establish a deteriora-
tion factor must take into account 
your testing to establish deterioration 
factors for smaller vehicles. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34463, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4639, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.250 Reporting and record-
keeping. 

(a) By September 30 following the end 
of the model year, send the Designated 
Compliance Officer a report including 
the total U.S.-directed production vol-
ume of vehicles you produced in each 
vehicle family during the model year 
(based on information available at the 
time of the report). Report by vehicle 
identification number and vehicle con-
figuration and identify the subfamily 
identifier. Report uncertified vehicles 
sold to secondary vehicle manufactur-
ers. We may waive the reporting re-
quirements of this paragraph (a) for 
small manufacturers. 

(b) Organize and maintain the fol-
lowing records: 

(1) A copy of all applications and any 
summary information you send us. 

(2) Any of the information we specify 
in § 1037.205 that you were not required 
to include in your application. 

(3) A detailed history of each emis-
sion-data vehicle (including emission- 
related components), if applicable. 

(4) Production figures for each vehi-
cle family divided by assembly plant. 

(5) Keep a list of vehicle identifica-
tion numbers for all the vehicles you 
produce under each certificate of con-
formity. Also identify the technologies 
that make up the certified configura-
tion for each vehicle you produce. 

(c) Keep required data from emission 
tests and all other information speci-
fied in this section for eight years after 
we issue your certificate. If you use the 
same emission data or other informa-

tion for a later model year, the eight- 
year period restarts with each year 
that you continue to rely on the infor-
mation. 

(d) Store these records in any format 
and on any media, as long as you can 
promptly send us organized, written 
records in English if we ask for them. 
You must keep these records readily 
available. We may review them at any 
time. 

(e) If you fail to properly keep 
records or to promptly send us infor-
mation as required under this part, we 
may require that you submit the infor-
mation specified in this section after 
each calendar quarter, and we may re-
quire that you routinely send us infor-
mation that the regulation requires 
you to submit only if we request it. If 
we find that you are fraudulent or 
grossly negligent or otherwise act in 
bad faith regarding information report-
ing and recordkeeping, we may require 
that you send us a detailed description 
of the certified configuration for each 
vehicle before you produce it. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4639, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.255 What decisions may EPA 
make regarding my certificate of 
conformity? 

(a) If we determine an application is 
complete and shows that the vehicle 
family meets all the requirements of 
this part and the Act, we will issue a 
certificate of conformity for the vehi-
cle family for that model year. We may 
make the approval subject to addi-
tional conditions. 

(b) We may deny an application for 
certification if we determine that a ve-
hicle family fails to comply with emis-
sion standards or other requirements of 
this part or the Clean Air Act. We will 
base our decision on all available infor-
mation. If we deny an application, we 
will explain why in writing. 

(c) In addition, we may deny an ap-
plication or suspend or revoke a cer-
tificate of conformity if you do any of 
the following: 

(1) Refuse to comply with any testing 
or reporting requirements in this part. 

(2) Submit false or incomplete infor-
mation. This includes doing anything 
after submitting an application that 
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causes submitted information to be 
false or incomplete. 

(3) Cause any test data to become in-
accurate. 

(4) Deny us from completing author-
ized activities (see 40 CFR 1068.20). This 
includes a failure to provide reasonable 
assistance. 

(5) Produce vehicles for importation 
into the United States at a location 
where local law prohibits us from car-
rying out authorized activities. 

(6) Fail to supply requested informa-
tion or amend an application to include 
all vehicles being produced. 

(7) Take any action that otherwise 
circumvents the intent of the Act or 
this part. 

(d) We may void a certificate of con-
formity if you fail to keep records, 
send reports, or give us information as 
required under this part or the Act. 
Note that these are also violations of 
40 CFR 1068.101(a)(2). 

(e) We may void a certificate of con-
formity if we find that you inten-
tionally submitted false or incomplete 
information. This includes doing any-
thing after submitting an application 
that causes submitted information to 
be false or incomplete after submis-
sion. 

(f) If we deny an application or sus-
pend, revoke, or void a certificate, you 
may ask for a hearing (see § 1037.820). 

[86 FR 34463, June 29, 2021] 

Subpart D—Testing Production 
Vehicles and Engines 

§ 1037.301 Overview of measurements 
related to GEM inputs in a selective 
enforcement audit. 

(a) We may require you to perform 
selective enforcement audits under 40 
CFR part 1068, subpart E, with respect 
to any GEM inputs in your application 
for certification. Sections 1037.305 
through 1037.315 describe how this ap-
plies uniquely in certain cir-
cumstances. 

(b) A selective enforcement audit for 
this part consists of performing meas-
urements with production vehicles rel-
ative to one or more declared values 
for GEM inputs, and using those meas-
ured values in place of your declared 
values to run GEM. Except as specified 
in this subpart, the vehicle is consid-

ered passing if the new modeled emis-
sion result is at or below the modeled 
emission result corresponding to the 
declared GEM inputs. If you report an 
FEL for the vehicle configuration be-
fore the audit, we will instead consider 
the vehicle passing if the new cycle- 
weighted emission result is at or below 
the FEL. 

(c) We may audit your production 
components and your records to con-
firm that physical parameters are cor-
rect, such as dimensional accuracy and 
material selection. We may also audit 
your records to confirm that you are 
properly documenting the certified 
configurations of production vehicles. 

(d) Selective enforcement audit pro-
visions for fuel maps apply to engine 
manufacturers as specified in 40 CFR 
1036.301. See § 1037.315 for selective en-
forcement audit provisions applicable 
to powertrain fuel maps. 

(e) We may suspend or revoke certifi-
cates based on the outcome of a selec-
tive enforcement audit for any appro-
priate configurations within one or 
more vehicle families. 

(f) We may apply selective enforce-
ment audit provisions with respect to 
off-cycle technologies, with any nec-
essary modifications, consistent with 
good engineering judgment. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34463, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.305 Audit procedures for trac-
tors—aerodynamic testing. 

To perform a selective enforcement 
audit with respect to drag area for 
tractors, use the reference method 
specified in § 1037.525; we may instead 
require you to use the same method 
you used for certification. The fol-
lowing provisions apply instead of 40 
CFR 1068.415 through 1068.425 for a se-
lective enforcement audit with respect 
to drag area: 

(a) Determine whether a tractor 
meets standards as follows: 

(1) We will select a vehicle configura-
tion for testing. Perform a coastdown 
measurement according to § 1037.528 
with the vehicle in its production con-
figuration. If the production configura-
tion cannot be connected to a standard 
trailer, you may ask us to approve 
trailer specifications different than 
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§ 1037.501(g)(1) based on good engineer-
ing judgment. Instead of the process 
described in § 1037.528(h)(12), determine 
your test result as described in this 
paragraph (a). You must have an equal 
number of runs in each direction. 

(2) Measure a yaw curve for your test 
vehicle using your alternate method 
according to § 1037.525(b)(3). You do not 
need to test at the coastdown effective 

yaw angle. You may use a previously 
established yaw curve from your cer-
tification testing if it is available. 

(3) Using the yaw curve, perform a re-
gression using values of drag area, 
CdAalt, and yaw angle, yalt, to determine 
the air-direction correction coeffi-
cients, a0, a1, a2, a3, and a4, for the fol-
lowing equation: 

(4) Adjust the drag area value from 
each coastdown run, CdArun, from the 
yaw angle of each run, yrun, to ±4.5° to 

represent a wind-averaged drag area 
value, CdAwa by applying Eq. 1037.305–1 
as follows: 

(5) Perform additional coastdown 
measurements until you reach a pass 
or fail decision under this paragraph 
(a). The minimum number of runs to 
pass is 24. The minimum number of 
runs to fail is 100. 

(6) Calculate statistical values to 
characterize cumulative test results at 
least once per day based on an equal 

number of coastdown runs in each di-
rection. Determine the wind-averaged 
drag area value for the test CdAwa by 
averaging all CdAwa-run values for all 
days of testing. Determine the upper 
and lower bounds of the drag area 
value, CdAwa-bounded, expressed to two 
decimal places, using a confidence in-
terval as follows: 

Where: 

CdAwa-bounded = the upper bound, CdAwa-upper, and 
lower bound, CdAwa-lower, of the drag area 

value, where CdAwa-upper is the larger num-
ber. 

CdAwa = the average of all CdAwa-run values. 
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s = the standard deviation of all CdAwa-run val-
ues (see 40 CFR 1065.602(c)). 

n = the total number of coastdown runs. 

(7) Determine compliance based on 
the values of CdAwa-upper and CdAwa-lower 
relative to the adjusted bin boundary. 
For purposes of this section, the upper 
limit of a bin is expressed as the speci-
fied value plus 0.05 to account for 
rounding. For example, for a bin in-
cluding values of 5.5–5.9 m2, being 
above the upper limit means exceeding 
5.95 m2. The vehicle passes or fails rel-
ative to the adjusted bin boundary 
based on one of the following criteria: 

(i) The vehicle passes if CdAwa-upper is 
less than or equal to the upper limit of 
the bin to which you certified the vehi-
cle. 

(ii) The vehicle fails if CdAwa-lower is 
greater than the upper limit of the bin 
to which you certified the vehicle. 

(iii) The vehicle passes if you perform 
100 coastdown runs and CdAwa-upper is 
greater than and CdAwa-lower is lower 
than the upper limit of the bin to 
which you certified the vehicle. 

(iv) The vehicle fails if you choose to 
stop testing before reaching a final de-
termination under this paragraph 
(a)(7). 

(v) You may continue testing beyond 
the stopping point specified in this 
paragraph (a)(7). We may consider the 
additional data in making pass/fail de-
terminations. 

(b) If you reach a pass decision on the 
first test vehicle, the emission family 
passes the SEA and you may stop test-
ing. If you reach a fail decision on the 
first test vehicle, repeat the testing de-
scribed in paragraph (a) of this section 
for two additional vehicles of the same 
configuration, or of a different configu-
ration that we specify. Continue test-
ing two additional vehicles for each 
failing vehicle until you reach a pass or 
fail decision for the family based on 
one of the following criteria: 

(1) The emission family passes if at 
any point more than 50 percent of the 
vehicles have reached a pass decision. 

(2) The emission family fails if six ve-
hicles reach a fail decision. 

(3) The emission family passes if you 
test 11 vehicles with five or fewer vehi-
cles reaching a fail decision. 

(4) The emission family fails if you 
choose to stop testing before reaching 

a final determination under this para-
graph (b). 

(c) We may suspend a certificate of 
conformity as described in 40 CFR 
1068.430 if your emission family fails an 
SEA, subject to the following provi-
sions: 

(1) We may reinstate a suspended cer-
tificate if you revise Falt-aero or make 
other changes to your testing method-
ology to properly correlate your test-
ing to the reference method specified 
in § 1037.525. 

(2) We may require you to apply any 
adjustments and corrections deter-
mined under paragraph (c)(1) of this 
section to your other emission families 
in any future application for certifi-
cation. 

(d) If we test some of your vehicles in 
addition to your testing, we may de-
cide not to include your test results as 
official data for those vehicles if there 
is substantial disagreement between 
your testing and our testing. We will 
reinstate your data as valid if you 
show us that we made an error and 
your data are correct. If we perform 
testing, we may choose to stop testing 
after any number of tests and not de-
termine a failure. 

(e) If we rely on our test data instead 
of yours, we will notify you in writing 
of our decision and the reasons we be-
lieve your facility is not appropriate 
for doing the tests we require under 
this paragraph (b). You may request in 
writing that we consider your test re-
sults from the same facility for future 
testing if you show us that you have 
made changes to resolve the problem. 

(f) We may allow you to perform ad-
ditional replicate tests with a given ve-
hicle or to test additional vehicles, 
consistent with good engineering judg-
ment. 

(g) You must assign the appropriate 
CdA bin for your compliance dem-
onstration at the end of the model year 
for every configuration you tested that 
failed under this section. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34463, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.310 Audit procedures for trail-
ers. 

(a) We may audit trailer manufactur-
ers to ensure that trailers are being 
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produced to conform with the certifi-
cate of conformity. If this involves aer-
odynamic measurements, we will speci-
fy how to adapt the protocol described 
in § 1037.305 to appropriately evaluate 
trailer performance. 

(b) We may require device manufac-
turers that obtain preliminary ap-
proval under § 1037.211 to perform aero-
dynamic testing of production samples 
of approved devices to ensure that the 
devices conform to the approved con-
figuration. 

§ 1037.315 Audit procedures related to 
powertrain testing. 

(a) For vehicles certified based on 
powertrain testing as specified in 
§ 1037.550, we may apply the selective 
enforcement audit requirements to the 
powertrain. If engine manufacturers 
perform the powertrain testing and in-
clude those results in their certifi-
cation under 40 CFR part 1036, they are 
responsible for selective enforcement 
audits related to those results. Other-
wise, the certificate holder for the ve-
hicle is responsible for the selective en-
forcement audit. 

(b) The following provisions apply for 
a selective enforcement audit with re-
spect to powertrain testing: 

(1) A selective enforcement audit for 
powertrains would generally consist of 
performing a test with the complete 
powertrain (engine and transmission 
together). We may alternatively allow 
you to test the engine on a dynamom-
eter with no installed transmission as 
described in § 1037.551. 

(2) Recreate a set of test results for 
each of three separate powertrains. 
Generate GEM results for each of the 
configurations that are defined as the 
centers of each group of four points 
that define a boundary of cycle work 
and average powertrain speed divided 
by average vehicle speed, for each of 
the three selected powertrains. See 40 
CFR 1036.301(b)(2) for an example on 
how these points are defined. Each 
unique map for a given configuration 
with a particular powertrain con-
stitutes a separate test for purposes of 
evaluating whether the vehicle family 
meets the pass-fail criteria under 40 
CFR 1068.420. The test result for a sin-
gle test run in the audit is considered 

passing if it is at or below the value se-
lected as an input for GEM. Perform 
testing with the same GEM configura-
tions for additional powertrains as 
needed to reach a pass-fail decision 
under 40 CFR 1068.240. 

§ 1037.320 Audit procedures for axles 
and transmissions. 

Selective enforcement audit provi-
sions apply for axles and transmissions 
relative to the efficiency demonstra-
tions of §§ 1037.560 and 1037.565 as speci-
fied in this section. The following pro-
visions apply instead of 40 CFR 1068.415 
through 1068.445 for the selective en-
forcement audit. 

(a) A selective enforcement audit for 
axles or transmissions would consist of 
performing measurements with a pro-
duction axle or transmission to deter-
mine mean power loss values as de-
clared for GEM simulations, and run-
ning GEM over one or more applicable 
duty cycles based on those measured 
values. The axle or transmission is con-
sidered passing for a given configura-
tion if the new modeled emission result 
for every applicable duty cycle is at or 
below the modeled emission result cor-
responding to the declared GEM inputs. 

(b) Run GEM with the define vehicles 
to determine whether the transmission 
or axle family passes the audit. 

(1) For transmission audits, run GEM 
for each applicable vehicle configura-
tion and GEM regulatory subcategory 
identified in 40 CFR 1036.540 and for 
each vehicle class as defined in 
§ 1037.140(g) using the applicable default 
engine map in appendix C of 40 CFR 
part 1036, the cycle-average fuel map in 
Table 1 of this section, the torque 
curve in Table 2 of this section for both 
the engine full-load torque curve and 
parent engine full-load torque curve, 
the motoring torque curve in Table 3 of 
this section, the idle fuel map in Table 
4 of this section. For transmission test-
ing, use the test transmission’s gear 
ratios in place of the gear ratios de-
fined in 40 CFR 1036.540. Table 1 
through Table 4 follow: 
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TABLE 2 TO PARAGRAPH (b)(1) OF § 1037.320—FULL-LOAD TORQUE CURVES BY VEHICLE CLASS 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
spark-ignition 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
compression-ignition 

Heavy HDV 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

600 433 750 470 600 1200 
700 436 907 579 750 1320 
800 445 1055 721 850 1490 
900 473 1208 850 950 1700 

1000 492 1358 876 1050 1950 
1100 515 1507 866 1100 2090 
1200 526 1660 870 1200 2100 
1300 541 1809 868 1250 2100 
1400 542 1954 869 1300 2093 
1500 542 2105 878 1400 2092 
1600 542 2258 850 1500 2085 
1700 547 2405 800 1520 2075 
1800 550 2556 734 1600 2010 
1900 551 2600 0 1700 1910 
2000 554 ............................... ............................... 1800 1801 
2100 553 ............................... ............................... 1900 1640 
2200 558 ............................... ............................... 2000 1350 
2300 558 ............................... ............................... 2100 910 
2400 566 ............................... ............................... 2250 0 
2500 571 
2600 572 
2700 581 
2800 586 
2900 587 
3000 590 
3100 591 
3200 589 
3300 585 
3400 584 
3500 582 
3600 573 
3700 562 
3800 555 
3900 544 
4000 534 
4100 517 
4200 473 
4291 442 
4500 150 

TABLE 3 TO PARAGRAPH (b)(1) OF § 1037.320—MOTORING TORQUE CURVES BY VEHICLE CLASS 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
spark-ignition 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
compression-ignition 

Heavy HDV 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

700 ¥41 750 ¥129 600 ¥98 
800 ¥42 907 ¥129 750 ¥121 
900 ¥43 1055 ¥130 850 ¥138 

1000 ¥45 1208 ¥132 950 ¥155 
1100 ¥48 1358 ¥135 1050 ¥174 
1200 ¥49 1507 ¥138 1100 ¥184 
1300 ¥50 1660 ¥143 1200 ¥204 
1411 ¥51 1809 ¥148 1250 ¥214 
1511 ¥52 1954 ¥155 1300 ¥225 
1611 ¥53 2105 ¥162 1400 ¥247 
1711 ¥56 2258 ¥170 1500 ¥270 
1811 ¥56 2405 ¥179 1520 ¥275 
1911 ¥57 2556 ¥189 1600 ¥294 
2011 ¥57 ............................... ............................... 1700 ¥319 
2111 ¥58 ............................... ............................... 1800 ¥345 
2211 ¥60 ............................... ............................... 1900 ¥372 
2311 ¥65 ............................... ............................... 2000 ¥400 
2411 ¥81 ............................... ............................... 2100 ¥429 
2511 ¥85 
2611 ¥87 
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TABLE 3 TO PARAGRAPH (b)(1) OF § 1037.320—MOTORING TORQUE CURVES BY VEHICLE CLASS— 
Continued 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
spark-ignition 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
compression-ignition 

Heavy HDV 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

Engine speed 
(r/min) 

Engine torque 
(N·m) 

2711 ¥88 
2811 ¥89 
2911 ¥91 
3011 ¥91 
3111 ¥96 
3211 ¥96 
3311 ¥97 
3411 ¥98 
3511 ¥99 
3611 ¥104 
3711 ¥105 
3811 ¥108 
3911 ¥108 
4011 ¥111 
4111 ¥111 
4211 ¥115 
4291 ¥112 

TABLE 4 TO PARAGRAPH (b)(1) OF § 1037.320—ENGINE IDLE FUEL MAPS BY VEHICLE CLASS 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
spark-ignition 

Light HDV and medium HDV— 
compression-ignition 

Heavy HDV 

Engine 
speed 
(r/min) 

Engine 
torque 
(N·m) 

Fuel 
mass rate 

(g/s) 

Engine 
speed 
(r/min) 

Engine 
torque 
(N·m) 

Fuel 
mass rate 

(g/s) 

Engine 
speed 
(r/min) 

Engine 
torque 
(N·m) 

Fuel 
mass rate 

(g/s) 

600 0 0.4010 750 0 0.2595 600 0 0.3501 
700 0 0.4725 850 0 0.2626 700 0 0.4745 
600 100 0.6637 750 100 0.6931 600 100 0.6547 
700 100 0.7524 850 100 0.7306 700 100 0.8304 

(2) Follow the procedure in paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section for axle audits, but 
cover the range of tire sizes by using 
good engineering judgment to select 
three representative tire sizes for each 
axle ratio for each vehicle configura-
tion instead of using the tire size deter-
mined in 40 CFR 1036.540. 

(3) The GEM ‘‘Default FEL CO2 Emis-
sions’’ result for each vehicle configu-
ration counts as a separate test for de-
termining whether the family passes 
the audit. For vocational vehicles, use 
the GEM ‘‘Default FEL CO2 Emissions’’ 
result for the Regional subcategory. 

(c) If the initial axle or transmission 
passes, the family passes and no fur-
ther testing is required. If the initial 
axle or transmission does not pass, se-
lect two additional production axles or 
transmissions, as applicable, to per-
form additional tests. Note that these 
could be different axle and trans-
mission configurations within the fam-

ily. These become official test results 
for the family. Use good engineering 
judgment to use the results of these 
tests to update the declared maps for 
the axle or transmission family. For 
example, if you fail the audit test for 
any of the axles or transmissions test-
ed, the audit result becomes the de-
clared map. This may also require re-
vising any analytically derived maps. 

[86 FR 34464, June 29, 2021, as amended at 88 
FR 4639, Jan. 24, 2023] 

Subpart E—In-Use Testing 

§ 1037.401 General provisions. 

(a) We may perform in-use testing of 
any vehicle subject to the standards of 
this part. For example, we may test ve-
hicles to verify drag areas or other 
GEM inputs as specified in paragraph 
(b) of this section. 
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(b) We may measure the drag area of 
a vehicle you produced after it has 
been placed into service. We may use 
any of the procedures as specified in 
§§ 1037.525 through 1037.527 for meas-
uring drag area. Your vehicle conforms 
to the regulations of this part with re-
spect to aerodynamic performance if 
we measure its drag area to be at or 
below the maximum drag area allowed 
for the bin to which that configuration 
was certified. 

Subpart F—Test and Modeling 
Procedures 

§ 1037.501 General testing and mod-
eling provisions. 

This subpart specifies how to perform 
emission testing and emission mod-
eling required elsewhere in this part. 

(a) Except as specified in subpart B of 
this part, you must demonstrate that 
you meet emission standards using 
emission modeling as described in 
§§ 1037.515 and 1037.520. This modeling 
depends on several measured values as 
described in this subpart F. You may 
use fuel-mapping information from the 
engine manufacturer as described in 40 
CFR 1036.535 and 1036.540, or you may 
use powertrain testing as described in 
§ 1037.550. 

(b) Where exhaust emission testing is 
required, use equipment and procedures 
as described in 40 CFR part 1065 and 
part 1066. Measure emissions of all the 
exhaust constituents subject to emis-
sion standards as specified in 40 CFR 
part 1065 and part 1066. Use the applica-
ble duty cycles specified in § 1037.510. 

(c) See 40 CFR 86.101 and 86.1813 for 
measurement procedures that apply for 
evaporative and refueling emissions. 

(d) Use the applicable fuels specified 
40 CFR part 1065 to perform valid tests. 

(1) For service accumulation, use the 
test fuel or any commercially available 
fuel that is representative of the fuel 
that in-use vehicles will use. 

(2) For diesel-fueled vehicles, use the 
appropriate diesel fuel specified for 
emission testing. Unless we specify 
otherwise, the appropriate diesel test 
fuel is ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel. 

(3) For gasoline-fueled vehicles, use 
the gasoline for ‘‘general testing’’ as 
specified in 40 CFR 86.1305. 

(e) You may use special or alternate 
procedures as specified in 40 CFR 
1065.10. 

(f) This subpart is addressed to you 
as a manufacturer, but it applies equal-
ly to anyone who does testing for you, 
and to us when we perform testing to 
determine if your vehicles meet emis-
sion standards. 

(g) Apply this paragraph (g) whenever 
we specify the use of standard trailers. 
Unless otherwise specified, a tolerance 
of ± 2 inches applies for all nominal 
trailer dimensions. 

(1) The standard trailer for high-roof 
tractors must meet the following cri-
teria: 

(i) It is an unloaded two-axle dry van 
53.0 feet long, 102 inches wide, and 162 
inches high (measured from the ground 
with the trailer level). 

(ii) It has a king pin located with its 
center 36 ± 0.5 inches from the front of 
the trailer and a minimized trailer gap 
(no greater than 45 inches). 

(iii) It has a simple orthogonal shape 
with smooth surfaces and nominally 
flush rivets. Except as specified in 
paragraph (g)(1)(v) of this section, the 
standard trailer does not include any 
aerodynamic features such as side fair-
ings, rear fairings, or gap reducers. It 
may have a scuff band no more than 
0.13 inches thick. 

(iv) It includes dual 22.5 inch wheels, 
standard tandem axle, standard 
mudflaps, and standard landing gear. 
The centerline of the tandem axle as-
sembly must be 145 ± 5 inches from the 
rear of the trailer. The landing gear 
must be installed in a conventional 
configuration. 

(v) For the Phase 2 standards, include 
side skirts meeting the specifications 
of this paragraph (g)(1)(v). The side 
skirts must be mounted flush with 
both sides of the trailer. The skirts 
must be an isosceles trapezoidal shape. 
Each skirt must have a height of 36 ± 2 
inches. The top edge of the skirt must 
be straight with a length of 341 ± 2 
inches. The bottom edge of the skirt 
must be straight with a length of 268 ± 
2 inches and have a ground clearance of 
8 ± 2 inches through that full length. 
The sides of the skirts must be 
straight. The rearmost point of the 
skirts must be mounted 32 ± 2 inches in 
front of the centerline of the trailer 
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tandem axle assembly. We may ap-
prove your request to use a skirt with 
different dimensions if these specified 
values are impractical or inappropriate 
for your test trailer, and you propose 
alternative dimensions that provide an 
equivalent or comparable degree of aer-
odynamic drag for your test configura-
tion. 

(2) The standard trailer for mid-roof 
tractors is an empty two-axle tank 
trailer 42 ± 1 feet long by 140 inches 
high and 102 inches wide. 

(i) It has a 40 ± 1 feet long cylindrical 
tank with a 7000 ± 7 gallon capacity, 
smooth surface, and rounded ends. 

(ii) The standard tank trailer does 
not include any aerodynamic features 
such as side fairings, but does include a 
centered 20 inch manhole, side-cen-
tered ladder, and lengthwise walkway. 
It includes dual 24.5 inch wheels. 

(3) The standard trailer for low-roof 
tractors is an unloaded two-axle flat-
bed trailer 53 ± 1 feet long and 102 
inches wide. 

(i) The deck height is 60.0 ± 0.5 inches 
in the front and 55.0 ± 0.5 inches in the 
rear. The standard trailer does not in-
clude any aerodynamic features such 
as side fairings. 

(ii) It includes an air suspension and 
dual 22.5 inch wheels on tandem axles. 

(h) Use a standard tractor for meas-
uring aerodynamic drag of trailers. 
Standard tractors must be certified at 
Bin III (or more aerodynamic if a Bin 
III tractor is unavailable) for Phase 1 
or Phase 2 under § 1037.520(b)(1) or (3). 
The standard tractor for long trailers 
is a Class 8 high-roof sleeper cab. The 
standard tractor for short trailers is a 
Class 7 or Class 8 high-roof day cab 
with a 4 × 2 drive-axle configuration. 

(i) Note that declared GEM inputs for 
fuel maps and aerodynamic drag area 
typically includes compliance margins 
to account for testing variability; for 
other measured GEM inputs, the de-
clared values are typically the meas-
ured values without adjustment. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34465, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.510 Duty-cycle exhaust testing. 

This section applies for powertrain 
testing, cycle-average engine fuel map-
ping, certain off-cycle testing under 

§ 1037.610, and the advanced-technology 
provisions of § 1037.615. 

(a) Measure emissions by testing the 
vehicle on a chassis dynamometer or 
the powertrain on a powertrain dyna-
mometer with the applicable duty cy-
cles. Each duty cycle consists of a se-
ries of speed commands over time— 
variable speeds for the transient test 
and constant speeds for the highway 
cruise tests. None of these cycles in-
clude vehicle starting or warmup. 

(1) Perform testing for Phase 1 vehi-
cles as follows to generate credits or 
adjustment factors for off-cycle or ad-
vanced technologies: 

(i) Transient cycle. The transient 
cycle is specified in appendix A of this 
part. Warm up the vehicle. Start the 
duty cycle within 30 seconds after con-
cluding the preconditioning procedure. 
Start sampling emissions at the start 
of the duty cycle. 

(ii) Cruise cycle. For the 55 mi/hr and 
65 mi/hr highway cruise cycles, warm 
up the vehicle at the test speed, then 
sample emissions for 300 seconds while 
maintaining vehicle speed within ±1.0 
mi/hr of the speed setpoint; this speed 
tolerance applies instead of the ap-
proach specified in 40 CFR 1066.425(b)(1) 
and (2). 

(2) Perform cycle-average engine fuel 
mapping as described in 40 CFR 
1036.540. For powertrain testing under 
§ 1037.550 or § 1037.555, perform testing 
as described in this paragraph (a)(2) to 
generate GEM inputs for each simu-
lated vehicle configuration, and test 
runs representing different idle condi-
tions. Perform testing as follows: 

(i) Transient cycle. The transient 
cycle is specified in appendix A of this 
part. 

(ii) Highway cruise cycles. The grade 
portion of the route corresponding to 
the 55 mi/hr and 65 mi/hr highway 
cruise cycles is specified in appendix D 
of this part. Maintain vehicle speed be-
tween –1.0 mi/hr and 3.0 mi/hr of the 
speed setpoint; this speed tolerance ap-
plies instead of the approach specified 
in 40 CFR 1066.425(b)(1) and (2). 

(iii) Drive idle. Perform testing at a 
loaded idle condition for Phase 2 voca-
tional vehicles. For engines with an ad-
justable warm idle speed setpoint, test 
at the minimum warm idle speed and 
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the maximum warm idle speed; other-
wise simply test at the engine’s warm 
idle speed. Warm up the powertrain as 
described in 40 CFR 1036.520(c)(1). With-
in 60 seconds after concluding the 
warm-up, linearly ramp the powertrain 
down to zero vehicle speed over 20 sec-
onds. Apply the brake and keep the 
transmission in drive (or clutch de-
pressed for manual transmission). Sta-
bilize the powertrain for (60 ±1) seconds 
and then sample emissions for (30 ±1) 
seconds. 

(iv) Parked idle. Perform testing at a 
no-load idle condition for Phase 2 voca-
tional vehicles. For engines with an ad-
justable warm idle speed setpoint, test 
at the minimum warm idle speed and 
the maximum warm idle speed; other-
wise simply test at the engine’s warm 
idle speed. Warm up the powertrain as 
described in 40 CFR 1036.520(c)(1). With-
in 60 seconds after concluding the 
warm-up, linearly ramp the powertrain 
down to zero vehicle speed in 20 sec-
onds. Put the transmission in park (or 
neutral for manual transmissions and 
apply the parking brake if applicable). 
Stabilize the powertrain for (180 ±1) 

seconds and then sample emissions for 
(600 ±1) seconds. 

(3) Where applicable, perform testing 
on a chassis dynamometer as follows: 

(i) Transient cycle. The transient 
cycle is specified in appendix A of this 
part. Warm up the vehicle by operating 
over one transient cycle. Within 60 sec-
onds after concluding the warm up 
cycle, start emission sampling and op-
erate the vehicle over the duty cycle. 

(ii) Highway cruise cycle. The grade 
portion of the route corresponding to 
the 55 mi/hr and 65 mi/hr highway 
cruise cycles is specified in appendix D 
of this part. Warm up the vehicle by 
operating it at the appropriate speed 
setpoint over the duty cycle. Within 60 
seconds after concluding the precondi-
tioning cycle, start emission sampling 
and operate the vehicle over the duty 
cycle, maintaining vehicle speed with-
in ±1.0 mi/hr of the speed setpoint; this 
speed tolerance applies instead of the 
approach specified in 40 CFR 
1066.425(b)(1) and (2). 

(b) Calculate the official emission re-
sult from the following equation: 

Where: 

eCO2comp = total composite mass of CO2 emis-
sions in g/ton-mile, rounded to the near-
est whole number for vocational vehicles 
and to the first decimal place for trac-
tors. 

PL = the standard payload, in tons, as speci-
fied in § 1037.705. 

vmoving = mean composite weighted driven ve-
hicle speed, excluding idle operation, as 
shown in table 1 to this section for Phase 
2 vocational vehicles. For other vehicles, 
let vmoving = 1. 

w[cycle] = weighting factor for the appropriate 
test cycle, as shown in table 1 to this sec-
tion. 

m[cycle] = CO2 mass emissions over each test 
cycle (other than idle). 

D[cycle] = the total driving distance for the in-
dicated duty cycle. Use 2.842 miles for 
the transient cycle, and use 13.429 miles 
for both of the highway cruise cycles. 

ḿ[cycle]-idle = CO2 emission rate at idle. 

Example: 

Class 7 vocational vehicle meeting the 
Phase 2 standards based on the Regional 
duty cycle. 
PL = 5.6 tons 
vmoving = 38.41 mi/hr 
wtransient = 20% = 0.20 
wdrive-idle = 0% = 0 
wparked-idle = 25% = 0.25 
w55 = 24% = 0.24 
w65 = 56% = 0.56 
mtransient = 4083 g 
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m55 = 13834 g 
m65 = 17018 g 
Dtransient = 2.8449 miles 
D55 = 13.429 miles 

D65 = 13.429 miles 
ḿdrive-idle = 4188 g/hr 
ḿparked-idle = 3709 g/hr 

(c) Weighting factors apply for each 
type of vehicle and for each duty cycle 
as follows: 

(1) GEM applies weighting factors for 
specific types of tractors as shown in 
Table 1 of this section. 

(2) GEM applies weighting factors for 
vocational vehicles as shown in Table 1 
of this section. Modeling for Phase 2 
vocational vehicles depends on charac-

terizing vehicles by duty cycle to apply 
proper weighting factors and average 
speed values. Select either Urban, Re-
gional, or Multi-Purpose as the most 
appropriate duty cycle for modeling 
emission results with each vehicle con-
figuration, as specified in §§ 1037.140 and 
1037.150. 

(3) Table 1 follows: 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.510—WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR DUTY CYCLES 

Distance-weighted Time-weighted a Average 
speed 
during 

non-idle 
cycles 

(mi/hr) b 

Transient 
(%) 

55 mi/hr 
cruise 

(%) 

65 mi/hr 
cruise 

(%) 

Drive 
idle 
(%) 

Parked 
idle 
(%) 

Non-idle 
(%) 

Day Cabs .................................................. 19 17 64 .............. ..............
Sleeper Cabs ............................................ 5 9 86 .............. ..............
Heavy-haul tractors ................................... 19 17 64 .............. ..............
Vocational—Regional ................................ 20 24 56 0 25 75 38.41 
Vocational—Multi-Purpose (2b–7) ............ 54 29 17 17 25 58 23.18 
Vocational—Multi-Purpose (8) .................. 54 23 23 17 25 58 23.27 
Vocational—Urban (2b–7) ........................ 92 8 0 15 25 60 16.25 
Vocational—Urban (8) .............................. 90 10 0 15 25 60 16.51 
Vocational with conventional powertrain 

(Phase 1 only) ....................................... 42 21 37 .............. ..............
Vocational Hybrid Vehicles (Phase 1 only) 75 9 16 .............. .............. ..............

a Note that these drive idle and non-idle weighting factors do not reflect additional drive idle that occurs during the transient 
cycle. The transient cycle does not include any parked idle. 

b These values apply even for vehicles not following the specified speed traces. 

(d) For highway cruise and transient 
testing, compare actual second-by-sec-
ond vehicle speed with the speed speci-
fied in the test cycle and ensure any 
differences are consistent with the cri-
teria as specified in § 1037.550(g)(1). If 
the speeds do not conform to these cri-
teria, the test is not valid and must be 
repeated. 

(e) Run test cycles as specified in 40 
CFR part 1066. For testing vehicles 
equipped with cruise control over the 
highway cruise cycles, you may use the 
vehicle’s cruise control to control the 

vehicle speed. For vehicles equipped 
with adjustable vehicle speed limiters, 
test the vehicle with the vehicle speed 
limiter at its highest setting. 

(f) For Phase 1, test the vehicle using 
its adjusted loaded vehicle weight, un-
less we determine this would be unrep-
resentative of in-use operation as spec-
ified in 40 CFR 1065.10(c)(1). 

(g) For hybrid vehicles, correct for 
the net energy change of the energy 
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storage device as described in 40 CFR 
1066.501. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34465, June 29, 2021; 87 FR 45264, July 28, 
2022; 88 FR 4641, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.515 Determining CO2 emissions 
to show compliance for trailers. 

This section describes a compliance 
approach for trailers that is consistent 
with the modeling for vocational vehi-
cles and tractors described in § 1037.520, 

but is simplified consistent with the 
smaller number of trailer parameters 
that affect CO2 emissions. Note that 
the calculated CO2 emission rate, eCO2, 
is equivalent to the value that would 
result from running GEM with the 
same input values. 

(a) Compliance equation. Calculate CO2 
emissions for demonstrating compli-
ance with emission standards for each 
trailer configuration. 

(1) Use the following equation: 

Where: 
Ci = constant values for calculating CO2 

emissions from this regression equation 
derived from GEM, as shown in Table 1 of 
this section. Let C5 = 0.988 for trailers 
that have automatic tire inflation sys-
tems with all wheels, and let C5 = 0.990 
for trailers that have tire pressure moni-

toring systems with all wheels (or a mix 
of the two systems); otherwise, let C5 1. 

TRRL = tire rolling resistance level as speci-
fied in paragraph (b) of this section. 

DCdA = the DCdA value for the trailer as spec-
ified in paragraph (c) of this section. 

WR = weight reduction as specified in para-
graph (d) or (e) of this section. 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.515—REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR CALCULATING CO2 EMISSIONS 

Trailer category C1 C2 C3 C4 

Long dry box van .................................................................. 76.1 1.67 ¥5.82 ¥0.00103 
Long refrigerated box van ..................................................... 77.4 1.75 ¥5.78 ¥0.00103 
Short dry box van .................................................................. 117.8 1.78 ¥9.48 ¥0.00258 
Short refrigerated box van .................................................... 121.1 1.88 ¥9.36 ¥0.00264 

(2) The following is an example for 
calculating the mass of CO2 emissions, 
eCO2, from a long dry box van that has 
a tire pressure monitoring system for 
all wheels, an aluminum suspension as-
sembly, aluminum floor, and is des-
ignated as Bin IV: 

C1 = 76.1 
C2 = 1.67 
TRRL = 4.6 kg/tonne 
C3 = –5.82 
DCdA = 0.7 m2 
C4 = –0.00103 
WR = 655 lbs 
C5 = 0.990 
eCO2 = (76.1 + 1.67 + (¥5.82 ·0.7) + (¥0.00103 

·655)) ·0.990 
eCO2 = 78.24 g/ton-mile 

(b) Tire rolling resistance. Use the pro-
cedure specified in § 1037.520(c) to deter-
mine the tire rolling resistance level 

for your tires. Note that you may base 
tire rolling resistance levels on meas-
urements performed by tire manufac-
turers, as long as those measurements 
meet this part’s specifications. 

(c) Drag area. You may use DCdA val-
ues approved under § 1037.211 for device 
manufacturers if your trailers are 
properly equipped with those devices. 
Determine DCdA values for other trail-
ers based on testing. Measure CdA and 
determine DCdA values as described in 
§ 1037.526(a). You may use DCdA values 
from one trailer configuration to rep-
resent any number of additional trail-
ers based on worst-case testing. This 
means that you may apply DCdA values 
from your measurements to any trailer 
models of the same category with drag 
area at or below that of the tested con-
figuration. For trailers in the short dry 
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box vans and short refrigerated box 
vans that are not 28 feet long, apply 
the DCdA value established for a com-
parable 28-foot trailer model; you may 
use the same devices designed for 28- 
foot trailers or you may adapt those 
devices as appropriate for the different 
trailer length, consistent with good en-
gineering judgment. For example, 48- 

foot trailers may use longer side skirts 
than the skirts that were tested with a 
28-foot trailer. Trailer and device man-
ufacturers may seek preliminary ap-
proval for these adaptations. Deter-
mine bin levels based on DCdA test re-
sults as described in the following 
table: 

TABLE 2 OF § 1037.515—BIN DETERMINATIONS FOR TRAILERS BASED ON AERODYNAMIC TEST 
RESULTS 

[DCdA in m2] 

If a trailer’s measured DCDA is . . . Designate the trailer as . . . 
And use the fol-
lowing value for 
DCDA . . . 

≤0.09 ............................................................................ Bin I ........................................................................... 0.0 
0.10–0.39 ..................................................................... Bin II .......................................................................... 0.1 
0.40–0.69 ..................................................................... Bin III ......................................................................... 0.4 
0.70–0.99 ..................................................................... Bin IV ......................................................................... 0.7 
1.00–1.39 ..................................................................... Bin V .......................................................................... 1.0 
1.40–1.79 ..................................................................... Bin VI ......................................................................... 1.4 
≥1.80 ............................................................................ Bin VII ........................................................................ 1.8 

(d) Weight reduction. Determine 
weight reduction for a trailer configu-
ration by summing all applicable val-
ues, as follows: 

(1) Determine weight reduction for 
using lightweight materials for wheels 
as described in § 1037.520(e). 

(2) Apply weight reductions for other 
components made with light-weight 
materials as shown in the following 
table: 

TABLE 3 OF § 1037.515—WEIGHT REDUCTIONS FOR TRAILERS 
[pounds] 

Component Material 
Weight 

reduction 
(pounds) 

Structure for Suspension Assembly a .......................... Aluminum ................................................................... 280 
Hub and Drum (per axle) ............................................ Aluminum ................................................................... 80 
Floor b .......................................................................... Aluminum ................................................................... 375 
Floor b .......................................................................... Composite (wood and plastic) ................................... 245 
Floor Crossmembers b ................................................. Aluminum ................................................................... 250 
Landing Gear ............................................................... Aluminum ................................................................... 50 
Rear Door .................................................................... Aluminum ................................................................... 187 
Rear Door Surround .................................................... Aluminum ................................................................... 150 
Roof Bows ................................................................... Aluminum ................................................................... 100 
Side Posts ................................................................... Aluminum ................................................................... 300 
Slider Box .................................................................... Aluminum ................................................................... 150 
Upper Coupler Assembly ............................................ Aluminum ................................................................... 430 

a For tandem-axle suspension sub-frames made of aluminum, apply a weight reduction of 280 pounds. Use good engineering 
judgment to estimate a weight reduction for using aluminum sub-frames with other axle configurations. 

b Calculate a smaller weight reduction for short trailers by multiplying the indicated values by 0.528 (28/53). 

(e) Off-cycle. You may apply the off- 
cycle provisions of § 1037.610 to trailers 
as follows: 

(1) You may account for weight re-
duction based on measured values in-
stead of using paragraph (d) of this sec-
tion. Quantify the weight reduction by 
measuring the weight of a trailer in a 

certified configuration and comparing 
it to the weight of an equivalent trailer 
without weight-reduction technologies. 
This qualifies as A to B testing under 
§ 1037.610. Use good engineering judg-
ment to select an equivalent trailer 
representing a baseline configuration. 
Use the calculated weight reduction in 
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Eq. 1037.515–1 to calculate the trailer’s 
CO2 emission rate. 

(2) If your off-cycle technology re-
duces emissions in a way that is pro-
portional to measured emissions as de-
scribed in § 1037.610(b)(1), multiply the 
trailer’s CO2 emission rate by the ap-
propriate improvement factor. 

(3) If your off-cycle technology does 
not yield emission reductions that are 
proportional to measured emissions, as 
described in § 1037.610(b)(2), calculate an 
adjusted CO2 emission rate for your 
trailers by subtracting the appropriate 
off-cycle credit. 

(4) Note that these off-cycle provi-
sions do not apply for trailers subject 
to design standards. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34465, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.520 Modeling CO2 emissions to 
show compliance for vocational ve-
hicles and tractors. 

This section describes how to use the 
Greenhouse gas Emissions Model 
(GEM) (incorporated by reference in 
§ 1037.810) to show compliance with the 
CO2 standards of §§ 1037.105 and 1037.106 
for vocational vehicles and tractors. 
Use GEM version 2.0.1 to demonstrate 
compliance with Phase 1 standards; use 
GEM Phase 2, Version 4.0 to dem-
onstrate compliance with Phase 2 
standards. Use good engineering judg-
ment when demonstrating compliance 
using GEM. See § 1037.515 for calcula-
tion procedures for demonstrating 
compliance with trailer standards. 

(a) General modeling provisions. To run 
GEM, enter all applicable inputs as 
specified by the model. 

(1) GEM inputs apply for Phase 1 
standards as follows: 

(i) Model year and regulatory sub-
category (see § 1037.230). 

(ii) Coefficient of aerodynamic drag 
or drag area, as described in paragraph 
(b) of this section (tractors only). 

(iii) Steer and drive tire rolling re-
sistance, as described in paragraph (c) 
of this section. 

(iv) Vehicle speed limit, as described 
in paragraph (d) of this section (trac-
tors only). 

(v) Vehicle weight reduction, as de-
scribed in paragraph (e) of this section 
(tractors only for Phase 1). 

(vi) Automatic engine shutdown sys-
tems, as described in § 1037.660 (only for 
Class 8 sleeper cabs). Enter a GEM 
input value of 5.0 g/ton-mile, or an ad-
justed value as specified in § 1037.660. 

(2) For Phase 2 vehicles, the GEM in-
puts described in paragraphs (a)(1)(i) 
through (v) of this section continue to 
apply. Note that the provisions in this 
part related to vehicle speed limiters 
and automatic engine shutdown sys-
tems are available for vocational vehi-
cles in Phase 2. The rest of this section 
describes additional GEM inputs for 
demonstrating compliance with Phase 
2 standards. Simplified versions of 
GEM apply for limited circumstances 
as follows: 

(i) You may use default engine fuel 
maps for glider kits as described in 
§ 1037.635. 

(ii) If you certify vehicles to the cus-
tom-chassis standards specified in 
§ 1037.105(h), run GEM by identifying 
the vehicle type and entering ‘‘NA’’ in-
stead of what would otherwise apply 
for, tire revolutions per mile, engine 
information, transmission information, 
drive axle ratio, axle efficiency, and 
aerodynamic improvement as specified 
in paragraphs (c)(1), (f), (g)(1) and (3), 
(i), and (m) of this section, respec-
tively. Incorporate other GEM inputs 
as specified in this section. 

(b) Coefficient of aerodynamic drag and 
drag area for tractors. Determine the ap-
propriate drag area, CdA, for tractors 
as described in this paragraph (b). Use 
the recommended method or an alter-
nate method to establish a value for 
CdA, expressed in m2 to one decimal 
place, as specified in § 1037.525. Where 
we allow you to group multiple con-
figurations together, measure CdA of 
the worst-case configuration. 

(1) Except as specified in paragraph 
(b)(2) of this section, determine the 
Phase 1 bin level for your vehicle based 
on measured CdA values as shown in 
the following tables: 
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TABLE 1 TO § 1037.520—Cd INPUTS FOR PHASE 1 HIGH-ROOF TRACTORS 

Tractor type Bin level 

If your 
measured 
CDA (M2) is 
. .

Then your CD 
input is . . . 

High-Roof Day Cabs ....................................... Bin I ................................................................. ≥8.0 0.79 
Bin II ................................................................ 7.1–7.9 0.72 
Bin III ............................................................... 6.2–7.0 0.63 
Bin IV ............................................................... 5.6–6.1 0.56 
Bin V ................................................................ ≤5.5 0.51 

High-Roof Sleeper Cabs ................................. Bin I ................................................................. ≥7.6 0.75 
Bin II ................................................................ 6.8–7.5 0.68 
Bin III ............................................................... 6.3–6.7 0.60 
Bin IV ............................................................... 5.6–6.2 0.52 
Bin V ................................................................ ≤5.5 0.47 

TABLE 2 TO § 1037.520—Cd INPUTS FOR PHASE 1 LOW-ROOF AND MID-ROOF TRACTORS 

Tractor type Bin level 

If your 
measured 
CDA (M2) is 
. .

Then your CD 
input is . . . 

Low-Roof Day and Sleeper Cabs ................... Bin I .................................................................
Bin II ................................................................

≥5.1 
≤5.0 

0.77 
0.71 

Mid-Roof Day and Sleeper Cabs .................... Bin I ................................................................. ≥5.6 0.87 
Bin II ................................................................ ≤5.5 0.82 

(2) For Phase 1 low- and mid-roof 
tractors, you may instead determine 
your drag area bin based on the drag 
area bin of an equivalent high-roof 
tractor. If the high-roof tractor is in 
Bin I or Bin II, then you may assume 
your equivalent low- and mid-roof trac-
tors are in Bin I. If the high-roof trac-
tor is in Bin III, Bin IV, or Bin V, then 

you may assume your equivalent low- 
and mid-roof tractors are in Bin II. 

(3) For Phase 2 tractors other than 
heavy-haul tractors, determine bin lev-
els and CdA inputs as follows: 

(i) Determine bin levels for high-roof 
tractors based on aerodynamic test re-
sults as specified in § 1037.525 and sum-
marized in the following table: 

TABLE 3 TO § 1037.520—BIN DETERMINATIONS FOR PHASE 2 HIGH-ROOF TRACTORS BASED ON 
AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS 

[CdA in m2] 

Tractor type Bin I Bin II Bin III Bin IV Bin V Bin VI Bin VII 

Day Cabs ...................... ≥7.2 6.6–7.1 6.0–6.5 5.5–5.9 5.0–5.4 4.5–4.9 ≤4.4 
Sleeper Cabs ................ ≥6.9 6.3–6.8 5.7–6.2 5.2–5.6 4.7–5.1 4.2–4.6 ≤4.1 

(ii) For low- and mid-roof tractors, 
you may either use the same bin level 
that applies for an equivalent high-roof 
tractor as shown in Table 3 of this sec-

tion, or you may determine your bin 
level based on aerodynamic test results 
as described in Table 4 of this section. 

TABLE 4 TO § 1037.520—BIN DETERMINATIONS FOR PHASE 2 LOW-ROOF AND MID-ROOF TRACTORS 
BASED ON AERODYNAMICTEST RESULTS 

[CdA in m2] 

Tractor type Bin I Bin II Bin III Bin IV Bin V Bin VI Bin VII 

Low-Roof Cabs ............. ≥5.4 4.9–5.3 4.5–4.8 4.1–4.4 3.8–4.0 3.5–3.7 ≤3.4 
Mid-Roof Cabs .............. ≥5.9 5.5–5.8 5.1–5.4 4.7–5.0 4.4–4.6 4.1–4.3 ≤4.0 
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(iii) Determine the CdA input accord-
ing to the tractor’s bin level as de-
scribed in the following table: 

TABLE 5 TO § 1037.520—PHASE 2 CdA TRACTOR INPUTS BASED ON BIN LEVEL 

Tractor type Bin I Bin II Bin III Bin IV Bin V Bin VI Bin VII 

High-Roof Day Cabs ..... 7.45 6.85 6.25 5.70 5.20 4.70 4.20 
High-Roof Sleeper Cabs 7.15 6.55 5.95 5.40 4.90 4.40 3.90 
Low-Roof Cabs ............. 6.00 5.60 5.15 4.75 4.40 4.10 3.80 
Mid-Roof Cabs .............. 7.00 6.65 6.25 5.85 5.50 5.20 4.90 

(4) Note that, starting in model year 
2027, GEM internally reduces CdA for 
high-roof tractors by 0.3 m2 to simu-
late adding a rear fairing to the stand-
ard trailer. 

(c) Tire revolutions per mile and rolling 
resistance. You must have a tire revolu-
tions per mile (TRPM) and a tire roll-
ing resistance level (TRRL) for each 
tire configuration. For purposes of this 
section, you may consider tires with 
the same SKU number to be the same 
configuration. Determine TRRL input 
values separately for drive and steer 
tires; determine TRPM only for drive 
tires. 

(1) Use good engineering judgment to 
determine a tire’s revolutions per mile 
to the nearest whole number as speci-
fied in SAE J1025 (incorporated by ref-
erence in § 1037.810). Note that for tire 
sizes that you do not test, we will treat 
your analytically derived revolutions 
per mile the same as test results, and 
we may perform our own testing to 
verify your values. We may require you 
to test a sample of additional tire sizes 
that we select. 

(2) Measure tire rolling resistance in 
newton per kilonewton as specified in 
ISO 28580 (incorporated by reference in 
§ 1037.810), except as specified in this 
paragraph (c). Use good engineering 
judgment to ensure that your test re-
sults are not biased low. You may ask 
us to identify a reference test labora-
tory to which you may correlate your 
test results. Prior to beginning the test 
procedure in Section 7 of ISO 28580 for 
a new bias-ply tire, perform a break-in 
procedure by running the tire at the 
specified test speed, load, and pressure 
for (60 ±2) minutes. 

(3) For each tire design tested, meas-
ure rolling resistance of at least three 
different tires of that specific design 
and size. Perform the test at least once 

for each tire. Calculate the arithmetic 
mean of these results to the nearest 0.1 
N/kN and use this value or any higher 
value as your GEM input for TRRL. 
You must test at least one tire size for 
each tire model, and may use engineer-
ing analysis to determine the rolling 
resistance of other tire sizes of that 
model. Note that for tire sizes that you 
do not test, we will treat your analyt-
ically derived rolling resistances the 
same as test results, and we may per-
form our own testing to verify your 
values. We may require you to test a 
small sub-sample of untested tire sizes 
that we select. 

(4) If you obtain your test results 
from the tire manufacturer or another 
third party, you must obtain a signed 
statement from the party supplying 
those test results to verify that tests 
were conducted according to the re-
quirements of this part. Such state-
ments are deemed to be submissions to 
EPA. 

(5) For tires marketed as light truck 
tires that have load ranges C, D, or E, 
use as the GEM input TRRL multiplied 
by 0.87. 

(6) For vehicles with at least three 
drive axles or for vehicles with more 
than three axles total, use good engi-
neering judgment to combine tire roll-
ing resistance into three values (steer, 
drive 1, and drive 2) for use in GEM. 
This may require performing a weight-
ed average of tire rolling resistance 
from multiple axles based on the typ-
ical load on each axle. For liftable 
axles, calculate load- and time-weight-
ed values to represent the load and the 
amount of time these tires are in con-
tact with the ground during typical in- 
use operation. 

(7) For vehicles with a single rear 
axle, enter ‘‘NA’’ as the TRRL value 
for drive axle 2. 
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(d) Vehicle speed limit. If the vehicles 
will be equipped with a vehicle speed 
limiter, input the maximum vehicle 
speed to which the vehicle will be lim-
ited (in miles per hour rounded to the 
nearest 0.1 mile per hour) as specified 
in § 1037.640. Use good engineering judg-
ment to ensure the limiter is tamper 
resistant. We may require you to ob-
tain preliminary approval for your de-
signs. 

(e) Vehicle weight reduction. Develop a 
weight-reduction as a GEM input as de-
scribed in this paragraph (e). Enter the 
sum of weight reductions as described 
in this paragraph (e), or enter zero if 
there is no weight reduction. For pur-
poses of this paragraph (e), high- 

strength steel is steel with tensile 
strength at or above 350 MPa. 

(1) Vehicle weight reduction inputs 
for wheels are specified relative to 
dual-wide tires with conventional steel 
wheels. For purposes of this paragraph 
(e)(1), an aluminum alloy qualifies as 
light-weight if a dual-wide drive wheel 
made from this material weighs at 
least 21 pounds less than a comparable 
conventional steel wheel. The inputs 
are listed in Table 6 of this section. For 
example, a tractor or vocational vehi-
cle with aluminum steer wheels and 
eight (4×2) dual-wide aluminum drive 
wheels would have an input of 210 
pounds (2×21 + 8×21). 

TABLE 6 TO § 1037.520—WHEEL-RELATED WEIGHT REDUCTIONS 

Weight-reduction technology 

Weight 
reduction— 

phase 1 
(lb per wheel) 

Weight 
reduction— 

phase 2 
(lb per wheel) 

Wide-Base Single Drive Tire with . . .a 
Steel Wheel ............................................................................................................. 84 84 
Aluminum Wheel ..................................................................................................... 139 147 
Light-Weight Aluminum Alloy Wheel ...................................................................... 147 147 

Wide-Base Single Trailer Tire with . . .a 
Steel Wheel ............................................................................................................. ............................ 84 
Aluminum or Aluminum Alloy Wheel ...................................................................... ............................ 131 

Steer Tire, Dual-wide Drive Tire, or Dual-wide Trailer Tire with . . . 
High-Strength Steel Wheel ..................................................................................... 8 8 
Aluminum Wheel ..................................................................................................... 21 25 
Light-Weight Aluminum Alloy Wheel ...................................................................... 30 25 

a The weight reduction for wide-base tires accounts for reduced tire weight relative to dual-wide tires. 

(2) Weight reduction inputs for trac-
tor components other than wheels are 
specified in the following table: 

TABLE 7 TO § 1037.520—NONWHEEL-RELATED WEIGHT REDUCTIONS FROM ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS 
FOR TRACTORS 

[Pounds] 

Weight reduction technologies Aluminum High-strength 
steel Thermoplastic 

Door ............................................................................................................... 20 6 
Roof ............................................................................................................... 60 18 
Cab rear wall ................................................................................................. 49 16 
Cab floor ........................................................................................................ 56 18 
Hood Support Structure System ................................................................... 15 3 
Hood and Front Fender ................................................................................. ........................ .......................... 65 
Day Cab Roof Fairing ................................................................................... ........................ .......................... 18 
Sleeper Cab Roof Fairing ............................................................................. 75 20 40 
Aerodynamic Side Extender .......................................................................... ........................ .......................... 10 
Fairing Support Structure System ................................................................. 35 6 
Instrument Panel Support Structure .............................................................. 5 1 
Brake Drums—Drive (set of 4) ...................................................................... 140 74 
Brake Drums—Non Drive (set of 2) .............................................................. 60 42 
Frame Rails ................................................................................................... 440 87 
Crossmember—Cab ...................................................................................... 15 5 
Crossmember—Suspension .......................................................................... 25 6 
Crossmember—Non Suspension (set of 3) .................................................. 15 5 
Fifth Wheel .................................................................................................... 100 25 
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TABLE 7 TO § 1037.520—NONWHEEL-RELATED WEIGHT REDUCTIONS FROM ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS 
FOR TRACTORS—Continued 

[Pounds] 

Weight reduction technologies Aluminum High-strength 
steel Thermoplastic 

Radiator Support ........................................................................................... 20 6 
Fuel Tank Support Structure ......................................................................... 40 12 
Steps ............................................................................................................. 35 6 
Bumper .......................................................................................................... 33 10 
Shackles ........................................................................................................ 10 3 
Front Axle ...................................................................................................... 60 15 
Suspension Brackets, Hangers ..................................................................... 100 30 
Transmission Case ........................................................................................ 50 12 
Clutch Housing .............................................................................................. 40 10 
Fairing Support Structure System ................................................................. 35 6 
Drive Axle Hubs (set of 4) ............................................................................. 80 20 
Non Drive Hubs (2) ....................................................................................... 40 5 
Two-piece driveshaft ..................................................................................... 20 5 
Transmission/Clutch Shift Levers .................................................................. 20 4 ..........................

(3) Weight-reduction inputs for voca-
tional-vehicle components other than 

wheels are specified in the following 
table: 

TABLE 8 TO § 1037.520—NONWHEEL-RELATED WEIGHT REDUCTIONS FROM ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS 
FOR PHASE 2 VOCATIONAL VEHICLES 

[Pounds] a 

Component Material 

Vehicle type 

Light 
HDV 

Medium 
HDV b 

Heavy 
HDV 

Axle Hubs—Non-Drive ............................. Aluminum ................................................ 40 40 
Axle Hubs—Non-Drive ............................. High Strength Steel ................................ 5 5 
Axle—Non-Drive ...................................... Aluminum ................................................ 60 60 
Axle—Non-Drive ...................................... High Strength Steel ................................ 15 15 
Brake Drums—Non-Drive ........................ Aluminum ................................................ 60 60 
Brake Drums—Non-Drive ........................ High Strength Steel ................................ 42 42 
Axle Hubs—Drive .................................... Aluminum ................................................ 40 80 
Axle Hubs—Drive .................................... High Strength Steel ................................ 10 20 
Brake Drums—Drive ................................ Aluminum ................................................ 70 140 
Brake Drums—Drive ................................ High Strength Steel ................................ 37 74 
Suspension Brackets, Hangers ............... Aluminum ................................................ 67 100 
Suspension Brackets, Hangers ............... High Strength Steel ................................ 20 30 

Crossmember—Cab ................................ Aluminum ................................................ 10 15 15 
Crossmember—Cab ................................ High Strength Steel ................................ 2 5 5 
Crossmember—Non-Suspension ............ Aluminum ................................................ 15 15 15 
Crossmember—Non-Suspension ............ High Strength Steel ................................ 5 5 5 
Crossmember—Suspension .................... Aluminum ................................................ 15 25 25 
Crossmember—Suspension .................... High Strength Steel ................................ 6 6 6 
Driveshaft ................................................. Aluminum ................................................ 12 40 50 
Driveshaft ................................................. High Strength Steel ................................ 5 10 12 
Frame Rails .............................................. Aluminum ................................................ 120 300 440 
Frame Rails .............................................. High Strength Steel ................................ 40 40 87 

a Weight-reduction values apply per vehicle unless otherwise noted. 
b For Medium HDV with 6x4 or 6x2 axle configurations, use the values for Heavy HDV. 

(4) Apply vehicle weight inputs for 
changing technology configurations as 
follows: 

(i) For Class 8 tractors or for Class 8 
vocational vehicles with a permanent 
6x2 axle configuration, apply a weight 
reduction input of 300 pounds. However, 
apply no weight reduction for coach 

buses certified to custom-chassis 
standards under § 1037.105(h). 

(ii) For Class 8 tractors with 4x2 axle 
configuration, apply a weight reduc-
tion input of 400 pounds. 
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(iii) For tractors with installed en-
gines with displacement below 14.0 li-
ters, apply a weight reduction of 300 
pounds. 

(iv) For tractors with single-piece 
driveshafts with a total length greater 
than 86 inches, apply a weight reduc-
tion of 43 pounds for steel driveshafts 
and 63 pounds for aluminum 
driveshafts. 

(5) You may ask to apply the off- 
cycle technology provisions of § 1037.610 
for weight reductions not covered by 
this paragraph (e). 

(f) Engine characteristics. Enter infor-
mation from the engine manufacturer 
to describe the installed engine and its 
operating parameters as described in 40 
CFR 1036.505. Note that you do not need 
fuel consumption at idle for tractors. 

(g) Vehicle characteristics. Enter the 
following information to describe the 
vehicle and its operating parameters: 

(1) Transmission make, model, and 
type. Also identify the gear ratio for 
every available forward gear to two 
decimal places, the input torque limit 
for each of the forward gears, and, if 
applicable, the lowest gear involving a 
locked torque converter. Count forward 
gears as being available only if the ve-
hicle has the hardware and software to 
allow operation in those gears. For ve-
hicles with a manual transmission, 
GEM applies a 2% emission increase 
relative to automated manual trans-
missions. If your vehicle has a dual- 
clutch transmission, use good engineer-
ing judgment to determine if it can be 
accurately represented in GEM as an 
automated manual transmission. We 
may require you to perform a 
powertrain test with dual-clutch trans-
missions to show that they can be 
properly simulated as an automated 
manual transmission. 

(2) Drive axle make, model, and con-
figuration. Select a drive axle configu-
ration to represent your vehicle for 
modeling. 

(i) 4x2: One drive axle and one non- 
drive axle. This includes vehicles with 
two drive axles where one of the drive 
axles is disconnectable and that 
disconnectable drive axle is designed to 
be connected only when the vehicle is 
driven off-road or in slippery condi-
tions if at least one of the following is 
true: 

(A) The input and output of the 
disconnectable axle is mechanically 
disconnected from the drive shaft and 
the wheels when the axle is in 4x2 con-
figuration. 

(B) You provide power loss data gen-
erated according to § 1037.560 for the 
combination of both drive axles, where 
the disconnectable drive axle is in the 
disconnected configuration. 

(ii) 6x2: One drive axle and two non- 
drive axles. 

(iii) 6x4: Two or more drive axles, or 
more than three total axles. Note that 
this includes, for example, a vehicle 
with two drive axles out of four total 
axles (otherwise known as an 8x4 con-
figuration). 

(iv) 6x4D: One non-drive axle and two 
drive axles where one of the two drive 
axles is automatically disconnectable 
such that the axle can switch between 
6x2 and 6x4 configurations. You may 
select this configuration only if at 
least one of the following is true: 

(A) The input and output of the 
disconnectable axle is mechanically 
disconnected from the drive shaft and 
the wheels when the axle is in the 6x2 
configuration. 

(B) You provide power loss data gen-
erated according to § 1037.560 for the 
combination of both drive axles, where 
the disconnectable drive axle is in the 
disconnected configuration. 

(3) Drive axle ratio, ka. If a vehicle is 
designed with two or more user-select-
able axle ratios, use the drive axle 
ratio that is expected to be engaged for 
the greatest driving distance. If the ve-
hicle does not have a drive axle, such 
as a hybrid vehicle with direct electric 
drive, let ka = 1. 

(4) GEM inputs associated with 
powertrain testing include powertrain 
family, transmission calibration iden-
tifier, test data from § 1037.550, and the 
powertrain test configuration (dyna-
mometer connected to transmission 
output or wheel hub). You do not need 
to identify or provide inputs for trans-
mission gear ratios, fuel map data, or 
engine torque curves, which would oth-
erwise be required under paragraph (f) 
of this section. 

(h) Idle speed and idle-reduction tech-
nologies. The following provisions apply 
for engine idling: 
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(1) For engines with no adjustable 
warm idle speed, input vehicle idle 
speed as the manufacturer’s declared 

warm idle speed. For engines with ad-
justable warm idle speed, input your 
vehicle idle speed as follows: 

If your vehicle is a And your engine is subject to Your default vehicle idle 
speed is a 

(i) Heavy HDV ........................................................ compression-ignition or spark-ignition standards 600 r/min. 
(ii) Medium HDV tractor .......................................... compression-ignition standards ............................ 700 r/min. 
(iii) Light HDV or Medium HDV vocational vehicle compression-ignition standards ............................ 750 r/min. 
(iv) Light HDV or Medium HDV .............................. spark-ignition standards ....................................... 600 r/min. 

a If the default idle speed is above or below the engine manufacturer’s whole range of declared warm idle speeds, use the 
manufacturer’s maximum or minimum declared warm idle speed, respectively, instead of the default value. 

(2) Identify whether your vehicle has 
qualifying idle-reduction technologies, 
subject to the qualifying criteria in 
§ 1037.660, as follows: 

(i) Stop-start technology and auto-
matic engine shutdown systems apply 
for vocational vehicles. See paragraph 
(j) of this section for automatic engine 
shutdown systems for tractors. 

(ii) Neutral idle applies for tractors 
and vocational vehicles. 

(i) Axle, transmission, and torque con-
verter characterization. You may charac-
terize the axle, transmission, and 
torque converter using axle efficiency 
maps as described in § 1037.560, trans-
mission efficiency maps as described in 
§ 1037.565, and torque converter capac-
ity factors and torque ratios as de-
scribed in § 1037.570 to replace the de-
fault values in GEM. If you obtain your 
test results from the axle manufac-
turer, transmission manufacturer, 
torque converter manufacturer or an-
other third party, you must obtain a 
signed statement from the party sup-
plying those test results to verify that 
tests were conducted according to the 
requirements of this part. Such state-
ments are deemed to be submissions to 
EPA. 

(j) Additional reduction technologies. 
Enter input values in GEM as follows 
to characterize the percentage CO2 
emission reduction corresponding to 
certain technologies and vehicle con-
figurations, or enter 0: 

(1) Intelligent controls. Enter 2 for 
tractors with predictive cruise control. 
This includes any cruise control sys-
tem that incorporates satellite-based 
global-positioning data for controlling 
operator demand. For tractors without 
predictive cruise control and for all vo-
cational vehicles, enter 1.5 if they have 
neutral coasting, unless good engineer-

ing judgment indicates that a lower 
percentage should apply. 

(2) Accessory load. Enter the following 
values related to accessory loads; if 
more than one item applies, enter the 
sum of those values: 

(i) If vocational vehicles have elec-
trically powered pumps for steering, 
enter 0.5 for vocational vehicles cer-
tified with the Regional duty cycle, 
and enter 1 for other vocational vehi-
cles. 

(ii) If tractors have electrically pow-
ered pumps for both steering and en-
gine cooling, enter 1. 

(iii) If vehicles have a high-efficiency 
air conditioning compressor, enter 0.5 
for tractors and vocational Heavy 
HDV, and enter 1 for other vocational 
vehicles. This includes all electrically 
powered compressors. It also include 
mechanically powered compressors if 
the coefficient of performance im-
proves by 10 percent or greater over the 
baseline design, consistent with the 
provisions for improved evaporators 
and condensers in 40 CFR 86.1868– 
12(h)(5). 

(3) Tire-pressure systems. Enter 1.2 for 
vehicles with automatic tire inflation 
systems on all axles (1.1 for Multi-Pur-
pose and Urban vocational vehicles). 
Enter 1.0 for vehicles with tire pressure 
monitoring systems on all axles (0.9 for 
Multi-Purpose and Urban vocational 
vehicles). If vehicles use a mix of the 
two systems, treat them as having only 
tire pressure monitoring systems. 

(4) Extended-idle reduction. Enter val-
ues as shown in the following table for 
sleeper cabs equipped with idle-reduc-
tion technology meeting the require-
ments of § 1037.660 that are designed to 
automatically shut off the main engine 
after 300 seconds or less: 
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TABLE 9 TO § 1037.520—GEM INPUT VALUES FOR AES SYSTEMS 

Technology 

GEM input values 

Adjustable Tamper- 
resistant 

Standard AES system ........................................................................................................................... 1 4 
With diesel APU .................................................................................................................................... 3 4 
With battery APU ................................................................................................................................... 5 6 
With automatic stop-start ...................................................................................................................... 3 3 
With fuel-operated heater (FOH) .......................................................................................................... 2 3 
With diesel APU and FOH .................................................................................................................... 4 5 
With battery APU and FOH ................................................................................................................... 5 6 
With stop-start and FOH ....................................................................................................................... 4 5 

(5) Other. Additional GEM inputs 
may apply as follows: 

(i) Enter 0.9 and 1.7, respectively, for 
school buses and coach buses that have 
at least seven available forward gears. 

(ii) If we approve off-cycle tech-
nology under § 1037.610 in the form of an 
improvement factor, enter the im-
provement factor expressed as a per-
centage reduction in CO2 emissions. 
(Note: In the case of approved off-cycle 
technologies whose benefit is quan-
tified as a g/ton-mile credit, apply the 
credit to the GEM result, not as a GEM 
input value.) 

(k) Vehicles with hybrid power take-off. 
For vocational vehicles, determine the 
delta PTO emission result of your en-
gine and hybrid power take-off system 
as described in § 1037.540. 

(l) [Reserved] 
(m) Aerodynamic improvements for vo-

cational vehicles. For vocational vehi-
cles certified using the Regional duty 
cycle, enter DCdA values to account for 
using aerodynamic devices as follows: 

(1) Enter 0.2 for vocational vehicles 
with an installed rear fairing if the ve-
hicle is at least 7 m long with a min-
imum frontal area of 8 m2. 

(2) For vehicles at least 11 m long 
with a minimum frontal area of 9 m2, 
enter 0.5 if the vehicle has both skirts 
and a front fairing, and enter 0.3 if it 
has only one of those devices. 

(3) You may determine input values 
for these or other technologies based 
on aerodynamic measurements as de-
scribed in § 1037.527. 

(n) Alternate fuels. For fuels other 
than those identified in GEM, perform 
the simulation by identifying the vehi-
cle as being diesel-fueled if the engine 
is subject to the compression-ignition 
standard, or as being gasoline-fueled if 

the engine is subject to the spark-igni-
tion standards. Correct the engine or 
powertrain fuel map for mass-specific 
net energy content as described in 40 
CFR 1036.535(b). 

[86 FR 34467, June 29, 2021, as amended at 87 
FR 45265, July 28, 2022; 88 FR 4642, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.525 Aerodynamic measurements 
for tractors. 

This section describes a methodology 
for quantifying aerodynamic drag for 
use in determining input values for 
tractors as described in § 1037.520. This 
coastdown testing is the reference 
method for aerodynamic measure-
ments. 

(a) General provisions. The GEM input 
for a tractor’s aerodynamic perform-
ance is a Cd value for Phase 1 and a CdA 
value for Phase 2. The input value is 
measured or calculated for a tractor in 
a specific test configuration with a 
trailer, such as a high-roof tractor with 
a box van meeting the requirements for 
the standard trailer. 

(1) Aerodynamic measurements may 
involve any of several different proce-
dures. Measuring with different proce-
dures introduces variability, so we 
identify the coastdown method in 
§ 1037.528 as the primary (or reference) 
procedure. You may use other proce-
dures with our advance approval as de-
scribed in paragraph (d) of this section, 
but we require that you adjust your 
test results from other test methods to 
correlate with coastdown test results. 
All adjustments must be consistent 
with good engineering judgment. Sub-
mit information describing how you 
quantify aerodynamic drag from 
coastdown testing, whether or not you 
use an alternate method. 
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(2) Test high-roof tractors with a 
standard trailer as described in 
§ 1037.501(g)(1). Note that the standard 
trailer for Phase 1 tractors is different 
from that of later model years. Note 
also that GEM may model a different 
configuration than the test configura-
tion, but accounts for this internally. 
Test low-roof and mid-roof tractors 
without a trailer; however, you may 
test low-roof and mid-roof tractors 
with a trailer to evaluate off-cycle 
technologies. 

(b) Adjustments to correlate with 
coastdown testing. Adjust aerodynamic 
drag values from alternate methods to 
be equivalent to the corresponding val-
ues from coastdown measurements as 
follows: 

(1) Determine the functional rela-
tionship between your alternate meth-
od and coastdown testing. Specify this 
functional relationship as Falt-aero for a 
given alternate drag measurement 
method. The effective yaw angle, yeff, is 
assumed to be zero degrees for Phase 1. 
For Phase 2, determine yeff from 
coastdown test results using the fol-
lowing equation: 

Where: 
CdAcoastdown(yeff) = the average drag area meas-

ured during coastdown at an effective yaw 
angle, yeff. 
CdAalt(yeff) = the average drag area cal-

culated from an alternate drag measurement 
method at an effective yaw angle, yeff. 

(2) Unless good engineering judgment 
dictates otherwise, assume that 
coastdown drag is proportional to drag 
measured using alternate methods and 
apply a constant adjustment factor, 
Falt-aero, for a given alternate drag meas-
urement method of similar vehicles. 

(3) Determine Falt-aero by performing 
coastdown testing and applying your 
alternate method on the same vehicles. 
Consider all applicable test data in-
cluding data collected during selective 
enforcement audits. Unless we approve 
another vehicle, one vehicle must be a 
Class 8 high-roof sleeper cab with a full 
aerodynamics package pulling a stand-

ard trailer. Where you have more than 
one tractor model meeting these cri-
teria, use the tractor model with the 
highest projected sales. If you do not 
have such a tractor model, you may 
use your most comparable tractor 
model with our prior approval. In the 
case of alternate methods other than 
those specified in this subpart, good en-
gineering judgment may require you to 
determine your adjustment factor 
based on results from more than the 
specified minimum number of vehicles. 

(4) Measure the drag area using your 
alternate method for a Phase 2 tractor 
used to determine Falt-aero with testing 
at yaw angles of 0°, ±1°, ±3°, ±4.5°, ±6°, 
and ±9° (you may include additional an-
gles), using direction conventions de-
scribed in Figure 2 of SAE J1252 (incor-
porated by reference in § 1037.810). Also, 
determine the drag area at the 
coastdown effective yaw angle, 
CdAalt(yeff), by taking the average drag 
area at yeff and –yeff for your vehicle 
using the same alternate method. 

(5) For Phase 2 testing, determine 
separate values of Falt-aero for at least 
one high-roof day cab and one high-roof 
sleeper cab for model year 2021, for at 
least two high-roof day cabs and two 
high-roof sleeper cabs for model year 
2024, and for at least three high-roof 
day cabs and three high-roof sleeper 
cabs for model year 2027. These test re-
quirements are cumulative; for exam-
ple, you may meet these requirements 
by testing two vehicles to support 
model year 2021 certification and four 
additional vehicles to support model 
year 2023 certification. For any untest-
ed tractor models, apply the value of 
Falt-aero from the tested tractor model 
that best represents the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the untested tractor 
model, consistent with good engineer-
ing judgment. Testing under this para-
graph (b)(5) continues to be valid for 
later model years until you change the 
tractor model in a way that causes the 
test results to no longer represent pro-
duction vehicles. You must also deter-
mine unique values of Falt-aero for low- 
roof and mid-roof tractors if you deter-
mine CdA values based on low or mid- 
roof tractor testing as shown in Table 
4 of § 1037.520. For Phase 1 testing, if 
good engineering judgment allows it, 
you may calculate a single, constant 
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value of Falt-aero for your whole product 
line by dividing the coastdown drag 
area, CdAcoastdown, by drag area from 
your alternate method, CdAalt. 

(6) Determine Falt-aero to at least three 
decimal places. For example, if your 
coastdown testing results in a drag 
area of 6.430, but your wind tunnel 
method results in a drag area of 6.200, 
Falt-aero would be 1.037 (or a higher value 
you declare). 

(7) If a tractor and trailer cannot be 
configured to meet the gap require-
ments specified in § 1037.501(g)(1)(ii), 
test with the trailer positioned as close 
as possible to the specified gap dimen-
sion and use good engineering judg-
ment to correct the results to be equiv-
alent to a test configuration meeting 
the specified gap dimension. For exam-
ple, we may allow you to correct your 
test output using an approved alter-
nate method or substitute a test vehi-
cle that is capable of meeting the re-
quired specifications and is otherwise 
aerodynamically equivalent. This al-
lowance applies for certification, con-
firmatory testing, SEA, and all other 
testing to demonstrate compliance 
with standards. 

(8) You may ask us for preliminary 
approval of your coastdown testing 
under § 1037.210. We may witness the 
testing. 

(c) Yaw sweep corrections. Aero-
dynamic features can have a different 
effectiveness for reducing wind-aver-
aged drag than is predicted by zero-yaw 

drag. The following procedures describe 
how to determine a tractor’s CdA val-
ues to account for wind-averaged drag 
as specified in § 1037.520: 

(1) Apply the following method for all 
Phase 2 testing with an alternate 
method: 

(i) Calculate the wind-averaged drag 
area from the alternate method, CdAwa- 
alt, using an average of measurements 
at ¥4.5 and +4.5 degrees. 

(ii) Determine your wind-averaged 
drag area, CdAwa, rounded to one dec-
imal place, using the following equa-
tion: 

(2) Apply the following method for 
Phase 2 coastdown testing other than 
coastdown testing used to establish Falt- 
aero: 

(i) Determine your drag area at the 
effective yaw angle from coastdown, 
CdAcoastdown(yeff). 

(ii) Use an alternate method to cal-
culate the ratio of the wind-averaged 
drag area, CdAwa-alt (using an average of 
measurements at ¥4.5 and +4.5 degrees) 
to the drag area at the effective yaw 
angle, CdAalt(yeff). 

(iii) Determine your wind-averaged 
drag area, CdAwa, rounded to one dec-
imal place, using the following equa-
tion: 

(3) Different approximations apply 
for Phase 1. For Phase 1 testing, you 
may correct your zero-yaw drag area as 
follows if the ratio of the zero-yaw drag 
area divided by yaw-sweep drag area 
for your vehicle is greater than 0.8065 
(which represents the ratio expected 
for a typical Class 8 high-roof sleeper 
cab): 

(i) Determine the zero-yaw drag area, 
CdAzero-yaw, and the yaw-sweep drag area 
for your vehicle using the same alter-
nate method as specified in this sub-
part. Measure the drag area for 0°, ¥6°, 
and +6°. Use the arithmetic mean of 
the ¥6° and +6° drag areas as the ±6° 
drag area, CdA±6. 
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(ii) Calculate your yaw-sweep correc-
tion factor, CFys, using the following 
equation: 

(iii) Calculate your corrected drag 
area for determining the aerodynamic 
bin by multiplying the measured zero- 
yaw drag area by CFys, as determined 
using Eq. 1037.525–4, as applicable. You 
may apply the correction factor to 
drag areas measured using other proce-
dures. For example, apply CFys to drag 
areas measured using the coastdown 
method. If you use an alternate meth-
od, apply an alternate correction, Falt- 
aero, and calculate the final drag area 
using the following equation: 

(iv) You may ask us to apply CFys to 
similar vehicles incorporating the 
same design features. 

(v) As an alternative, you may cal-
culate the wind-averaged drag area ac-
cording to SAE J1252 (incorporated by 
reference in § 1037.810) and substitute 
this value into Eq. 1037.525–4 for the ±6° 
drag area. 

(d) Approval of alternate methods. You 
must obtain preliminary approval be-
fore using any method other than 
coastdown testing to quantify aero-
dynamic drag. We will approve your re-
quest if you show that your procedures 
produce data that are the same as or 
better than coastdown testing with re-
spect to repeatability and unbiased 
correlation. Note that the correlation 
is not considered to be biased if there is 
a bias before correction, but you re-
move the bias using Falt-aero. Send your 
request for approval to the Designated 
Compliance Officer. Keep records of the 
information specified in this paragraph 
(d). Unless we specify otherwise, in-
clude this information with your re-
quest. You must provide any informa-
tion we require to evaluate whether 
you may apply the provisions of this 

section. Include additional information 
related to your alternate method as de-
scribed in §§ 1037.530 through 1037.534. If 
you use a method other than those 
specified in this subpart, include all 
the following information, as applica-
ble: 

(1) Official name/title of the proce-
dure. 

(2) Description of the procedure. 
(3) Cited sources for any standardized 

procedures that the method is based 
on. 

(4) Description and rationale for any 
modifications/deviations from the 
standardized procedures. 

(5) Data comparing the procedure to 
the coastdown reference procedure. 

(6) Additional information specified 
for the alternate methods described in 
§§ 1037.530 through 1037.534 as applicable 
to this method (e.g., source location/ad-
dress, background/history). 

[86 FR 34473, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.526 Aerodynamic measurements 
for trailers. 

This section describes a methodology 
for determining aerodynamic drag 
area, CdA for use in determining input 
values for box vans as described in 
§§ 1037.515 and 1037.520. 

(a) A trailer’s aerodynamic perform-
ance for demonstrating compliance 
with standards is based on a ΔCdA value 
relative to a baseline trailer. Deter-
mine these ΔCdA values by performing 
A to B testing, as follows: 

(1) Determine a baseline CdA value 
for a standard tractor pulling a test 
trailer representing a production con-
figuration; use a 53-foot test trailer to 
represent long trailers and a 28-foot 
test trailer to represent short trailers. 
Repeat this testing with the same trac-
tor and the applicable baseline trailer. 
For testing long trailers, the baseline 
trailer is a trailer meeting the speci-
fications for a Phase 1 standard trailer 
in § 1037.501(g)(1); for testing refrig-
erated box vans, use a baseline trailer 
with an installed HVAC unit that prop-
erly represents a baseline configura-
tion correlated with the production 
configuration. For testing short trail-
ers, use a 28-foot baseline trailer with a 
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single axle that meets the same speci-
fications as the Phase 1 standard trail-
er, except as needed to accommodate 
the reduced trailer length. 

(2) Use good engineering judgment to 
perform paired tests that accurately 
demonstrate the reduction in aero-
dynamic drag associated with the im-
proved design. For example, the gap di-
mension should be the same for all 
paired tests, and effective yaw angle 
between paired tests should differ by 
no more than 1.0°. 

(3) Measure CdA in m2 to two decimal 
places. Calculate ΔCdA by subtracting 
the drag area for the test trailer from 
the drag area for the baseline trailer. 

(b) The default method for measuring 
is the wind-tunnel procedure as speci-
fied in § 1037.530. You may test using al-
ternate methods as follows: 

(1) If we approve it in advance, you 
may instead use one of the alternate 
methods specified in §§ 1037.528 through 
1037.532, consistent with good engineer-
ing judgment, which may require that 
you adjust your test results from the 
alternate test method to correlate with 
the primary method. If you request our 
approval to determine ΔCdA using an 
alternate method, you must submit ad-
ditional information as described in 
paragraph (d) of this section. 

(2) The principles of 40 CFR 
1065.10(c)(1) apply for aerodynamic test 
methods. Specifically, we may require 
that you use coastdown measurements 
if we determine that certain tech-
nologies are not suited to evaluation 
with wind-tunnel testing or CFD, such 
as nonrigid materials whose physical 
characteristics change in scaled-model 
testing. You may similarly reference 40 
CFR 1065.10(c)(1) in your request to use 
coastdown testing as an alternate 
method. 

(c) The following provisions apply for 
combining multiple devices under this 
section for the purpose of certifying 
trailers: 

(1) If the device manufacturer estab-
lishes a ΔCdA value in a single test with 
multiple aerodynamic devices in-
stalled, trailer manufacturers may use 
that ΔCdA value directly for the same 
combination of aerodynamic devices 
installed on production trailers. 

(2) Trailer manufacturers may com-
bine ΔCdA values for aerodynamic de-

vices that are not tested together, as 
long as each device does not signifi-
cantly impair the effectiveness of an-
other, consistent with good engineer-
ing judgment. To approximate the 
overall benefit of multiple devices, cal-
culate a composite ΔCdA value for mul-
tiple aerodynamic devices by applying 
the full ΔCdA value for the device with 
the greatest aerodynamic improve-
ment, adding the second-highest ΔCdA 
value multiplied by 0.9, and adding any 
other ΔCdA values multiplied by 0.8. 

(d) You must send us a description of 
your plan to perform testing under this 
section before you start testing. We 
will evaluate whether plans for wind- 
tunnel testing meet the specifications 
of § 1037.530, and will tell you if you 
may or must use any other method to 
determine drag coefficients. We will 
approve your request to use an alter-
nate method if you show that your pro-
cedures produce data that are the same 
as or better than wind-tunnel testing 
with respect to repeatability and unbi-
ased correlation. Note that the correla-
tion is not considered to be biased if 
there is a bias before correction, but 
you apply a correction to remove the 
bias. Send your testing plan to the Des-
ignated Compliance Officer. Keep 
records of the information specified in 
this paragraph (d). Unless we specify 
otherwise, include this information 
with your request. You must provide 
any information we require to evaluate 
whether you may apply the provisions 
of this section. Include additional in-
formation related to your alternate 
method as described in §§ 1037.528 
through 1037.534. 

§ 1037.527 Aerodynamic measurements 
for vocational vehicles. 

This section describes a methodology 
for determining aerodynamic drag 
area, CdA, for use in determining input 
values for vocational vehicles as de-
scribed in § 1037.520. This measurement 
is optional. 

(a) Determine ΔCdA values by per-
forming A to B testing as described for 
trailers in § 1037.526, with any appro-
priate adjustments, consistent with 
good engineering judgment. 

(b) [Reserved] 
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§ 1037.528 Coastdown procedures for 
calculating drag area (CdA). 

The coastdown procedures in this 
section describe how to calculate drag 
area, CdA, for Phase 2 tractors, trailers, 
and vocational vehicles, subject to the 
provisions of §§ 1037.525 through 
1037.527. These procedures are consid-
ered the reference method for tractors, 
but an alternate method for trailers. 
Follow the provisions of Sections 1 
through 9 of SAE J2263 (incorporated 
by reference in § 1037.810), with the 
clarifications and exceptions described 
in this section. Several of these excep-
tions are from SAE J1263 (incorporated 
by reference in § 1037.810). The 
coastdown procedures in 40 CFR 
1066.310 apply instead of the provisions 
of this section for Phase 1 tractors. 

(a) The terms and variables identified 
in this section have the meaning given 
in SAE J1263 and SAE J2263 unless 
specified otherwise. 

(b) To determine CdA values for a 
tractor, perform coastdown testing 
with a tractor-trailer combination 
using the manufacturer’s tractor and a 
standard trailer. To determine CdA val-
ues for a trailer, perform coastdown 
testing with a tractor-trailer combina-
tion using a standard tractor. Prepare 
tractors and trailers for testing as fol-
lows: 

(1) Install instrumentation for per-
forming the specified measurements. 

(2) After adding vehicle instrumenta-
tion, verify that there is no brake drag 
or other condition that prevents the 
wheels from rotating freely. Do not 
apply the parking brake at any point 
between this inspection and the end of 
the measurement procedure. 

(3) Install tires mounted on steel 
rims in a dual configuration (except for 
steer tires). The tires must— 

(i) Be SmartWay-Verified or have a 
coefficient of rolling resistance at or 
below 5.1 kg/metric ton. 

(ii) Have accumulated at least 2,000 
miles but have no less than 50 percent 
of their original tread depth, as speci-
fied for truck cabs in SAE J1263. 

(iii) Not be retreads or have any ap-
parent signs of chunking or uneven 
wear. 

(iv) Be size 295/75R22.5 or 275/80R22.5. 

(v) Be inflated to the proper tire pres-
sure as specified in Sections 6.6 and 8.1 
of SAE J2263. 

(vi) Be of the same tire model for a 
given axle. 

(4) Perform an inspection or wheel 
alignment for both the tractor and the 
trailer to ensure that wheel position is 
within the manufacturer’s specifica-
tions. 

(c) The test condition specifications 
described in Sections 7.1 through 7.4 of 
SAE J1263 apply, with certain excep-
tions and additional provisions as de-
scribed in this paragraph (c). These 
conditions apply to each run sepa-
rately. 

(1) We recommend that you not per-
form coastdown testing if winds are ex-
pected to exceed 6.0 mi/hr. 

(2) The average of the component of 
the wind speed parallel to the road 
must not exceed 6.0 mi/hr. This con-
straint is in addition to those in Sec-
tion 7.3 of SAE J1263. 

(3) If road grade is greater than 0.02% 
over the length of the test surface, you 
must determine elevation as a function 
of distance along the length of the test 
surface and incorporate this into the 
analysis. 

(4) Road grade may exceed 0.5% for 
limited portions of the test surface as 
long as it does not affect coastdown re-
sults, consistent with good engineering 
judgment. 

(5) The road surface temperature 
must be at or below 50 °C. Use good en-
gineering judgment to measure road 
surface temperature. 

(d) CdA calculations are based on 
measured speed values while the vehi-
cle coasts down through a high-speed 
range from 70 to 60 mi/hr, and through 
a low-speed range from 20 to 10 mi/hr. 
Disable any vehicle speed limiters that 
prevent travel above 72 mi/hr. Measure 
vehicle speed at a minimum recording 
frequency of 10 Hz, in conjunction with 
time-of-day data. Determine vehicle 
speed using either of the following 
methods: 

(1) Complete coastdown runs. Operate 
the vehicle at a top speed above 72.0 mi/ 
hr and allow the vehicle to coast down 
to 8.0 mi/hr or lower. Collect data for 
the high-speed range over a test seg-
ment that includes speeds from 72.0 
down to 58.0 mi/hr, and collect data for 
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the low-speed range over a test seg-
ment that includes speeds from 22.0 
down to 8.0 mi/hr. 

(2) Split coastdown runs. Collect data 
during a high-speed coastdown while 
the vehicle coasts through a test seg-
ment that includes speeds from 72.0 mi/ 
hr down to 58.0 mi/hr. Similarly, col-
lect data during a low-speed coastdown 
while the vehicle coasts through a test 
segment that includes speeds from 22.0 
mi/hr down to 8.0 mi/hr. Perform one 
high-speed coastdown segment or two 
consecutive high-speed coastdown seg-
ments in one direction, followed by the 
same number of low-speed coastdown 
segments in the same direction, and 
then perform that same number of 
measurements in the opposite direc-
tion. You may not split runs as de-
scribed in Section 9.3.1 of SAE J2263 ex-
cept as allowed under this paragraph 
(d)(2). 

(e) Measure wind speed, wind direc-
tion, air temperature, and air pressure 
at a recording frequency of 10 Hz, in 
conjunction with time-of-day data. Use 
at least one stationary anemometer 
and suitable data loggers meeting SAE 
J1263 specifications, subject to the fol-
lowing additional specifications for the 
anemometer placed along the test sur-
face: 

(1) You must start a coastdown meas-
urement within 24 hours after com-
pleting zero-wind and zero-angle cali-
brations. 

(2) Place the anemometer at least 50 
feet from the nearest tree and at least 
25 feet from the nearest bush (or equiv-
alent features). Position the anemom-
eter adjacent to the test surface, near 
the midpoint of the length of the track, 
between 2.5 and 3.0 body widths from 
the expected location of the test vehi-
cle’s centerline as it passes the ane-
mometer. Record the location of the 
anemometer along the test track, to 
the nearest 10 feet. 

(3) Mount the anemometer at a 
height that is within 6 inches of half 
the test vehicle’s body height. 

(4) The height of vegetation sur-
rounding the anemometer may not ex-
ceed 10% of the anemometer’s mounted 
height, within a radius equal to the 
anemometer’s mounted height. 

(f) Measure air speed and relative 
wind direction (yaw angle) onboard the 

vehicle at a minimum recording fre-
quency of 10 Hz, in conjunction with 
time-of-day data, using an anemometer 
and suitable data loggers that meet the 
requirements of Sections 5.4 of SAE 
J2263. The yaw angle must be measured 
to a resolution and accuracy of ±0.5°. 
Mount the anemometer such that it 
measures air speed at 1.5 meters above 
the top of the leading edge of the trail-
er. If obstructions at the test site do 
not allow for this mounting height, 
then mount the anemometer such that 
it measures air speed at least 0.85 me-
ters above the top of the leading edge 
of the trailer. 

(g) Perform the following calcula-
tions to filter and correct measured 
data: 

(1) For any measured values not iden-
tified as outliers, use those measured 
values directly in the calculations 
specified in this section. Filter air 
speed, yaw angle, wind speed, wind di-
rection, and vehicle speed measure-
ments to replace outliers for every 
measured value as follows: 

(i) Determine a median measured 
value to represent the measurement 
point and the measurements 3 seconds 
before and after that point. In the first 
and last three seconds of the coastdown 
run, use all available data to determine 
the median measured value. The meas-
urement window for determining the 
median value will accordingly include 
61 measurements in most cases, and 
will always include at least 31 measure-
ments (for 10 Hz recording frequency). 

(ii) Determine the median absolute 
deviation corresponding to each meas-
urement window from paragraph 
(g)(1)(i) of this section. This generally 
results from calculating 61 absolute de-
viations from the median measured 
value and determining the median 
from those 61 deviations. Calculate the 
standard deviation for each measure-
ment window by multiplying the me-
dian absolute deviation by 1.4826; cal-
culate three standard deviations by 
multiplying the median absolute devi-
ation by 4.4478. Note that the factor 
1.4826 is a statistical constant that re-
lates median absolute deviations to 
standard deviations. 

(iii) A measured value is an outlier if 
the measured value at a given point 
differs from the median measured 
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value by more than three standard de-
viations. Replace each outlier with the 
median measured value from paragraph 
(g)(1)(i) of this section. This technique 
for filtering outliers is known as the 
Hampel method. 

(2) For each high-speed and each low- 
speed segment, correct measured air 

speed using the wind speed and wind di-
rection measurements described in 
paragraph (e) of this section as follows: 

(i) Calculate the theoretical air 
speed, vair,th, for each 10-Hz set of meas-
urements using the following equation: 

Where: 
w = filtered wind speed. 
v = filtered vehicle speed. 
<w = filtered wind direction. Let <w = 0° for 

air flow in the first travel direction, with 
values increasing counterclockwise. For 
example, if the vehicle starts by trav-
eling eastbound, then <w = 270° means a 
wind from the south. 

<veh = the vehicle direction. Use <veh = 0° for 
travel in the first direction, and use <veh 
= 180° for travel in the opposite direction. 

Example:  
w = 7.1 mi/hr 
v = 64.9 mi/hr 
<w = 47.0° 
<veh = 0° 

vair,th = 69.93 mi/hr 

(ii) Perform a linear regression using 
paired values of vair,th and measured air 
speed, vair,meas, to determine the air- 
speed correction coefficients, α0 and α1, 
based on the following equation: 

(iii) Correct each measured value of 
air speed using the following equation: 

(3) Correct measured air direction 
from all the high-speed segments using 
the wind speed and wind direction 
measurements described in paragraph 
(e) of this section as follows: 

(i) Calculate the theoretical air di-
rection, ψ;air,th, using the following 
equation: 

Example:  
w = 7.1 mi/hr 

v = 64.9 mi/hr 
<w = 47.0° 
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<veh = 0° 

ψair,th = 4.26° 

(ii) Perform a linear regression using 
paired values of ψair,th and measured air 
direction, ψair,meas, to determine the air- 
direction correction coefficients, β0 and 
β1, based on the following equation: 

(iii) Correct each measured value of 
air direction using the following equa-
tion: 

(h) Determine drag area, CdA, using 
the following procedure instead of the 
procedure specified in Section 10 of 
SAE J1263: 

(1) Calculate the vehicle’s effective 
mass, Me, to account for rotational in-
ertia by adding 56.7 kg to the measured 
vehicle mass, M, (in kg) for each tire 
making road contact. 

(2) Operate the vehicle and collect 
data over the high-speed range and 
low-speed range as specified in para-
graph (d)(1) or (2) of this section. If the 
vehicle has a speed limiter that pre-
vents it from exceeding 72 mi/hr, you 

must disable the speed limiter for test-
ing. 

(3) Calculate mean vehicle speed at 
each speed start point (70 and 20 mi/hr) 
and end point (60 and 10 mi/hr) as fol-
lows: 

(i) Calculate the mean vehicle speed 
to represent the start point of each 
speed range as the arithmetic average 
of measured speeds throughout the 
continuous time interval that begins 
when measured vehicle speed is less 
than 2.00 mi/hr above the nominal 
starting speed point and ends when 
measured vehicle speed reaches 2.00 mi/ 
hr below the nominal starting speed 
point, expressed to at least two dec-
imal places. Calculate the timestamp 
corresponding to the starting point of 
each speed range as the average 
timestamp of the interval. 

(ii) Repeat the calculations described 
in paragraph (h)(3)(i) of this section 
corresponding to the end point speed 
(60 or 10 mi/hr) to determine the time 
at which the vehicle reaches the end 
speed, and the mean vehicle speed rep-
resenting the end point of each speed 
range. 

(iii) If you incorporate grade into 
your calculations, use the average val-
ues for the elevation and distance trav-
eled over each interval. 

(4) Calculate the road-load force, F, 
for each speed range using the fol-
lowing equation: 

Where: 

Me = the vehicle’s effective mass. 

v̄ = average vehicle speed at the start or end 
of each speed range, as described in para-
graph (h)(3) of this section. 
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t̄ = timestamp at which the vehicle reaches 
the starting or ending speed expressed to 
at least one decimal place. 

M = the vehicle’s measured mass. 
ag = acceleration of Earth’s gravity, as de-

scribed in 40 CFR 1065.630. 
h̄ = average elevation at the start or end of 

each speed range expressed to at least 
two decimal places. 

D̄ = distance traveled on the road surface 
from a fixed reference location along the 
road to the start or end of each speed 
range expressed to at least one decimal 
place. 

Example:  
Me = 17,129 kg (18 tires in contact with the 

road surface) 
v̄start = 69.97 mi/hr = 31.28 m/s 
v̄end = 59.88 mi/hr = 26.77 m/s 
t̄start = 3.05 s 
t̄end = 19.11 s 
M = 16,108 kg 
ag = 9.8061 m/s2 
h̄start = 0.044 m 
h̄end = 0.547 m 
D̄start = 706.8 ft = 215.4 m 
D̄end = 2230.2 ft = 697.8 m 

F = 4645.5 N 

(5) For tractor testing, calculate the 
drive-axle spin loss force at high and 
low speeds, Fspin[speed], and determine 
ΔFspin as follows: 

(i) Use the results from the axle effi-
ciency test described in § 1037.560 for 
the drive axle model installed in the 
tractor being tested for this coastdown 
procedure. 

(ii) Perform a second-order regres-
sion of axle power loss in W from only 

the zero-torque test points with wheel 
speed, fnwheel, in r/s from the axle effi-
ciency test to determine coefficients c0, 
c1, and c2. 

(iii) Calculate Fspin[speed] using the fol-
lowing equation: 

Where: 

v̄seg[speed] = the mean vehicle speed of all vehi-
cle speed measurements in each low- 
speed and high-speed segment. 

TRPM = tire revolutions per mile for the 
drive tire model installed on the tractor 
being tested according to § 1037.520(c)(1). 

Example:  
v̄seghi = 28.86 m/s 
v̄seglo = 5.84 m/s 
TRPM = 508 r/mi = 0.315657 r/m 
c0 = ¥206.841 W 
c1 = 239.8279 W·s/r 
c2 = 21.27505 W·s2/r2 

Fspinhi = 129.7 N 
Fspinlo = 52.7 N 

(iv) Calculate ΔFspin using the fol-
lowing equation: 
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Example:  
ΔFspin = 129.7¥52.7 = 77.0 N 

(6) For tractor testing, calculate the 
tire rolling resistance force at high and 
low speeds for steer, drive, and trailer 
axle positions, FTRR[speed,axle], and deter-
mine ΔFTRR, the rolling resistance dif-
ference between 65 mi/hr and 15 mi/hr, 
for each tire as follows: 

(i) Conduct a stepwise coastdown tire 
rolling resistance test with three tires 
for each tire model installed on the ve-
hicle using SAE J2452 (incorporated by 

reference in § 1037.810) for the following 
test points (which replace the test 
points in Table 3 of SAE J2452): 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.528—STEPWISE 
COASTDOWN TEST POINTS FOR DETERMINING 
TIRE ROLLING RESISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF 
SPEED 

Step Number Load 
(% of max) 

Inflation 
pressure 

(% of max) 

1 ................................................. 20 100 
2 ................................................. 55 70 
3 ................................................. 85 120 
4 ................................................. 85 100 
5 ................................................. 100 95 

(ii) Calculate FTRR[speed,axle] using 
the following equation: 

Where: 
nt,[axle] = number of tires at the axle position. 
p[axle] = the inflation pressure set and meas-

ured on the tires at the axle position at 
the beginning of the coastdown test. 

L[axle] = the load over the axle at the axle po-
sition on the coastdown test vehicle. 

α[axle], β[axle], a[axle], b[axle], and c[axle] = regression 
coefficients from SAE J2452 that are spe-
cific to axle position. 

Example:  
nt,steer = 2 
psteer = 758.4 kPa 
Lsteer = 51421.2 N 
αsteer = ¥0.2435 
βsteer = 0.9576 
asteer = 0.0434 
bsteer = 5.4·10¥5 
csteer = 5.53·10¥7 

nt,drive = 8 
pdrive = 689.5 kPa 
Ldrive = 55958.4 N 
αdrive = ¥0.3146 
βdrive = 0.9914 
adrive = 0.0504 
bdrive = 1.11·10¥4 
cdrive = 2.86·10¥7 
nt,trailer = 8 
ptrailer = 689.5 kPa 
Ltrailer = 45727.5 N 
αtrailer = ¥0.3982 
βtrailer = 0.9756 
atrailer = 0.0656 
btrailer = 1.51·10¥4 
ctrailer = 2.94·10¥7 
vseghi = 28.86 m/s = 103.896 km/hr 
vseglo = 5.84 m/s = 21.024 km/hr 

FTRRhi,steer = 365.6 N 
FTRRhi,drive = 431.4 N 
FTRRhi,trailer = 231.7 N 
FTRRlo,steer = 297.8 N 
FTRRlo,drive = 350.7 N 
FTRRlo,trailer = 189.0 N 

(iii) Calculate FTRR[speed] by summing 
the tire rolling resistance calculations 
at a given speed for each axle position: 
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Example:  
FTRRhi = 365.6 + 431.4 + 231.7 = 1028.7 N 
FTRRlo = 297.8 + 350.7 + 189.0 = 837.5 N 

(iv) Adjust FTRR[speed] to the ambient 
temperature during the coastdown seg-
ment as follows: 

Where: 
Tseg[speed] = the average ambient tempera-

ture during the coastdown segment, in °C. 
Example:  

FTRRhi = 1028.7 N 
FTRRlo = 837.5 N 
Tseghi = 25.5 °C 
Tseglo = 25.1 °C 
FTRRhi,adj = 1 + 0.006·(24¥25.5)] = 1019.4 N 
FTRRlo,adj = 837.5·[1 + 0.006·(24¥25.1] = 832.0 N 

(v) Determine the difference in roll-
ing resistance between 65 mph and 15 
mph, DFTRR, for each tire. Use good en-
gineering judgment to consider the 
multiple results. For example, you may 
ignore the test results for the tires 
with the highest and lowest differences 

and use the result from the remaining 
tire. Determine DFTRR as follows: 

Example:  
ΔFTRR = 1019.4¥832.0 = 187.4 N 

(7) For trailer testing, determine 
ΔFTRR using a default value adjusted to 
the ambient temperature instead of 
performing a rolling resistance test, as 
follows: 

Where: 

ΔFTRR,def = default rolling resistance force 
speed adjustment; Use 215 N for long box 
vans and 150 N for short box vans. 

T̄coast = the average ambient temperature dur-
ing both low and high speed segments. 

Example:  
ΔFTRR,def = 215 N 
T̄coast = 25.5 °C 
ΔFTRR = 215·[1 + 0.0006·(24¥25.5)] =

213.1 N 

(8) Square the air speed measure-
ments and calculate average squared 

air speed during each speed range for 
each run,v̄2

air,hi and v̄2
air,lo. 

(9) Average the Flo and v̄2
air,lo values 

for each pair of runs in opposite direc-
tions. If running complete coastdowns 
as described in paragraph (d)(1) or one 
high-speed segment per direction as de-
scribed in paragraph (d)(2), average 
every two Flo and v̄2

air,lo values. If run-
ning two high-speed segments per di-
rection as described in paragraph (d)(2), 
average every four Flo and v̄2

air,lo values. 
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Use these values as Flo,pair and v̄2
air,lo,pair 

in the calculations in this paragraph 
(h) to apply to each of the two or four 
high-speed segments from the same 
runs as the low-speed segments used to 
determine Flo,pair and v̄2

air,lo,pair. 

(10) Calculate average air tempera-
ture T̄ and air pressure P̄act during each 
high-speed run. 

(11) Calculate drag area, CdA, in m2 
for each high-speed segment using the 
following equation, expressed to at 
least three decimal places: 

Where: 
Fhi = road load force at high speed deter-

mined from Eq. 1037.528–7. 
Flo,pair = the average of Flo values for a pair of 

opposite direction runs calculated as de-
scribed in paragraph (h)(9) of this sec-
tion. 

ΔFspin = the difference in drive-axle spin loss 
force between high-speed and low-speed 
coastdown segments. This is described in 
paragraph (h)(5) of this section for trac-
tor testing. Let ΔFspin = 110 N for trailer 
testing. 

ΔFTRR = the difference in tire rolling resist-
ance force between high-speed and low- 
speed coastdown segments as described 
in paragraphs (h)(6) or (7) of this section. 

v̄2
air,lo,pair = the average of v̄2

air,lo values for a 
pair of opposite direction runs calculated 

as described in paragraph (h)(9) of this 
section. 

R = specific gas constant = 287.058 J/(kg·K). 
T̄ = mean air temperature expressed to at 

least one decimal place. 
P̄act = mean absolute air pressure expressed to 

at least one decimal place. 

Example:  
Fhi = 4645.5 N 
Flo,pair = 1005.0 N 
ΔFspin = 77.0 N 
ΔFTRR = 187.4 N 
v̄2

air,hi = 933.4 m2/s2 
v̄2

air,lo,pair = 43.12 m2/s2 
R = 287.058 J/(kg·K) 
T̄ = 285.97 K 
P̄act = 101.727 kPa = 101727 Pa 

CdA = 6.120 m2 

(12) Calculate your final CdA value 
from the high-speed segments as fol-
lows: 

(i) Eliminate all points where there 
were known equipment problems or 
other measurement problems. 

(ii) Of the remaining points, cal-
culate the median of the absolute value 
of the yaw angles, ψmed, and eliminate 
all CdA values that differ by more than 
1.0° from ψmed. 

(iii) Of the remaining points, cal-
culate the mean and standard devi-
ation of CdA and eliminate all values 

that differ by more than 2.0 standard 
deviations from the mean value. 

(iv) There must be at least 24 points 
remaining. Of the remaining points, re-
calculate the mean yaw angle. Round 
the mean yaw angle to the nearest 0.1°. 
This final result is the effective yaw 
angle, ψeff, for coastdown testing. 

(v) For the same set of points, recal-
culate the mean CdA. This is the final 
result of the coastdown test, 
CdAcoastdown(yeff). 

(i) [Reserved] 
(j) Include the following information 

in your application for certification: 
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(1) The name, location, and descrip-
tion of your test facilities, including 
background/history, equipment and ca-
pability, and track and facility ele-
vation, along with the grade and size/ 
length of the track. 

(2) Test conditions for each test re-
sult, including date and time, wind 
speed and direction, ambient tempera-
ture and humidity, vehicle speed, driv-
ing distance, manufacturer name, test 
vehicle/model type, model year, appli-
cable family, tire type and rolling re-
sistance, weight of tractor-trailer (as 
tested), and driver identifier(s). 

(3) Average CdA and yaw angle results 
and all the individual run results (in-
cluding voided or invalid runs). 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34474, June 29, 2021; 87 FR 64864, Oct. 26, 
2022] 

§ 1037.530 Wind-tunnel procedures for 
calculating drag area (CdA). 

The wind-tunnel procedure specified 
in this section is considered to be the 
primary procedure for trailers, but is 
an alternate procedure for tractors. 

(a) You may measure drag areas con-
sistent with published SAE procedures 
as described in this section using any 
wind tunnel recognized by the Subsonic 
Aerodynamic Testing Association, sub-
ject to the provisions of §§ 1037.525 
through 1037.527. If your wind tunnel 
does not meet the specifications de-
scribed in this section, you may ask us 
to approve it as an alternate method 
under § 1037.525(d) or § 1037.526(d). All 
wind tunnels and wind tunnel tests 
must meet the specifications described 
in SAE J1252 (incorporated by ref-
erence in § 1037.810), with the following 
exceptions and additional provisions: 

(1) The Overall Vehicle Reynolds 
number, Re#

w, must be at least 1.0·106. 
Tests for Reynolds effects described in 
Section 7.1 of SAE J1252 are not re-
quired. 

(2) For full-scale wind tunnel tractor 
testing, use good engineering judgment 
to select a trailer that is a reasonable 
representation of the trailer used for 
reference coastdown testing. For exam-
ple, where your wind tunnel is not long 
enough to test the tractor with a 
standard 53 foot box van, it may be ap-
propriate to use a shorter box van. In 
such a case, the correlation developed 

using the shorter trailer would only be 
valid for testing with the shorter trail-
er. 

(3) For reduced-scale wind tunnel 
testing, use a one-eighth or larger scale 
model of a tractor and trailer that is 
sufficient to simulate airflow through 
the radiator inlet grill and across an 
engine geometry that represents en-
gines commonly used in your test vehi-
cle. 

(b) Open-throat wind tunnels must 
also meet the specifications of SAE 
J2071 (incorporated by reference in 
§ 1037.810). 

(c) To determine CdA values for certi-
fying tractors, perform wind-tunnel 
testing with a tractor-trailer combina-
tion using the manufacturer’s tractor 
and a standard trailer. To determine 
CdA values for certifying trailers, per-
form wind-tunnel testing with a trac-
tor-trailer combination using a stand-
ard tractor. Use a moving/rolling floor 
if the facility has one. For Phase 1 
tractors, conduct the wind tunnel tests 
at a zero yaw angle. For Phase 2 vehi-
cles, conduct the wind tunnel tests by 
measuring the drag area at yaw angles 
of +4.5° and ¥4.5° and calculating the 
average of those two values. 

(d) In your request to use wind-tun-
nel testing for tractors, or in your ap-
plication for certification for trailers, 
describe how you meet all the speci-
fications that apply under this section, 
using terminology consistent with SAE 
J1594 (incorporated by reference in 
§ 1037.810). If you request our approval 
to use wind-tunnel testing even though 
you do not meet all the specifications 
of this section, describe how your 
method nevertheless qualifies as an al-
ternate method under § 1037.525(d) or 
1037.526(d) and include all the following 
information: 

(1) Identify the name and location of 
the test facility for your wind-tunnel 
method. 

(2) Background and history of the 
wind tunnel. 

(3) The wind tunnel’s layout (with 
diagram), type, and construction 
(structural and material). 

(4) The wind tunnel’s design details: 
The type and material for corner turn-
ing vanes, air settling specification, 
mesh screen specification, air straight-
ening method, tunnel volume, surface 
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area, average duct area, and circuit 
length. 

(5) Specifications related to the wind 
tunnel’s flow quality: Temperature 
control and uniformity, airflow qual-
ity, minimum airflow velocity, flow 
uniformity, angularity and stability, 
static pressure variation, turbulence 
intensity, airflow acceleration and de-
celeration times, test duration flow 
quality, and overall airflow quality 
achievement. 

(6) Test/working section information: 
Test section type (e.g., open, closed, 
adaptive wall) and shape (e.g., circular, 
square, oval), length, contraction ratio, 
maximum air velocity, maximum dy-
namic pressure, nozzle width and 
height, plenum dimensions and net vol-
ume, maximum allowed model scale, 
maximum model height above road, 
strut movement rate (if applicable), 
model support, primary boundary layer 
slot, boundary layer elimination meth-
od, and photos and diagrams of the test 
section. 

(7) Fan section description: fan type, 
diameter, power, maximum angular 
speed, maximum speed, support type, 
mechanical drive, and sectional total 
weight. 

(8) Data acquisition and control 
(where applicable): Acquisition type, 
motor control, tunnel control, model 
balance, model pressure measurement, 
wheel drag balances, wing/body panel 
balances, and model exhaust simula-
tion. 

(9) Moving ground plane or rolling 
road (if applicable): Construction and 
material, yaw table and range, moving 
ground length and width, belt type, 
maximum belt speed, belt suction 
mechanism, platen instrumentation, 
temperature control, and steering. 

(10) Facility correction factors and 
purpose. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34476, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.532 Using computational fluid 
dynamics to calculate drag area 
(CdA). 

This section describes how to use 
commercially available computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) software to de-
termine CdA values, subject to the pro-
visions of §§ 1037.525 through 1037.527. 

This is considered to be an alternate 
method for both tractors and trailers. 

(a) For Phase 2 vehicles, use SAE 
J2966 (incorporated by reference in 
§ 1037.810), with the following clarifica-
tions and exceptions: 

(1) Vehicles are subject to the re-
quirement to meet standards based on 
the average of testing at yaw angles of 
+4.5° and ¥4.5°; however, you may sub-
mit your application for certification 
with CFD results based on only one of 
those yaw angles. 

(2) For CFD code with a Navier- 
Stokes based solver, follow the addi-
tional steps in paragraph (d) of this 
section. For Lattice-Boltzmann based 
CFD code, follow the additional steps 
in paragraph (e) of this section. 

(3) Simulate a Reynolds number of 5.1 
million (based on a 102-inch trailer 
width) and an air speed of 65 mi/hr. 

(4) Perform an open-road simulation 
(not the Wind Tunnel Simulation). 

(5) Use a free stream turbulence in-
tensity of 0.0%. 

(6) Choose time steps that can accu-
rately resolve intrinsic flow instabil-
ities, consistent with good engineering 
judgment. 

(7) The result must be drag area 
(CdA), not drag coefficient (Cd), based 
on an air speed of 65 mi/hr. 

(8) Submit information as described 
in paragraph (g) of this section. 

(b) For Phase 1 tractors, apply the 
procedures as specified in paragraphs 
(c) through (f) of this section. Para-
graphs (c) through (f) of section apply 
for Phase 2 vehicles only as specified in 
paragraph (a) of this section. 

(c) To determine CdA values for certi-
fying a tractor, perform CFD modeling 
based on a tractor-trailer combination 
using the manufacturer’s tractor and a 
standard trailer. To determine CdA val-
ues for certifying a trailer, perform 
CFD modeling based on a tractor-trail-
er combination using a standard trac-
tor. Perform all CFD modeling as fol-
lows: 

(1) Specify a blockage ratio at or 
below 0.2% to simulate open-road con-
ditions. 

(2) Assume zero yaw angle. 
(3) Model the tractor with an open 

grill and representative back pressures 
based on available data describing the 
tractor’s pressure characteristics. 
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(4) Enable the turbulence model and 
mesh deformation. 

(5) Model tires and ground plane in 
motion to simulate a vehicle moving 
forward in the direction of travel. 

(6) Apply the smallest cell size to 
local regions on the tractor and trailer 
in areas of high flow gradients and 
smaller-geometry features (e.g., the A- 
pillar, mirror, visor, grille and acces-
sories, trailer-leading edge, trailer- 
trailing edge, rear bogey, tires, and 
tractor-trailer gap). 

(7) Simulate a vehicle speed of 55 mi/ 
hr. 

(d) Take the following steps for CFD 
code with a Navier-Stokes formula 
solver: 

(1) Perform an unstructured, time-ac-
curate analysis using a mesh grid size 
with a total volume element count of 
at least 50 million cells of hexahedral 
and/or polyhedral mesh cell shape, sur-
face elements representing the geom-
etry consisting of no less than 6 mil-
lion elements, and a near-wall cell size 
corresponding to a y+ value of less 
than 300. 

(2) Perform the analysis with a tur-
bulence model and mesh deformation 
enabled (if applicable) with boundary 
layer resolution of ±95%. Once the re-
sults reach this resolution, dem-
onstrate the convergence by supplying 
multiple, successive convergence val-
ues for the analysis. The turbulence 
model may use k-epsilon (k-e), shear 
stress transport k-omega (SST k-w), or 
other commercially accepted methods. 

(e) For Lattice-Boltzmann based CFD 
code, perform an unstructured, time- 
accurate analysis using a mesh grid 
size with total surface elements of at 
least 50 million cells using cubic vol-
ume elements and triangular and/or 
quadrilateral surface elements with a 
near-wall cell size of no greater than 6 
mm on local regions of the tractor and 
trailer in areas of high flow gradients 
and smaller geometry features, with 
cell sizes in other areas of the mesh 
grid starting at twelve millimeters and 
increasing in size from this value as 
the distance from the tractor and trail-
er increases. 

(f) You may ask us to allow you to 
perform CFD analysis using param-
eters and criteria other than those 
specified in this section, consistent 

with good engineering judgment. In 
your request, you must demonstrate 
that you are unable to perform mod-
eling based on the specified conditions 
(for example, you may have insuffi-
cient computing power, or the com-
putations may require inordinate 
time), or you must demonstrate that 
different criteria (such as a different 
mesh cell shape and size) will yield bet-
ter results. In your request, you must 
also describe your recommended alter-
native parameters and criteria, and de-
scribe how this approach will produce 
results that adequately represent a ve-
hicle’s in-use performance. We may re-
quire that you supply data dem-
onstrating that your selected param-
eters and criteria will provide a suffi-
cient level of detail to yield an accu-
rate analysis. If you request an alter-
native approach because it will yield 
better results, we may require that you 
perform CFD analysis using both your 
recommended criteria and parameters 
and the criteria and parameters speci-
fied in this section to compare the re-
sulting key aerodynamic characteris-
tics, such as pressure profiles, drag 
build-up, and turbulent/laminar flow at 
key points around the tractor-trailer 
combination. 

(g) Include the following information 
in your request to determine CdA val-
ues using CFD: 

(1) The name of the software. 
(2) The date and version number of 

the software. 
(3) The name of the company pro-

ducing the software and the cor-
responding address, phone number, and 
Web site. 

(4) Identify whether the software uses 
Navier-Stokes or Lattice-Boltzmann 
equations. 

(5) Describe the input values you will 
use to simulate the vehicle’s aero-
dynamic performance for comparing to 
coastdown results. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34476, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.534 Constant-speed procedure 
for calculating drag area (CdA). 

This section describes how to use 
constant-speed aerodynamic drag test-
ing to determine CdA values, subject to 
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the provisions of § 1037.525. This is con-
sidered to be an alternate method for 
tractors. 

(a) Test track. Select a test track that 
meets the specifications described in 
§ 1037.528(c)(3). 

(b) Ambient conditions. At least two 
tests are required. For one of the tests, 
ambient conditions must remain with-
in the specifications described in 
§ 1037.528(c) throughout the precondi-
tioning and measurement procedure. 
The other tests must also meet those 
specifications except for the wind con-
ditions. The wind conditions must be 
such that 80 percent of the values of 
yaw angle, y≈ air, from the 50 mi/hr and 70 
mi/hr test segments are between 4° and 
10° or between ¥4° and ¥10°. 

(c) Vehicle preparation. Perform test-
ing with a tractor-trailer combination 
using the manufacturer’s tractor and a 
standard trailer. Prepare tractors and 
trailers for testing as described in 
§ 1037.528(b). Install measurement in-
struments meeting the requirements of 
40 CFR part 1065, subpart C, that have 
been calibrated as described in 40 CFR 
part 1065, subpart D, as follows: 

(1) Measure torque at each of the 
drive wheels using a hub torque meter 
or a rim torque meter. If testing a trac-
tor with two drive axles, you may dis-
connect one of the drive axles from re-
ceiving torque from the driveshaft, in 
which case you would measure torque 
at only the wheels that receive torque 
from the driveshaft. Set up instru-
ments to read engine speed for calcu-
lating angular speed at the point of the 
torque measurements, or install instru-
ments for measuring the angular speed 
of the wheels directly. 

(2) Install instrumentation to meas-
ure vehicle speed at 10 Hz, with an ac-
curacy and resolution of 0.1 mi/hr. Also 
install instrumentation for reading en-
gine speed from the engine’s onboard 
computer. 

(3) Mount an anemometer on the 
trailer as described in § 1037.528(f). 

(4) Fill the vehicle’s fuel tanks so 
they are at maximum capacity at the 
start of the measurement procedure. 

(5) Measure the weight over each axle 
to the nearest 20 kg, with a full fuel 
tank, including the driver and any pas-
sengers that will be in the vehicle dur-
ing the test. 

(d) Measurement procedure. The meas-
urement sequence consists of vehicle 
preconditioning followed by stabiliza-
tion and measurement over five con-
secutive constant-speed test segments 
with three different speed setpoints (10, 
50, and 70 mi/hr). Each test segment is 
divided into smaller increments for 
data analysis. 

(1) Precondition the vehicle and zero 
the torque meters as follows: 

(i) If you are using rim torque me-
ters, zero the torque meters by lifting 
each instrumented axle and recording 
torque signals for at least 30 seconds, 
and then drive the vehicle at 50 mi/hr 
for at least 30 minutes. 

(ii) If you are using any other kind of 
torque meter, drive the vehicle at 50 
mi/hr for at least 30 minutes, and then 
allow the vehicle to coast down from 
full speed to a complete standstill 
while the clutch is disengaged or the 
transmission is in neutral, without 
braking. Zero the torque meters within 
60 seconds after the vehicle stops mov-
ing by recording the torque signals for 
at least 30 seconds, and directly resume 
vehicle preconditioning at 50 mi/hr for 
at least 1.25 mi. 

(iii) You may calibrate instruments 
during the preconditioning drive. 

(2) Perform testing as described in 
paragraph (d)(3) of this section over a 
sequence of test segments at constant 
vehicle speed as follows: 

(i) (300 ±30) seconds in each direction 
at 10 mi/hr. 

(ii) (450 ±30) seconds in each direction 
at 70 mi/hr. 

(iii) (450 ±30) seconds in each direc-
tion at 50 mi/hr. 

(iv) (450 ±30) seconds in each direction 
at 70 mi/hr. 

(v) (450 ±30) seconds in each direction 
at 50 mi/hr. 

(vi) (300 ±30) seconds in each direction 
at 10 mi/hr. 

(3) When the vehicle preconditioning 
described in paragraph (d)(1) of this 
section is complete, stabilize the vehi-
cle at the specified speed for at least 
200 meters and start taking measure-
ments. The test segment starts when 
you start taking measurements for all 
parameters. 

(4) During the test segment, continue 
to operate the vehicle at the speed set-
point, maintaining constant speed and 
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torque within the ranges specified in 
paragraph (e) of this section. Drive the 
vehicle straight with minimal steering; 
do not change gears. Perform measure-
ments as follows during the test seg-
ment: 

(i) Measure the angular speed of the 
driveshaft, axle, or wheel where the 
torque is measured, or calculate it 
from engine speed in conjunction with 
gear and axle ratios, as applicable. 

(ii) Measure vehicle speed in conjunc-
tion with time-of-day data. 

(iii) Measure ambient conditions, air 
speed, and air direction as described in 
§ 1037.528(e) and (f). Correct air speed 
and air direction as described in para-
graphs (f)(1) and (2) of this section. 

(5) You may divide a test segment 
into multiple passes by suspending and 
resuming measurements. Stabilize ve-
hicle speed before resuming measure-
ments for each pass as described in 
paragraph (d)(3) of this section. Ana-
lyze the data from multiple passes by 
combining them into a single sequence 
of measurements for each test seg-
ment. 

(6) Divide measured values into even 
10 second increments. If the last incre-
ment for each test segment is less than 
10 seconds, disregard measured values 
from that increment for all calcula-
tions under this section. 

(e) Validation criteria. Analyze meas-
urements to confirm that the test is 
valid. Analyze vehicle speed and drive 
torque by calculating the mean speed 
and torque values for each successive 1 
second increment, for each successive 
10 second increment, and for each test 
segment. The test is valid if the data 
conform to all the following specifica-
tions: 

(1) Vehicle speed. The mean vehicle 
speed for the test segment must be 
within 1.00 mi/hr of the speed setpoint. 
In addition, for testing at 50 mi/hr and 
70 mi/hr, all ten of the 1 second mean 
vehicle speeds used to calculate a cor-
responding 10 second mean vehicle 
speed must be within ±0.2 mi/hr of that 
10 second mean vehicle speed. Perform 
the same data analysis for testing at 10 
mi/hr, but apply a validation threshold 
of ±0.1 mi/hr. 

(2) Drive torque. All ten of the 1 sec-
ond mean torque values used to cal-
culate a corresponding 10 second mean 

torque value must be within ±50% of 
that 10 second mean torque value. 

(3) Torque drift. Torque meter drift 
may not exceed ±1%. Determine torque 
meter drift by repeating the procedure 
described in paragraph (d)(1) of this 
section after testing is complete, ex-
cept that driving the vehicle is nec-
essary only to get the vehicle up to 50 
mi/hr as part of coasting to standstill. 

(f) Calculations. Analyze measured 
data for each time segment after time- 
aligning all the data. Use the following 
calculations to determine CdA: 

(1) Onboard air speed. Correct onboard 
anemometer measurements for air 
speed using onboard measurements and 
measured ambient conditions as de-
scribed in § 1037.528(f), except that you 
must first divide the test segment into 
consecutive 10 second increments. Dis-
regard data from the final increment of 
the test segment if it is less than 10 
seconds. This analysis results in the 
following equation for correcting air 
speed measurements: 

(2) Yaw angle. Correct the onboard 
anemometer measurements for air di-
rection for each test segment as fol-
lows: 

(i) Calculate arithmetic mean values 
for vehicle speed, v̄, wind speed, w̄, and 
wind direction, f≈ w, over each 10 second 
increment for each test segment. Dis-
regard data from the final increment of 
the test segment if it is less than 10 
seconds. 

(ii) Calculate the theoretical air di-
rection, y≈ air,th, for each 10 second incre-
ment using the following equation: 

Where: 
fveh = the vehicle direction, as described in 

§ 1037.528(f)(2). 
Example:  

w̄ = 7.1 mi/hr 
v̄ = 69.9 mi/hr 
f≈ w = 47.0° 
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f≈ veh = 0° 

y≈ air,th = 3.97° 

(iii) Perform a linear regression 
using paired values of y≈ air,th and meas-
ured air direction, y≈ air,meas, from each 10 
second increment for all 50 mi/hr and 70 
mi/hr test segments to determine the 
air-direction correction coefficients, β0 
and β1, based on the following equation: 

(iv) For all 50 mi/hr and 70 mi/hr test 
segments, correct each measured value 
of air direction using the following 
equation: 

(3) Road load force. (i) Average the 
sum of the corrected torques, the aver-
age of the wheel speed measurements, 
and the vehicle speed over every 10 sec-
ond increment to determine, T̄total, 
f̄nwheel, and v̄. 

(ii) Calculate a mean road load force, 
F̄RL[speed], for each 10 second increment 
using the following equation: 

Where: 

T̄total = mean of all corrected torques at a 
point in time. 

v̄ = mean vehicle speed. 
f̄nwheel = mean wheel speed. 
M = the measured vehicle mass. 
ag = acceleration of Earth’s gravity, as de-

scribed in 40 CFR 1065.630. 
hinc = elevation at the start or end of each 10 

second increment expressed to at least 
two decimal places. 

Dinc = distance traveled on the road surface 
from a fixed reference location along the 

road to the start or end of each 10 second 
increment, expressed to at least one dec-
imal place. 

Example:  
T̄total = 2264.9 N·m 
v̄ = 31.6 m/s 
f̄nwheel =598.0 r/min 
M = 16508 kg 
ag = 9.8061 m/s2 
hinc,start = 0.044 m 
hinc,end = 0.574 m 
Dinc,start = 215.4 m 
Dinc,end = 697.8 m 

F̄RL70 = 4310.6 N 

(4) Determination of drag area. Cal-
culate a vehicle’s drag area as follows: 

(i) Calculate the mean road load 
force from all 10 second increments 
from the 10 mi/hr test segments from 
the test that was within the wind lim-
its specified in § 1037.528(c), F̄RL10,test. 

This value represents the mechanical 
drag force acting on the vehicle. 

(ii) Calculate the mean aerodynamic 
force for each 10 second increment, 
F̄aero[speed], from the 50 mi/hr and 70 mi/hr 
test segments by subtracting F̄RL10,test 
from F̄RL[speed]. 

(iii) Average the corrected air speed 
and corrected yaw angle over every 10 
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second segment from the 50 mi/hr and 
70 mi/hr test segments to determine v̄air 
and y≈ air. 

(iv) Calculate CdA for each 10 second 
increment from the 50 mi/hr and 70 mi/ 
hr test segments using the following 
equation: 

Where: 

CdAi[speed] = the mean drag area for each 10 
second increment, i. 

Faero[speed] = mean aerodynamic force over a 
given 10 second increment = F̄RL[speed] 
¥F̄RL10,test. 

Vair[speed] = mean aerodynamic force over a 
given 10 second increment. 

R = specific gas constant = 287.058 J/(kg·K). 

T = mean air temperature. 
pact = mean absolute air pressure. 

Example:  
FRL70 = 4310.6 N 
FRL10,test = 900.1 N 
Faero70 = 4310.6¥900.1 = 3410.5 N 
V2

air70 = 1089.5 m2/s2 
R = 287.058 J/(kg·K) 
T = 293.68 K 
pact = 101300 Pa 

CdAi70 = 5.210 m2 

(v) Plot all CdA values from the 50 mi/ 
hr and 70 mi/hr test segments against 
the corresponding values for corrected 

yaw angle for each 10 second incre-
ment. Create a regression based on a 
fourth-order polynomial regression 
equation of the following form: 

(vi) Determine CdAwa-alt as the average 
of CdA values at 4.5° and ¥4.5° by apply-
ing Eq. 1037.534–7 at those angles. 

(g) Documentation. Keep the following 
records related to the constant-speed 
procedure for calculating drag area: 

(1) The measurement data for calcu-
lating CdA as described in this section. 

(2) A general description and pictures 
of the vehicle tested. 

(3) The vehicle’s maximum height 
and width. 

(4) The measured vehicle mass. 
(5) Mileage at the start of the first 

test segment and at the end of the last 
test segment. 

(6) The date of the test, the starting 
time for the first test segment, and the 
ending time for the last test segment. 

(7) The transmission gear used for 
each test segment. 

(8) The data describing how the test 
was valid relative to the specifications 
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and criteria described in paragraphs (b) 
and (e) of this section. 

(9) A description of any unusual 
events, such as a vehicle passing the 
test vehicle, or any technical or human 
errors that may have affected the CdA 
determination without invalidating the 
test. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34476, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4642, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.540 Special procedures for test-
ing vehicles with hybrid power 
take-off. 

This section describes optional proce-
dures for quantifying the reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions for vehicles 
as a result of running power take-off 
(PTO) devices with a hybrid energy de-
livery system. See § 1037.550 for 
powertrain testing requirements that 
apply for drivetrain hybrid systems. 
The procedures are written to test the 
PTO by ensuring that the engine pro-
duces all of the energy with no net 
change in stored energy (charge-sus-
taining), and for plug-in hybrid vehi-
cles, also allowing for drawing down 
the stored energy (charge-depleting). 
The full charge-sustaining test for the 
hybrid vehicle is from a fully charged 
rechargeable energy storage system 
(RESS) to a depleted RESS and then 
back to a fully charged RESS. You 
must include all hardware for the PTO 
system. You may ask us to modify the 
provisions of this section to allow test-
ing hybrid vehicles other than battery 
electric hybrids, consistent with good 
engineering judgment. For plug-in hy-
brids, use a utility factor to properly 

weight charge-sustaining and charge- 
depleting operation as described in 
paragraph (f)(3) of this section. 

(a) Select two vehicles for testing as 
follows: 

(1) Select a vehicle with a hybrid en-
ergy delivery system to represent the 
range of PTO configurations that will 
be covered by the test data. If your test 
data will represent more than one PTO 
configuration, use good engineering 
judgment to select the configuration 
with the maximum number of PTO cir-
cuits that has the smallest potential 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. 

(2) Select an equivalent conventional 
vehicle as specified in § 1037.615. 

(b) Measure PTO emissions from the 
fully warmed-up conventional vehicle 
as follows: 

(1) Without adding a restriction, in-
strument the vehicle with pressure 
transducers at the outlet of the hy-
draulic pump for each circuit. Perform 
pressure measurements with a fre-
quency of at least 1 Hz. 

(2) Operate the PTO system with no 
load for at least 15 seconds. Measure 
gauge pressure and record the average 
value over the last 10 seconds (p̄min). 
For hybrid PTO systems the measured 
pressure with no load is typically zero. 
Apply maximum operator demand to 
the PTO system until the pressure re-
lief valve opens and pressure stabilizes; 
measure gauge pressure and record the 
average value over the last 10 seconds 
(p̄max). 

(3) Denormalize the PTO duty cycle 
in appendix B of this part using the fol-
lowing equation: 

Where: 

prefi = the reference pressure at each point i 
in the PTO cycle. 

pi = the normalized pressure at each point i 
in the PTO cycle (relative to pmax). 

pmax = the mean maximum pressure meas-
ured in paragraph (b)(2) of this section. 

pmin = the mean minimum pressure meas-
ured in paragraph (b)(2) of this section. 

(4) If the PTO system has two cir-
cuits, repeat paragraph (b)(2) and (3) of 
this section for the second PTO circuit. 

(5) Install a system to control pres-
sures in the PTO system during the 
cycle. 

(6) Start the engine. 
(7) Depending on the number of cir-

cuits the PTO system has, operate the 
vehicle over one or concurrently over 
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both of the denormalized PTO duty cy-
cles in appendix B of this part. Measure 
emissions during operation over each 
duty cycle using the provisions of 40 
CFR part 1066. 

(8) Measured pressures must meet the 
cycle-validation specifications in the 
following table for each test run over 
the duty cycle: 

TABLE 1 TO PARAGRAPH (b)(8) OF § 1037.540— 
STATISTICAL CRITERIA FOR VALIDATING EACH 
TEST RUN OVER THE DUTY CYCLE 

Parameter a Pressure 

Slope, a1 ......................... 0.950 ≤a1 ≤1.030. 
Absolute value of inter-

cept, |a0|.
≤2.0% of maximum 

mapped pressure. 
Standard error of the es-

timate, SEE.
≤10% of maximum 

mapped pressure. 
Coefficient of determina-

tion, r2.
≥0.970. 

a Determine values for specified parameters as de-
scribed in 40 CFR 1065.514(e) by comparing meas-
ured values to denormalized pressure values from 
the duty cycle in appendix B of this part. 

(c) Measure PTO emissions from the 
fully warmed-up hybrid vehicle as fol-
lows: 

(1) Perform the steps in paragraphs 
(b)(1) through (5) of this section. 

(2) Prepare the vehicle for testing by 
operating it as needed to stabilize the 
RESS at a full state of charge (or 
equivalent for non-electric RESS). 

(i) For plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
cles, we recommend charging the bat-
tery with an external electrical source. 

(ii) For other vehicles, we rec-
ommend running back-to-back PTO 
tests until engine operation is initiated 
to charge the RESS. The RESS should 
be fully charged once engine operation 
stops. The ignition should remain in 
the ‘‘on’’ position. 

(3) Turn the vehicle and PTO system 
off while the sampling system is being 
prepared. 

(4) Turn the vehicle and PTO system 
on such that the PTO system is func-
tional, whether it draws power from 
the engine or a battery. 

(5) Operate the vehicle over one or 
both of the denormalized PTO duty cy-
cles without turning the vehicle off, 
until the engine starts and then shuts 
down. This may require running mul-
tiple repeats of the PTO duty cycles. 
For non-PHEV systems the test cycle 
is completed once the engine shuts 
down. For plug-in hybrid systems, con-
tinue running until the PTO hybrid is 
running in a charge-sustaining mode 
such that the ‘‘End of Test’’ require-
ments defined in 40 CFR 1066.501 are 
met. Measure emissions as described in 
paragraph (b)(7) of this section. Use 
good engineering judgment to mini-
mize the variability in testing between 
the two types of vehicles. 

(6) For plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
cles, follow 40 CFR 1066.501 to divide 
the test into charge-depleting and 
charge-sustaining operation. 

(7) Apply cycle-validation criteria as 
described in paragraph (b)(8) of this 
section to both charge-sustaining and 
charge-depleting operation. 

(d) Calculate the equivalent distance 
driven based on operating time for each 
section of the PTO portion of the test 
as applicable by determining the time 
of the test and applying the conversion 
factor in paragraph (d)(4) of this sec-
tion. For testing where fractions of a 
cycle were run (for example, where 
three cycles are completed and the 
halfway point of a fourth PTO cycle is 
reached before the engine starts and 
shuts down again), calculate the time 
of the test, ttest, as follows: 

(1) Add up the time run for all com-
plete tests. 

(2) For fractions of a test, use the fol-
lowing equation to calculate the time: 
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Where: 

i = an indexing variable that represents one 
recorded value. 

N = number of measurement intervals. 
pcircuit-1,i = normalized pressure command from 

circuit 1 of the PTO cycle for each point, 
i, starting from i = 1. 

pcircuit-2,i = normalized pressure command from 
circuit 2 of the PTO cycle for each point, 
i, starting from i = 1. Let pcircuit-2 = 0 if 
there is only one circuit. 

pcircuit-1 = the mean normalized pressure com-
mand from circuit 1 over the entire PTO 
cycle. 

pcircuit-2 = the mean normalized pressure com-
mand from circuit 2 over the entire PTO 
cycle. Let pcircuit-2 = 0 if there is only one 
circuit. 

Dt = the time interval between measure-
ments. For example, at 100 Hz, Dt = 0.0100 
seconds. 

(3) Sum the time from the complete 
cycles and from the partial cycle. 

(4) Divide the total PTO operating 
time from paragraph (d)(3) of this sec-
tion by a conversion factor of 0.0144 hr/ 
mi for Phase 1 and 0.0217 hr/mi for 
Phase 2 to determine the equivalent 
distance driven. The conversion factors 
are based on estimates of average vehi-
cle speed and PTO operating time as a 
percentage of total engine operating 
time; the Phase 2 conversion factor is 
calculated from an average speed of 
27.1 mi/hr and PTO operation 37% of en-
gine operating time, as follows: 

(e) For Phase 1, calculate combined 
cycle-weighted emissions of the four 
duty cycles for vocational vehicles, for 
both the conventional and hybrid PTO 
vehicle tests, as follows: 

(1) Calculate the CO2 emission rates 
in grams per test without rounding for 
both the conventional vehicle and the 
charge-sustaining and charge-depleting 
portions of the test for the hybrid vehi-
cle as applicable. 

(2) Divide the CO2 mass from the PTO 
cycle by the distance determined in 
paragraph (d)(4) of this section and the 
standard payload as defined in § 1037.801 
to get the CO2 emission rate in g/ton- 
mile. For plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
cles follow paragraph (f)(3) of this sec-
tion to calculate utility factor weight-
ed CO2 emissions in g/ton-mile. 

(3) Calculate the g/ton-mile emission 
rate for the driving portion of the test 
specified in § 1037.510 and add this to 
the CO2 g/ton-mile emission rate for 
the PTO portion of the test. 

(4) Follow the provisions of § 1037.615 
to calculate improvement factors and 
benefits for advanced technologies. 

(f) For Phase 2, calculate the delta 
PTO fuel results for input into GEM 
during vehicle certification as follows: 

(1) Determine fuel consumption by 
calculating the mass of fuel for each 

test in grams, mfuelPTO, without round-
ing, as described in 40 CFR 
1036.540(d)(12) for both the conventional 
vehicle and the charge-sustaining and 
charge-depleting portions of the test 
for the hybrid vehicle as applicable. 

(2) Divide the fuel mass by the appli-
cable distance determined in paragraph 
(d)(4) of this section and the appro-
priate standard payload as defined in 
§ 1037.801 to determine the fuel-con-
sumption rate in g/ton-mile. 

(3) For plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
cles calculate the utility factor weight-
ed fuel-consumption rate in g/ton-mile, 
as follows: 

(i) Determine the utility factor frac-
tion for the PTO system from the table 
in appendix E of this part using inter-
polation based on the total time of the 
charge-depleting portion of the test as 
determined in paragraphs (c)(6) and 
(d)(3) of this section. 

(ii) Weight the emissions from the 
charge-sustaining and charge-depleting 
portions of the test to determine the 
utility factor-weighted fuel mass, 
mfuelUF[cycle]plug-in, using the following 
equation: 
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Where: 
i = an indexing variable that represents one 

test interval. 
N = total number of charge-depleting test in-

tervals. 
mfuelPTOCD = total mass of fuel per ton-mile in 

the charge-depleting portion of the test 
for each test interval, i, starting from i = 
1. 

UFDCDi = utility factor fraction at time tCDi 
as determined in paragraph (f)(3)(i) of 
this section for each test interval, i, 
starting from i = 1. 

j = an indexing variable that represents one 
test interval. 

M = total number of charge-sustaining test 
intervals. 

mfuelPTOCS = total mass of fuel per ton-mile in 
the charge-sustaining portion of the test 
for each test interval, j, starting from j = 
1. 

UFRCD = utility factor fraction at the full 
charge-depleting time, tCD, as determined 
by interpolating the approved utility fac-
tor curve. tCD is the sum of the time over 
N charge-depleting test intervals. 

(4) Calculate the difference between 
the conventional PTO emissions result 
and the hybrid PTO emissions result 
for input into GEM. 

(g) If the PTO system has more than 
two circuits, apply the provisions of 
this section using good engineering 
judgment. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34477, June 29, 2021; 87 FR 64864, Oct. 26, 
2022; 88 FR 4642, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.550 Powertrain testing. 
This section describes the procedure 

to measure fuel consumption and cre-
ate engine fuel maps by testing a 
powertrain that includes an engine 
coupled with a transmission, drive 
axle, and hybrid components or any as-
sembly with one or more of those hard-
ware elements. Engine fuel maps are 
part of demonstrating compliance with 
Phase 2 vehicle standards under this 
part; the powertrain test procedure in 
this section is one option for gener-
ating this fuel-mapping information as 
described in 40 CFR 1036.505. Addition-
ally, this powertrain test procedure is 

one option for certifying hybrids to the 
engine standards in 40 CFR 1036.108. 

(a) General test provisions. The fol-
lowing provisions apply broadly for 
testing under this section: 

(1) Measure NOX emissions as de-
scribed in paragraph (k) of this section. 
Include these measured NOX values any 
time you report to us your greenhouse 
gas emissions or fuel consumption val-
ues from testing under this section. 

(2) The procedures of 40 CFR part 1065 
apply for testing in this section except 
as specified. This section uses engine 
parameters and variables that are con-
sistent with 40 CFR part 1065. 

(3) Powertrain testing depends on 
models to calculate certain param-
eters. You can use the detailed equa-
tions in this section to create your own 
models, or use the GEM HIL model 
contained within GEM Phase 2, Version 
4.0 (incorporated by reference in 
§ 1037.810) to simulate vehicle hardware 
elements as follows: 

(i) Create driveline and vehicle mod-
els that calculate the angular speed 
setpoint for the test cell dynamometer, 
fnref,dyno, based on the torque measure-
ment location. Use the detailed equa-
tions in paragraph (f) of this section, 
the GEM HIL model’s driveline and ve-
hicle submodels, or a combination of 
the equations and the submodels. You 
may use the GEM HIL model’s trans-
mission submodel in paragraph (f) of 
this section to simulate a transmission 
only if testing hybrid engines. 

(ii) Create a driver model or use the 
GEM HIL model’s driver submodel to 
simulate a human driver modulating 
the throttle and brake pedals to follow 
the test cycle as closely as possible. 

(iii) Create a cycle-interpolation 
model or use the GEM HIL model’s 
cycle submodel to interpolate the duty- 
cycles and feed the driver model the 
duty-cycle reference vehicle speed for 
each point in the duty-cycle. 
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(4) The powertrain test procedure in 
this section is designed to simulate op-
eration of different vehicle configura-
tions over specific duty cycles. See 
paragraphs (h) and (j) of this section. 

(5) For each test run, record engine 
speed and torque as defined in 40 CFR 
1065.915(d)(5) with a minimum sampling 
frequency of 1 Hz. These engine speed 
and torque values represent a duty 
cycle that can be used for separate 
testing with an engine mounted on an 
engine dynamometer under § 1037.551, 
such as for a selective enforcement 
audit as described in § 1037.301. 

(6) For hybrid powertrains with no 
plug-in capability, correct for the net 
energy change of the energy storage 
device as described in 40 CFR 1066.501. 
For plug-in hybrid electric 
powertrains, follow 40 CFR 1066.501 to 
determine End-of-Test for charge-de-
pleting operation. You must get our 
approval in advance for your utility 
factor curve; we will approve it if you 
can show that you created it, using 
good engineering judgment, from suffi-
cient in-use data of vehicles in the 
same application as the vehicles in 
which the plug-in hybrid electric 
powertrain will be installed. You may 
use methodologies described in SAE 
J2841 (incorporated by reference in 
§ 1037.810) to develop the utility factor 
curve. 

(7) The provisions related to carbon 
balance error verification in 40 CFR 
1036.543 apply for all testing in this sec-
tion. These procedures are optional if 
you are only performing direct or indi-
rect fuel-flow measurement, but we 
will perform carbon balance error 
verification for all testing under this 
section. 

(8) Do not apply accessory loads when 
conducting a powertrain test to gen-
erate inputs to GEM if torque is meas-
ured at the axle input shaft or wheel 
hubs. 

(9) If you test a powertrain over the 
duty cycle specified in 40 CFR 1036.514, 
control and apply the electrical acces-
sory loads using one of the following 
systems: 

(i) An alternator with dynamic elec-
trical load control. 

(ii) A load bank connected directly to 
the powertrain’s electrical system. 

(b) Test configuration. Select a 
powertrain for testing as described in 
§ 1037.235 or 40 CFR 1036.235 as applica-
ble. Set up the engine according to 40 
CFR 1065.110 and 40 CFR 1065.405(b). Set 
the engine’s idle speed to idle speed de-
fined in § 1037.520(h)(1). 

(1) The default test configuration 
consists of a powertrain with all com-
ponents upstream of the axle. This in-
volves connecting the powertrain’s out-
put shaft directly to the dynamometer 
or to a gear box with a fixed gear ratio 
and measuring torque at the axle input 
shaft. You may instead set up the dy-
namometer to connect at the wheel 
hubs and measure torque at that loca-
tion. The preceeding sentence may 
apply if your powertrain configuration 
requires it, such as for hybrid 
powertrains or if you want to represent 
the axle performance with powertrain 
test results. 

(2) For testing hybrid engines, con-
nect the engine’s crankshaft directly 
to the dynamometer and measure 
torque at that location. 

(c) Powertrain temperatures during test-
ing. Cool the powertrain during testing 
so temperatures for oil, coolant, block, 
head, transmission, battery, and power 
electronics are within the manufactur-
er’s expected ranges for normal oper-
ation. You may use electronic control 
module outputs to comply with this 
paragraph (c). You may use auxiliary 
coolers and fans. 

(d) Engine break in. Break in the en-
gine according to 40 CFR 1065.405, the 
axle assembly according to § 1037.560, 
and the transmission according to 
§ 1037.565. You may instead break in the 
powertrain as a complete system using 
the engine break in procedure in 40 
CFR 1065.405. 

(e) Dynamometer setup. Set the dyna-
mometer to operate in speed-control 
mode (or torque-control mode for hy-
brid engine testing at idle, including 
idle portions of transient duty cycles). 
Record data as described in 40 CFR 
1065.202. Command and control the dy-
namometer speed at a minimum of 5 
Hz, or 10 Hz for testing engine hybrids. 
Run the vehicle model to calculate the 
dynamometer setpoints at a rate of at 
least 100 Hz. If the dynamometer’s 
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command frequency is less than the ve-
hicle model dynamometer setpoint fre-
quency, subsample the calculated set-
points for commanding the dynamom-
eter setpoints. 

(f) Driveline and vehicle model. Use the 
GEM HIL model’s driveline and vehicle 
submodels or the equations in this 
paragraph (f) to calculate the dyna-
mometer speed setpoint, fnref,dyno, based 
on the torque measurement location. 
For all powertrains, configure GEM 
with the accessory load set to zero. For 

hybrid engines, configure GEM with 
the applicable accessory load as speci-
fied in 40 CFR 1036.505 and 1036.514. For 
all powertrains and hybrid engines, 
configure GEM with the tire slip model 
disabled. 

(1) Driveline model with a transmission 
in hardware. For testing with torque 
measurement at the axle input shaft or 
wheel hubs, calculate, fnref,dyno, using the 
GEM HIL model’s driveline submodel 
or the following equation: 

Where: 

ka[speed] = drive axle ratio as determined in 
paragraph (h) of this section. Set ka[speed] 
equal to 1.0 if torque is measured at the 
wheel hubs. 

vrefi = simulated vehicle reference speed as 
calculated in paragraph (f)(3) of this sec-
tion. 

r[speed] = tire radius as determined in para-
graph (h) of this section. 

(2) Driveline model with a simulated 
transmission. For testing with the 
torque measurement at the engine’s 
crankshaft, fnref,dyno is the dynamometer 
target speed from the GEM HIL mod-
el’s transmission submodel. You may 
request our approval to change the 
transmission submodel, as long as the 
changes do not affect the gear selection 
logic. Before testing, initialize the 
transmission model with the engine’s 
measured torque curve and the applica-
ble steady-state fuel map from the 
GEM HIL model. You may request our 
approval to input your own steady- 
state fuel map. For example, this re-
quest for approval could include using 
a fuel map that represents the com-
bined performance of the engine and 
hybrid components. Configure the 
torque converter to simulate neutral 

idle when using this procedure to gen-
erate engine fuel maps in 40 CFR 
1036.505 or to perform the Supplemental 
Emission Test (SET) testing under 40 
CFR 1036.510. You may change engine 
commanded torque at idle to better 
represent CITT for transient testing 
under 40 CFR 1036.512. You may change 
the simulated engine inertia to match 
the inertia of the engine under test. We 
will evaluate your requests under this 
paragraph (f)(2) based on your dem-
onstration that that the adjusted test-
ing better represents in-use operation. 

(i) The transmission submodel needs 
the following model inputs: 

(A) Torque measured at the engine’s 
crankshaft. 

(B) Engine estimated torque deter-
mined from the electronic control mod-
ule or by converting the instantaneous 
operator demand to an instantaneous 
torque in N·m. 

(C) Dynamometer mode when idling 
(speed-control or torque-control). 

(D) Measured engine speed when 
idling. 

(E) Transmission output angular 
speed, fni,transmission, calculated as follows: 
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Where: 
ka[speed] = drive axle ratio as determined in 

paragraph (h) of this section. 
vrefi = simulated vehicle reference speed as 

calculated in paragraph (f)(3) of this sec-
tion. 

r[speed] = tire radius as determined in para-
graph (h) of this section. 

(ii) The transmission submodel gen-
erates the following model outputs: 

(A) Dynamometer target speed. 
(B) Dynamometer idle load. 
(C) Transmission engine load limit. 
(D) Engine speed target. 
(3) Vehicle model. Calculate the simu-

lated vehicle reference speed, nrefi, using 
the GEM HIL model’s vehicle submodel 
or the equations in this paragraph 
(f)(3): 

Where: 
i = a time-based counter corresponding to 

each measurement during the sampling 
period. Let vref1 = 0; start calculations at 
i = 2. A 10-minute sampling period will 
generally involve 60,000 measurements. 

T = instantaneous measured torque at the 
axle input, measured at the wheel hubs, 
or simulated by the GEM HIL model’s 
transmission submodel. 

Effaxle = axle efficiency. Use Effaxle = 0.955 for 
T ≥0, and use Effaxle = 1⁄0.955 for T <0. Use 

Effaxle = 1.0 if torque is measured at the 
wheel hubs. 

M = vehicle mass for a vehicle class as deter-
mined in paragraph (h) of this section. 

g = gravitational constant = 9.80665 m/s2. 
Crr = coefficient of rolling resistance for a ve-

hicle class as determined in paragraph 
(h) of this section. 

Gi¥1 = the percent grade interpolated at dis-
tance, D i¥1, from the duty cycle in ap-
pendix D to this part corresponding to 
measurement i–1. 

r = air density at reference conditions. Use r 
= 1.1845 kg/m3. 

CdA = drag area for a vehicle class as deter-
mined in paragraph (h) of this section. 

Fbrake,i-1 = instantaneous braking force applied 
by the driver model. 
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Dt = the time interval between measure-
ments. For example, at 100 Hz, Dt = 0.0100 
seconds. 

Mrotating = inertial mass of rotating compo-
nents. Let Mrotating = 340 kg for vocational 
Light HDV or vocational Medium HDV. 
See paragraph (h) of this section for trac-
tors and for vocational Heavy HDV. 

(4) Example. The following example il-
lustrates a calculation of fnref,dyno using 
paragraph (f)(1) of this section where 
torque is measured at the axle input 

shaft. This example is for a vocational 
Light HDV or vocational Medium HDV 
with 6 speed automatic transmission at 
B speed (Test 4 in Table 1 to paragraph 
(h)(2)(ii) of this section). 

kaB = 4.0 
rB = 0.399 m 
T999 = 500.0 N·m 
Crr = 7.7 N/kN = 7.7·10¥3 N/N 
M = 11408 kg 
CdA = 5.4 m2 
G999 = 0.39% = 0.0039 

Fbrake,999 = 0 N 
vref,999 = 20.0 m/s 

Dt = 0.0100 s 
Mrotating = 340 kg 

(g) Driver model. Use the GEM HIL 
model’s driver submodel or design a 
driver model to simulate a human driv-
er modulating the throttle and brake 
pedals. In either case, tune the model 
to follow the test cycle as closely as 
possible meeting the following speci-
fications: 

(1) The driver model must meet the 
following speed requirements: 

(i) For operation over the highway 
cruise cycles, the speed requirements 
described in 40 CFR 1066.425(b) and (c). 

(ii) For operation over the transient 
cycle specified in appendix A of this 
part, the SET as defined 40 CFR 
1036.510, the Federal Test Procedure 
(FTP) as defined in 40 CFR 1036.512, and 
the Low Load Cycle (LLC) as defined in 
40 CFR 1036.514, the speed requirements 
described in 40 CFR 1066.425(b) and (c). 

(iii) The exceptions in 40 CFR 
1066.425(b)(4) apply to the highway 
cruise cycles, the transient cycle speci-
fied in appendix A of this part, SET, 
FTP, and LLC. 

(iv) If the speeds do not conform to 
these criteria, the test is not valid and 
must be repeated. 

(2) Send a brake signal when operator 
demand is zero and vehicle speed is 
greater than the reference vehicle 
speed from the test cycle. Include a 
delay before changing the brake signal 
to prevent dithering, consistent with 
good engineering judgment. 

(3) Allow braking only if operator de-
mand is zero. 

(4) Compensate for the distance driv-
en over the duty cycle over the course 
of the test. Use the following equation 
to perform the compensation in real 
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time to determine your time in the 
cycle: 

Where: 

vvehicle = measured vehicle speed. 
vcycle = reference speed from the test cycle. 

If vcycle,i¥1 <1.0 m/s, set vcycle,i¥1 = vvehicle,i¥1. 

(h) Vehicle configurations to evaluate 
for generating fuel maps as defined in 40 
CFR 1036.505. Configure the driveline 
and vehicle models from paragraph (f) 
of this section in the test cell to test 
the powertrain. Simulate multiple ve-
hicle configurations that represent the 
range of intended vehicle applications 
using one of the following options: 

(1) For known vehicle configurations, 
use at least three equally spaced axle 
ratios or tire sizes and three different 
road loads (nine configurations), or at 
least four equally spaced axle ratios or 
tire sizes and two different road loads 
(eight configurations). Select axle ra-
tios to represent the full range of ex-
pected vehicle installations. Select 
axle ratios and tire sizes such that the 
ratio of engine speed to vehicle speed 
covers the range of ratios of minimum 
and maximum engine speed to vehicle 
speed when the transmission is in top 
gear for the vehicles in which the 

powertrain will be installed. Note that 
you do not have to use the same axle 
ratios and tire sizes for each GEM reg-
ulatory subcategory. You may deter-
mine appropriate Crr, CdA, and mass val-
ues to cover the range of intended vehi-
cle applications or you may use the Crr, 
CdA, and mass values specified in para-
graph (h)(2) of this section. 

(2) If vehicle configurations are not 
known, determine the vehicle model 
inputs for a set of vehicle configura-
tions as described in 40 CFR 
1036.540(c)(3) with the following excep-
tions: 

(i) In the equations of 40 CFR 
1036.540(c)(3)(i), ktopgear is the actual top 
gear ratio of the powertrain instead of 
the transmission gear ratio in the 
highest available gear given in Table 1 
in 40 CFR 1036.540. 

(ii) Test at least eight different vehi-
cle configurations for powertrains that 
will be installed in Spark-ignition 
HDE, vocational Light HDV, and voca-
tional Medium HDV using the fol-
lowing table instead of Table 2 in 40 
CFR 1036.540: 
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(iii) Select and test vehicle configu-
rations as described in 40 CFR 
1036.540(c)(3)(iii) for powertrains that 
will be installed in vocational Heavy 

HDV and tractors using the following 
tables instead of Table 3 and Table 4 in 
40 CFR 1036.540: 
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(3) For hybrid powertrain systems 
where the transmission will be simu-
lated, use the transmission parameters 
defined in 40 CFR 1036.540(c)(2) to deter-
mine transmission type and gear ratio. 
Use a fixed transmission efficiency of 
0.95. The GEM HIL transmission model 
uses a transmission parameter file for 
each test that includes the trans-
mission type, gear ratios, lockup gear, 
torque limit per gear from 40 CFR 
1036.540(c)(2), and the values from 40 
CFR 1036.505(b)(4) and (c). 

(i) [Reserved] 
(j) Duty cycles to evaluate. Operate the 

powertrain over each of the duty cycles 
specified in § 1037.510(a)(2), and for each 
applicable vehicle configuration from 
paragraph (h) of this section. Deter-
mine cycle-average powertrain fuel 
maps by testing the powertrain using 
the procedures in 40 CFR 1036.540(d) 
with the following exceptions: 

(1) Understand ‘‘engine’’ to mean 
‘‘powertrain’’. 

(2) Warm up the powertrain as de-
scribed in 40 CFR 1036.520(c)(1). 

(3) Within 90 seconds after concluding 
the warm-up, start the transition to 
the preconditioning cycle as described 
in paragraph (j)(5) of this section. 

(4) For plug-in hybrid engines, pre-
condition the battery and then com-
plete all back-to-back tests for each 
vehicle configuration according to 40 
CFR 1066.501 before moving to the next 
vehicle configuration. 

(5) If the preceding duty cycle does 
not end at 0 mi/hr, transition between 
duty cycles by decelerating at a rate of 
2 mi/hr/s at 0% grade until the vehicle 
reaches zero speed. Shut off the 
powertrain. Prepare the powertrain 
and test cell for the next duty-cycle. 

(6) Start the next duty-cycle within 
60 to 180 seconds after shutting off the 
powertrain. 

(i) To start the next duty-cycle, for 
hybrid powertrains, key on the vehicle 
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and then start the duty-cycle. For con-
ventional powertrains key on the vehi-
cle, start the engine, wait for the en-
gine to stabilize at idle speed, and then 
start the duty-cycle. 

(ii) If the duty-cycle does not start at 
0 mi/hr, transition to the next duty 
cycle by accelerating at a target rate 
of 1 mi/hr/s at 0% grade. Stabilize for 10 
seconds at the initial duty cycle condi-
tions and start the duty-cycle. 

(7) Calculate cycle work using GEM 
or the speed and torque from the 
driveline and vehicle models from para-
graph (f) of this section to determine 
the sequence of duty cycles. 

(8) Calculate the mass of fuel con-
sumed for idle duty cycles as described 
in paragraph (n) of this section. 

(k) Measuring NOX emissions. Meas-
ure NOX emissions for each sampling 
period in grams. You may perform 
these measurements using a NOX emis-
sion-measurement system that meets 
the requirements of 40 CFR part 1065, 
subpart J. If a system malfunction pre-
vents you from measuring NOX emis-
sions during a test under this section 
but the test otherwise gives valid re-
sults, you may consider this a valid 
test and omit the NOX emission meas-
urements; however, we may require 
you to repeat the test if we determine 
that you inappropriately voided the 
test with respect to NOX emission 
measurement. 

(l) [Reserved] 
(m) Measured output speed validation. 

For each test point, validate the meas-
ured output speed with the cor-
responding reference values. If the 
range of reference speed is less than 10 
percent of the mean reference speed, 
you need to meet only the standard 
error of the estimate in Table 1 of this 
section. You may delete points when 
the vehicle is stopped. If your speed 
measurement is not at the location of 
fnref, correct your measured speed using 
the constant speed ratio between the 
two locations. Apply cycle-validation 
criteria for each separate transient or 

highway cruise cycle based on the fol-
lowing parameters: 

TABLE 4 TO PARAGRAPH (m) OF § 1037.550— 
STATISTICAL CRITERIA FOR VALIDATING DUTY 
CYCLES 

Parameter a Speed control 

Slope, a1 ......................... 0.990 ≤a1 ≤1.010. 
Absolute value of inter-

cept, |a0|.
≤2.0% of maximum fnref 

speed. 
Standard error of the es-

timate, SEE.
≤2.0% of maximum fnref 

speed. 
Coefficient of determina-

tion, r2.
≥0.990. 

a Determine values for specified parameters as de-
scribed in 40 CFR 1065.514(e) by comparing meas-
ured and reference values for fnref,dyno. 

(n) Fuel consumption at idle. Record 
measurements using direct and/or indi-
rect measurement of fuel flow. Deter-
mine the fuel-consumption rates at 
idle for the applicable duty cycles de-
scribed in § 1037.510(a)(2) as follows: 

(1) Direct fuel flow measurement. De-
termine the corresponding mean values 
for mean idle fuel mass flow rate, 
mÔfuelidle, for each duty cycle, as applica-
ble. Use of redundant direct fuel-flow 
measurements require our advance ap-
proval. 

(2) Indirect fuel flow measurement. 
Record speed and torque and measure 
emissions and other inputs needed to 
run the chemical balance in 40 CFR 
1065.655(c). Determine the cor-
responding mean values for each duty 
cycle. Use of redundant indirect fuel- 
flow measurements require our ad-
vance approval. Measure background 
concentration as described in 40 CFR 
1036.535(b)(4)(ii). We recommend setting 
the CVS flow rate as low as possible to 
minimize background, but without in-
troducing errors related to insufficient 
mixing or other operational consider-
ations. Note that for this testing 40 
CFR 1065.140(e) does not apply, includ-
ing the minimum dilution ratio of 2:1 
in the primary dilution stage. Cal-
culate the idle fuel mass flow rate for 
each duty cycle, mÔfuelidle, for each set of 
vehicle settings, as follows: 
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Where: 

MC = molar mass of carbon. 
wCmeas = carbon mass fraction of fuel (or mix-

ture of test fuels) as determined in 40 
CFR 1065.655(d), except that you may not 
use the default properties in Table 2 of 40 
CFR 1065.655 to determine α, β, and wC for 
liquid fuels. 

nÔexh = the mean raw exhaust molar flow rate 
from which you measured emissions ac-
cording to 40 CFR 1065.655. 

x̄Ccombdry = the mean concentration of carbon 
from fuel and any injected fluids in the 
exhaust per mole of dry exhaust. 

x̄H2Oexhdry = the mean concentration of H2O in 
exhaust per mole of dry exhaust. 

mÔCO2DEF = the mean CO2 mass emission rate 
resulting from diesel exhaust fluid de-

composition over the duty cycle as deter-
mined in 40 CFR 1036.535(b)(9). If your en-
gine does not use diesel exhaust fluid, or 
if you choose not to perform this correc-
tion, set mÔCO2DEF equal to 0. 

MCO2 = molar mass of carbon dioxide. 

Example: 

MC = 12.0107 g/mol 
wCmeas = 0.867 
nÔexh = 25.534 mol/s 
x̄Ccombdry = 2.805·10¥3 mol/mol 
x̄H2Oexhdry = 3.53·10¥2 mol/mol 
mÔCO2DEF = 0.0726 g/s 
MCO2 = 44.0095 

mÔfuelidle = 0.405 g/s = 1458.6 g/hr 

(o) Create GEM inputs. Use the results 
of powertrain testing to determine 
GEM inputs for the different simulated 
vehicle configurations as follows: 

(1) Correct the measured or cal-
culated fuel masses, mfuel[cycle], and mean 
idle fuel mass flow rates, mÔfuelidle, if ap-
plicable, for each test result to a mass- 
specific net energy content of a ref-
erence fuel as described in 40 CFR 
1036.535(e), replacing mÔfuel with mfuel[cycle] 
where applicable in Eq. 1036.535–4. 

(2) Declare fuel masses, mfuel[cycle] and 
mÔfuelidle. Determine mfuel[cycle] using the 
calculated fuel mass consumption val-
ues described in 40 CFR 1036.540(d)(12). 
In addition, declare mean fuel mass 
flow rate for each applicable idle duty 
cycle, mÔfuelidle. These declared values 

may not be lower than any cor-
responding measured values deter-
mined in this section. If you use both 
direct and indirect measurement of 
fuel flow, determine the corresponding 
declared values as described in 40 CFR 
1036.535(g)(2) and (3). These declared 
values, which serve as emission stand-
ards, collectively represent the 
powertrain fuel map for certification. 

(3) For engines designed for plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicles, the mass of 
fuel for each cycle, mfuel[cycle], is the util-
ity factor-weighted fuel mass, 
mfuelUF[cycle]. This is determined by calcu-
lating mfuel for the full charge-depleting 
and charge-sustaining portions of the 
test and weighting the results, using 
the following equation: 
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Where: 
i = an indexing variable that represents one 

test interval. 
N = total number of charge-depleting test in-

tervals. 
mfuel[cycle]CDi = total mass of fuel in the charge- 

depleting portion of the test for each test 
interval, i, starting from i = 1, including 
the test interval(s) from the transition 
phase. 

UFDCDi = utility factor fraction at distance 
DCDi from Eq. 1037.505–9 as determined by 
interpolating the approved utility factor 
curve for each test interval, i, starting 
from i = 1. Let UFDCD0 = 0 

j = an indexing variable that represents one 
test interval. 

M = total number of charge-sustaining test 
intervals. 

mfuel[cycle]CSj = total mass of fuel over the 
charge-sustaining portion of the test for 
each test interval, j, starting from j = 1. 

UFRCD = utility factor fraction at the full 
charge-depleting distance, RCD, as deter-
mined by interpolating the approved 
utility factor curve. RCD is the cumu-
lative distance driven over N charge-de-
pleting test intervals. 

Where: 
k = an indexing variable that represents one 

recorded velocity value. 
Q = total number of measurements over the 

test interval. 
v = vehicle velocity at each time step, k, 

starting from k = 1. For tests completed 
under this section, v is the vehicle veloc-
ity as determined by Eq. 1037.550–1. Note 
that this should include charge-depleting 
test intervals that start when the engine 
is not yet operating. 

Dt = 1/frecord 
frecord = the record rate. 

Example for the 55 mi/hr Cruise Cycle: 

Q = 8790 
v1 = 55.0 mi/hr 
v2 = 55.0 mi/hr 
v3 = 55.1 mi/hr 
frecord = 10 Hz 
Dt = 1/10 Hz = 0.1 s 

DCD2 = 13.4 mi 
DCD3 = 13.4 mi 
N = 3 
UFDCD1 = 0.05 
UFDCD2 = 0.11 
UFDCD3 = 0.21 
mfuel55cruiseCD1 = 0 g 
mfuel55cruiseCD2 = 0 g 

mfuel55cruiseCD3 = 1675.4 g 
M = 1 
mfuel55cruiseCS = 4884.1 g 
UFRCD = 0.21 
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mfuelUF55cruise = 4026.0 g 

(4) For the transient cycle specified 
in § 1037.510(a)(2)(i), calculate 

powertrain output speed per unit of ve-
hicle speed, 

using one of the following methods: 
(i) For testing with torque measure-

ment at the axle input shaft: 

Example: 

ka = 4.0 

rB = 0.399 m 

(ii) For testing with torque measure-
ment at the wheel hubs, use Eq. 
1037.550–8 setting ka equal to 1. 

(iii) For testing with torque measure-
ment at the engine’s crankshaft: 
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Where: 

fnengine = average engine speed when vehicle 
speed is at or above 0.100 m/s. 

vref = average simulated vehicle speed at or 
above 0.100 m/s. 

Example: 

fnengine = 1870 r/min = 31.17 r/s 
vref = 19.06 m/s 

(5) Calculate engine idle speed, by 
taking the average engine speed meas-
ured during the transient cycle test 
while the vehicle speed is below 0.100 
m/s. (Note: Use all the charge-sus-
taining test intervals when deter-
mining engine idle speed for plug-in 
hybrid engines and powertrains.) 

(6) For the cruise cycles specified in 
§ 1037.510(a)(2)(ii), calculate the average 
powertrain output speed, fnpowertrain, and 
the average powertrain output torque 
(positive torque only), Tpowertrain, at vehi-
cle speed at or above 0.100 m/s. (Note: 
Use all the charge-sustaining and 
charge-depleting test intervals when 
determining fnpowertrain and Tpowertrain for 

plug-in hybrid engines and 
powertrains.) 

(7) Calculate positive work, W[cycle], as 
the work over the duty cycle at the 
axle input shaft, wheel hubs, or the en-
gine’s crankshaft, as applicable, when 
vehicle speed is at or above 0.100 m/s. 
For plug-in hybrids engines and 
powertrains, calculate, W[cycle], by cal-
culating the positive work over each of 
the charge-sustaining and charge-de-
pleting test intervals and then aver-
aging them together. 

(8) The following tables illustrate the 
GEM data inputs corresponding to the 
different vehicle configurations for a 
given duty cycle: 

(i) For the transient cycle: 

(ii) For the cruise cycles: 
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TABLE 6 TO PARAGRAPH (o)(8)(ii) OF § 1037.550—GENERIC EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT MATRIX FOR 
CRUISE CYCLE VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS 

Parameter 
Configuration 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ... n 

mfuel[cycle].
fnpowertrain[cycle].
Tpowertrain[cycle].
W[cycle].

[88 FR 4643, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.551 Engine-based simulation of 
powertrain testing. 

Section 1037.550 describes how to 
measure fuel consumption over specific 
duty cycles with an engine coupled to a 
transmission; § 1037.550(a)(5) describes 
how to create equivalent duty cycles 
for repeating those same measure-
ments with just the engine. This 
§ 1037.551 describes how to perform this 
engine testing to simulate the 
powertrain test. These engine-based 
measurements may be used for selec-
tive enforcement audits as described in 
§ 1037.301, as long as the test engine’s 
operation represents the engine oper-
ation observed in the powertrain test. 
If we use this approach for confirm-
atory testing, when making compli-
ance determinations, we will consider 
the uncertainty associated with this 
approach relative to full powertrain 
testing. Use of this approach for engine 
SEAs is optional for engine manufac-
turers. 

(a) Use the procedures of 40 CFR part 
1065 to set up the engine, measure 
emissions, and record data. Measure in-
dividual parameters and emission con-
stituents as described in this section. 
Measure NOX emissions for each sam-
pling period in grams. You may per-
form these measurements using a NOX 
emission-measurement system that 
meets the requirements of 40 CFR part 
1065, subpart J. Include these measured 
NOX values any time you report to us 
your greenhouse gas emissions or fuel 
consumption values from testing under 
this section. If a system malfunction 
prevents you from measuring NOX 
emissions during a test under this sec-
tion but the test otherwise gives valid 
results, you may consider this a valid 
test and omit the NOX emission meas-
urements; however, we may require 

you to repeat the test if we determine 
that you inappropriately voided the 
test with respect to NOX emission 
measurement. For hybrid powertrains, 
correct for the net energy change of 
the energy storage device as described 
in 40 CFR 1066.501. 

(b) Operate the engine over the appli-
cable engine duty cycles corresponding 
to the vehicle cycles specified in 
§ 1037.510(a)(2) for powertrain testing 
over the applicable vehicle simulations 
described in § 1037.550(j). Warm up the 
engine to prepare for the transient test 
or one of the highway cruise cycles by 
operating it one time over one of the 
simulations of the corresponding duty 
cycle. Warm up the engine to prepare 
for the idle test by operating it over a 
simulation of the 65-mi/hr highway 
cruise cycle for 600 seconds. Within 60 
seconds after concluding the warm up 
cycle, start emission sampling while 
the engine operates over the duty 
cycle. You may perform any number of 
test runs directly in succession once 
the engine is warmed up. Perform cycle 
validation as described in 40 CFR 
1065.514 for engine speed, torque, and 
power. 

(c) Calculate the mass of fuel con-
sumed as described in § 1037.550(n) and 
(o). Correct each measured value for 
the test fuel’s mass-specific net energy 
content as described in 40 CFR 1036.550. 
Use these corrected values to deter-
mine whether the engine’s emission 
levels conform to the declared fuel-con-
sumption rates from the powertrain 
test. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34483, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4652, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.555 Special procedures for test-
ing Phase 1 hybrid systems. 

This section describes a powertrain 
testing procedure for simulating a 
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chassis test with a pre-transmission or 
post-transmission hybrid system to 
perform A to B testing of Phase 1 vehi-
cles. These procedures may also be 
used to perform A to B testing with 
non-hybrid systems. See § 1037.550 for 
Phase 2 hybrid systems. 

(a) Set up the engine according to 40 
CFR 1065.110 to account for work inputs 
and outputs and accessory work. 

(b) Collect CO2 emissions while oper-
ating the system over the test cycles 
specified in § 1037.510(a)(1). 

(c) Collect and measure emissions as 
described in 40 CFR part 1066. Calculate 
emission rates in grams per ton-mile 
without rounding. Determine values 
for A, B, C, and M for the vehicle being 
simulated as specified in 40 CFR part 
1066. If you will apply an improvement 
factor or test results to multiple vehi-
cle configurations, use values of A, B, 
C, M, ka, and r that represent the vehi-
cle configuration with the smallest po-
tential reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions as a result of the hybrid ca-
pability. 

(d) Calculate the transmission output 
shaft’s angular speed target for the 
driver model, fnref,driver, from the linear 
speed associated with the vehicle cycle 
using the following equation: 

Where: 

vcyclei = vehicle speed of the test cycle for 
each point, i, starting from i = 1. 

ka = drive axle ratio, as declared by the man-
ufacturer. 

r = radius of the loaded tires, as declared by 
the manufacturer. 

(e) Use speed control with a loop rate 
of at least 100 Hz to program the dyna-
mometer to follow the test cycle, as 
follows: 

(1) Calculate the transmission output 
shaft’s angular speed target for the dy-
namometer, fnref,dyno, from the measured 
linear speed at the dynamometer rolls 
using the following equation: 

Where: 

T = instantaneous measured torque at the 
transmission output shaft. 

Fbrake = instantaneous brake force applied by 
the driver model to add force to slow 
down the vehicle. 

t = elapsed time in the driving schedule as 
measured by the dynamometer, in sec-
onds. 

(2) For each test, validate the meas-
ured transmission output shaft’s speed 
with the corresponding reference val-
ues according to 40 CFR 1065.514(e). You 
may delete points when the vehicle is 
stopped. Perform the validation based 
on speed values at the transmission 

output shaft. For steady-state tests (55 
mi/hr and 65 mi/hr cruise), apply cycle- 
validation criteria by treating the sam-
pling periods from the two tests as a 
continuous sampling period. Perform 
this validation based on the following 
parameters: 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.555—STATISTICAL CRITERIA 
FOR VALIDATING DUTY CYCLES 

Parameter Speed control 

Slope, a1 ................................ 0.950 ≤ a1 ≤ 1.030. 
Absolute value of intercept, 

|a0|.
≤2.0% of maximum test 

speed. 
Standard error of the esti-

mate, SEE.
≤5% of maximum test speed. 
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TABLE 1 OF § 1037.555—STATISTICAL CRITERIA 
FOR VALIDATING DUTY CYCLES—Continued 

Parameter Speed control 

Coefficient of determination, 
r2.

≥0.970. 

(f) Send a brake signal when operator 
demand is equal to zero and vehicle 
speed is greater than the reference ve-
hicle speed from the test cycle. Set a 
delay before changing the brake state 
to prevent the brake signal from 
dithering, consistent with good engi-
neering judgment. 

(g) The driver model should be de-
signed to follow the cycle as closely as 
possible and must meet the require-
ments of § 1037.510 for steady-state test-
ing and 40 CFR 1066.425 for transient 
testing. The driver model should be de-
signed so that the brake and throttle 
are not applied at the same time. 

(h) Correct for the net energy change 
of the energy storage device as de-
scribed in 40 CFR 1066.501. 

(i) Follow the provisions of § 1037.510 
to weight the cycle results and 
§ 1037.615 to calculate improvement fac-
tors and benefits for advanced tech-
nologies for Phase 1 vehicles. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34483, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4652, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.560 Axle efficiency test. 

This section describes a procedure for 
mapping axle efficiency through a de-
termination of axle power loss. 

(a) You may establish axle power loss 
maps based on testing any number of 
axle configurations within an axle fam-
ily as specified in § 1037.232. You may 
share data across a family of axle con-
figurations, as long as you test the axle 
configuration with the lowest effi-
ciency from the axle family; this will 
generally involve testing the axle with 
the highest axle ratio. For vehicles 
with tandem drive axles, always test 
each drive axle separately. For tandem 
axles that can be disconnected, test 
both single-drive and tandem axle con-
figurations. This includes 4×4 axles 
where one of the axles is 
disconnectable. Alternatively, you may 
analytically derive power loss maps for 
untested configurations within the 

same axle family as described in para-
graph (h) of this section. 

(b) Prepare an axle assembly for test-
ing as follows: 

(1) Select an axle assembly with less 
than 500 hours of operation before test-
ing. Assemble the axle in its housing, 
along with wheel ends and bearings. 

(2) If you have a family of axle as-
semblies with different axle ratios, you 
may test multiple configurations using 
a common axle housing, wheel ends, 
and bearings. 

(3) Install the axle assembly on the 
dynamometer with an input shaft 
angle perpendicular to the axle. 

(i) For axle assemblies with or with-
out a locking main differential, test 
the axle assembly using one of the fol-
lowing methods: 

(A) Lock the main differential and 
test it with one electric motor on the 
input shaft and a second electric motor 
on the output side of the output shaft 
that has the speed-reduction gear at-
tached to it. 

(B) Test with the main differential 
unlocked and with one electric motor 
on the input shaft and electric motors 
on the output sides of each of the out-
put shafts. 

(ii) For drive-through tandem-axle 
setups, lock the longitudinal and inter- 
wheel differentials. 

(4) Add gear oil according to the axle 
manufacturer’s instructions. If the axle 
manufacturer specifies multiple gear 
oils, select the one with the highest 
viscosity at operating temperature. 
You may use a lower-viscosity gear oil 
if we approve that as critical emission- 
related maintenance under § 1037.125. 
Fill the gear oil to a level that rep-
resents in-use operation. You may use 
an external gear oil conditioning sys-
tem, as long as it does not affect meas-
ured values. 

(5) Install equipment for measuring 
the bulk temperature of the gear oil in 
the oil sump or a similar location. Re-
port temperature to the nearest 0.1 °C. 

(6) Break in the axle assembly using 
good engineering judgment. Maintain 
gear oil temperature at or below 100 °C 
throughout the break-in period. 

(7) You may drain the gear oil fol-
lowing the break-in procedure and re-
peat the filling procedure described in 
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paragraph (b)(4) of this section. We will 
follow your practice for our testing. 

(c) Measure input and output speed 
and torque as described in 40 CFR 
1065.210(b). You must use a speed-meas-
urement system that meets an accu-
racy of ±0.05% of point. Use torque 
transducers that meet an accuracy re-
quirement of ±1.0 N·m for unloaded test 
points and ±0.2% of the maximum test-
ed axle input torque or output torque, 
respectively, for loaded test points. 
Calibrate and verify measurement in-
struments according to 40 CFR part 
1065, subpart D. Command speed and 
torque at a minimum of 10 Hz, and 
record all data, including bulk oil tem-
perature, at a minimum of 1 Hz mean 
values. 

(d) The test matrix consists of test 
points representing output torque and 
wheel speed values meeting the fol-
lowing specifications: 

(1) Output torque includes both load-
ed and unloaded operation. For meas-
urement involving unloaded output 
torque, also called spin loss testing, 
the wheel end is not connected to the 
dynamometer and is left to rotate free-
ly; in this condition the input torque 
(to maintain constant wheel speed) 
equals the power loss. Test axles at a 
range of output torque values, as fol-
lows: 

(i) 0, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 N·m 
for single drive axle applications for 
tractors and for vocational Heavy HDV 
with a single drive axle. 

(ii) 0, 250, 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 N·m 
for tractors, for vocational Heavy HDV 
with tandem drive axles, and for all vo-
cational Light HDV or vocational Me-
dium HDV. 

(iii) You may exclude values that ex-
ceed your axle’s maximum torque rat-
ing. 

(2) Determine maximum wheel speed 
corresponding to a vehicle speed of 65 
mi/hr based on the smallest tire (as de-
termined using § 1037.520(c)(1)) that will 
be used with the axle. If you do not 
know the smallest tire size, you may 
use a default size of 650 r/mi. Use wheel 
angular speeds for testing that include 
50 r/min and speeds in 100 r/min incre-
ments that encompass the maximum 
wheel speed (150, 250, etc.). 

(3) You may test the axle assembly at 
additional speed and torque setpoints. 

(e) Determine axle efficiency using 
the following procedure: 

(1) Maintain ambient temperature 
between (15 and 35) °C throughout test-
ing. Measure ambient temperature 
within 1.0 m of the axle assembly. 
Verify that critical axle settings (such 
as bearing preload, backlash, and oil 
sump level) are within specifications 
before and after testing. 

(2) Maintain gear oil temperature at 
(81 to 83) °C. You may alternatively 
specify a lower range by shifting both 
temperatures down by the same 
amount. We will test your axle assem-
bly using the same temperature range 
you specify for your testing. You may 
use an external gear oil conditioning 
system, as long as it does not affect 
measured values. 

(3) Use good engineering judgment to 
warm up the axle assembly by oper-
ating it until the gear oil is within the 
specified temperature range. 

(4) Stabilize operation at each point 
in the test matrix for at least 10 sec-
onds, then measure the input torque, 
output torque, and wheel angular speed 
for at least 10 seconds. Record arith-
metic mean values for all three param-
eters over the measurement period. 
Calculate power loss as described in 
paragraph (f) of this section based on 
these values for mean input torque, T̄in, 
mean output torque, T̄out, and mean 
wheel angular speed, f̄nwheel, at each test 
point. 

(5) Perform the map sequence de-
scribed in paragraph (e)(4) of this sec-
tion three times. Remove torque from 
the input shaft and allow the axle to 
come to a full stop before each repeat 
measurement. 

(6) You may need to perform addi-
tional testing at a given test point 
based on a calculation of a confidence 
interval to represent repeatability at a 
95% confidence level for that test 
point. If the confidence limit is greater 
than 0.10% for loaded tests or greater 
than 0.05% for unloaded tests, perform 
another repeat of measurements at 
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that test point and recalculate the re-
peatability for the whole set of test re-
sults. Continue testing until the con-
fidence interval is at or below the spec-
ified values for all test points. Cal-

culate a confidence interval rep-
resenting the repeatability in estab-
lishing a 95% confidence level using the 
following equation: 

Where: 

sPloss = standard deviation of power loss val-
ues at a given torque-speed setting (see 
40 CFR 1065.602(c)). 

N = number of repeat tests. 

Pmax = maximum output torque setting from 
the test matrix. 

Example: 
sPloss = 0.1650 kW 
N = 3 
Pmax = 314.2000 kW 

Confidence Interval = 0.0594% 

(f) Calculate the mean power loss, 
�loss, at each test point as follows: 

(1) Calculate P̄loss for each measure-
ment at each test point as follows: 

Where: 
T̄in = mean input torque from paragraph (e)(4) 

of this section. 
f̄nwheel = mean wheel angular speed from para-

graph (e)(4) of this section in rad/s. 
ka = drive axle ratio, expressed to at least the 

nearest 0.001. 
T̄out = mean output torque from paragraph 

(e)(4) of this section. Let T̄out = 0 for all 
unloaded tests. 

(2) Calculate �loss as the mean power 
loss from all measurements at a given 
test point. 

(3) The following example illustrates 
a calculation of �loss: 

T̄in,1 = 845.10 N·m 
f̄nwheel,1 = 100.0 r/min = 10.472 rad/s 
ka = 3.731 
T̄out,1 = 3000.00 N·m 
P̄loss,1 = 845.10 · 10.472 · 3.731 ¥ 3000.00 · 

10.472 
P̄loss,1 = 1602.9 W = 1.6029 kW 
P̄loss,2 = 1601.9 W = 1.6019 kW 
P̄loss,3 = 1603.9 W = 1.6039 kW 
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(g) Create a table with the mean 
power loss, �loss, corresponding to each 
test point for input into GEM. Express 
wheel angular speed in r/min to one 

decimal place; express output torque in 
N·m to two decimal places; express 
power loss in kW to four decimal 
places. 

(2) Record declared mean power loss 
values at or above the corresponding 
value calculated in paragraph (f) of 
this section. Use good engineering 
judgment to select values that will be 
at or above the mean power loss values 
for your production axles. Vehicle 
manufacturers will use these declared 
mean power loss values for certifi-
cation. For vehicles with tandem drive 
axles, the GEM input is the sum of the 
power loss and output torque from the 
individual axles. For vehicles with a 
disconnectable axle, GEM uses separate 
inputs for single and tandem drive axle 
configurations. 

(h) You may analytically derive axle 
power loss maps for untested configu-
rations within an axle family as fol-
lows: 

(1) Test at least three axle assemblies 
within the same family representing at 
least the smallest axle ratio, the larg-
est axle ratio, and an axle ratio closest 
to the arithmetic mean from the two 
other tested axle assemblies. Test each 
axle assembly as described in this sec-
tion at the same speed and torque set-
points. 

(2) Perform a second-order least- 
squares regression between declared 
power loss and axle ratio using each 
speed and torque setpoint described in 
paragraph (d) of this section for your 
tested axle assemblies. Use the de-
clared power loss values from para-
graph (g) of this section; however, for 
purposes of analytically deriving power 
loss maps under this paragraph (h), you 
must select declared values for the 
largest and smallest axle ratios in the 

axle family that are adjusted relative 
to the calculated values for mean 
power loss by the same multiplier. If 
the coefficent of the second-order term 
is negative, include testing from addi-
tional axle ratios, or increase your de-
clared power loss for the largest and 
smallest axle ratios by the same multi-
plier as needed for the second-order 
term to become positive. 

(3) Determine �loss of untested axles 
for each speed and torque setpoint 
based on a linear relationship between 
your declared power loss and axle ratio 
as follows: 

(i) Determine the slope of the cor-
relation line by connecting the de-
clared power loss values for the small-
est and largest axle ratios. 

(ii) Fix the intercept for the correla-
tion line by shifting it upward as need-
ed so all the declared power loss values 
are on the correlation line or below it. 
Note that for cases involving three 
tested axle assemblies, the correlation 
line will always include the declared 
power loss for the smallest and largest 
axle ratio. 

(4) Select declared values of �loss for 
untested configurations that are at or 
above the values you determined in 
paragraph (h)(3) of this section. 

[86 FR 34484, June 29, 2021; 87 FR 64864, Oct. 
26, 2022, as amended at 88 FR 4652, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.565 Transmission efficiency test. 

This section describes a procedure for 
mapping transmission efficiency 
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through a determination of trans-
mission power loss. 

(a) You may establish transmission 
power loss maps based on testing any 
number of transmission configurations 
within a transmission family as speci-
fied in § 1037.232. You may share data 
across any configurations within the 
family, as long as you test the trans-
mission configuration with the lowest 
efficiency from the transmission fam-
ily. Alternatively, you may ask us to 
approve analytically derived power loss 
maps for untested configurations with-
in the same transmission family (see 
§ 1037.235(h)). 

(b) Prepare a transmission for testing 
as follows: 

(1) Select a transmission with less 
than 500 hours of operation before test-
ing. 

(2) Mount the transmission to the dy-
namometer such that the geared shaft 
in the transmission is aligned with the 
input shaft from the dynamometer. 

(3) Add transmission oil according to 
the transmission manufacturer’s in-
structions. If the transmission manu-
facturer specifies multiple trans-
mission oils, select the one with the 
highest viscosity at operating tempera-
ture. You may use a lower-viscosity 
transmission oil if we approve it as 
critical emission-related maintenance 
under § 1037.125. Fill the transmission 
oil to a level that represents in-use op-
eration. You may use an external 
transmission oil conditioning system, 
as long as it does not affect measured 
values. 

(4) Include any internal and external 
pumps for hydraulic fluid and lubri-
cating oil in the test. Determine the 
work required to drive an external 
pump according to 40 CFR 1065.210. 

(5) Install equipment for measuring 
the bulk temperature of the trans-
mission oil in the oil sump or a similar 
location. 

(6) If the transmission is equipped 
with a torque converter, lock it for all 
testing performed in this section. 

(7) Break in the transmission using 
good engineering judgment. Maintain 
transmission oil temperature at (87 to 
93) °C for automatic transmissions and 
transmissions having more than two 
friction clutches, and at (77 to 83) °C for 
all other transmissions. You may ask 

us to approve a different range of 
transmission oil temperatures if you 
have data showing that it better rep-
resents in-use operation. 

(c) Measure input and output shaft 
speed and torque as described in 40 CFR 
1065.210(b). You must use a speed meas-
urement system that meets an accu-
racy of ±0.05% of point. Accuracy re-
quirements for torque transducers de-
pend on the highest loaded trans-
mission input and output torque as de-
scribed in paragraph (d)(2) of this sec-
tion. Use torque transducers for torque 
input measurements that meet an ac-
curacy requirement of ±0.2% of the 
highest loaded transmission input for 
loaded test points and ±0.1% of the 
highest loaded transmission input 
torque for unloaded test points. For 
torque output measurements, torque 
transducers must meet an accuracy re-
quirement of ±0.2% of the highest load-
ed transmission output torque for each 
gear ratio. Calibrate and verify meas-
urement instruments according to 40 
CFR part 1065, subpart D. Command 
speed and torque at a minimum of 10 
Hz, and record all data, including bulk 
oil temperature, at a minimum of 1 Hz 
mean values. 

(d) Test the transmission at input 
shaft speeds and torque setpoints as de-
scribed in this paragraph (d). You may 
exclude lower gears from testing; how-
ever, you must test all the gears above 
the highest excluded gear. GEM will 
use default values for any untested 
gears. The test matrix consists of test 
points representing transmission input 
shaft speeds and torque setpoints meet-
ing the following specifications for 
each tested gear: 

(1) Test at the following transmission 
input shaft speeds: 

(i) 600.0 r/min or transmission input 
shaft speed when paired with the en-
gine operating at idle. 

(ii) The transmission’s maximum 
rated input shaft speed. You may alter-
natively select a value representing the 
highest expected in-use transmission 
input shaft speed. 

(iii) Three equally spaced inter-
mediate speeds. The intermediate 
speed points may be adjusted to the 
nearest 50 or 100 r/min. You may test 
any number of additional speed set-
points to improve accuracy. 
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(2) Test at certain transmission input 
torque setpoints as follows: 

(i) Include one unloaded (zero-torque) 
setpoint. 

(ii) Include one loaded torque set-
point between 75% and 105% of the 
transmission’s maximum rated input 
shaft torque. However, you may use a 
lower torque setpoint as needed to 
avoid exceeding dynamometer torque 
limits, as long as testing accurately 
represents in-use performance. If your 
loaded torque setpoint is below 75% of 
the transmission’s maximum rated 
input shaft torque, you must dem-
onstrate that the sum of time for all 
gears where demanded engine torque is 
between your maximum torque set-
point and 75% of the transmission’s 
maximum rated input shaft torque is 
no more than 10% of the time for each 
vehicle drive cycle specified in subpart 
F of this part. This demonstration 
must be made available upon request. 

(iii) You may test at any number of 
additional torque setpoints to improve 
accuracy. 

(iv) Note that GEM calculates power 
loss between tested or default values 
by linear interpolation, except that 
GEM may extrapolate outside of meas-
ured values to account for testing at 
torque setpoints below 75% as specified 
in paragraph (d)(2)(ii) of this section. 

(3) In the case of transmissions that 
automatically go into neutral when the 
vehicle is stopped, also perform tests at 
600 r/min and 800 r/min with the trans-
mission in neutral and the trans-
mission output fixed at zero speed. 

(e) Determine transmission efficiency 
using the following procedure: 

(1) Maintain ambient temperature 
between (15 and 35) °C throughout test-
ing. Measure ambient temperature 
within 1.0 m of the transmission. 

(2) Maintain transmission oil tem-
perature as described in paragraph 
(b)(7) of this section. 

(3) Use good engineering judgment to 
warm up the transmission according to 
the transmission manufacturer’s speci-
fications. 

(4) Perform unloaded transmission 
tests by disconnecting the trans-
mission output shaft from the dyna-
mometer and letting it rotate freely. If 
the transmission adjusts pump pres-
sure based on whether the vehicle is 

moving or stopped, set up the trans-
mission for unloaded tests to operate 
as if the vehicle is moving. 

(5) For transmissions that have mul-
tiple configurations for a given gear 
ratio, such as dual-clutch trans-
missions that can pre-select an upshift 
or downshift, set the transmission to 
operate in the configuration with the 
greatest power loss. Alternatively, test 
in each configuration and use good en-
gineering judgment to calculate a 
weighted power loss for each test point 
under this section based on field data 
that characterizes the degree of in-use 
operation in each configuration. 

(6) For a selected gear, operate the 
transmission at one of the test points 
from paragraph (d) of this section for 
at least 10 seconds. Measure the speed 
and torque of the input and output 
shafts for at least 10 seconds. You may 
omit measurement of output shaft 
speeds if your transmission is config-
ured to not allow slip. Calculate arith-
metic mean values for mean input 
shaft torque, T̄in, mean output shaft 
torque, T̄out, mean input shaft speed, 
f̄nin, and mean output shaft speed, f̄nout, 
for each point in the test matrix for 
each test. Repeat this stabilization, 
measurement, and calculation for the 
other speed and torque setpoints from 
the test matrix for the selected gear in 
any sequence. Calculate power loss as 
described in paragraph (f) of this sec-
tion based on mean speed and torque 
values at each test point. 

(7) Repeat the procedure described in 
paragraph (e)(6) of this section for all 
gears, or for all gears down to a se-
lected gear. This section refers to an 
‘‘operating condition’’ to represent op-
eration at a test point in a specific 
gear. 

(8) Perform the test sequence de-
scribed in paragraphs (e)(6) and (7) of 
this section three times. You may do 
this repeat testing at any given test 
point before you perform measure-
ments for the whole test matrix. Re-
move torque from the transmission 
input shaft and bring the transmission 
to a complete stop before each repeat 
measurement. 
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(9) You may need to perform addi-
tional testing at a given operating con-
dition based on a calculation of a con-
fidence interval to represent repeat-
ability at a 95% confidence level at 
that operating condition. If the con-
fidence interval is greater than 0.10% 
for loaded tests or greater than 0.05% 
for unloaded tests, perform another 
measurement at that operating condi-
tion and recalculate the repeatability 
for the whole set of test results. Con-
tinue testing until the confidence in-

terval is at or below the specified val-
ues for all operating conditions. As an 
alternative, for any operating condi-
tion that does not meet this repeat-
ability criterion, you may determine a 
maximum power loss instead of calcu-
lating a mean power loss as described 
in paragraph (g) of this section. Cal-
culate a confidence interval rep-
resenting the repeatability in estab-
lishing a 95% confidence level using the 
following equation: 

Where: 

sPloss = standard deviation of power loss val-
ues at a given operating condition (see 40 
CFR 1065.602(c)). 

N = number of repeat tests for an operating 
condition. 

Prated = the transmission’s rated input power 
for a given gear. For testing in neutral, 
use the value of Prated for the top gear. 

Example: 

sPloss = 0.1200 kW 
N = 3 
Prated = 314.2000 kW 

Confidence Interval = 0.0432% 

(f) Calculate the mean power loss, 
�loss, at each operating condition as fol-
lows: 

(1) Calculate P̄loss for each measure-
ment at each operating condition as 
follows: 

Where: 

T̄in = mean input shaft torque from para-
graph (e)(6) of this section. 

f̄nin = mean input shaft speed from paragraph 
(e)(6) of this section in rad/s. 

T̄out = mean output shaft torque from para-
graph (e)(6) of this section. Let T̄out = 0 
for all unloaded tests. 

f̄nout = mean output shaft speed from para-
graph (e)(6) of this section in rad/s. Let 
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fnout = 0 for all tests with the transmission 
in neutral. See paragraph (f)(2) of this 
section for calculating fnout as a function 
of fnin instead of measuring fnout. 

(2) For transmissions that are config-
ured to not allow slip, you may cal-
culate fnout based on the gear ratio 
using the following equation: 

Where: 

kg = transmission gear ratio, expressed to at 
least the nearest 0.001. 

(3) Calculate �loss as the mean power 
loss from all measurements at a given 
operating condition. 

(4) The following example illustrates 
a calculation of �loss: 

T̄in,1 = 1000.0 N·m 
f̄nin,1 = 1000 r/min = 104.72 rad/sec 
T̄out,1 = 2654.5 N·m 
f̄nout,1 = 361.27 r/min = 37.832 rad/s 
P̄loss,1 = 1000.0·104.72¥2654.5·37.832 
P̄loss,1 = 4295 W = 4.295 kW 
P̄loss,2 = 4285 W = 4.285 kW 
P̄loss,3 = 4292 W = 4.292 kW 

(g) Create a table with the mean 
power loss, �loss, corresponding to each 
operating condition for input into 
GEM. Also include power loss in neu-
tral for each tested engine’s speed, if 
applicable. Express transmission input 

speed in r/min to one decimal place; ex-
press input torque in N·m to two dec-
imal places; express power loss in kW 
to four decimal places. Record the fol-
lowing values: 

(2) For any operating condition not 
meeting the repeatability criterion in 
paragraph (e)(9) of this section, record 
the maximum value of P̄loss for that op-
erating condition along with the cor-
responding values of T̄in and f̄nin. 

(h) Record declared power loss values 
at or above the corresponding value 
calculated in paragraph (f) of this sec-
tion. Use good engineering judgment to 
select values that will be at or above 
the mean power loss values for your 
production transmissions. Vehicle 
manufacturers will use these declared 

mean power loss values for certifi-
cation. 

[86 FR 34486, June 29, 2021; 86 FR 52833, Sept. 
23, 2021; 87 FR 64864, Oct. 26, 2022] 

§ 1037.570 Procedures to characterize 
torque converters. 

GEM includes input values related to 
torque converters. This section de-
scribes a procedure for mapping a 
torque converter’s capacity factors and 
torque ratios over a range of operating 
conditions. You may ask us to approve 
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analytically derived input values based 
on this testing for additional untested 
configurations as described in 
§ 1037.235(h). 

(a) Prepare a torque converter for 
testing as follows: 

(1) Select a torque converter with 
less than 500 hours of operation before 
the start of testing. 

(2) If the torque converter has a lock-
ing feature, unlock it for all testing 
performed under this section. If the 
torque converter has a slipping lockup 
clutch, you may ask us to approve a 
different strategy based on data show-
ing that it represents better in-use op-
eration. 

(3) Mount the torque converter with 
a transmission to the dynamometer in 
series or parallel arrangement or 
mount the torque converter without a 
transmission to represent a series con-
figuration. 

(4) Add transmission oil according to 
the torque converter manufacturer’s 
instructions, with the following addi-
tional specifications: 

(i) If the torque converter manufac-
turer specifies multiple transmission 
oils, select the one with the highest 
viscosity at operating temperature. 
You may use a lower-viscosity trans-
mission oil if we approve that as crit-
ical emission-related maintenance 
under § 1037.125. 

(ii) Fill the transmission oil to a 
level that represents in-use operation. 
If you are testing the torque converter 
without the transmission, keep output 
pressure and the flow rate of trans-
mission oil into the torque converter 
within the torque converter manufac-
turer’s limits. 

(iii) You may use an external trans-
mission oil conditioning system, as 
long as it does not affect measured val-
ues. 

(5) Install equipment for measuring 
the bulk temperature of the trans-
mission oil in the oil sump or a similar 
location and at the torque converter 
inlet. If the torque converter is tested 
without a transmission, measure the 
oil temperature at the torque con-
verter inlet. 

(6) Break in the torque converter and 
transmission (if applicable) using good 
engineering judgment. Maintain trans-
mission oil temperature at (87 to 93) °C. 

You may ask us to approve a different 
range of transmission oil temperatures 
if you have data showing that it better 
represents in-use operation. 

(b) Measure pump and turbine shaft 
speed and torque as described in 40 CFR 
1065.210(b). You must use a speed meas-
urement system that meets an accu-
racy of ±0.1% of point or ±1 r/min, 
whichever is greater. Use torque trans-
ducers that meet an accuracy of ±1.0% 
of the torque converter’s maximum 
rated input and output torque, respec-
tively. Calibrate and verify measure-
ment instruments according to 40 CFR 
part 1065, subpart D. Command speed 
and torque at a minimum of 10 Hz. 
Record all speed and torque data at a 
minimum of 1 Hz mean values. Note 
that this section relies on the conven-
tion of describing the input shaft as 
the pump and the output shaft as the 
turbine shaft. 

(c) Determine torque converter char-
acteristics based on a test matrix using 
either constant input speed or constant 
input torque as follows: 

(1) Constant input speed. Test at con-
stant input speed as follows: 

(i) Select a fixed pump speed, ƒnpum, 
between (1000 and 2000) r/min. 

(ii) Test the torque converter at mul-
tiple speed ratios, v, in the range of v = 
0.00 to v = 0.95. Use a step width of 0.10 
for the range of v = 0.00 to 0.60 and 0.05 
for the range of v = 0.60 to 0.95. Cal-
culate speed ratio, v, as turbine shaft 
speed divided by pump speed. 

(2) Constant input torque. Test at con-
stant input torque as follows: 

(i) Set the pump torque, Tpum, to a 
fixed positive value at ƒnpum = 1000 r/min 
with the torque converter’s turbine 
shaft locked in a non-rotating state 
(i.e., turbine’s speed, ntur, = 0 r/min). 

(ii) Test the torque converter at mul-
tiple speed ratios, v, in the range of v = 
0.00 up to a value of ƒntur that covers the 
usable range of v. Use a step width of 
0.10 for the range of v = 0.00 to 0.60 and 
0.05 for the range of v = 0.60 to 0.95. 

(3) You may limit the maximum 
speed ratio to a value below 0.95 if you 
have data showing this better rep-
resents in-use operation. You must use 
the step widths defined in paragraph 
(c)(1) or (2) of this section and include 
the upper limit as a test point. If you 
choose a value less than 0.60, you must 
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test at least seven evenly distributed 
points between v = 0 and your new 
upper speed ratio. 

(d) Characterize the torque converter 
using the following procedure: 

(1) Maintain ambient temperature 
between (15 and 35) °C throughout test-
ing. Measure ambient temperature 
within 1.0 m of the torque converter. 

(2) Maintain transmission oil tem-
perature as described in paragraph 
(a)(6) of this section. You may use an 
external transmission oil conditioning 
system, as long as it does not affect 
measured values. 

(3) Use good engineering judgment to 
warm up the torque converter accord-
ing to the torque converter manufac-
turer’s specifications. 

(4) Test the torque converter at con-
stant input speed or constant input 
torque as described in paragraph (c) of 
this section. Operate the torque con-
verter at v = 0.00 for (5 to 60) seconds, 
then measure pump torque, turbine 
shaft torque, angular pump speed, an-
gular turbine shaft speed, and the 
transmission oil temperature at the 
torque converter inlet for (5 to 15) sec-
onds. Calculate arithmetic mean val-
ues for pump torque, T̄pum, turbine shaft 
torque, T̄tur, angular pump speed, f̄npum, 
and angular turbine shaft speed, f̄ntur, 
over the measurement period. Repeat 
this stabilization, measurement, and 
calculation for the other speed ratios 
from the test matrix in order of in-
creasing speed ratio. Adjust the speed 
ratio by increasing the angular turbine 
shaft speed. 

(5) Complete a test run by performing 
the test sequence described in para-
graph (d)(4) of this section two times. 

(6) Invalidate the test run if the dif-
ference between the pair of mean 
torque values for the repeat tests at 
any test point differ by more than ±1 
N·m or by more than ±5% of the aver-
age of those two values. This paragraph 
(d)(6) applies separately for mean pump 
torque and mean turbine shaft torque 
at each test point. 

(7) Invalidate the test run if any cal-
culated value for mean angular pump 
speed does not stay within ±5 r/min of 
the speed setpoint or if any calculated 
value for mean pump torque does not 
stay within ±5 N·m of the torque set-
point. 

(e) Calculate the mean torque ratio, 
�, at each tested speed ratio, v, as fol-
lows: 

(1) Calculate μ at each tested speed 
ratio as follows: 

Where: 

T̄tur = mean turbine shaft torque from para-
graph (d)(4) of this section. 

T̄pum = mean pump torque from paragraph 
(d)(4) of this section. 

(2) Calculate � as the average of the 
two values of μ at each tested speed 
ratio. 

(3) The following example illustrates 
a calculation of �: 

T̄tur,v=0,1 = 332.4 N·m 
T̄pum,v=0,1 = 150.8 N·m 
T̄tur,v=0,2 = 333.6 N·m 
T̄pum,v=0,2 = 150.3 N·m 

(f) Calculate the mean capacity fac-
tor, �, at each tested speed ratio, ν, as 
follows: 

(1) Calculate K at each tested speed 
ratio as follows: 

Where: 

f̄npum = mean angular pump speed from para-
graph (d)(4) of this section. 

T̄pum = mean pump torque from paragraph 
(d)(4) of this section. 
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(2) Calculate � as the average of the 
two values of K at each tested speed 
ratio. 

(3) The following example illustrates 
a calculation of �: 
f̄npum,v=0,1 = f̄npum,v=0,2 = 1000.0 r/min 
T̄pum,v=0,1 = 150.8 N·m 

(g) Create a table of GEM inputs 
showing � and � at each tested speed 
ratio, ν. Express � to two decimal 
places; express � to one decimal place; 
express ν to two decimal places. 

[86 FR 34488, June 29, 2021; 86 FR 52835, Sept. 
23, 2021; 87 FR 64864, Oct. 28, 2022] 

Subpart G—Special Compliance 
Provisions 

§ 1037.601 General compliance provi-
sions. 

(a) Engine and vehicle manufactur-
ers, as well as owners and operators of 
vehicles subject to the requirements of 
this part, and all other persons, must 
observe the provisions of this part, the 
applicable provisions of 40 CFR part 
1068, and the applicable provisions of 
the Clean Air Act. The provisions of 40 
CFR part 1068 apply for heavy-duty ve-
hicles as specified in that part, subject 
to the provisions: 

(1) Except as specifically allowed by 
this part or 40 CFR part 1068, it is a 
violation of 40 CFR 1068.101(a)(1) to in-
troduce into U.S. commerce either a 
tractor or vocational vehicle that is 
not certified to the applicable require-
ments of this part or a tractor or voca-
tional vehicle containing an engine 

that is not certified to the applicable 
requirements of 40 CFR part 86 or 1036. 
Further, it is a violation to introduce 
into U.S. commerce a Phase 1 tractor 
containing an engine not certified for 
use in tractors; or to introduce into 
U.S. commerce a vocational vehicle 
containing a Light HDE or Medium 
HDE not certified for use in vocational 
vehicles. These prohibitions apply es-
pecially to the vehicle manufacturer. 
Note that this paragraph (a)(1) allows 
the use of Heavy heavy-duty tractor 
engines in vocational vehicles. 

(2) The provisions of 40 CFR 
1068.105(a) apply for vehicle manufac-
turers installing engines certified 
under 40 CFR part 1036 as further lim-
ited by this paragraph (a)(2). If new en-
gine emission standards apply in a 
given model year, you may install nor-
mal inventories of engines from the 
preceding model year under the provi-
sions of 40 CFR 1068.105(a) through 
March 31 of that year without our ap-
proval; you may not install such en-
gines after March 31 of that year unless 
we approve it in advance. Installing 
such engines after March 31 without 
our prior approval is considered to be 
prohibited stockpiling of engines. In a 
written request for our approval, you 
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must describe how your circumstances 
led you and your engine supplier to 
have normal inventories of engines 
that were not used up in the specified 
time frame. We will approve your re-
quest for up to three additional months 
to install engines under this paragraph 
(a)(2) if we determine that the excess 
inventory is a result of unforeseeable 
circumstances and should not be con-
sidered circumvention of emission 
standards. We will limit this approval 
to a certain number of engines con-
sistent with your normal production 
and inventory practices. Note that 40 
CFR 1068.105(a) allows vehicle manufac-
turers to use up only normal inven-
tories of engines meeting less stringent 
standards; if, for example, a vehicle 
manufacturer’s normal practice is to 
receive a shipment of engines every 
two weeks, it will deplete its potential 
to install previous-tier engines under 
this paragraph (a)(2) well before March 
31 in the year that new standards 
apply. 

(3) The exemption provisions of 40 
CFR 1068.201 through 1068.230, 1068.240, 
and 1068.260 through 265 apply for 
heavy-duty motor vehicles. Other ex-
emption provisions, which are specific 
to nonroad engines, do not apply for 
heavy-duty vehicles or heavy-duty en-
gines. 

(4) The tampering prohibition in 40 
CFR 1068.101(b)(1) applies for alter-
native fuel conversions as specified in 
40 CFR part 85, subpart F. 

(5) The warranty-related prohibitions 
in section 203(a)(4) of the Act (42 U.S.C. 
7522(a)(4)) apply to manufacturers of 
new heavy-duty highway vehicles in 
addition to the prohibitions described 
in 40 CFR 1068.101(b)(6). We may assess 
a civil penalty up to $44,539 for each en-
gine or vehicle in violation. 

(6) A vehicle manufacturer that com-
pletes assembly of a vehicle at two or 
more facilities may ask to use as the 
date of manufacture for that vehicle 
the date on which manufacturing is 
completed at the place of main assem-
bly, consistent with provisions of 49 
CFR 567.4. Note that such staged as-
sembly is subject to the corresponding 
provisions of 40 CFR 1068.260. Include 
your request in your application for 
certification, along with a summary of 
your staged-assembly process. You 

may ask to apply this allowance to 
some or all of the vehicles in your vehi-
cle family. Our approval is effective 
when we grant your certificate. We will 
not approve your request if we deter-
mine that you intend to use this allow-
ance to circumvent the intent of this 
part. 

(7) The provisions for selective en-
forcement audits apply as described in 
40 CFR part 1068, subpart E, and sub-
part D of this part. 

(b) Vehicles exempted from the appli-
cable standards of 40 CFR part 86 other 
than glider vehicles are exempt from 
the standards of this part without re-
quest. Similarly, vehicles other than 
glider vehicles are exempt without re-
quest if the installed engine is exempt-
ed from the applicable standards in 40 
CFR part 86. 

(c) The prohibitions of 40 CFR 
1068.101 apply for vehicles subject to 
the requirements of this part. The fol-
lowing specific provisions apply: 

(1) The actions prohibited under this 
provision include introducing into U.S. 
commerce a complete or incomplete 
vehicle subject to the standards of this 
part where the vehicle is not covered 
by a valid certificate of conformity or 
exemption. 

(2) Applying a Clean Idle sticker to a 
vehicles with an installed engine that 
is not certified to the NOX standard of 
40 CFR 1036.104(b) violates the prohibi-
tion in 40 CFR 1068.101(b)(7)(iii). 

(d) The emergency vehicle field modi-
fication provisions of 40 CFR 85.1716 
apply with respect to the standards of 
this part. 

(e) Under § 1037.801, certain vehicles 
are considered to be new vehicles when 
they are imported into the United 
States, even if they have previously 
been used outside the country. Inde-
pendent Commercial Importers may 
use the provisions of 40 CFR part 85, 
subpart P, and 40 CFR 85.1706(b) to re-
ceive a certificate of conformity for en-
gines and vehicles meeting all the re-
quirements of 40 CFR part 1036 and this 
part 1037. 

(f) Standards apply to multi-fuel ve-
hicles as described for engines in 40 
CFR 1036.601(d). 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34489, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4652, Jan. 24, 
2023] 
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§ 1037.605 Installing engines certified 
to alternate standards for specialty 
vehicles. 

(a) General provisions. This section al-
lows vehicle manufacturers to intro-
duce into U.S. commerce certain new 
motor vehicles using engines certified 
to alternate emission standards speci-
fied in 40 CFR 1036.605 for motor vehi-
cle engines used in specialty vehicles. 
You may not install an engine certified 
to these alternate standards if there is 
an engine certified to the full set of re-
quirements of 40 CFR part 1036 that has 
the appropriate physical and perform-
ance characteristics to power the vehi-
cle. Note that, although these alter-
nate emission standards are mostly 
equivalent to standards that apply for 
nonroad engines under 40 CFR part 1039 
or 1048, they are specific to motor vehi-
cle engines. The provisions of this sec-
tion apply for the following types of 
specialty vehicles: 

(1) All-terrain motor vehicles with 
portal axles (i.e., axles that are offset 
from the corresponding wheel center-
line by a gear assembly) or any axle 
configuration involving gear reduction 
such that the wheels rotate more slow-
ly than the axle. 

(2) Amphibious vehicles. 
(3) Vehicles with maximum speed at 

or below 45 miles per hour. If your ve-
hicle is speed-limited to meet this 
specification by reducing maximum 
speed below what is otherwise possible, 
this speed limitation must be pro-
grammed into the engine or vehicle’s 
electronic control module in a way 
that is tamper-proof. If your vehicles 
are not inherently limited to a max-
imum speed at or below 45 miles per 
hour, they may qualify under this 
paragraph (a)(3) only if we approve 
your design to limit maximum speed as 
being tamper-proof in advance. 

(4) Through model year 2027, vehicles 
with a hybrid powertrain in which the 
engine provides energy only for the Re-
chargeable Energy Storage System. 

(b) Notification and reporting require-
ments. Send the Designated Compliance 
Officer written notification describing 
your plans before using the provisions 
of this section. In addition, by Feb-
ruary 28 of each calendar year (or less 
often if we tell you), send the Des-

ignated Compliance Officer a report 
with all the following information: 

(1) Identify your full corporate name, 
address, and telephone number. 

(2) List the vehicle models for which 
you used this exemption in the pre-
vious year and identify the engine 
manufacturer and engine model for 
each vehicle model. Also identify the 
total number of vehicles produced in 
the previous year. 

(c) Production limits. You may 
produce up to 1,000 hybrid vehicles in a 
given model year through model year 
2027, and up to 200 of each type of vehi-
cle identified in paragraph (a)(1) 
through (3) of this section in a given 
model year. This includes vehicles pro-
duced by affiliated companies. If you 
exceed this limit, the number of vehi-
cles that exceed the limit for the model 
year will not be covered by a valid cer-
tificate of conformity. For the purpose 
of this paragraph (c), we will count all 
vehicles labeled or otherwise identified 
as exempt under this section. 

(d) Vehicle standards. The vehicle 
standards of this part apply as follows 
for these vehicles: 

(1) Vehicles qualifying under para-
graphs (a)(1) through (3) of this section 
are subject to evaporative emission 
standards of § 1037.103, but are exempt 
from the other requirements of this 
part, except as specified in this section 
and in § 1037.601. These vehicles must 
include a label as specified in 
§ 1037.135(a) with the information from 
§ 1037.135(c)(1) and (2) and the following 
statement: ‘‘THIS VEHICLE IS EX-
EMPT FROM GREENHOUSE GAS 
STANDARDS UNDER 40 CFR 1037.605.’’ 

(2) Hybrid vehicles using the provi-
sions of this section remain subject to 
the vehicle standards and all other re-
quirements of this part 1037. For exam-
ple, you may need to use GEM in con-
junction with powertrain testing to 
demonstrate compliance with emission 
standards under subpart B of this part. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4652, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.610 Vehicles with off-cycle tech-
nologies. 

(a) You may ask us to apply the pro-
visions of this section for CO2 emission 
reductions resulting from vehicle tech-
nologies that were not in common use 
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with heavy-duty vehicles before model 
year 2010 that are not reflected in 
GEM. While you are not required to 
prove that such technologies were not 
in common use with heavy-duty vehi-
cles before model year 2010, we will not 
approve your request if we determine 
that they do not qualify. These may be 
described as off-cycle or innovative 
technologies. You may apply these pro-
visions for CO2 emission reductions re-
flected in the specified test procedures 
if they are not reflected in GEM, ex-
cept as allowed under paragraph (g) of 
this section. We will apply these provi-
sions only for technologies that will re-
sult in measurable, demonstrable, and 
verifiable real-world CO2 emission re-
ductions. 

(b) The provisions of this section may 
be applied as either an improvement 
factor or as a separate credit, con-
sistent with good engineering judg-
ment. Note that the term ‘‘credit’’ in 
this section describes an additive ad-
justment to emission rates and is not 
equivalent to an emission credit in the 
ABT program of subpart H of this part. 
We recommend that you base your 
credit/adjustment on A to B testing of 
pairs of vehicles differing only with re-
spect to the technology in question. 

(1) Calculate improvement factors as 
the ratio of in-use emissions with the 
technology divided by the in-use emis-
sions without the technology. Use the 
improvement-factor approach where 
good engineering judgment indicates 
that the actual benefit will be propor-
tional to emissions measured over the 
test procedures specified in this part. 

(2) Calculate separate credits (g/ton- 
mile) based on the difference between 
the in-use emission rate with the tech-
nology and the in-use emission rate 
without the technology. Subtract this 
value from your GEM result and use 
this adjusted value to determine your 
FEL. Use the separate-credit approach 
where good engineering judgment indi-
cates that the actual benefit will not 
be proportional to emissions measured 
over the test procedures specified in 
this part. 

(3) We may require you to discount or 
otherwise adjust your improvement 
factor or credit to account for uncer-
tainty or other relevant factors. 

(c) You may perform A to B testing 
by measuring emissions from the vehi-
cles during chassis testing or from in- 
use on-road testing. You may also ask 
to use modified powertrain testing. If 
you use on-road testing, we recommend 
that you test according to SAE J1321, 
Fuel Consumption Test Procedure— 
Type II, revised February 2012, or SAE 
J1526, SAE Fuel Consumption Test 
Procedure (Engineering Method), Re-
vised September 2015 (see § 1037.810 for 
information on availability of SAE 
standards), subject to the following 
provisions: 

(1) The minimum route distance is 
100 miles. 

(2) The route selected must be rep-
resentative in terms of grade. We will 
take into account published and rel-
evant research in determining whether 
the grade is representative. 

(3) Control vehicle speed over the 
route to be representative of the drive- 
cycle weighting adopted for each regu-
latory subcategory, as specified in 
§ 1037.510(c), or apply a correction to ac-
count for the appropriate weighting. 
For example, if the route selected for 
an evaluation of a combination tractor 
with a sleeper cab contains only inter-
state driving at 65 mi/hr, the improve-
ment factor would apply only to 86 per-
cent of the weighted result. 

(4) The ambient air temperature 
must be between (5 and 35) °C, unless 
the technology requires other tempera-
tures for demonstration. 

(5) We may allow you to use a Port-
able Emissions Measurement System 
(PEMS) device for measuring CO2 emis-
sions during the on-road testing. 

(d) Send your request to the Des-
ignated Compliance Officer. We rec-
ommend that you do not begin col-
lecting test data (for submission to 
EPA) before contacting us. For tech-
nologies for which the engine manufac-
turer could also claim credits (such as 
transmissions in certain cir-
cumstances), we may require you to in-
clude a letter from the engine manu-
facturer stating that it will not seek 
credits for the same technology. Your 
request must contain the following 
items: 

(1) A detailed description of the off- 
cycle technology and how it functions 
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to reduce CO2 emissions under condi-
tions not represented on the duty cy-
cles required for certification. 

(2) A list of the vehicle configura-
tions that will be equipped with the 
technology. 

(3) A detailed description and jus-
tification of the selected test vehicles. 

(4) All testing and simulation data 
required under this section, plus any 
other data you have considered in your 
analysis. You may ask for our prelimi-
nary approval of your test plan under 
§ 1037.210. 

(5) A complete description of the 
methodology used to estimate the off- 
cycle benefit of the technology and all 
supporting data, including vehicle test-
ing and in-use activity data. Also in-
clude a statement regarding your rec-
ommendation for applying the provi-
sions of this section for the given tech-
nology as an improvement factor or a 
credit. 

(6) An estimate of the off-cycle ben-
efit by vehicle model, and the fleetwide 
benefit based on projected sales of ve-
hicle models equipped with the tech-
nology. 

(7) A demonstration of the in-use du-
rability of the off-cycle technology, 
based on any available engineering 
analysis or durability testing data (ei-
ther by testing components or whole 
vehicles). 

(8) A recommended method for audit-
ing production vehicles consistent with 
the intent of 40 CFR part 1068, subpart 
E. We may approve your recommended 
method or specify a different method. 

(e) We may seek public comment on 
your request, consistent with the pro-
visions of 40 CFR 86.1866. However, we 
will generally not seek public comment 
on credits or adjustments based on A 
to B chassis testing performed accord-
ing to the duty-cycle testing require-
ments of this part or in-use testing per-
formed according to paragraph (c) of 
this section. 

(f) We may approve an improvement 
factor or credit for any configuration 
that is properly represented by your 
testing. 

(1) For model years before 2021, you 
may continue to use an approved im-
provement factor or credit for any ap-
propriate vehicle families in future 
model years through 2020. 

(2) For model years 2021 and later, 
you may not rely on an approval for 
model years before 2021. You must sep-
arately request our approval before ap-
plying an improvement factor or credit 
under this section for Phase 2 vehicles, 
even if we approved an improvement 
factor or credit for similar vehicle 
models before model year 2021. Note 
that Phase 2 approval may carry over 
for multiple years. 

(g) You normally may not calculate 
off-cycle credits or improvement fac-
tors under this section for technologies 
represented by GEM, but we may allow 
you to do so by averaging multiple 
GEM runs for special technologies for 
which a single GEM run cannot accu-
rately reflect in-use performance. For 
example, if you use an idle-reduction 
technology that is effective 80 percent 
of the time, we may allow you to run 
GEM with the technology active and 
with it inactive, and then apply an 80% 
weighting factor to calculate the off- 
cycle credit or improvement factor. 
You may need to perform testing to es-
tablish proper weighting factors or oth-
erwise quantify the benefits of the spe-
cial technologies. 

§ 1037.615 Advanced technologies. 

(a) This section applies in Phase 1 for 
hybrid vehicles with regenerative brak-
ing, vehicles equipped with Rankine- 
cycle engines, electric vehicles, and 
fuel cell vehicles, and in Phase 2 
through model year 2027 for plug-in hy-
brid electric vehicles, electric vehicles, 
and fuel cell vehicles. You may not 
generate credits for Phase 1 engine 
technologies for which the engines gen-
erate credits under 40 CFR part 1036. 

(b) Generate Phase 1 advanced-tech-
nology credits for vehicles other than 
electric vehicles as follows: 

(1) Measure the effectiveness of the 
advanced system by chassis-testing a 
vehicle equipped with the advanced 
system and an equivalent conventional 
vehicle, or by testing the hybrid sys-
tems and the equivalent non-hybrid 
systems as described in § 1037.555. Test 
the vehicles as specified in subpart F of 
this part. For purposes of this para-
graph (b), a conventional vehicle is 
considered to be equivalent if it has the 
same footprint (as defined in 40 CFR 
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86.1803), vehicle service class, aero-
dynamic drag, and other relevant fac-
tors not directly related to the hybrid 
powertrain. If you use § 1037.540 to 
quantify the benefits of a hybrid sys-
tem for PTO operation, the conven-
tional vehicle must have the same 
number of PTO circuits and have 
equivalent PTO power. If you do not 
produce an equivalent vehicle, you may 
create and test a prototype equivalent 
vehicle. The conventional vehicle is 
considered Vehicle A and the advanced 
vehicle is considered Vehicle B. We 
may specify an alternate cycle if your 
vehicle includes a power take-off. 

(2) Calculate an improvement factor 
and g/ton-mile benefit using the fol-
lowing equations and parameters: 

(i) Improvement Factor = [(Emission 
Rate A)¥(Emission Rate B)]/(Emission 
Rate A). 

(ii) g/ton-mile benefit = Improvement 
Factor × (GEM Result B). 

(iii) Emission Rates A and B are the 
g/ton-mile CO2 emission rates of the 
conventional and advanced vehicles, 
respectively, as measured under the 
test procedures specified in this sec-
tion. GEM Result B is the g/ton-mile 
CO2 emission rate resulting from emis-
sion modeling of the advanced vehicle 
as specified in § 1037.520. 

(3) If you apply an improvement fac-
tor to multiple vehicle configurations 
using the same advanced technology, 
use the vehicle configuration with the 
smallest potential reduction in green-
house gas emissions resulting from the 
hybrid capability. 

(4) Use the equations of § 1037.705 to 
convert the g/ton-mile benefit to emis-
sion credits (in Mg). Use the g/ton-mile 
benefit in place of the (Std-FEL) term. 

(c) See § 1037.540 for special testing 
provisions related to Phase 1 vehicles 
equipped with hybrid power take-off 
units. 

(d) For Phase 2 plug-in hybrid elec-
tric vehicles and for fuel cells powered 
by any fuel other than hydrogen, cal-
culate CO2 credits using an FEL based 
on emission measurements from 
powertrain testing. Phase 2 advanced- 
technology credits do not apply for hy-
brid vehicles that have no plug-in capa-
bility. 

(e) You may use an engineering anal-
ysis to calculate an improvement fac-

tor for fuel cell vehicles based on meas-
ured emissions from the fuel cell vehi-
cle. 

(f) For electric vehicles and for fuel 
cells powered by hydrogen, calculate 
CO2 credits using an FEL of 0 g/ton- 
mile. Note that these vehicles are sub-
ject to compression-ignition standards 
for CO2. 

(g) As specified in subpart H of this 
part, advanced-technology credits gen-
erated from Phase 1 vehicles under this 
section may be used under this part 
1037 outside of the averaging set in 
which they were generated, or they 
may be used under 40 CFR 86.1819 or 40 
CFR part 1036. Advanced-technology 
credits generated from Phase 2 vehicles 
are subject to all the averaging-set re-
strictions that apply to other emission 
credits. 

(h) You may certify using both provi-
sions of this section and the off-cycle 
technology provisions of § 1037.610, pro-
vided you do not double count emission 
benefits. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34490, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4652, Jan. 24, 
2023 ] 

§ 1037.620 Responsibilities for multiple 
manufacturers. 

This section describes certain cir-
cumstances in which multiple manu-
facturers share responsibilities for ve-
hicles they produce together. This sec-
tion does not limit responsibilities that 
apply under the Act or these regula-
tions for anyone meeting the definition 
of ‘‘manufacturer’’ in § 1037.801. Note 
that the definition of manufacturer is 
broad and can include persons not com-
mercially considered to be manufactur-
ers. 

(a) The following provisions apply 
when there are multiple persons meet-
ing the definition of manufacturer in 
§ 1037.801: 

(1) Each person meeting the defini-
tion of manufacturer must comply 
with the requirements of this part that 
apply to manufacturers. However, if 
one person complies with a specific re-
quirement for a given vehicle, then all 
manufacturers are deemed to have 
complied with that specific require-
ment. 

(2) We will apply the requirements of 
subparts C and D of this part to the 
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manufacturer that obtains the certifi-
cate of conformity for the vehicle. 
Other manufacturers are required to 
comply with the requirements of sub-
parts C and D of this part only when 
notified by us. In our notification, we 
will specify a reasonable time period in 
which you need to comply with the re-
quirements identified in the notice. 
See § 1037.601 for the applicability of 40 
CFR part 1068 to these other manufac-
turers and remanufacturers. 

(b) The provisions of § 1037.621, includ-
ing delegated assembly, apply for certi-
fying manufacturers that rely on other 
manufacturers to finish assembly in a 
certified configuration. The provisions 
of § 1037.622 generally apply for manu-
facturers that ship vehicles subject to 
the requirements of this part to a cer-
tifying secondary vehicle manufac-
turer. The provisions of § 1037.622 also 
apply to the secondary vehicle manu-
facturer. If you hold the certificate of 
conformity for a vehicle only with re-
spect to exhaust or evaporative emis-
sions, and a different company holds 
the other certificate of conformity for 
that vehicle, the provisions of § 1037.621 
apply with respect to the certified con-
figuration as described in your applica-
tion for certification, and the provi-
sions of § 1037.622 apply with respect to 
the certified configuration as described 
in the other manufacturer’s applica-
tion for certification. 

(c) Manufacturers of aerodynamic de-
vices may perform the aerodynamic 
testing described in § 1037.526 to quan-
tify ΔCdA values for trailers and submit 
that data to EPA verification under 
§ 1037.211. Trailer manufacturers may 
use such verified data to establish 
input parameters for certifying their 
trailers. Both device manufacturers 
and trailer manufacturers are subject 
to 40 CFR part 1068, including the re-
call provisions described in 40 CFR part 
1068, subpart F. 

(d) Component manufacturers (such 
as tire manufacturers) providing test 
data to certifying vehicle manufactur-
ers are responsible as follows for test 
components and emission test results 
provided to vehicle manufacturers for 
the purpose of certification under this 
part: 

(1) Such test results are deemed 
under § 1037.825 to be submissions to 

EPA. This means that you may be sub-
ject to criminal penalties under 18 
U.S.C. 1001 if you knowingly submit 
false test results to the certifying man-
ufacturer. 

(2) You may not cause a vehicle man-
ufacturer to violate the regulations by 
rendering inaccurate emission test re-
sults you provide (or emission test re-
sults from testing of test components 
you provide) to the vehicle manufac-
turer (see 40 CFR 1068.101(c)). 

(3) Your provision of test components 
and/or emission test results to vehicle 
manufacturers for the purpose of certi-
fying under this part are deemed to be 
an agreement to provide components to 
EPA for confirmatory testing under 
§ 1037.235. 

(e) Component manufacturers may 
contractually agree to process emis-
sion warranty claims on behalf of the 
certifying manufacturer with respect 
to those components, as follows: 

(1) Your fulfillment of the warranty 
requirements of this part is deemed to 
fulfill the vehicle manufacturer’s war-
ranty obligations under this part with 
respect to components covered by your 
warranty. 

(2) You may not cause a vehicle man-
ufacturer to violate the regulations by 
failing to fulfill the emission warranty 
requirements that you contractually 
agreed to fulfill (see 40 CFR 1068.101(c)). 

(f) We may require component manu-
facturers to provide information or 
take other actions under 42 U.S.C. 7542. 
For example, we may require compo-
nent manufacturers to test components 
they produce. 

§ 1037.621 Delegated assembly. 

(a) This section describes provisions 
that allow certificate holders to sell or 
ship vehicles that are missing certain 
emission-related components if those 
components will be installed by a sec-
ondary vehicle manufacturer. Para-
graph (g) of this section similarly de-
scribes how dealers and distributors 
may modify new vehicles with your ad-
vance approval. (NOTE: See § 1037.622 for 
provisions related to manufacturers in-
troducing into U.S. commerce partially 
complete vehicles for which a sec-
ondary vehicle manufacturer holds the 
certificate of conformity.) 
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(b) You do not need an exemption to 
ship a vehicle that does not include in-
stallation or assembly of certain emis-
sion-related components if those com-
ponents are shipped along with the ve-
hicle. For example, you may generally 
ship fuel tanks and aerodynamic de-
vices along with vehicles rather than 
installing them on the vehicle before 
shipment. We may require you to de-
scribe how you plan to use this provi-
sion. 

(c) You may ask us at the time of 
certification for an exemption to allow 
you to ship your vehicles without emis-
sion-related components. If we allow 
this, you must provide emission-re-
lated installation instructions as speci-
fied in § 1037.130. You must follow dele-
gated-assembly requirements in 40 CFR 
1068.261 if you rely on secondary vehi-
cle manufacturers to install certain 
technologies or components as speci-
fied in paragraph (d) of this section. 
For other technologies or components, 
we may specify conditions that we de-
termine are needed to ensure that ship-
ping the vehicle without such compo-
nents will not result in the vehicle 
being operated outside of its certified 
configuration; this may include a re-
quirement to comply with the dele-
gated-assembly provisions in paragraph 
(d) of this section. We may consider 
your past performance when we specify 
the conditions that apply. 

(d) Delegated-assembly provisions 
apply as specified in this paragraph (d) 
if the certifying vehicle manufacturer 
relies on a secondary vehicle manufac-
turer to procure and install auxiliary 
power units, aerodynamic devices, hy-
brid components (for powertrain or 
power take-off), or natural gas fuel 
tanks. These provisions do not apply 
for other systems or components, such 
as air conditioning lines and fittings, 
except as specified in paragraph (c) of 
this section. Apply the provisions of 40 
CFR 1068.261, with the following excep-
tions and clarifications: 

(1) Understand references to ‘‘en-
gines’’ to refer to vehicles. 

(2) Understand references to 
‘‘aftertreatment components’’ to refer 
to any relevant emission-related com-
ponents under this paragraph (d). 

(3) Understand ‘‘equipment manufac-
turers’’ to be secondary vehicle manu-
facturers. 

(4) The provisions of 40 CFR 
1068.261(b), (c)(7), (d), and (e) do not 
apply. Accordingly, the provisions of 40 
CFR 1068.261(c) apply regardless of pric-
ing arrangements. 

(e) Secondary vehicle manufacturers 
must follow the engine manufacturer’s 
emission-related installation instruc-
tions. Not meeting the manufacturer’s 
emission-related installation instruc-
tions is a violation of one or more of 
the prohibitions of § 1068.101. We may 
also require secondary vehicle manu-
facturers to recall defective vehicles 
under 40 CFR 1068.505 if we determine 
that their manufacturing practices 
caused vehicles to not conform to the 
regulations. Secondary vehicle manu-
facturers may be required to meet ad-
ditional requirements if the certifying 
vehicle manufacturer delegates final 
assembly of emission controls as de-
scribed in paragraph (d) of this section. 

(f) Except as allowed by § 1037.622, the 
provisions of this section apply to man-
ufacturers for glider kits they produce. 
Note that under § 1037.620, glider kit 
manufacturers are generally presumed 
to be responsible (in whole or in part) 
for compliance with respect to vehicles 
produced from their glider kits, even if 
a secondary vehicle manufacturer 
holds the certificate under § 1037.622. 

(g) We may allow certifying vehicle 
manufacturers to authorize dealers or 
distributors to reconfigure/recalibrate 
vehicles after the vehicles have been 
introduced into commerce if they have 
not yet been delivered to the ultimate 
purchaser as follows: 

(1) This allowance is limited to 
changes from one certified configura-
tion to another, as noted in the fol-
lowing examples: 

(i) If your vehicle family includes 
certified configurations with different 
axle ratios, you may authorize chang-
ing from one certified axle ratio to an-
other. 

(ii) You may authorize adding a cer-
tified APU to a tractor. 

(2) Your final ABT report must accu-
rately describe the vehicle’s certified 
configuration as delivered to the ulti-
mate purchaser. This means that the 
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allowance no longer applies after you 
submit the final ABT report. 

(3) The vehicle label must accurately 
reflect the final vehicle configuration. 

(4) You must keep records to docu-
ment modifications under this para-
graph (g). 

(5) Dealers and distributors must 
keep a record of your authorizing in-
structions. Dealers and distributors 
that fail to follow your instructions or 
otherwise make unauthorized changes 
may be committing a tampering viola-
tion as described in 40 CFR 1068.105(b). 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34490, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.622 Shipment of partially com-
plete vehicles to secondary vehicle 
manufacturers. 

This section specifies how manufac-
turers may introduce partially com-
plete vehicles into U.S. commerce (or 
in the case of certain custom vehicles, 
introduce complete vehicles into U.S. 
commerce for modification by a small 
manufacturer). The provisions of this 
section are generally not intended for 
trailers, but they may apply in unusual 
circumstances, such as when a sec-
ondary vehicle manufacturer will mod-
ify a trailer in a way that makes it ex-
empt. The provisions of this section are 
intended to accommodate normal busi-
ness practices without compromising 
the effectiveness of certified emission 
controls. You may not use the provi-
sions of this section to circumvent the 
intent of this part. For vehicles subject 
to both exhaust GHG and evaporative 
standards, the provisions of this part 
apply separately for each certificate. 

(a) The provisions of this section 
allow manufacturers to ship partially 
complete vehicles to secondary vehicle 
manufacturers or otherwise introduce 
them into U.S. commerce in the fol-
lowing circumstances: 

(1) Certified vehicles. Manufacturers 
may introduce partially complete trac-
tors into U.S. commerce if they are 
covered by certificates of conformity 
and are in certified configurations. See 
§ 1037.621 for vehicles not yet in a cer-
tified configuration when introduced 
into U.S. commerce. 

(2) Uncertified vehicles that will be cer-
tified by secondary vehicle manufacturers. 
Manufacturers may introduce into U.S. 

commerce partially complete vehicles 
for which they do not hold the required 
certificate of conformity only as al-
lowed by paragraph (b) of this section; 
however, the requirements of this sec-
tion do not apply for tractors or voca-
tional vehicles with a date of manufac-
ture before January 1, 2022, that are 
produced by a secondary vehicle manu-
facturer if they are excluded from the 
standards of this part under 
§ 1037.150(c). 

(3) Exempted vehicles. Manufacturers 
may introduce into U.S. commerce par-
tially complete vehicles without a cer-
tificate of conformity if the vehicles 
are exempt under this part or under 40 
CFR part 1068. This may involve the 
secondary vehicle manufacturer quali-
fying for the exemption. 

(4) Small manufacturers modifying cer-
tified tractors. Small manufacturers 
that build custom sleeper cabs or nat-
ural gas-fueled tractors may modify 
complete or incomplete vehicles cer-
tified as tractors, as specified by para-
graph (d) of this section. 

(b) The provisions of this paragraph 
(b) generally apply where the sec-
ondary vehicle manufacturer has sub-
stantial control over the design and as-
sembly of emission controls. They also 
apply where a secondary vehicle manu-
facturer qualifies for a permanent ex-
emption. In unusual circumstances we 
may allow other secondary vehicle 
manufacturers to use these provisions. 
In determining whether a manufac-
turer has substantial control over the 
design and assembly of emission con-
trols, we would consider the degree to 
which the secondary vehicle manufac-
turer would be able to ensure that the 
engine and vehicle will conform to the 
regulations in their final configura-
tions. 

(1) A secondary vehicle manufacturer 
may finish assembly of partially com-
plete vehicles in the following cases: 

(i) It obtains a vehicle that is not 
fully assembled with the intent to 
manufacture a complete vehicle in a 
certified or exempted configuration. 
For example, this would apply where a 
glider vehicle assembler holds a certifi-
cate that allows the assembler to 
produce certified glider vehicles from 
glider kits. 
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(ii) It obtains a vehicle with the in-
tent to modify it to a certified configu-
ration before it reaches the ultimate 
purchaser. For example, this may 
apply for converting a gasoline-fueled 
vehicle to operate on natural gas under 
the terms of a valid certificate. 

(2) Manufacturers may introduce par-
tially complete vehicles into U.S. com-
merce as described in this paragraph 
(b) if they have a written request for 
such vehicles from a secondary vehicle 
manufacturer that will finish the vehi-
cle assembly and has certified the vehi-
cle (or the vehicle has been exempted 
or excluded from the requirements of 
this part). The written request must 
include a statement that the secondary 
vehicle manufacturer has a certificate 
of conformity (or exemption/exclusion) 
for the vehicle and identify a valid ve-
hicle family name associated with each 
vehicle model ordered (or the basis for 
an exemption/exclusion). The original 
vehicle manufacturer must apply a re-
movable label meeting the require-
ments of 40 CFR 1068.45(b) that identi-
fies the corporate name of the original 
manufacturer and states that the vehi-
cle is exempt under the provisions of 
§ 1037.622. The name of the certifying 
manufacturer must also be on the label 
or, alternatively, on the bill of lading 
that accompanies the vehicles during 
shipment. The original manufacturer 
may not apply a permanent emission 
control information label identifying 
the vehicle’s eventual status as a cer-
tified vehicle. Note that an exemption 
allowing a glider assembler to install 
an exempt engine does not necessarily 
exempt the vehicle from the require-
ments of this part. 

(3) If you are the secondary vehicle 
manufacturer and you will hold the 
certificate, you must include the fol-
lowing information in your application 
for certification: 

(i) Identify the original manufacturer 
of the partially complete vehicle or of 
the complete vehicle you will modify. 

(ii) Describe briefly how and where 
final assembly will be completed. 
Specify how you have the ability to en-
sure that the vehicles will conform to 
the regulations in their final configura-
tion. (NOTE: This section prohibits 
using the provisions of this paragraph 
(b) unless you have substantial control 

over the design and assembly of emis-
sion controls.) 

(iii) State unconditionally that you 
will not distribute the vehicles without 
conforming to all applicable regula-
tions. 

(4) If you are a secondary vehicle 
manufacturer and you are already a 
certificate holder for other families, 
you may receive shipment of partially 
complete vehicles after you apply for a 
certificate of conformity but before the 
certificate’s effective date. This exemp-
tion allows the original manufacturer 
to ship vehicles after you have applied 
for a certificate of conformity. Manu-
facturers may introduce partially com-
plete vehicles into U.S. commerce as 
described in this paragraph (b)(4) if 
they have a written request for such 
vehicles from a secondary vehicle man-
ufacturer stating that the application 
for certification has been submitted 
(instead of the information we specify 
in paragraph (b)(2) of this section). We 
may set additional conditions under 
this paragraph (b)(4) to prevent cir-
cumvention of regulatory require-
ments. 

(5) The provisions of this section also 
apply for shipping partially complete 
vehicles if the vehicle is covered by a 
valid exemption and there is no valid 
family name that could be used to rep-
resent the vehicle model. Unless we ap-
prove otherwise in advance, you may 
do this only when shipping engines to 
secondary vehicle manufacturers that 
are certificate holders. In this case, the 
secondary vehicle manufacturer must 
identify the regulatory cite identifying 
the applicable exemption instead of a 
valid family name when ordering en-
gines from the original vehicle manu-
facturer. 

(6) Both original and secondary vehi-
cle manufacturers must keep the 
records described in this section for at 
least five years, including the written 
request for exempted vehicles and the 
bill of lading for each shipment (if ap-
plicable). The written request is 
deemed to be a submission to EPA. 

(7) These provisions are intended 
only to allow secondary vehicle manu-
facturers to obtain or transport vehi-
cles in the specific circumstances iden-
tified in this section so any exemption 
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under this section expires when the ve-
hicle reaches the point of final assem-
bly identified in paragraph (b)(3)(ii) of 
this section. 

(8) For purposes of this section, an al-
lowance to introduce partially com-
plete vehicles into U.S. commerce in-
cludes a conditional allowance to sell, 
introduce, or deliver such vehicles into 
commerce in the United States or im-
port them into the United States. It 
does not include a general allowance to 
offer such vehicles for sale because this 
exemption is intended to apply only for 
cases in which the certificate holder al-
ready has an arrangement to purchase 
the vehicles from the original manu-
facturer. This exemption does not 
allow the original manufacturer to sub-
sequently offer the vehicles for sale to 
a different manufacturer who will hold 
the certificate unless that second man-
ufacturer has also complied with the 
requirements of this part. The exemp-
tion does not apply for any individual 
vehicles that are not labeled as speci-
fied in this section or which are 
shipped to someone who is not a cer-
tificate holder. 

(9) We may suspend, revoke, or void 
an exemption under this section, as fol-
lows: 

(i) We may suspend or revoke your 
exemption if you fail to meet the re-
quirements of this section. We may 
suspend or revoke an exemption re-
lated to a specific secondary vehicle 
manufacturer if that manufacturer 
sells vehicles that are in not in a cer-
tified configuration in violation of the 
regulations. We may disallow this ex-
emption for future shipments to the af-
fected secondary vehicle manufacturer 
or set additional conditions to ensure 
that vehicles will be assembled in the 
certified configuration. 

(ii) We may void an exemption for all 
the affected vehicles if you inten-
tionally submit false or incomplete in-
formation or fail to keep and provide 
to EPA the records required by this 
section. 

(iii) The exemption is void for a vehi-
cle that is shipped to a company that is 
not a certificate holder or for a vehicle 
that is shipped to a secondary vehicle 
manufacturer that is not in compliance 
with the requirements of this section. 

(iv) The secondary vehicle manufac-
turer may be liable for penalties for 
causing a prohibited act where the ex-
emption is voided due to actions on the 
part of the secondary vehicle manufac-
turer. 

(c) Provide instructions along with 
partially complete vehicles including 
all information necessary to ensure 
that an engine will be installed in its 
certified configuration. 

(d) Small manufacturers that build 
custom sleeper cabs or natural gas- 
fueled tractors may modify complete 
or incomplete vehicles certified as 
tractors, subject to the provisions of 
this paragraph (d). Such businesses are 
secondary vehicle manufacturers. 

(1) Secondary vehicle manufacturers 
may not modify the vehicle body in 
front of the b-pillar or increase the ef-
fective frontal area of the certified 
configuration including consideration 
of the frontal area of the standard 
trailer. For high-roof custom sleeper 
tractors, this would generally mean 
that no part of the added sleeper com-
partment may extend beyond 102 
inches wide or 162 inches high (meas-
ured from the ground), which are the 
dimensions of the standard trailer for 
high-roof tractors under this part. Note 
that these dimensions have a tolerance 
of ±2 inches. 

(2) The certifying manufacturer may 
have responsibilities for the vehicle 
under this section, as follows: 

(i) If the vehicle being modified is a 
complete tractor in a certified configu-
ration, the certifying manufacturer has 
no additional responsibilities for the 
vehicle under this section. 

(ii) If the vehicle being modified is 
partially complete only because it 
lacks body components to the rear of 
the b-pillar (but is otherwise a com-
plete tractor in a certified configura-
tion), the certifying manufacturer has 
no additional responsibilities for the 
vehicle under this section. 

(iii) If the vehicle being modified is 
an incomplete tractor not in a certified 
configuration, the certifying manufac-
turer must comply with the provisions 
of § 1037.621 for the vehicle. 

(3) The secondary vehicle manufac-
turer must add a permanent supple-
mental label to the vehicle near the 
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original manufacturer’s emission con-
trol information label. On the label 
identify your corporate name and in-
clude the statement: ‘‘THIS TRACTOR 
WAS MODIFIED UNDER 40 CFR 
1037.622.’’ 

(4) See § 1037.150 for additional in-
terim options that may apply. 

(5) The provisions of this paragraph 
(d) may apply separately for vehicle 
GHG and evaporative emission stand-
ards. 

(6) Modifications under this para-
graph (d) do not violate 40 CFR 
1068.101(b)(1). 

§ 1037.630 Special purpose tractors. 

(a) General provisions. This section al-
lows a vehicle manufacturer to reclas-
sify certain tractors as vocational trac-
tors. Vocational tractors are treated as 
vocational vehicles and are exempt 
from the standards of § 1037.106. Note 
that references to ‘‘tractors’’ outside of 
this section mean non-vocational trac-
tors. 

(1) This allowance is intended only 
for vehicles that do not typically oper-
ate at highway speeds, or would other-
wise not benefit from efficiency im-
provements designed for line-haul trac-
tors. This allowance is limited to the 
following vehicle and application 
types: 

(i) Low-roof tractors intended for 
intra-city pickup and delivery, such as 
those that deliver bottled beverages to 
retail stores. 

(ii) Tractors intended for off-road op-
eration (including mixed service oper-
ation that does not qualify for an ex-
emption under § 1037.631), such as those 
with reinforced frames and increased 
ground clearance. This includes 
drayage tractors. 

(iii) Model year 2020 and earlier trac-
tors with a gross combination weight 
rating (GCWR) at or above 120,000 
pounds. Note that Phase 2 tractors 
meeting the definition of ‘‘heavy-haul’’ 
in § 1037.801 must be certified to the 
heavy-haul standards in §§ 1037.106 or 
1037.670. 

(2) Where we determine that a manu-
facturer is not applying this allowance 
in good faith, we may require the man-
ufacturer to obtain preliminary ap-
proval before using this allowance. 

(b) Requirements. The following re-
quirements apply with respect to trac-
tors reclassified under this section: 

(1) The vehicle must fully conform to 
all requirements applicable to voca-
tional vehicles under this part. 

(2) Vehicles reclassified under this 
section must be certified as a separate 
vehicle family. However, they remain 
part of the vocational regulatory sub-
category and averaging set that applies 
for their service class. 

(3) You must include the following 
additional statement on the vehicle’s 
emission control information label 
under § 1037.135: ‘‘THIS VEHICLE WAS 
CERTIFIED AS A VOCATIONAL 
TRACTOR UNDER 40 CFR 1037.630.’’ 

(4) You must keep records for three 
years to document your basis for be-
lieving the vehicles will be used as de-
scribed in paragraph (a)(1) of this sec-
tion. Include in your application for 
certification a brief description of your 
basis. 

(c) Production limit. No manufacturer 
may produce more than 21,000 Phase 1 
vehicles under this section in any con-
secutive three model year period. This 
means you may not exceed 6,000 in a 
given model year if the combined total 
for the previous two years was 15,000. 
The production limit applies with re-
spect to all Class 7 and Class 8 Phase 1 
tractors certified or exempted as voca-
tional tractors. No production limit ap-
plies for tractors subject to Phase 2 
standards. 

(d) Off-road exemption. All the provi-
sions of this section apply for voca-
tional tractors exempted under 
§ 1037.631, except as follows: 

(1) The vehicles are required to com-
ply with the requirements of § 1037.631 
instead of the requirements that would 
otherwise apply to vocational vehicles. 
Vehicles complying with the require-
ments of § 1037.631 and using an engine 
certified to the standards of 40 CFR 
part 1036 are deemed to fully conform 
to all requirements applicable to voca-
tional vehicles under this part. 

(2) The vehicles must be labeled as 
specified under § 1037.631 instead of as 
specified in paragraph (b)(3) of this sec-
tion. 
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§ 1037.631 Exemption for vocational 
vehicles intended for off-road use. 

This section provides an exemption 
from the greenhouse gas standards of 
this part for certain vocational vehi-
cles (including certain vocational trac-
tors) that are intended to be used ex-
tensively in off-road environments 
such as forests, oil fields, and construc-
tion sites. This section does not ex-
empt engines used in vocational vehi-
cles from the standards of 40 CFR part 
86 or part 1036. Note that you may not 
include these exempted vehicles in any 
credit calculations under this part. 

(a) Qualifying criteria. Vocational ve-
hicles intended for off-road use are ex-
empt without request, subject to the 
provisions of this section, if they are 
primarily designed to perform work 
off-road (such as in oil fields, mining, 
forests, or construction sites), and they 
meet at least one of the criteria of 
paragraph (a)(1) of this section and at 
least one of the criteria of paragraph 
(a)(2) of this section. See § 1037.105(h) 
for alternate Phase 2 standards that 
apply for vehicles meeting only one of 
these sets of criteria. 

(1) The vehicle must have affixed 
components designed to work inher-
ently in an off-road environment (such 
as hazardous material equipment or 
off-road drill equipment) or be designed 
to operate at low speeds such that it is 
unsuitable for normal highway oper-
ation. 

(2) The vehicle must meet one of the 
following criteria: 

(i) Have an axle that has a gross axle 
weight rating (GAWR) at or above 
29,000 pounds. 

(ii) Have a speed attainable in 2.0 
miles of not more than 33 mi/hr. 

(iii) Have a speed attainable in 2.0 
miles of not more than 45 mi/hr, an un-
loaded vehicle weight that is not less 
than 95 percent of its gross vehicle 
weight rating, and no capacity to carry 
occupants other than the driver and 
operating crew. 

(iv) Have a maximum speed at or 
below 54 mi/hr. You may consider the 
vehicle to be appropriately speed-lim-
ited if engine speed at 54 mi/hr is at or 
above 95 percent of the engine’s max-
imum test speed in the highest avail-
able gear. You may alternatively limit 
vehicle speed by programming the en-

gine or vehicle’s electronic control 
module in a way that is tamper-proof. 

(b) Tractors. The provisions of this 
section may apply for tractors only if 
each tractor qualifies as a vocational 
tractor under § 1037.630. 

(c) Recordkeeping and reporting. (1) 
You must keep records to document 
that your exempted vehicle configura-
tions meet all applicable requirements 
of this section. Keep these records for 
at least eight years after you stop pro-
ducing the exempted vehicle model. We 
may review these records at any time. 

(2) You must also keep records of the 
individual exempted vehicles you 
produce, including the vehicle identi-
fication number and a description of 
the vehicle configuration. 

(3) Within 90 days after the end of 
each model year, you must send to the 
Designated Compliance Officer a report 
with the following information: 

(i) A description of each exempted ve-
hicle configuration, including an expla-
nation of why it qualifies for this ex-
emption. 

(ii) The number of vehicles exempted 
for each vehicle configuration. 

(d) Labeling. You must include the 
following additional statement on the 
vehicle’s emission control information 
label under § 1037.135: ‘‘THIS VEHICLE 
WAS EXEMPTED UNDER 40 CFR 
1037.631.’’ 

§ 1037.635 Glider kits and glider vehi-
cles. 

Except as specified in § 1037.150, the 
requirements of this section apply be-
ginning January 1, 2017. 

(a) Vehicles produced from glider 
kits and other glider vehicles are sub-
ject to the same standards as other 
new vehicles, including the applicable 
vehicle standards described in Subpart 
B of this part. Note that this require-
ment for the vehicle generally applies 
even if the engine meets the criteria of 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section. For en-
gines originally produced before 2017, if 
you are unable to obtain a fuel map for 
an engine you may ask to use a default 
map, consistent with good engineering 
judgment. 

(b) Section 1037.601(a)(1) disallows the 
introduction into U.S. commerce of a 
new tractor or vocational vehicle (in-
cluding a vehicle assembled from a 
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glider kit) unless it has an engine that 
is certified to the applicable standards 
in 40 CFR parts 86 and 1036. Except as 
specified otherwise in this part, the 
standards apply for engines used in 
glider vehicles as follows: 

(1) The engine must meet the GHG 
standards of 40 CFR part 1036 that 
apply for the engine model year cor-
responding to the vehicle’s date of 
manufacture. For example, for a vehi-
cle with a 2024 date of manufacture, the 
engine must meet the GHG standards 
that apply for model year 2024. 

(2) The engine must meet the criteria 
pollutant standards of 40 CFR part 86 
or 40 CFR part 1036 that apply for the 
engine model year corresponding to the 
vehicle’s date of manufacture. 

(3) The engine may be from an earlier 
model year if the standards were iden-
tical to the currently applicable engine 
standards. 

(4) Note that alternate standards or 
requirements may apply under 
§ 1037.150. 

(c) The engine standards identified in 
paragraph (b) of this section do not 
apply for certain engines when used in 
glider kits. These engines remain sub-
ject to the standards to which they 
were previously certified. 

(1) The allowance in this paragraph 
(c) applies only for the following en-
gines: 

(i) Certified engines still within their 
original useful life in terms of both 
miles and years. Glider vehicles pro-
duced using engines meeting this cri-
terion are exempt from the require-
ments of paragraph (a) of this section if 
the glider vehicle configuration is iden-
tical to a configuration previously cer-
tified to the requirements of this part 
1037 for a model year the same as or 
later than the model year of the en-
gine. 

(ii) Certified engines of any age with 
less than 100,000 miles of engine oper-
ation. This is intended for specialty ve-
hicles (such as fire trucks) that have 
very low usage rates. These vehicles 
are exempt from the requirements of 
paragraph (a) of this section, provided 
the completed vehicle is returned to 
the owner of the engine in a configura-
tion equivalent to that of the donor ve-
hicle. 

(iii) Certified engines less than three 
years old with any number of accumu-
lated miles of engine operation. Vehi-
cles using these engines must comply 
with the requirements of paragraph (a) 
of this section. 

(2) For remanufactured engines, 
these eligibility criteria apply based on 
the original date of manufacture rather 
than the date of remanufacture. For 
example, an engine originally manufac-
tured in 2003 that is remanufactured in 
2012 after 350,000 miles, then accumu-
lates an additional 150,000 miles before 
being installed in a model year 2020 
glider would be considered to be 17 
years old and to have accumulated 
500,000 miles. 

(3) The provisions of this paragraph 
(c) apply only where you can show that 
one or more criteria have been met. 
For example, to apply the criterion of 
paragraph (c)(1)(i) or (ii), you must be 
able prove the number of miles the en-
gine has accumulated. 

(d) All engines used in glider vehicles 
(including remanufactured engines) 
must be in a certified configuration 
and properly labeled. This requirement 
applies equally to any engine covered 
by this section. Depending on the 
model year of the engine (and other ap-
plicable provisions of this section), it 
may be permissible for the engine to 
remain in its original certified configu-
ration or another configuration of the 
same original model year. However, it 
may be necessary to modify the engine 
to a newer certified configuration. 

(e) The following additional provi-
sions apply: 

(1) The Clean Air Act definition of 
‘‘manufacturer’’ includes anyone who 
assembles motor vehicles, including 
entities that install engines in or oth-
erwise complete assembly of glider 
kits. 

(2) Vehicle manufacturers (including 
assemblers) producing glider vehicles 
must comply with the reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements in 
§ 1037.250. 

(3) Manufacturers of glider kits pro-
viding glider kits for the purpose of al-
lowing another manufacturer to assem-
ble vehicles under this section are sub-
ject to the provisions of §§ 1037.620 
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through 1037.622, as applicable. For ex-
ample, introducing an uncertified glid-
er kit into U.S. commerce may subject 
you to penalties under 40 CFR 1068.101 
if the completed glider vehicle does not 
conform fully with the regulations of 
the part at any point before being 
placed into service. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34490, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4653, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.640 Variable vehicle speed lim-
iters. 

This section specifies provisions that 
apply for vehicle speed limiters (VSLs) 
that you model under § 1037.520. This 
does not apply for VSLs that you do 
not model under § 1037.520. (e) This sec-
tion is written to apply for tractors; 
however, you may use good engineering 
judgment to apply equivalent adjust-
ments for Phase 2 vocational vehicles 
with vehicle speed limiters. 

(a) General. The regulations of this 
part do not constrain how you may de-
sign VSLs for your vehicles. For exam-
ple, you may design your VSL to have 
a single fixed speed limit or a soft-top 
speed limit. You may also design your 
VSL to expire after accumulation of a 
predetermined number of miles. How-
ever, designs with soft tops or expira-
tion features are subject to proration 
provisions under this section that do 
not apply to fixed VSLs that do not ex-
pire. 

(b) Definitions. The following defini-
tions apply for purposes of this section: 

(1) Default speed limit means the 
speed limit that normally applies for 
the vehicle, except as follows: 

(i) The default speed limit for adjust-
able VSLs must represent the speed 
limit that applies when the VSL is ad-
justed to its highest setting under 
paragraph (c) of this section. 

(ii) For VSLs with soft tops, the de-
fault speed does not include speeds pos-
sible only during soft-top operation. 

(iii) For expiring VSLs, the default 
does not include speeds that are pos-
sible only after expiration. 

(2) Soft-top speed limit means the 
highest speed limit that applies during 
soft-top operation. 

(3) Maximum soft-top duration means 
the maximum amount of time that a 

vehicle could operate above the default 
speed limit. 

(4) Certified VSL means a VSL con-
figuration that applies when a vehicle 
is new and until it expires. 

(5) Expiration point means the mile-
age at which a vehicle’s certified VSL 
expires (or the point at which tamper 
protections expire). 

(6) Effective speed limit has the 
meaning given in paragraph (d) of this 
section. 

(c) Adjustments. You may design your 
VSL to be adjustable; however, this 
may affect the value you use in GEM. 

(1) Except as specified in paragraph 
(c)(2) of this section, any adjustments 
that can be made to the engine, vehi-
cle, or their controls that change the 
VSL’s actual speed limit are consid-
ered to be adjustable operating param-
eters. Compliance is based on the vehi-
cle being adjusted to the highest speed 
limit within this range. 

(2) The following adjustments are not 
adjustable parameters: 

(i) Adjustments made only to ac-
count for changing tire size or final 
drive ratio. 

(ii) Adjustments protected by 
encrypted controls or passwords. 

(iii) Adjustments possible only after 
the VSL’s expiration point. 

(d) Effective speed limit. (1) For VSLs 
without soft tops or expiration points 
that expire before 1,259,000 miles, the 
effective speed limit is the highest 
speed limit that results by adjusting 
the VSL or other vehicle parameters 
consistent with the provisions of para-
graph (c) of this section. 

(2) For VSLs with soft tops and/or ex-
piration points, the effective speed 
limit is calculated as specified in this 
paragraph (d)(2), which is based on 10 
hours of operation per day (394 miles 
per day for day cabs and 551 miles per 
day for sleeper cabs). Note that this 
calculation assumes that a fraction of 
this operation is speed-limited (3.9 
hours and 252 miles for day cabs, and 
7.3 hours and 474 miles for sleeper 
cabs). Use the following equation to 
calculate the effective speed limit, 
rounded to the nearest 0.1 mi/hr: 
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Where: 

ExF = expiration point miles/1,259,000 miles. 
STF = the maximum number of allowable 

soft top operation hours per day/3.9 hours 
for day cabs (or maximum miles per day/ 
252), or the maximum number of allow-
able soft top operation hours per day/7.3 
hours for sleeper cabs (or maximum 
miles per day/474). 

STSL = the soft-top speed limit. 
DSL = the default speed limit. 

§ 1037.645 In-use compliance with fam-
ily emission limits (FELs). 

Section 1037.225 describes how to 
change the FEL for a vehicle family 
during the model year. This section, 
which describes how you may ask us to 
increase a vehicle family’s FEL after 
the end of the model year, is intended 
to address circumstances in which it is 
in the public interest to apply a higher 
in-use FEL based on forfeiting an ap-
propriate number of emission credits. 
For example, this may be appropriate 
where we determine that recalling ve-
hicles would not significantly reduce 
in-use emissions. We will generally not 
allow this option where we determine 
the credits being forfeited would likely 
have expired. 

(a) You may ask us to increase a ve-
hicle family’s FEL after the end of the 
model year if you believe some of your 
in-use vehicles exceed the CO2 FEL 
that applied during the model year (or 
the CO2 emission standard if the family 
did not generate or use emission cred-
its). We may consider any available in-
formation in making our decision to 
approve or deny your request. 

(b) If we approve your request under 
this section, you must apply emission 
credits to cover the increased FEL for 
all affected vehicles. Apply the emis-
sion credits as part of your credit dem-
onstration for the current production 
year. Include the appropriate calcula-
tions in your final report under 
§ 1037.730. 

(c) Submit your request to the Des-
ignated Compliance Officer. Include 
the following in your request: 

(1) Identify the names of each vehicle 
family that is the subject of your re-
quest. Include separate family names 
for different model years 

(2) Describe why your request does 
not apply for similar vehicle models or 
additional model years, as applicable. 

(3) Identify the FEL that applied dur-
ing the model year for each configura-
tion and recommend replacement FELs 
for in-use vehicles; include a sup-
porting rationale to describe how you 
determined the recommended replace-
ment FELs. 

(4) Describe whether the needed emis-
sion credits will come from averaging, 
banking, or trading. 

(d) If we approve your request, we 
will identify one or more replacement 
FELs, as follows: 

(1) Where your vehicle family in-
cludes more than one sub-family with 
different FELs, we may apply a higher 
FEL within the family than was ap-
plied to the vehicle’s configuration in 
your final ABT report. For example, if 
your vehicle family included three sub- 
families, with FELs of 200 g/ton-mile, 
210 g/ton-mile, and 220 g/ton-mile, we 
may apply a 220 g/ton-mile in-use FEL 
to vehicles that were originally des-
ignated as part of the 200 g/ton-mile or 
210 g/ton-mile sub-families. 

(2) Without regard to the number of 
sub-families in your certified vehicle 
family, we may specify one or more 
new sub-families with higher FELs 
than you included in your final ABT 
report. We may apply these higher 
FELs as in-use FELs for your vehicles. 
For example, if your vehicle family in-
cluded three sub-families, with FELs of 
200 g/ton-mile, 210 g/ton-mile, and 220 g/ 
ton-mile, we may specify a new 230 g/ 
ton-mile sub-family. 

(3) Our selected values for the re-
placement FEL will reflect our best 
judgment to accurately reflect the ac-
tual in-use performance of your vehi-
cles, consistent with the testing provi-
sions specified in this part. 

(4) We may apply the higher FELs to 
other vehicle families from the same or 
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different model years to the extent 
they used equivalent emission controls. 
We may include any appropriate condi-
tions with our approval. 

(e) If we order a recall for a vehicle 
family under 40 CFR 1068.505, we will no 
longer approve a replacement FEL 
under this section for any of your vehi-
cles from that vehicle family, or from 
any other vehicle family that relies on 
equivalent emission controls. 

§ 1037.655 Post-useful life vehicle 
modifications. 

(a) General. Vehicle modifications 
during and after the useful life are pre-
sumed to violate 42 U.S.C. 7522(a)(3)(A) 
if they involve removing or rendering 
inoperative any emission control de-
vice installed to comply with the re-
quirements of this part 1037. This sec-
tion specifies vehicle modifications 
that may occur in certain cir-
cumstances after a vehicle reaches the 
end of its regulatory useful life. EPA 
may require a higher burden of proof 
with respect to modifications that 
occur within the useful life period, and 
the specific examples presented here do 
not necessarily apply within the useful 
life. This section also does not apply 
with respect to engine modifications or 
recalibrations. 

(b) Allowable modifications. You may 
modify a vehicle for the purpose of re-
ducing emissions, provided you have a 
reasonable technical basis for knowing 
that such modification will not in-
crease emissions of any other pollut-
ant. ‘‘Reasonable technical basis’’ has 
the meaning given in 40 CFR 1068.30. 
This generally requires you to have in-
formation that would lead an engineer 
or other person familiar with engine 
and vehicle design and function to rea-
sonably believe that the modifications 
will not increase emissions of any regu-
lated pollutant. 

(c) Examples of allowable modifications. 
The following are examples of allow-
able modifications: 

(1) It is generally allowable to re-
move tractor roof fairings after the end 
of the vehicle’s useful life if the vehicle 
will no longer be used primarily to pull 
box vans. 

(2) Other fairings may be removed 
after the end of the vehicle’s useful life 
if the vehicle will no longer be used 

significantly on highways with a vehi-
cle speed of 55 miles per hour or higher. 

(d) Examples of prohibited modifica-
tions. The following are examples of 
modifications that are not allowable: 

(1) No person may disable a vehicle 
speed limiter prior to its expiration 
point. 

(2) No person may remove aero-
dynamic fairings from tractors that 
are used primarily to pull box vans on 
highways. 

§ 1037.660 Idle-reduction technologies. 
This section specifies requirements 

that apply for idle-reduction tech-
nologies modeled under § 1037.520. It 
does not apply for idle-reduction tech-
nologies you do not model under 
§ 1037.520. 

(a) Minimum requirements. Idle-reduc-
tion technologies must meet all the 
following requirements to be modeled 
under § 1037.520 except as specified in 
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section: 

(1) Automatic engine shutdown (AES) 
systems. The system must shut down 
the engine within a threshold inac-
tivity period of 60 seconds or less for 
vocational vehicles and 300 seconds or 
less for tractors when all the following 
conditions are met: 

(i) The transmission is set to park, or 
the transmission is in neutral with the 
parking brake engaged. This is ‘‘parked 
idle.’’ 

(ii) The operator has not reset the 
system timer within the specified 
threshold inactivity period by chang-
ing the position of the accelerator, 
brake, or clutch pedal; or by resetting 
the system timer with some other 
mechanism we approve. 

(iii) You may identify systems as 
‘‘tamper-resistant’’ if you make no pro-
vision for vehicle owners, dealers, or 
other service outlets to adjust the 
threshold inactivity period. 

(iv) For Phase 2 tractors, you may 
identify AES systems as ‘‘adjustable’’ 
if, before delivering to the ultimate 
purchaser, you enable authorized deal-
ers to modify the vehicle in a way that 
disables the AES system or makes the 
threshold inactivity period longer than 
300 seconds. However, the vehicle may 
not be delivered to the ultimate pur-
chaser with the AES system disabled 
or the threshold inactivity period set 
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longer than 300 seconds. You may allow 
dealers or repair facilities to make 
such modifications; this might involve 
password protection for electronic con-
trols, or special tools that only you 
provide. Any dealers making any modi-
fications before delivery to the ulti-
mate purchaser must notify you, and 
you must account for such modifica-
tions in your production and ABT re-
ports after the end of the model year. 
Dealers failing to provide prompt noti-
fication are in violation of the tam-
pering prohibition of 40 CFR 
1068.101(b)(1). Dealer notifications are 
deemed to be submissions to EPA. Note 
that these adjustments may not be 
made if the AES system was not ‘‘ad-
justable’’ when first delivered to the 
ultimate purchaser. 

(v) For vocational vehicles, you may 
use the provisions of § 1037.610 to apply 
for an appropriate partial emission re-
duction for AES systems you identify 
as ‘‘adjustable.’’ 

(2) Neutral idle. Phase 2 vehicles with 
hydrokinetic torque converters paired 
with automatic transmissions qualify 
for neutral-idle credit in GEM mod-
eling if the transmission reduces 
torque equivalent to shifting into neu-
tral throughout the interval during 
which the vehicle’s brake pedal is de-
pressed and the vehicle is at a zero- 
speed condition (beginning within five 
seconds of the vehicle reaching zero 
speed with the brake depressed). If a 
vehicle reduces torque partially but 
not enough to be equivalent to shifting 
to neutral, you may use the provisions 
of § 1037.610(g) to apply for an appro-
priate partial emission reduction; this 
may involve A to B testing with the 
powertrain test procedure in § 1037.550 
or the spin-loss portion of the trans-
mission efficiency test in § 1037.565. 

(3) Stop-start. Phase 2 vocational ve-
hicles qualify for stop-start reduction 
in GEM modeling if the engine shuts 
down no more than 5 seconds after the 
vehicle’s brake pedal is depressed when 
the vehicle is at a zero-speed condition. 

(b) Override conditions. The system 
may limit activation of the idle-reduc-
tion technology while any of the condi-
tions of this paragraph (b) apply. These 
conditions allow the system to delay 
engine shutdown, adjust engine re-
starting, or delay disengaging trans-

missions, but do not allow for resetting 
timers. Engines may restart and trans-
missions may re-engage during over-
ride conditions if the vehicle is set up 
to do this automatically. We may ap-
prove additional override criteria as 
needed to protect the engine and vehi-
cle from damage and to ensure safe ve-
hicle operation. 

(1) For AES systems on tractors, the 
system may delay shutdown— 

(i) When an exhaust emission control 
device is regenerating. The period con-
sidered to be regeneration for purposes 
of this allowance must be consistent 
with good engineering judgment and 
may differ in length from the period 
considered to be regeneration for other 
purposes. For example, in some cases it 
may be appropriate to include a cool 
down period for this purpose but not 
for infrequent regeneration adjustment 
factors. 

(ii) When the vehicle’s main battery 
state-of-charge is not sufficient to 
allow the main engine to be restarted. 

(iii) When the vehicle’s transmission, 
fuel, oil, or engine coolant temperature 
is too low or too high according to the 
manufacturer’s specifications for pro-
tecting against system damage. This 
allows the engine to continue oper-
ating until it is in a predefined tem-
perature range, within which the shut-
down sequence of paragraph (a) of this 
section would resume. 

(iv) When the vehicle’s main engine 
is operating in power take-off (PTO) 
mode. For purposes of this paragraph 
(b), an engine is considered to be in 
PTO mode when a switch or setting 
designating PTO mode is enabled. 

(v) When external ambient conditions 
prevent managing cabin temperatures 
for the driver’s safety. 

(vi) When necessary while servicing 
the vehicle, provided the deactivation 
of the AES system is accomplished 
using a diagnostic scan tool. The sys-
tem must be automatically reactivated 
when the engine is shut down for more 
than 60 minutes. 

(2) For AES systems on vocational 
vehicles, the system may limit activa-
tion— 

(i) When any condition specified in 
paragraphs (b)(1)(i) through (v) of this 
section applies. 
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(ii) When the engine compartment is 
open. 

(3) For neutral idle, the system may 
delay shifting the transmission to neu-
tral— 

(i) When the system meets the PTO 
conditions specified in paragraph 
(b)(1)(iv) of this section. 

(ii) When the transmission is in re-
verse gear. 

(iii) When the vehicle is ascending or 
descending a road with grade at or 
above 6.0%. 

(4) For stop-start, the system may 
limit activation— 

(i) When any condition specified in 
paragraph (b)(2) or (b)(3)(ii) or (iii) of 
this section applies. 

(ii) When air brake pressure is too 
low according to the manufacturer’s 
specifications for maintaining vehicle- 
braking capability. 

(iii) When an automatic transmission 
is in ‘‘park’’ or ‘‘neutral’’ and the park-
ing brake is engaged. 

(iv) When recent vehicle speeds indi-
cate an abnormally high shutdown and 
restart frequency, such as with con-
gested driving. For example, a vehicle 
not exceeding 10 mi/hr for the previous 
300 seconds or since the most recent en-
gine start would be a proper basis for 
overriding engine shutdown. You may 
also design this override to protect 
against system damage or malfunction 
of safety systems. 

(v) When the vehicle detects that a 
system or component is worn or mal-
functioning in a way that could reason-
ably prevent the engine from restart-
ing, such as low battery voltage. 

(vi) When the steering angle is at or 
near the limit of travel. 

(vii) When flow of diesel exhaust fluid 
is limited due to freezing. 

(viii) When a sensor failure could pre-
vent the anti-lock braking system from 
properly detecting vehicle speed. 

(ix) When a protection mode designed 
to prevent component failure is active. 

(x) When a fault on a system compo-
nent needed for starting the engine is 
active. 

(c) Adjustments to AES systems for 
Phase 1. (1) The AES system may in-
clude an expiration point (in miles) 
after which the AES system may be 
disabled. If your vehicle is equipped 
with an AES system that expires be-

fore 1,259,000 miles, adjust the model 
input as follows, rounded to the near-
est 0.1 g/ton-mile: AES Input = 5 g CO2/ 
ton-mile × (miles at expiration/1,259,000 
miles). 

(2) For AES systems designed to 
limit idling to a specific number of 
hours less than 1,800 hours over any 12- 
month period, calculate an adjusted 
AES input using the following equa-
tion, rounded to the nearest 0.1 g/ton- 
mile: AES Input = 5 g CO2/ton-mile × 
(1—(maximum allowable number of 
idling hours per year/1,800 hours)). This 
is an annual allowance that starts 
when the vehicle is new and resets 
every 12 months after that. Manufac-
turers may propose an alternate meth-
od based on operating hours or miles 
instead of years. 

(d) Adjustable parameters. Provisions 
that apply generally with respect to 
adjustable parameters also apply to the 
AES system operating parameters, ex-
cept the following are not considered 
to be adjustable parameters: 

(1) Accelerator, brake, and clutch 
pedals, with respect to resetting the 
idle timer. Parameters associated with 
other timer reset mechanisms we ap-
prove are also not adjustable param-
eters. 

(2) Bypass parameters allowed for ve-
hicle service under paragraph (b)(1)(ii) 
of this section. 

(3) Parameters that are adjustable 
only after the expiration point. 

(e) PM limit for diesel APU. For model 
year 2020 and earlier tractors with a 
date of manufacture on or after Janu-
ary 1, 2018, the GEM credit for AES sys-
tems with OEM-installed diesel APUs 
is valid only if the engine is certified 
under 40 CFR part 1039 with a deterio-
rated emission level for particulate 
matter at or below 0.15 g/kW-hr, or if 
the engine or APU is certified to the 
standards specified in § 1037.106(g). 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34490, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.665 Production and in-use trac-
tor testing. 

Manufacturers with annual U.S.-di-
rected production volumes of greater 
than 20,000 tractors must perform test-
ing as described in this section. Trac-
tors may be new or used. 
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(a) The following test requirements 
apply for model years 2021 and later: 

(1) Each calendar year, select for 
testing three sleeper cabs and two day 
cabs certified to Phase 1 or Phase 2 
standards. If we do not identify certain 
vehicle configurations for your testing, 
select models that you project to be 
among your 12 highest-selling vehicle 
configurations for the given year. 

(2) Set up the tractors on a chassis 
dynamometer and operate them over 
all applicable duty cycles from 
§ 1037.510(a). You may use emission- 
measurement systems meeting the 
specifications of 40 CFR part 1065, sub-
part J. Calculate coefficients for the 
road-load force equation as described 
in Section 10 of SAE J1263 or Section 11 
of SAE J2263 (both incorporated by ref-
erence in § 1037.810). Use standard pay-
load. Measure emissions of NOX, PM, 
CO, NMHC, CO2, CH4, and N2O. Deter-
mine emission levels in g/hour for the 
idle test and g/ton-mile for other duty 
cycles. 

(b) Send us an annual report with 
your test results for each duty cycle 
and the corresponding GEM results. 
Send the report by the next October 1 
after the year we select the vehicles for 
testing, or a later date that we ap-

prove. We may make your test data 
publicly available. 

(c) We may approve your request to 
perform alternative testing that will 
provide equivalent or better informa-
tion compared to the specified testing. 
For example, we may allow you to pro-
vide CO2 data from in-use operation or 
from manufacturer-run on-road testing 
as long as it allows for reasonable year- 
to-year comparisons and includes test-
ing from production vehicles. We may 
also direct you to do less testing than 
we specify in this section. 

(d) GHG standards do not apply with 
respect to testing under this section. 
Note however that NTE standards 
apply for any qualifying operation that 
occurs during the testing in the same 
way that it would during any other in- 
use testing. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34490, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.670 Optional CO2 emission 
standards for tractors at or above 
120,000 pounds GCWR. 

(a) You may certify tractors at or 
above 120,000 pounds GCWR to the fol-
lowing CO2 standards instead of the 
Phase 2 CO2 standards of § 1037.106: 

TABLE 1 OF § 1037.670—OPTIONAL PHASE 2 CO2 STANDARDS FOR TRACTORS ABOVE 120,000 
POUNDS GCWR 

[g/ton-mile] a 

Subcategory Model years 
2021–2023 

Model years 
2024–2026 

Model years 
2026 and later 

Heavy Class 8 Low-Roof Day Cab ............................................................. 53.5 50.8 48.9 
Heavy Class 8 Low-Roof Sleeper Cab ....................................................... 47.1 44.5 42.4 
Heavy Class 8 Mid-Roof Day Cab .............................................................. 55.6 52.8 50.8 
Heavy Class 8 Mid-Roof Sleeper Cab ........................................................ 49.6 46.9 44.7 
Heavy Class 8 High-Roof Day Cab ............................................................ 54.5 51.4 48.6 
Heavy Class 8 High-Roof Sleeper Cab ...................................................... 47.1 44.2 41.0 

a Note that these standards are not directly comparable to the standards for Heavy-Haul Tractors in § 1037.106 because GEM 
handles aerodynamic performance differently for the two sets of standards. 

(b) Determine subcategories as de-
scribed in § 1037.230 for tractors that are 
not heavy-haul tractors. For example, 
the subcategory for tractors that 
would otherwise be considered Class 8 
low-roof day cabs would be Heavy Class 
8 Low-Roof Day Cabs and would be 
identified as HC8__DC__LR for the GEM 
run. 

(c) Except for the CO2 standards of 
§ 1037.106, all provisions applicable to 
tractors under this part continue to 

apply to tractors certified to the stand-
ards of this section. Include the fol-
lowing compliance statement on your 
label instead of the statement specified 
in § 1037.135(c)(8): ‘‘THIS VEHICLE 
COMPLIES WITH U.S. EPA REGULA-
TIONS FOR [MODEL YEAR] HEAVY– 
DUTY VEHICLES UNDER 40 CFR 
1037.670.’’ 

(d) The optional emission standards 
in this section are intended primarily 
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for tractors that will be exported; how-
ever, you may include any tractors cer-
tified under this section in your emis-
sion credit calculation under § 1037.705 
if they are part of your U.S.-directed 
production volume. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34491, June 29, 2021] 

Subpart H—Averaging, Banking, 
and Trading for Certification 

§ 1037.701 General provisions. 
(a) You may average, bank, and trade 

emission credits for purposes of certifi-
cation as described in this subpart and 
in subpart B of this part to show com-
pliance with the standards of §§ 1037.105 
through 1037.107. Note that §§ 1037.105(h) 
and 1037.107 specify standards involving 
limited or no use of emission credits 
under this subpart. Participation in 
this program is voluntary. 

(b) The definitions of subpart I of this 
part apply to this subpart in addition 
to the following definitions: 

(1) Actual emission credits means emis-
sion credits you have generated that 
we have verified by reviewing your 
final report. 

(2) Averaging set means a set of vehi-
cles in which emission credits may be 
exchanged. Note that an averaging set 
may comprise more than one regu-
latory subcategory. See § 1037.740. 

(3) Broker means any entity that fa-
cilitates a trade of emission credits be-
tween a buyer and seller. 

(4) Buyer means the entity that re-
ceives emission credits as a result of a 
trade. 

(5) Reserved emission credits means 
emission credits you have generated 
that we have not yet verified by re-
viewing your final report. 

(6) Seller means the entity that pro-
vides emission credits during a trade. 

(7) Standard means the emission 
standard that applies under subpart B 
of this part for vehicles not partici-
pating in the ABT program of this sub-
part. 

(8) Trade means to exchange emission 
credits, either as a buyer or seller. 

(c) Emission credits may be ex-
changed only within an averaging set, 
except as specified in § 1037.740. 

(d) You may not use emission credits 
generated under this subpart to offset 

any emissions that exceed an FEL or 
standard, except as allowed by 
§ 1037.645. 

(e) You may use either of the fol-
lowing approaches to retire or forego 
emission credits: 

(1) You may trade emission credits 
generated from any number of your ve-
hicles to the vehicle purchasers or 
other parties to retire the credits. 
Identify any such credits in the reports 
described in § 1037.730. Vehicles must 
comply with the applicable FELs even 
if you donate or sell the corresponding 
emission credits under this paragraph 
(e). Those credits may no longer be 
used by anyone to demonstrate compli-
ance with any EPA emission standards. 

(2) You may certify a family using an 
FEL below the emission standard as 
described in this part and choose not to 
generate emission credits for that fam-
ily. If you do this, you do not need to 
calculate emission credits for those 
families and you do not need to submit 
or keep the associated records de-
scribed in this subpart for that family. 

(f) Emission credits may be used in 
the model year they are generated. 
Where we allow it, surplus emission 
credits may be banked for future model 
years. Surplus emission credits may 
sometimes be used for past model 
years, as described in § 1037.745. 

(g) You may increase or decrease an 
FEL during the model year by amend-
ing your application for certification 
under § 1037.225. The new FEL may 
apply only to vehicles you have not al-
ready introduced into commerce. 

(h) See § 1037.740 for special credit 
provisions that apply for credits gen-
erated under 40 CFR 86.1819–14 (k)(7), 40 
CFR 1036.615, or § 1037.615. 

(i) Unless the regulations in this part 
explicitly allow it, you may not cal-
culate Phase 1 credits more than once 
for any emission reduction. For exam-
ple, if you generate Phase 1 CO2 emis-
sion credits for a given hybrid vehicle 
under this part, no one may generate 
CO2 emission credits for the associated 
hybrid engine under 40 CFR part 1036. 
However, Phase 1 credits could be gen-
erated for identical engines used in ve-
hicles that did not generate credits 
under this part. 

(j) You may use emission credits gen-
erated under the Phase 1 standards 
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when certifying vehicles to Phase 2 
standards. No credit adjustments are 
required other than corrections for dif-
ferent useful lives. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34491, June 29, 2021] 

§ 1037.705 Generating and calculating 
emission credits. 

(a) The provisions of this section 
apply separately for calculating emis-
sion credits for each pollutant. 

(b) For each participating family or 
subfamily, calculate positive or nega-
tive emission credits relative to the 
otherwise applicable emission stand-
ard. Calculate positive emission credits 
for a family or subfamily that has an 
FEL below the standard. Calculate neg-
ative emission credits for a family or 
subfamily that has an FEL above the 
standard. Sum your positive and nega-
tive credits for the model year before 
rounding. Round the sum of emission 
credits to the nearest megagram (Mg), 
using consistent units with the fol-
lowing equation: 
Emission credits (Mg) = (Std¥FEL) × PL 

× Volume × UL × 10 ¥6 

Where: 
Std = the emission standard associated with 

the specific regulatory subcategory (g/ 
ton-mile). 

FEL = the family emission limit for the vehi-
cle subfamily (g/ton-mile). 

PL = standard payload, in tons. 
Volume = U.S.-directed production volume of 

the vehicle subfamily. For example, if 
you produce three configurations with 
the same FEL, the subfamily production 
volume would be the sum of the produc-
tion volumes for these three configura-
tions. 

UL = useful life of the vehicle, in miles, as 
described in §§ 1037.105 and 1037.106. Use 
250,000 miles for trailers. 

(c) As described in § 1037.730, compli-
ance with the requirements of this sub-
part is determined at the end of the 
model year based on actual U.S.-di-
rected production volumes. Keep appro-
priate records to document these pro-
duction volumes. Do not include any of 
the following vehicles to calculate 
emission credits: 

(1) Vehicles that you do not certify 
to the CO2 standards of this part be-
cause they are permanently exempted 
under subpart G of this part or under 40 
CFR part 1068. 

(2) Exported vehicles, even if they are 
certified under this part and labeled 
accordingly. 

(3) Vehicles not subject to the re-
quirements of this part, such as those 
excluded under § 1037.5. 

(4) Any other vehicles, where we indi-
cate elsewhere in this part 1037 that 
they are not to be included in the cal-
culations of this subpart. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34491, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4653, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.710 Averaging. 

(a) Averaging is the exchange of 
emission credits among your vehicle 
families. You may average emission 
credits only within the same averaging 
set, except as specified in § 1037.740. 

(b) You may certify one or more vehi-
cle families (or subfamilies) to an FEL 
above the applicable standard, subject 
to any applicable FEL caps and other 
provisions in subpart B of this part, if 
you show in your application for cer-
tification that your projected balance 
of all emission-credit transactions in 
that model year is greater than or 
equal to zero or that a negative bal-
ance is allowed under § 1037.745. 

(c) If you certify a vehicle family to 
an FEL that exceeds the otherwise ap-
plicable standard, you must obtain 
enough emission credits to offset the 
vehicle family’s deficit by the due date 
for the final report required in 
§ 1037.730. The emission credits used to 
address the deficit may come from 
your other vehicle families that gen-
erate emission credits in the same 
model year (or from later model years 
as specified in § 1037.745), from emission 
credits you have banked from previous 
model years, or from emission credits 
generated in the same or previous 
model years that you obtained through 
trading. Note that the option for using 
banked or traded credits does not apply 
for trailers. 

§ 1037.715 Banking. 

(a) Banking is the retention of sur-
plus emission credits by the manufac-
turer generating the emission credits 
for use in future model years for aver-
aging or trading. Note that § 1037.107 
does not allow banking for trailers. 
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(b) You may designate any emission 
credits you plan to bank in the reports 
you submit under § 1037.730 as reserved 
credits. During the model year and be-
fore the due date for the final report, 
you may designate your reserved emis-
sion credits for averaging or trading. 

(c) Reserved credits become actual 
emission credits when you submit your 
final report. However, we may revoke 
these emission credits if we are unable 
to verify them after reviewing your re-
ports or auditing your records. 

(d) Banked credits retain the designa-
tion of the averaging set in which they 
were generated. 

§ 1037.720 Trading. 
(a) Trading is the exchange of emis-

sion credits between manufacturers, or 
the transfer of credits to another party 
to retire them. You may use traded 
emission credits for averaging, bank-
ing, or further trading transactions. 
Traded emission credits remain subject 
to the averaging-set restrictions based 
on the averaging set in which they 
were generated. Note that § 1037.107 
does not allow trading for trailers. 

(b) You may trade actual emission 
credits as described in this subpart. 
You may also trade reserved emission 
credits, but we may revoke these emis-
sion credits based on our review of 
your records or reports or those of the 
company with which you traded emis-
sion credits. You may trade banked 
credits within an averaging set to any 
certifying manufacturer. 

(c) If a negative emission credit bal-
ance results from a transaction, both 
the buyer and seller are liable, except 
in cases we deem to involve fraud. See 
§ 1037.255(e) for cases involving fraud. 
We may void the certificates of all ve-
hicle families participating in a trade 
that results in a manufacturer having 
a negative balance of emission credits. 
See § 1037.745. 

§ 1037.725 Required information for 
certification. 

(a) You must declare in your applica-
tion for certification your intent to use 
the provisions of this subpart for each 
vehicle family that will be certified 
using the ABT program. You must also 
declare the FELs you select for the ve-
hicle family or subfamily for each pol-

lutant for which you are using the ABT 
program. Your FELs must comply with 
the specifications of subpart B of this 
part, including the FEL caps. FELs 
must be expressed to the same number 
of decimal places as the applicable 
standards. 

(b) Include the following in your ap-
plication for certification: 

(1) A statement that, to the best of 
your belief, you will not have a nega-
tive balance of emission credits for any 
averaging set when all emission credits 
are calculated at the end of the year; 
or a statement that you will have a 
negative balance of emission credits 
for one or more averaging sets but that 
it is allowed under § 1037.745. 

(2) Calculations of projected emission 
credits (positive or negative) based on 
projected U.S.-directed production vol-
umes. We may require you to include 
similar calculations from your other 
vehicle families to project your net 
credit balances for the model year. If 
you project negative emission credits 
for a family or subfamily, state the 
source of positive emission credits you 
expect to use to offset the negative 
emission credits. 

§ 1037.730 ABT reports. 
(a) If you certify any vehicle families 

using the ABT provisions of this sub-
part, send us a final report by Sep-
tember 30 following the end of the 
model year. 

(b) Your report must include the fol-
lowing information for each vehicle 
family participating in the ABT pro-
gram: 

(1) Vehicle-family and subfamily des-
ignations, and averaging set. 

(2) The regulatory subcategory and 
emission standards that would other-
wise apply to the vehicle family. 

(3) The FEL for each pollutant. If you 
change the FEL after the start of pro-
duction, identify the date that you 
started using the new FEL and/or give 
the vehicle identification number for 
the first vehicle covered by the new 
FEL. In this case, identify each appli-
cable FEL and calculate the positive or 
negative emission credits as specified 
in § 1037.225. 

(4) The projected and actual U.S.-di-
rected production volumes for the 
model year. If you changed an FEL 
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during the model year, identify the ac-
tual U.S.-directed production volume 
associated with each FEL. 

(5) Useful life. 
(6) Calculated positive or negative 

emission credits for the whole vehicle 
family. Identify any emission credits 
that you traded, as described in para-
graph (d)(1) of this section. 

(7) If you have a negative credit bal-
ance for the averaging set in the given 
model year, specify whether the vehi-
cle family (or certain subfamilies with 
the vehicle family) have a credit deficit 
for the year. Consider for example, a 
manufacturer with three vehicle fami-
lies (‘‘A’’, ‘‘B’’, and ‘‘C’’) in a given 
averaging set. If family A generates 
enough credits to offset the negative 
credits of family B but not enough to 
also offset the negative credits of fam-
ily C (and the manufacturer has no 
banked credits in the averaging set), 
the manufacturer may designate fami-
lies A and B as having no deficit for the 
model year, provided it designates fam-
ily C as having a deficit for the model 
year. 

(c) Your report must include the fol-
lowing additional information: 

(1) Show that your net balance of 
emission credits from all your partici-
pating vehicle families in each aver-
aging set in the applicable model year 
is not negative, except as allowed 
under § 1037.745. Your credit tracking 
must account for the limitation on 
credit life under § 1037.740(c). 

(2) State whether you will retain any 
emission credits for banking. If you 
choose to retire emission credits that 
would otherwise be eligible for bank-
ing, identify the families that gen-
erated the emission credits, including 
the number of emission credits from 
each family. 

(3) State that the report’s contents 
are accurate. 

(4) Identify the technologies that 
make up the certified configuration as-
sociated with each vehicle identifica-
tion number. You may identify this as 
a range of identification numbers for 
vehicles involving a single, identical 
certified configuration. 

(d) If you trade emission credits, you 
must send us a report within 90 days 
after the transaction, as follows: 

(1) As the seller, you must include 
the following information in your re-
port: 

(i) The corporate names of the buyer 
and any brokers. 

(ii) A copy of any contracts related 
to the trade. 

(iii) The averaging set corresponding 
to the vehicle families that generated 
emission credits for the trade, includ-
ing the number of emission credits 
from each averaging set. 

(2) As the buyer, you must include 
the following information in your re-
port: 

(i) The corporate names of the seller 
and any brokers. 

(ii) A copy of any contracts related 
to the trade. 

(iii) How you intend to use the emis-
sion credits, including the number of 
emission credits you intend to apply 
for each averaging set. 

(e) Send your reports electronically 
to the Designated Compliance Officer 
using an approved information format. 
If you want to use a different format, 
send us a written request with jus-
tification for a waiver. 

(f) Correct errors in your report as 
follows: 

(1) If you or we determine by Sep-
tember 30 after the end of the model 
year that errors mistakenly decreased 
your balance of emission credits, you 
may correct the errors and recalculate 
the balance of emission credits. You 
may not make these corrections for er-
rors that are determined later than 
September 30 after the end of the 
model year. If you report a negative 
balance of emission credits, we may 
disallow corrections under this para-
graph (f)(1). 

(2) If you or we determine any time 
that errors mistakenly increased your 
balance of emission credits, you must 
correct the errors and recalculate the 
balance of emission credits. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4653, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.735 Recordkeeping. 
(a) You must organize and maintain 

your records as described in this sec-
tion. 

(b) Keep the records required by this 
section for at least eight years after 
the due date for the final report. You 
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may not use emission credits for any 
vehicles if you do not keep all the 
records required under this section. 
You must therefore keep these records 
to continue to bank valid credits. 

(c) Keep a copy of the reports we re-
quire in §§ 1037.725 and 1037.730. 

(d) Keep records of the vehicle identi-
fication number for each vehicle you 
produce. You may identify these num-
bers as a range. If you change the FEL 
after the start of production, identify 
the date you started using each FEL 
and the range of vehicle identification 
numbers associated with each FEL. 
You must also identify the purchaser 
and destination for each vehicle you 
produce to the extent this information 
is available. 

(e) We may require you to keep addi-
tional records or to send us relevant in-
formation not required by this section 
in accordance with the Clean Air Act. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 88 
FR 4653, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.740 Restrictions for using emis-
sion credits. 

The following restrictions apply for 
using emission credits: 

(a) Averaging sets. Except as specified 
in paragraph (b) of this section, emis-
sion credits may be exchanged only 
within an averaging set. The following 
principal averaging sets apply for vehi-
cles certified to the standards of this 
part involving emission credits as de-
scribed in this subpart: 

(1) Light HDV. 
(2) Medium HDV. 
(3) Heavy HDV. 
(4) Long trailers. 
(5) Short trailers. 
(6) Note that other separate aver-

aging sets also apply for emission cred-
its not related to this part. For exam-
ple, vehicles certified to the green-
house gas standards of 40 CFR 86.1819 
comprise a single averaging set. Sepa-
rate averaging sets also apply for en-
gines under 40 CFR part 1036, including 
engines used in vehicles subject to this 
subpart. 

(b) Credits from hybrid vehicles and 
other advanced technologies. The fol-
lowing provisions apply for credits you 
generate under § 1037.615. 

(1) Credits generated from Phase 1 ve-
hicles may be used for any of the aver-

aging sets identified in paragraph (a) of 
this section; you may also use those 
credits to demonstrate compliance 
with the CO2 emission standards in 40 
CFR 86.1819 and 40 CFR part 1036. Simi-
larly, you may use Phase 1 advanced- 
technology credits generated under 40 
CFR 86.1819–14(k)(7) or 40 CFR 1036.615 
to demonstrate compliance with the 
CO2 standards in this part. The max-
imum amount of advanced-technology 
credits generated from Phase 1 vehicles 
that you may bring into each of the 
following service class groups is 60,000 
Mg per model year: 

(i) Spark-ignition HDE, Light HDE, 
and Light HDV. This group comprises 
the averaging set listed in paragraph 
(a)(1) of this section and the averaging 
set listed in 40 CFR 1036.740(a)(1) and 
(2). 

(ii) Medium HDE and Medium HDV. 
This group comprises the averaging 
sets listed in paragraph (a)(2) of this 
section and 40 CFR 1036.740(a)(3). 

(iii) Heavy HDE and Heavy HDV. 
This group comprises the averaging 
sets listed in paragraph (a)(3) of this 
section and 40 CFR 1036.740(a)(4). 

(iv) This paragraph (b)(1) does not 
limit the advanced-technology credits 
that can be used within a service class 
group if they were generated in that 
same service class group. 

(2) Credits generated from Phase 2 ve-
hicles are subject to all the averaging- 
set restrictions that apply to other 
emission credits. 

(c) Credit life. Banked credits may be 
used only for five model years after the 
year in which they are generated. For 
example, credits you generate in model 
year 2018 may be used to demonstrate 
compliance with emission standards 
only through model year 2023. 

(d) Other restrictions. Other sections 
of this part specify additional restric-
tions for using emission credits under 
certain special provisions. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34491, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4653, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.745 End-of-year CO2 credit defi-
cits. 

Except as allowed by this section, we 
may void the certificate of any vehicle 
family certified to an FEL above the 
applicable standard for which you do 
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not have sufficient credits by the dead-
line for submitting the final report. 

(a) Your certificate for a vehicle fam-
ily for which you do not have sufficient 
CO2 credits will not be void if you rem-
edy the deficit with surplus credits 
within three model years (this applies 
equally for tractors, trailers, and voca-
tional vehicles). For example, if you 
have a credit deficit of 500 Mg for a ve-
hicle family at the end of model year 
2015, you must generate (or otherwise 
obtain) a surplus of at least 500 Mg in 
that same averaging set by the end of 
model year 2018. 

(b) You may not bank or trade away 
CO2 credits in the averaging set in any 
model year in which you have a deficit. 

(c) You may apply only surplus cred-
its to your deficit. You may not apply 
credits to a deficit from an earlier 
model year if they were generated in a 
model year for which any of your vehi-
cle families for that averaging set had 
an end-of-year credit deficit. 

(d) You must notify us in writing how 
you plan to eliminate the credit deficit 
within the specified time frame. If we 
determine that your plan is unreason-
able or unrealistic, we may deny an ap-
plication for certification for a vehicle 
family if its FEL would increase your 
credit deficit. We may determine that 
your plan is unreasonable or unreal-
istic based on a consideration of past 
and projected use of specific tech-
nologies, the historical sales mix of 
your vehicle models, your commitment 
to limit production of higher-emission 
vehicles, and expected access to traded 
credits. We may also consider your 
plan unreasonable if your credit deficit 
increases from one model year to the 
next. We may require that you send us 
interim reports describing your 
progress toward resolving your credit 
deficit over the course of a model year. 

(e) If you do not remedy the deficit 
with surplus credits within three model 
years, we may void your certificate for 
that vehicle family. Note that voiding 
a certificate applies ab initio. Where 
the net deficit is less than the total 
amount of negative credits originally 
generated by the family, we will void 
the certificate only with respect to the 
number of vehicles needed to reach the 
amount of the net deficit. For example, 
if the original vehicle family generated 

500 Mg of negative credits, and the 
manufacturer’s net deficit after three 
years was 250 Mg, we would void the 
certificate with respect to half of the 
vehicles in the family. 

(f) For purposes of calculating the 
statute of limitations, the following 
actions are all considered to occur at 
the expiration of the deadline for off-
setting a deficit as specified in para-
graph (a) of this section: 

(1) Failing to meet the requirements 
of paragraph (a) of this section. 

(2) Failing to satisfy the conditions 
upon which a certificate was issued rel-
ative to offsetting a deficit. 

(3) Selling, offering for sale, intro-
ducing or delivering into U.S. com-
merce, or importing vehicles that are 
found not to be covered by a certificate 
as a result of failing to offset a deficit. 

§ 1037.750 What can happen if I do not 
comply with the provisions of this 
subpart? 

(a) For each vehicle family partici-
pating in the ABT program, the certifi-
cate of conformity is conditioned upon 
full compliance with the provisions of 
this subpart during and after the model 
year. You are responsible to establish 
to our satisfaction that you fully com-
ply with applicable requirements. We 
may void the certificate of conformity 
for a vehicle family if you fail to com-
ply with any provisions of this subpart. 

(b) You may certify your vehicle 
family or subfamily to an FEL above 
an applicable standard based on a pro-
jection that you will have enough 
emission credits to offset the deficit 
for the vehicle family. See § 1037.745 for 
provisions specifying what happens if 
you cannot show in your final report 
that you have enough actual emission 
credits to offset a deficit for any pol-
lutant in a vehicle family. 

(c) We may void the certificate of 
conformity for a vehicle family if you 
fail to keep records, send reports, or 
give us information we request. Note 
that failing to keep records, send re-
ports, or give us information we re-
quest is also a violation of 42 U.S.C. 
7522(a)(2). 

(d) You may ask for a hearing if we 
void your certificate under this section 
(see § 1037.820). 
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§ 1037.755 Information provided to the 
Department of Transportation. 

After receipt of each manufacturer’s 
final report as specified in § 1037.730 and 
completion of any verification testing 
required to validate the manufacturer’s 
submitted final data, we will issue a re-
port to the Department of Transpor-
tation with CO2 emission information 
and will verify the accuracy of each 
manufacturer’s equivalent fuel con-
sumption data required by NHTSA 
under 49 CFR 535.8. We will send a re-
port to DOT for each vehicle manufac-
turer based on each regulatory cat-
egory and subcategory, including suffi-
cient information for NHTSA to deter-
mine fuel consumption and associated 
credit values. See 49 CFR 535.8 to deter-
mine if NHTSA deems submission of 
this information to EPA to also be a 
submission to NHTSA. 

Subpart I—Definitions and Other 
Reference Information 

§ 1037.801 Definitions. 

The following definitions apply to 
this part. The definitions apply to all 
subparts unless we note otherwise. All 
undefined terms have the meaning the 
Act gives to them. The definitions fol-
low: 

Act means the Clean Air Act, as 
amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401–7671q. 

Adjustable parameter has the meaning 
given in 40 CFR 1068.30. 

Adjusted Loaded Vehicle Weight means 
the numerical average of vehicle curb 
weight and GVWR. 

Advanced technology means vehicle 
technology certified under 40 CFR 
86.1819–14(k)(7), 40 CFR 1036.615, or 
§ 1037.615. 

Aftertreatment means relating to a 
catalytic converter, particulate filter, 
or any other system, component, or 
technology mounted downstream of the 
exhaust valve (or exhaust port) whose 
design function is to decrease emis-
sions in the vehicle exhaust before it is 
exhausted to the environment. Exhaust 
gas recirculation (EGR) and 
turbochargers are not aftertreatment. 

Aircraft means any vehicle capable of 
sustained air travel more than 100 feet 
off the ground. 

Alcohol-fueled vehicle means a vehicle 
that is designed to run using an alcohol 
fuel. For purposes of this definition, al-
cohol fuels do not include fuels with a 
nominal alcohol content below 25 per-
cent by volume. 

Alternative fuel conversion has the 
meaning given for clean alternative 
fuel conversion in 40 CFR 85.502. 

Ambulance has the meaning given in 
40 CFR 86.1803. 

Amphibious vehicle means a motor ve-
hicle that is also designed for operation 
on water. Note that high ground clear-
ance that enables a vehicle to drive 
through water rather than floating on 
the water does not make a vehicle am-
phibious. 

A to B testing means testing per-
formed in pairs to allow comparison of 
two vehicles or other test articles. 
Back-to-back tests are performed on 
Article A and Article B, changing only 
the variable(s) of interest for the two 
tests. 

Automated manual transmission (AMT) 
means a transmission that operates 
mechanically similar to a manual 
transmission, except that an auto-
mated clutch actuator controlled by 
the onboard computer disengages and 
engages the drivetrain instead of a 
human driver. An automated manual 
transmission does not include a torque 
converter or a clutch pedal control-
lable by the driver. 

Automatic tire inflation system means a 
pneumatically or electronically acti-
vated system installed on a vehicle to 
maintain tire pressure at a preset 
level. These systems eliminate the 
need to manually inflate tires. Note 
that this is different than a tire pressure 
monitoring system, which we define sepa-
rately in this section. 

Automatic transmission (AT) means a 
transmission with a torque converter 
(or equivalent) that uses computerize 
or other internal controls to shift gears 
in response to a single driver input for 
controlling vehicle speed. Note that 
automatic manual transmissions are 
not automatic transmissions because 
they do not include torque converters. 

Auxiliary emission control device means 
any element of design that senses tem-
perature, motive speed, engine speed (r/ 
min), transmission gear, or any other 
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parameter for the purpose of acti-
vating, modulating, delaying, or de-
activating the operation of any part of 
the emission control system. 

Auxiliary power unit means a device 
installed on a vehicle that uses an en-
gine to provide power for purposes 
other than to (directly or indirectly) 
propel the vehicle. 

Averaging set has the meaning given 
in § 1037.701. 

Axle ratio or Drive axle ratio, ka, means 
the dimensionless number representing 
the angular speed of the transmission 
output shaft divided by the angular 
speed of the drive axle. 

Basic vehicle frontal area means the 
area enclosed by the geometric projec-
tion of the basic vehicle along the lon-
gitudinal axis onto a plane perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis of the 
vehicle, including tires but excluding 
mirrors and air deflectors. Note that in 
certain cases, this may refer to the 
combined area of a tractor and trailer. 

Box van has the meaning given in the 
definition for ‘‘trailer’’ in this section. 

Bus means a heavy-duty vehicle de-
signed to carry more than 15 pas-
sengers. Buses may include coach 
buses, school buses, and urban transit 
buses. 

Calibration means the set of specifica-
tions and tolerances specific to a par-
ticular design, version, or application 
of a component or assembly capable of 
functionally describing its operation 
over its working range. 

Carryover means relating to certifi-
cation based on emission data gen-
erated from an earlier model year. 

Certification means relating to the 
process of obtaining a certificate of 
conformity for a vehicle family that 
complies with the emission standards 
and requirements in this part. 

Certified emission level means the 
highest deteriorated emission level in a 
vehicle subfamily for a given pollutant 
from either transient or steady-state 
testing. 

Charge-depleting has the meaning 
given in 40 CFR 1066.1001. 

Charge-sustaining has the meaning 
given in 40 CFR 1066.1001. 

Class means relating to GVWR class-
es for vehicles other than trailers, as 
follows: 

(1) Class 2b means relating to heavy- 
duty motor vehicles at or below 10,000 
pounds GVWR. 

(2) Class 3 means relating to heavy- 
duty motor vehicles above 10,000 
pounds GVWR but at or below 14,000 
pounds GVWR. 

(3) Class 4 means relating to heavy- 
duty motor vehicles above 14,000 
pounds GVWR but at or below 16,000 
pounds GVWR. 

(4) Class 5 means relating to heavy- 
duty motor vehicles above 16,000 
pounds GVWR but at or below 19,500 
pounds GVWR. 

(5) Class 6 means relating to heavy- 
duty motor vehicles above 19,500 
pounds GVWR but at or below 26,000 
pounds GVWR. 

(6) Class 7 means relating to heavy- 
duty motor vehicles above 26,000 
pounds GVWR but at or below 33,000 
pounds GVWR. 

(7) Class 8 means relating to heavy- 
duty motor vehicles above 33,000 
pounds GVWR. 

Coach bus means a bus designed for 
inter-city passenger transport. Buses 
with features to accommodate standing 
passengers are not coach buses. 

Complete vehicle has the meaning 
given in the definition for vehicle in 
this section. 

Compression-ignition has the meaning 
given in § 1037.101. 

Concrete mixer means a heavy-duty 
vehicle designed to mix and transport 
concrete in a permanently mounted re-
volving drum. 

Container chassis means a trailer de-
signed for carrying temporarily mount-
ed shipping containers. 

Date of manufacture means the date 
on which the certifying vehicle manu-
facturer completes its manufacturing 
operations, except as follows: 

(1) Where the certificate holder is an 
engine manufacturer that does not 
manufacture the chassis, the date of 
manufacture of the vehicle is based on 
the date assembly of the vehicle is 
completed. 

(2) We may approve an alternate date 
of manufacture based on the date on 
which the certifying (or primary) man-
ufacturer completes assembly at the 
place of main assembly, consistent 
with the provisions of § 1037.601 and 49 
CFR 567.4. 
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Day cab means a type of tractor cab 
that is not a sleeper cab or a heavy- 
haul tractor cab. 

Designated Compliance Officer means 
one of the following: 

(1) For compression-ignition engines, 
Designated Compliance Officer means Di-
rector, Diesel Engine Compliance Cen-
ter, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, 2000 Traverwood Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48105; 
complianceinfo@epa.gov; www.epa.gov/ 
ve-certification. 

(2) For spark-ignition engines, Des-
ignated Compliance Officer means Direc-
tor, Gasoline Engine Compliance Cen-
ter, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, 2000 Traverwood Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48105; 
complianceinfo@epa.gov; www.epa.gov/ 
ve-certification. 

Deteriorated emission level means the 
emission level that results from apply-
ing the appropriate deterioration fac-
tor to the official emission result of 
the emission-data vehicle. Note that 
where no deterioration factor applies, 
references in this part to the deterio-
rated emission level mean the official 
emission result. 

Deterioration factor means the rela-
tionship between the highest emissions 
during the useful life and emissions at 
the low-hour test point, expressed in 
one of the following ways: 

(1) For multiplicative deterioration 
factors, the ratio of the highest emis-
sions to emissions at the low-hour test 
point. 

(2) For additive deterioration factors, 
the difference between the highest 
emissions and emissions at the low- 
hour test point. 

Diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) means a liq-
uid reducing agent (other than the en-
gine fuel) used in conjunction with se-
lective catalytic reduction to reduce 
NOX emissions. Diesel exhaust fluid is 
generally understood to be an aqueous 
solution of urea conforming to the 
specifications of ISO 22241. 

Drayage tractor means a tractor that 
is intended for service in a port or 
intermodal railyard, with multiple de-
sign features consistent with that in-
tent, such as a cab with only a single 
seat, rear cab entry, a raiseable fifth 
wheel, a solid-mounted rear suspen-

sion, and a maximum speed at or below 
54 mi/hr. 

Drive idle means idle operation during 
which the vehicle operator remains in 
the vehicle cab, as evidenced by engag-
ing the brake or clutch pedals, or by 
other indicators we approve. 

Driver model means an automated 
controller that simulates a person driv-
ing a vehicle. 

Dual-clutch transmission (DCT) means 
a transmission that operates similar to 
an automated manual transmission, 
but with two clutches that allow the 
transmission to maintain positive 
torque to the drive axle during a shift. 

Dual-fuel means relating to a vehicle 
or engine designed for operation on two 
different fuels but not on a continuous 
mixture of those fuels. For purposes of 
this part, such a vehicle or engine re-
mains a dual-fuel vehicle or engine 
even if it is designed for operation on 
three or more different fuels. 

Electric vehicle means a motor vehicle 
that does not include an engine, and is 
powered solely by an external source of 
electricity and/or solar power. Note 
that this definition does not include 
hybrid electric vehicles or fuel cell ve-
hicles that use a chemical fuel such as 
gasoline, diesel fuel, or hydrogen. Elec-
tric vehicles may also be referred to as 
all-electric vehicles to distinguish 
them from hybrid vehicles. 

Electronic control module has the 
meaning given in 40 CFR 1065.1001. 

Emergency vehicle means a vehicle 
that is an ambulance or a fire truck. 

Emission control system means any de-
vice, system, or element of design that 
controls or reduces the emissions of 
regulated pollutants from a vehicle. 

Emission-data component means a ve-
hicle component that is tested for cer-
tification. This includes vehicle compo-
nents tested to establish deterioration 
factors. 

Emission-data vehicle means a vehicle 
(or vehicle component) that is tested 
for certification. This includes vehicles 
tested to establish deterioration fac-
tors. 

Emission-related component has the 
meaning given in 40 CFR part 1068, ap-
pendix A. 

Emission-related maintenance means 
maintenance that substantially affects 
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emissions or is likely to substantially 
affect emission deterioration. 

Excluded means relating to vehicles 
that are not subject to some or all of 
the requirements of this part as fol-
lows: 

(1) A vehicle that has been deter-
mined not to be a ‘‘motor vehicle’’ is 
excluded from this part. 

(2) Certain vehicles are excluded from 
the requirements of this part under 
§ 1037.5. 

(3) Specific regulatory provisions of 
this part may exclude a vehicle gen-
erally subject to this part from one or 
more specific standards or require-
ments of this part. 

Exempted has the meaning given in 40 
CFR 1068.30. Note that exempted vehi-
cles are not considered to be excluded. 

Extended idle means tractor idle oper-
ation during which the engine is oper-
ating to power accessories for a sleeper 
compartment or other passenger com-
partment. Although the vehicle is gen-
erally parked during extended idle, the 
term ‘‘parked idle’’ generally refers to 
something different than extended idle. 

Family emission limit (FEL) means an 
emission level declared by the manu-
facturer to serve in place of an other-
wise applicable emission standard 
under the ABT program in subpart H of 
this part. The family emission limit 
must be expressed to the same number 
of decimal places as the emission 
standard it replaces. Note that an FEL 
may apply as a ‘‘subfamily’’ emission 
limit. 

Final drive ratio, kd, means the 
dimensionless number representing the 
angular speed of the transmission 
input shaft divided by the angular 
speed of the drive axle when the vehi-
cle is operating in its highest available 
gear. The final drive ratio is the trans-
mission gear ratio (in the highest 
available gear) multiplied by the drive 
axle ratio. 

Fire truck has the meaning given in 40 
CFR 86.1803. 

Flatbed trailer means a trailer de-
signed to accommodate side-loading 
cargo onto a single, continuous load- 
bearing surface that runs from the rear 
of the trailer to at least the trailer’s 
kingpin. This includes trailers that use 
curtains, straps, or other devices to re-
strain or protect cargo while under-

way. It also may include similar trail-
ers that have one or more side walls 
without completely enclosing the 
cargo space. For purposes of this defi-
nition, disregard any ramps, moveable 
platforms, or other rear-mounted 
equipment or devices designed to assist 
with loading the trailer. 

Flexible-fuel means relating to an en-
gine designed for operation on any mix-
ture of two or more different fuels. 

Fuel system means all components in-
volved in transporting, metering, and 
mixing the fuel from the fuel tank to 
the combustion chamber(s), including 
the fuel tank, fuel pump, fuel filters, 
fuel lines, carburetor or fuel-injection 
components, and all fuel-system vents. 
It also includes components for con-
trolling evaporative emissions, such as 
fuel caps, purge valves, and carbon can-
isters. 

Fuel type means a general category of 
fuels such as diesel fuel or natural gas. 
There can be multiple grades within a 
single fuel type, such as high-sulfur or 
low-sulfur diesel fuel. 

Gaseous fuel means a fuel that has a 
boiling point below 20 °C. 

Gear ratio or Transmission gear ratio, 
kg, means the dimensionless number 
representing the angular speed of the 
transmission’s input shaft divided by 
the angular speed of the transmission’s 
output shaft when the transmission is 
operating in a specific gear. 

Glider kit means either of the fol-
lowing: 

(1) A new vehicle that is incomplete 
because it lacks an engine, trans-
mission, and/or axle(s). 

(2) Any other new equipment that is 
substantially similar to a complete 
motor vehicle and is intended to be-
come a complete motor vehicle with a 
previously used engine (including a re-
built or remanufactured engine). For 
example, incomplete heavy-duty trac-
tor assemblies that are produced on the 
same assembly lines as complete trac-
tors and that are made available to 
secondary vehicle manufacturers to 
complete assembly by installing used/ 
remanufactured engines, transmissions 
and axles are glider kits. 

Glider vehicle means a new motor ve-
hicle produced from a glider kit, or 
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otherwise produced as a new motor ve-
hicle with a with a used/remanufac-
tured engine. 

Good engineering judgment has the 
meaning given in 40 CFR 1068.30. See 40 
CFR 1068.5 for the administrative proc-
ess we use to evaluate good engineering 
judgment. 

Greenhouse gas Emissions Model (GEM) 
means the GEM simulation tool de-
scribed in § 1037.520 (incorporated by 
reference in § 1037.810). Note that an up-
dated version of GEM applies starting 
in model year 2021. 

Gross axle weight rating (GAWR) 
means the value specified by the vehi-
cle manufacturer as the maximum 
weight of a loaded axle or set of axles, 
consistent with good engineering judg-
ment. 

Gross combination weight rating 
(GCWR) means the value specified by 
the vehicle manufacturer as the max-
imum weight of a loaded vehicle and 
trailer, consistent with good engineer-
ing judgment. For example, compliance 
with SAE J2807 is generally considered 
to be consistent with good engineering 
judgment, especially for Class 3 and 
smaller vehicles. 

Gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) 
means the value specified by the vehi-
cle manufacturer as the maximum de-
sign loaded weight of a single vehicle, 
consistent with good engineering judg-
ment. 

Heavy-duty engine means any engine 
used for (or for which the engine manu-
facturer could reasonably expect to be 
used for) motive power in a heavy-duty 
vehicle. 

Heavy-duty vehicle means any trailer 
and any other motor vehicle that has a 
GVWR above 8,500 pounds. An incom-
plete vehicle is also a heavy-duty vehi-
cle if it has a curb weight above 6,000 
pounds or a basic vehicle frontal area 
greater than 45 square feet. 

Heavy-haul tractor means a tractor 
with GCWR greater than or equal to 
120,000 pounds. A heavy-haul tractor is 
not a vocational tractor in Phase 2. 

High-strength steel has the meaning 
given in § 1037.520. 

Hybrid engine or hybrid powertrain 
means an engine or powertrain that in-
cludes energy storage features other 
than a conventional battery system or 
conventional flywheel. Supplemental 

electrical batteries and hydraulic accu-
mulators are examples of hybrid en-
ergy storage systems. Note other ex-
amples of systems that qualify as hy-
brid engines or powertrains are sys-
tems that recover kinetic energy and 
use it to power an electric heater in 
the aftertreatment. Note that certain 
provisions in this part treat hybrid en-
gines and hybrid powertrains intended 
for vehicles that include regenerative 
braking different than those intended 
for vehicles that do not include regen-
erative braking. 

Hybrid vehicle means a vehicle that 
includes energy storage features (other 
than a conventional battery system or 
conventional flywheel) in addition to 
an internal combustion engine or other 
engine using consumable chemical fuel. 
Supplemental electrical batteries and 
hydraulic accumulators are examples 
of hybrid energy storage systems. Note 
other examples of systems that qualify 
as hybrid engines or powertrains are 
systems that recover kinetic energy 
and use it to power an electric heater 
in the aftertreatment. Note that cer-
tain provisions in this part treat hy-
brid vehicles that include regenerative 
braking different than those that do 
not include regenerative braking. 

Hydrocarbon (HC) means the hydro-
carbon group on which the emission 
standards are based for each fuel type. 
For alcohol-fueled vehicles, HC means 
nonmethane hydrocarbon equivalent 
(NMHCE) for exhaust emissions and 
total hydrocarbon equivalent (THCE) 
for evaporative emissions. For all other 
vehicles, HC means nonmethane hydro-
carbon (NMHC) for exhaust emissions 
and total hydrocarbon (THC) for evapo-
rative emissions. 

Identification number means a unique 
specification (for example, a model 
number/serial number combination) 
that allows someone to distinguish a 
particular vehicle from other similar 
vehicles. 

Idle operation means any operation 
other than PTO operation during which 
the vehicle speed is zero. Idle operation 
may be ‘‘Drive idle’’ or ‘‘Parked idle’’ 
(as defined in this section). 

Incomplete vehicle has the meaning 
given in the definition of vehicle in this 
section. 
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Innovative technology means tech-
nology certified under § 1037.610 (also 
described as ‘‘off-cycle technology’’). 

Light-duty truck means any motor ve-
hicle that is not a heavy-duty vehicle, 
but is: 

(1) Designed primarily for purposes of 
transportation of property or is a deri-
vation of such a vehicle; or 

(2) Designed primarily for transpor-
tation of persons and has a capacity of 
more than 12 persons; or 

(3) Available with special features en-
abling off-street or off-highway oper-
ation and use. 

Light-duty vehicle means a passenger 
car or passenger car derivative capable 
of seating 12 or fewer passengers. 

Low-mileage means relating to a vehi-
cle with stabilized emissions and rep-
resents the undeteriorated emission 
level. This would generally involve ap-
proximately 4000 miles of operation. 

Low rolling resistance tire means a tire 
on a vocational vehicle with a TRRL at 
or below of 7.7 N/kN, a steer tire on a 
tractor with a TRRL at or below 7.7 N/ 
kN, a drive tire on a tractor with a 
TRRL at or below 8.1 N/kN, a tire on a 
non-box trailer with a TRRL at or 
below of 6.5 N/kN, or a tire on a box van 
with a TRRL at or below of 6.0 N/kN. 

Manual transmission (MT) means a 
transmission that requires the driver 
to shift the gears and manually engage 
and disengage the clutch. 

Manufacture means the physical and 
engineering process of designing, con-
structing, and/or assembling a vehicle. 

Manufacturer has the meaning given 
in section 216(1) of the Act. In general, 
this term includes any person who 
manufactures or assembles a vehicle 
(including a trailer or another incom-
plete vehicle) for sale in the United 
States or otherwise introduces a new 
motor vehicle into commerce in the 
United States. This includes importers 
who import vehicles for resale, entities 
that manufacture glider kits, and enti-
ties that assemble glider vehicles. 

Medium-duty passenger vehicle (MDPV) 
has the meaning given in 40 CFR 
86.1803. 

Model year means one of the fol-
lowing for compliance with this part. 
Note that manufacturers may have 
other model year designations for the 

same vehicle for compliance with other 
requirements or for other purposes: 

(1) For tractors and vocational vehi-
cles with a date of manufacture on or 
after January 1, 2021, model year 
means the manufacturer’s annual new 
model production period based on the 
vehicle’s date of manufacture, where 
the model year is the calendar year 
corresponding to the date of manufac-
ture, except as follows: 

(i) The vehicle’s model year may be 
designated as the year before the cal-
endar year corresponding to the date of 
manufacture if the engine’s model year 
is also from an earlier year. You may 
ask us to extend your prior model year 
certificate to include such vehicles. 
Note that § 1037.601(a)(2) limits the ex-
tent to which vehicle manufacturers 
may install engines built in earlier cal-
endar years. 

(ii) The vehicle’s model year may be 
designated as the year after the cal-
endar year corresponding to the vehi-
cle’s date of manufacture. For exam-
ple, a manufacturer may produce a new 
vehicle by installing the engine in De-
cember 2023 and designating it as a 
model year 2024 vehicle. 

(2) For trailers and for Phase 1 trac-
tors and vocational vehicles with a 
date of manufacture before January 1, 
2021, model year means the manufac-
turer’s annual new model production 
period, except as restricted under this 
definition and 40 CFR part 85, subpart 
X. It must include January 1 of the cal-
endar year for which the model year is 
named, may not begin before January 2 
of the previous calendar year, and it 
must end by December 31 of the named 
calendar year. The model year may be 
set to match the calendar year cor-
responding to the date of manufacture. 

(i) The manufacturer who holds the 
certificate of conformity for the vehi-
cle must assign the model year based 
on the date when its manufacturing op-
erations are completed relative to its 
annual model year period. In unusual 
circumstances where completion of 
your assembly is delayed, we may 
allow you to assign a model year one 
year earlier, provided it does not affect 
which regulatory requirements will 
apply. 

(ii) Unless a vehicle is being shipped 
to a secondary vehicle manufacturer 
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that will hold the certificate of con-
formity, the model year must be as-
signed prior to introduction of the ve-
hicle into U.S. commerce. The certi-
fying manufacturer must redesignate 
the model year if it does not complete 
its manufacturing operations within 
the originally identified model year. A 
vehicle introduced into U.S. commerce 
without a model year is deemed to 
have a model year equal to the cal-
endar year of its introduction into U.S. 
commerce unless the certifying manu-
facturer assigns a later date. 

Motor home has the meaning given in 
49 CFR 571.3. 

Motor vehicle has the meaning given 
in 40 CFR 85.1703. 

Multi-Purpose means relating to the 
Multi-Purpose duty cycle as specified 
in § 1037.510. 

Neutral coasting means a vehicle tech-
nology that automatically puts the 
transmission in neutral when the vehi-
cle has minimal power demand while in 
motion, such as driving downhill. 

Neutral idle means a vehicle tech-
nology that automatically puts the 
transmission in neutral when the vehi-
cle is stopped, as described in 
§ 1037.660(a). 

New motor vehicle has the meaning 
given in the Act. It generally means a 
motor vehicle meeting the criteria of 
either paragraph (1) or (2) of this defi-
nition. New motor vehicles may be com-
plete or incomplete. 

(1) A motor vehicle for which the ul-
timate purchaser has never received 
the equitable or legal title is a new 
motor vehicle. This kind of vehicle 
might commonly be thought of as 
‘‘brand new’’ although a new motor vehi-
cle may include previously used parts. 
For example, vehicles commonly 
known as ‘‘glider kits,’’ ‘‘glider vehi-
cles,’’ or ‘‘gliders’’ are new motor vehi-
cles. Under this definition, the vehicle 
is new from the time it is produced 
until the ultimate purchaser receives 
the title or places it into service, 
whichever comes first. 

(2) An imported heavy-duty motor 
vehicle originally produced after the 
1969 model year is a new motor vehicle. 

Noncompliant vehicle means a vehicle 
that was originally covered by a cer-
tificate of conformity, but is not in the 
certified configuration or otherwise 

does not comply with the conditions of 
the certificate. 

Nonconforming vehicle means a vehicle 
not covered by a certificate of con-
formity that would otherwise be sub-
ject to emission standards. 

Nonmethane hydrocarbon (NMHC) 
means the sum of all hydrocarbon spe-
cies except methane, as measured ac-
cording to 40 CFR part 1065. 

Nonmethane hydrocarbon equivalent 
(NMHCE) has the meaning given in 40 
CFR 1065.1001. 

Off-cycle technology means tech-
nology certified under § 1037.610 (also 
described as ‘‘innovative technology’’). 

Official emission result means the 
measured emission rate for an emis-
sion-data vehicle on a given duty cycle 
before the application of any required 
deterioration factor, but after the ap-
plicability of regeneration adjustment 
factors. 

Owners manual means a document or 
collection of documents prepared by 
the vehicle manufacturer for the own-
ers or operators to describe appropriate 
vehicle maintenance, applicable war-
ranties, and any other information re-
lated to operating or keeping the vehi-
cle. The owners manual is typically 
provided to the ultimate purchaser at 
the time of sale. The owners manual 
may be in paper or electronic format. 

Oxides of nitrogen has the meaning 
given in 40 CFR 1065.1001. 

Parked idle means idle operation dur-
ing which the transmission is set to 
park, or the transmission is in neutral 
with the parking brake engaged. Al-
though this idle may occur for ex-
tended periods, the term ‘‘extended 
idle’’ refers to tractor operation in 
which the engine is operating to power 
accessories for a sleeper compartment 
or other passenger compartment. 

Particulate trap means a filtering de-
vice that is designed to physically trap 
all particulate matter above a certain 
size. 

Percent (%) has the meaning given in 
40 CFR 1065.1001. Note that this means 
percentages identified in this part are 
assumed to be infinitely precise with-
out regard to the number of significant 
figures. For example, one percent of 
1,493 is 14.93. 

Petroleum means gasoline or diesel 
fuel or other fuels normally derived 
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from crude oil. This does not include 
methane or liquefied petroleum gas. 

Phase 1 means relating to the Phase 
1 standards specified in §§ 1037.105 and 
1037.106. For example, a vehicle subject 
to the Phase 1 standards is a Phase 1 
vehicle. Note that there are no Phase 1 
standards for trailers. 

Phase 2 means relating to the Phase 
2 standards specified in §§ 1037.105 
through 1037.107. 

Placed into service means put into ini-
tial use for its intended purpose, ex-
cluding incidental use by the manufac-
turer or a dealer. 

Power take-off (PTO) means a sec-
ondary engine shaft (or equivalent) 
that provides substantial auxiliary 
power for purposes unrelated to vehicle 
propulsion or normal vehicle acces-
sories such as air conditioning, power 
steering, and basic electrical acces-
sories. A typical PTO uses a secondary 
shaft on the engine to transmit power 
to a hydraulic pump that powers auxil-
iary equipment, such as a boom on a 
bucket truck. You may ask us to con-
sider other equivalent auxiliary power 
configurations (such as those with hy-
brid vehicles) as power take-off sys-
tems. 

Preliminary approval means approval 
granted by an authorized EPA rep-
resentative prior to submission of an 
application for certification, consistent 
with the provisions of § 1037.210 or 
1037.211. 

Rechargeable Energy Storage System 
(RESS) has the meaning given in 40 
CFR 1065.1001. 

Refuse hauler means a heavy-duty ve-
hicle whose primary purpose is to col-
lect, compact, and transport solid 
waste, including recycled solid waste. 

Regional means relating to the Re-
gional duty cycle as specified in 
§ 1037.510. 

Regulatory subcategory has the mean-
ing given in § 1037.230. 

Relating to as used in this section 
means relating to something in a spe-
cific, direct manner. This expression is 
used in this section only to define 
terms as adjectives and not to broaden 
the meaning of the terms. 

Revoke has the meaning given in 40 
CFR 1068.30. 

Roof height means the maximum 
height of a vehicle (rounded to the 

nearest inch), excluding narrow acces-
sories such as exhaust pipes and anten-
nas, but including any wide accessories 
such as roof fairings. Measure roof 
height of the vehicle configured to 
have its maximum height that will 
occur during actual use, with properly 
inflated tires and no driver, passengers, 
or cargo onboard. Roof height may also 
refer to the following categories: 

(1) Low-roof means relating to a vehi-
cle with a roof height of 120 inches or 
less. 

(2) Mid-roof means relating to a vehi-
cle with a roof height of 121 to 147 
inches. 

(3) High-roof means relating to a ve-
hicle with a roof height of 148 inches or 
more. 

Round has the meaning given in 40 
CFR 1065.1001. 

Scheduled maintenance means adjust-
ing, repairing, removing, disassem-
bling, cleaning, or replacing compo-
nents or systems periodically to keep a 
part or system from failing, malfunc-
tioning, or wearing prematurely. It 
also may mean actions you expect are 
necessary to correct an overt indica-
tion of failure or malfunction for which 
periodic maintenance is not appro-
priate. 

School bus has the meaning given in 
49 CFR 571.3. 

Secondary vehicle manufacturer any-
one that produces a vehicle by modi-
fying a complete vehicle or completing 
the assembly of a partially complete 
vehicle. For the purpose of this defini-
tion, ‘‘modifying’’ generally does not 
include making changes that do not re-
move a vehicle from its original cer-
tified configuration. However, custom 
sleeper modifications and alternative 
fuel conversions that change actual ve-
hicle aerodynamics are considered to 
be modifications, even if they are per-
mitted without recertification. This 
definition applies whether the produc-
tion involves a complete or partially 
complete vehicle and whether the vehi-
cle was previously certified to emission 
standards or not. Manufacturers con-
trolled by the manufacturer of the base 
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vehicle (or by an entity that also con-
trols the manufacturer of the base ve-
hicle) are not secondary vehicle manu-
facturers; rather, both entities are con-
sidered to be one manufacturer for pur-
poses of this part. 

Sleeper cab means a type of tractor 
cab that has a compartment behind the 
driver’s seat intended to be used by the 
driver for sleeping, and is not a heavy- 
haul tractor cab. This includes cabs ac-
cessible from the driver’s compartment 
and those accessible from outside the 
vehicle. 

Small manufacturer means a manufac-
turer meeting the small business cri-
teria specified in 13 CFR 121.201 for vo-
cational vehicles and tractors (NAICS 
code 336120) or for trailers (NAICS code 
336212). The employee and revenue lim-
its apply to the total number employ-
ees and total revenue together for af-
filiated companies. 

Spark-ignition has the meaning given 
in § 1037.101. 

Standard payload means the payload 
assumed for each vehicle, in tons, for 
modeling and calculating emission 
credits, as follows: 

(1) For vocational vehicles: 
(i) 2.85 tons for Light HDV. 
(ii) 5.6 tons for Medium HDV. 
(iii) 7.5 tons for Heavy HDV. 
(2) For tractors: 
(i) 12.5 tons for Class 7. 
(ii) 19 tons for Class 8, other than 

heavy-haul tractors. 
(iii) 43 tons for heavy-haul tractors. 
(3) For trailers: 
(i) 10 tons for short box vans. 
(ii) 19 tons for other trailers. 
Standard tractor has the meaning 

given in § 1037.501. 
Standard trailer has the meaning 

given in § 1037.501. 
Stop-start means a vehicle technology 

that automatically turns the engine off 
when the vehicle is stopped, as de-
scribed in § 1037.660(a). 

Suspend has the meaning given in 40 
CFR 1068.30. 

Tank trailer means a trailer designed 
to transport liquids or gases. 

Test sample means the collection of 
vehicles or components selected from 
the population of a vehicle family for 
emission testing. This may include 
testing for certification, production- 
line testing, or in-use testing. 

Test vehicle means a vehicle in a test 
sample. 

Test weight means the vehicle weight 
used or represented during testing. 

Tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) 
is a vehicle system that monitors air 
pressure in each tire and alerts the op-
erator when tire pressure falls below a 
specified value. 

Tire rolling resistance level (TRRL) 
means a value with units of N/kN that 
represents the rolling resistance of a 
tire configuration. TRRLs are used as 
modeling inputs under §§ 1037.515 and 
1037.520. Note that a manufacturer may 
use the measured value for a tire con-
figuration’s coefficient of rolling re-
sistance, or assign some higher value. 

Tonne means metric ton, which is ex-
actly 1000 kg. 

Total hydrocarbon has the meaning 
given in 40 CFR 1065.1001. This gen-
erally means the combined mass of or-
ganic compounds measured by the 
specified procedure for measuring total 
hydrocarbon, expressed as a hydro-
carbon with an atomic hydrogen-to- 
carbon ratio of 1.85:1. 

Total hydrocarbon equivalent has the 
meaning given in 40 CFR 1065.1001. This 
generally means the sum of the carbon 
mass contributions of non-oxygenated 
hydrocarbon, alcohols and aldehydes, 
or other organic compounds that are 
measured separately as contained in a 
gas sample, expressed as exhaust hy-
drocarbon from petroleum-fueled vehi-
cles. The atomic hydrogen-to-carbon 
ratio of the equivalent hydrocarbon is 
1.85:1. 

Tractor has the meaning given for 
‘‘truck tractor’’ in 49 CFR 571.3. This 
includes most heavy-duty vehicles spe-
cifically designed for the primary pur-
pose of pulling trailers, but does not in-
clude vehicles designed to carry other 
loads. For purposes of this definition 
‘‘other loads’’ would not include loads 
carried in the cab, sleeper compart-
ment, or toolboxes. Examples of vehi-
cles that are similar to tractors but 
that are not tractors under this part in-
clude dromedary tractors, automobile 
haulers, straight trucks with trailers 
hitches, and tow trucks. Note that the 
provisions of this part that apply for 
tractors do not apply for tractors that 
are classified as vocational tractors 
under § 1037.630. 
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Trailer means a piece of equipment 
designed for carrying cargo and for 
being drawn by a tractor when coupled 
to the tractor’s fifth wheel. These 
trailers may be known commercially 
as semi-trailers or truck trailers. This 
definition excludes equipment that 
serve similar purposes but are not in-
tended to be pulled by a tractor, 
whether or not they are known com-
mercially as trailers. Trailers may be 
divided into different types and cat-
egories as described in paragraphs (1) 
through (4) of this definition. The types 
of equipment identified in paragraph 
(5) of this definition are not trailers for 
purposes of this part. 

(1) Box vans are trailers with en-
closed cargo space that is permanently 
attached to the chassis, with fixed 
sides, nose, and roof. Tank trailers are 
not box vans. 

(2) Box vans with self-contained 
HVAC systems are refrigerated vans. 
Note that this includes systems that 
provide cooling, heating, or both. All 
other box vans are dry vans. 

(3) Trailers that are not box vans are 
non-box trailers. Note that the stand-
ards for non-box trailers in this part 
1037 apply only to flatbed trailers, tank 
trailers, and container chassis. 

(4) Box vans with length at or below 
50.0 feet are short box vans. Other box 
vans are long box vans. 

(5) The following types of equipment 
are not trailers for purposes of this 
part 1037: 

(i) Containers that are not perma-
nently mounted on chassis. 

(ii) Dollies used to connect tandem 
trailers. 

Ultimate purchaser means, with re-
spect to any new vehicle, the first per-
son who in good faith purchases such 
new vehicle for purposes other than re-
sale. 

United States has the meaning given 
in 40 CFR 1068.30. 

Upcoming model year means for a ve-
hicle family the model year after the 
one currently in production. 

Urban means relating to the Urban 
duty cycle as specified in § 1037.510. 

U.S.-directed production volume means 
the number of vehicle units, subject to 
the requirements of this part, produced 
by a manufacturer for which the manu-
facturer has a reasonable assurance 

that sale was or will be made to ulti-
mate purchasers in the United States. 
This does not include vehicles certified 
to state emission standards that are 
different than the emission standards 
in this part. 

Useful life means the period during 
which a vehicle is required to comply 
with all applicable emission standards. 

Vehicle means equipment intended for 
use on highways that meets at least 
one of the criteria of paragraph (1) of 
this definition, as follows: 

(1) The following equipment are vehi-
cles: 

(i) A piece of equipment that is in-
tended for self-propelled use on high-
ways becomes a vehicle when it in-
cludes at least an engine, a trans-
mission, and a frame. (Note: For pur-
poses of this definition, any electrical, 
mechanical, and/or hydraulic devices 
attached to engines for the purpose of 
powering wheels are considered to be 
transmissions.) 

(ii) A piece of equipment that is in-
tended for self-propelled use on high-
ways becomes a vehicle when it in-
cludes a passenger compartment at-
tached to a frame with one or more 
axles. 

(iii) Trailers. A trailer becomes a ve-
hicle when it has a frame with one or 
more axles attached. 

(2) Vehicles other than trailers may 
be complete or incomplete vehicles as 
follows: 

(i) A complete vehicle is a functioning 
vehicle that has the primary load car-
rying device or container (or equiva-
lent equipment) attached. Examples of 
equivalent equipment would include 
fifth wheel trailer hitches, firefighting 
equipment, and utility booms. 

(ii) An incomplete vehicle is a vehicle 
that is not a complete vehicle. Incom-
plete vehicles may also be cab-com-
plete vehicles. This may include vehi-
cles sold to secondary vehicle manufac-
turers. 

(iii) The primary use of the terms 
‘‘complete vehicle’’ and ‘‘incomplete 
vehicle’’ are to distinguish whether a 
vehicle is complete when it is first sold 
as a vehicle. 

(iv) You may ask us to allow you to 
certify a vehicle as incomplete if you 
manufacture the engines and sell the 
unassembled chassis components, as 
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long as you do not produce and sell the 
body components necessary to com-
plete the vehicle. 

Vehicle configuration means a unique 
combination of vehicle hardware and 
calibration (related to measured or 
modeled emissions) within a vehicle 
family. Vehicles with hardware or soft-
ware differences, but that have no 
hardware or software differences re-
lated to measured or modeled emis-
sions may be included in the same ve-
hicle configuration. Note that vehicles 
with hardware or software differences 
related to measured or modeled emis-
sions are considered to be different 
configurations even if they have the 
same GEM inputs and FEL. Vehicles 
within a vehicle configuration differ 
only with respect to normal production 
variability or factors unrelated to 
measured or modeled emissions. 

Vehicle family has the meaning given 
in § 1037.230. 

Vehicle service class has the meaning 
given in § 1037.140. The different vehicle 
service classes are Light HDV, Medium 
HDV, and Heavy HDV. 

Vehicle subfamily or subfamily means a 
subset of a vehicle family including ve-
hicles subject to the same FEL(s). 

Vocational tractor means a vehicle 
classified as a vocational tractor under 
§ 1037.630. 

Vocational vehicle means relating to a 
vehicle subject to the standards of 
§ 1037.105 (including vocational trac-
tors). 

Void has the meaning given in 40 CFR 
1068.30. 

Volatile liquid fuel means any fuel 
other than diesel or biodiesel that is a 
liquid at atmospheric pressure and has 
a Reid Vapor Pressure higher than 2.0 
pounds per square inch. 

We (us, our) means the Administrator 
of the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy and any authorized representatives. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34491, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4653, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

§ 1037.805 Symbols, abbreviations, and 
acronyms. 

The procedures in this part generally 
follow either the International System 
of Units (SI) or the United States cus-
tomary units, as detailed in NIST Spe-
cial Publication 811 (incorporated by 
reference in § 1037.810). See 40 CFR 
1065.20 for specific provisions related to 
these conventions. This section sum-
marizes the way we use symbols, units 
of measure, and other abbreviations. 

(a) Symbols for chemical species. This 
part uses the following symbols for 
chemical species and exhaust constitu-
ents: 

TABLE 1 TO PARAGRAPH (a) OF § 1037.805— 
SYMBOLS FOR CHEMICAL SPECIES AND EX-
HAUST CONSTITUENTS 

Symbol Species 

C ............................. carbon. 
CH4 ........................ methane. 
CO .......................... carbon monoxide. 
CO2 ........................ carbon dioxide. 
H2O ........................ water. 
HC .......................... hydrocarbon. 
NMHC .................... nonmethane hydrocarbon. 
NMHCE .................. nonmethane hydrocarbon equivalent. 
NO .......................... nitric oxide. 
NO2 ........................ nitrogen dioxide. 
NOX ........................ oxides of nitrogen. 
N2O ........................ nitrous oxide. 
PM .......................... particulate matter. 
THC ........................ total hydrocarbon. 
THCE ..................... total hydrocarbon equivalent. 

(b) Symbols for quantities. This part 
1037 uses the following symbols and 
units of measure for various quantities: 

TABLE 2 TO PARAGRAPH (b) OF § 1037.805—SYMBOLS FOR QUANTITIES 

Symbol Quantity Unit Unit symbol Unit in terms of SI 
base units 

A ............... vehicle frictional load ............................ pound force or newton ............. lbf or N ................. kg·m·s¥2. 
a ............... axle position regression coefficient.
α ............... atomic hydrogen-to-carbon ratio .......... mole per mole .......................... mol/mol ................ 1. 
α ............... axle position regression coefficient.
α0 ............. intercept of air speed correction.
α1 ............. slope of air speed correction.
ag .............. acceleration of Earth’s gravity .............. meters per second squared ..... m/s2 ..................... m·s¥2. 
a0 .............. intercept of least squares regression.
a1 .............. slope of least squares regression.
B ............... vehicle load from drag and rolling re-

sistance.
pound force per mile per hour 

or newton second per meter.
lbf/(mi/hr) or N·s/m kg·s¥1. 

b ............... axle position regression coefficient.
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TABLE 2 TO PARAGRAPH (b) OF § 1037.805—SYMBOLS FOR QUANTITIES—Continued 

Symbol Quantity Unit Unit symbol Unit in terms of SI 
base units 

β ............... atomic oxygen-to-carbon ratio .............. mole per mole .......................... mol/mol ................ 1. 
β ............... axle position regression coefficient.
β0 .............. intercept of air direction correction.
β1 .............. slope of air direction correction.
C ............... vehicle-specific aerodynamic effects .... pound force per mile per hour 

squared or newton-second 
squared per meter squared.

lbf/mph2 or N·s2/ 
m2.

kg·m¥1. 

c ............... axle position regression coefficient.
ci ............... axle test regression coefficients.
Ci .............. constant.
ΔCdA ........ differential drag area ............................ meter squared .......................... m2 ........................ m2. 
CdA ........... drag area .............................................. meter squared .......................... m2 ........................ m2. 
Cd ............. drag coefficient.
CF ............ correction factor.
Crr ............. coefficient of rolling resistance ............. newton per kilonewton ............. N/kN ..................... 10¥3. 
D ............... distance ................................................ miles or meters ........................ mi or m ................ m. 
e ............... mass-weighted emission result ............ grams per ton-mile ................... g/ton-mi ................ g/kg-km. 
Eff ............. efficiency.
F ............... adjustment factor.
F ............... force ...................................................... pound force or newton ............. lbf or N ................. kg·m·s¥2. 
fn ............... angular speed (shaft) ........................... revolutions per minute ............. r/min ..................... π·30·s¥1. 
G .............. road grade ............................................ percent ..................................... % ......................... 10¥2. 
g ............... gravitational acceleration ...................... meters per second squared ..... m/s2 ..................... m·s¥2. 
h ............... elevation or height ................................ meters ...................................... m .......................... m. 
i ................ indexing variable.
ka .............. drive axle ratio ...................................... .................................................. .............................. 1. 
kd .............. transmission gear ratio.
ktopgear ...... highest available transmission gear.
L ............... load over axle ....................................... pound force or newton ............. lbf or N ................. kg·m·s¥2. 
m .............. mass ..................................................... pound mass or kilogram .......... lbm or kg ............. kg. 
M .............. molar mass ........................................... gram per mole ......................... g/mol .................... 10¥3·kg·mol¥1. 
M .............. vehicle mass ......................................... kilogram ................................... kg ......................... kg. 
Me ............. vehicle effective mass .......................... kilogram ................................... kg ......................... kg. 
Mrotating ..... inertial mass of rotating components ... kilogram ................................... kg ......................... kg. 
N ............... total number in series.
n ............... number of tires.
ṅ ............... amount of substance rate .................... mole per second ...................... mol/s .................... mol·s¥1. 
P ............... power .................................................... kilowatt ..................................... kW ....................... 103·m2·kg·s¥3. 
p ............... pressure ................................................ pascal ....................................... Pa ........................ kg·m¥1·s¥2. 
r ............... mass density ........................................ kilogram per cubic meter ......... kg/m3 ................... kg·m¥3. 
PL ............. payload ................................................. tons .......................................... ton ........................ kg. 
j ............... direction ................................................ degrees .................................... ° ........................... °. 
y ............... direction ................................................ degrees .................................... ° ........................... °. 
r ................ tire radius .............................................. meter ........................................ m .......................... m. 
r2 .............. coefficient of determination.
Re # ........... Reynolds number.
SEE .......... standard error of the estimate.
s ............... standard deviation.
TRPM ....... tire revolutions per mile ........................ revolutions per mile ................. r/mi.
TRRL ........ tire rolling resistance level .................... newton per kilonewton ............. N/kN ..................... 10¥3. 
T ............... absolute temperature ........................... kelvin ........................................ K .......................... K. 
T ............... Celsius temperature ............................. degree Celsius ......................... °C ......................... K¥273.15. 
T ............... torque (moment of force) ..................... newton meter ........................... N·m ...................... m2·kg·s¥2. 
t ................ time ....................................................... hour or second ......................... hr or s .................. s. 
Δt .............. time interval, period, 1/frequency ......... second ..................................... s ........................... s. 
UF ............ utility factor.
v ............... speed .................................................... miles per hour or meters per 

second.
mi/hr or m/s ......... m·s¥1. 

w ............... weighting factor.
w ............... wind speed ........................................... miles per hour .......................... mi/hr ..................... m·s¥1. 
W .............. work ...................................................... kilowatt-hour ............................. kW·hr ................... 3.6·m2·kg·s¥1. 
wC ............. carbon mass fraction ............................ gram per gram ......................... g/g ........................ 1. 
WR ........... weight reduction ................................... pound mass ............................. lbm ....................... kg. 
x ............... amount of substance mole fraction ...... mole per mole .......................... mol/mol ................ 1. 
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(c) Superscripts. This part uses the 
following superscripts for modifying 
quantity symbols: 

TABLE 3 TO § 1037.805—SUPERSCRIPTS 

Superscript Meaning 

overbar (such as ȳ) ............... arithmetic mean. 
Double overbar (such as �) ... arithmetic mean of arithmetic 

mean. 
overdot (such as ẏ) ................ quantity per unit time. 

(d) Subscripts. This part uses the fol-
lowing subscripts for modifying quan-
tity symbols: 

TABLE 4 TO PARAGRAPH (d) OF § 1037.805— 
SUBSCRIPTS 

Subscript Meaning 

±6 ...................... ±6° yaw angle sweep. 
A ........................ A speed. 
air ...................... air. 
aero ................... aerodynamic. 
alt ....................... alternative. 
act ...................... actual or measured condition. 
air ...................... air. 
axle .................... axle. 
B ........................ B speed. 
brake ................. brake. 
C ........................ C speed. 
Ccombdry .......... carbon from fuel per mole of dry exhaust. 
CD ..................... charge-depleting. 
circuit ................. circuit. 
CO2DEF ............ CO2 resulting from diesel exhaust fluid de-

composition. 
CO2PTO ............ CO2 emissions for PTO cycle. 
coastdown ......... coastdown. 
comp .................. composite. 
CS ..................... charge-sustaining. 
cycle .................. test cycle. 
drive ................... drive axle. 
drive-idle ............ idle with the transmission in drive. 
driver ................. driver. 
dyno ................... dynamometer. 
effective ............. effective. 
end .................... end. 
eng .................... engine. 
event .................. event. 
fuel ..................... fuel. 
full ...................... full. 
grade ................. grade. 
H2Oexhaustdry .. H2O in exhaust per mole of exhaust. 
hi ........................ high. 
i .......................... an individual of a series. 
idle ..................... idle. 
in ........................ inlet. 
inc ...................... increment. 
lo ........................ low. 
loss .................... loss. 
max .................... maximum. 
meas .................. measured quantity. 
med ................... median. 
min ..................... minimum. 
moving ............... moving. 
out ..................... outlet. 
P ........................ power. 
pair .................... pair of speed segments. 
parked-idle ......... idle with the transmission in park. 
partial ................. partial. 
ploss .................. power loss. 
plug-in ................ plug-in hybrid electric vehicle. 

TABLE 4 TO PARAGRAPH (d) OF § 1037.805— 
SUBSCRIPTS—Continued 

Subscript Meaning 

powertrain .......... powertrain. 
PTO ................... power take-off. 
rated .................. rated speed. 
record ................ record. 
ref ...................... reference quantity. 
RL ...................... road load. 
rotating .............. rotating. 
seg ..................... segment. 
speed ................. speed. 
spin .................... axle spin loss. 
start ................... start. 
steer .................. steer axle. 
t ......................... tire. 
test ..................... test. 
th ....................... theoretical. 
total .................... total. 
trac .................... traction. 
trac10 ................ traction force at 10 mi/hr. 
trailer ................. trailer axle. 
transient ............. transient. 
TRR ................... tire rolling resistance. 
UF ...................... utility factor. 
urea ................... urea. 
veh ..................... vehicle. 
w ........................ wind. 
wa ...................... wind average. 
yaw .................... yaw angle. 
ys ....................... yaw sweep. 
zero ................... zero quantity. 

(e) Other acronyms and abbreviations. 
This part uses the following additional 
abbreviations and acronyms: 

TABLE 5 TO PARAGRAPH (e) OF § 1037.805— 
OTHER ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Acronym Meaning 

ABT ................... averaging, banking, and trading. 
AECD ................ auxiliary emission control device. 
AES ................... automatic engine shutdown. 
APU ................... auxiliary power unit. 
CD ..................... charge-depleting. 
CFD ................... computational fluid dynamics. 
CFR ................... Code of Federal Regulations. 
CITT .................. curb idle transmission torque. 
CS ..................... charge-sustaining. 
DOT ................... Department of Transportation. 
ECM .................. electronic control module. 
EPA ................... Environmental Protection Agency. 
FE ...................... fuel economy. 
FEL .................... Family Emission Limit. 
FTP .................... Federal Test Procedure. 
GAWR ............... gross axle weight rating. 
GCWR ............... gross combination weight rating. 
GEM .................. greenhouse gas emission model. 
GVWR ............... gross vehicle weight rating. 
Heavy HDE ....... heavy heavy-duty engine (see 40 CFR 

1036.140). 
Heavy HDV ....... heavy heavy-duty vehicle (see 

§ 1037.140). 
HVAC ................ heating, ventilating, and air conditioning. 
ISO .................... International Organization for Standardiza-

tion. 
Light HDE .......... light heavy-duty engine (see 40 CFR 

1036.140). 
Light HDV .......... light heavy-duty vehicle (see § 1037.140). 
LLC .................... Low Load Cycle. 
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TABLE 5 TO PARAGRAPH (e) OF § 1037.805— 
OTHER ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS— 
Continued 

Acronym Meaning 

Medium HDE ..... medium heavy-duty engine (see 40 CFR 
1036.140). 

Medium HDV ..... medium heavy-duty vehicle (see 
§ 1037.140). 

NARA ................ National Archives and Records Adminis-
tration. 

NHTSA .............. National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration. 

PHEV ................. plug-in hybrid electric vehicle. 
PTO ................... power take-off. 
RESS ................. rechargeable energy storage system. 
SAE ................... SAE International. 
SEE ................... standard error of the estimate. 
SET ................... Supplemental Emission Test. 
SKU ................... stock-keeping unit. 
Spark-ignition 

HDE.
spark-ignition heavy-duty engine (see 40 

CFR 1036.140). 
TRPM ................ tire revolutions per mile. 
TRRL ................. tire rolling resistance level. 
U.S.C ................. United States Code. 
VSL .................... vehicle speed limiter. 

(f) Constants. This part uses the fol-
lowing constants: 

TABLE 6 TO PARAGRAPH (f) OF § 1037.805— 
CONSTANTS 

Symbol Quantity Value 

g ................ gravitational constant 9.80665 m·¥2. 
R ............... specific gas constant 287.058 J/(kg·K). 

(g) Prefixes. This part uses the fol-
lowing prefixes to define a quantity: 

TABLE 7 TO PARAGRAPH (g) OF § 1037.805— 
PREFIXES 

Symbol Quantity Value 

μ ........................... micro .................... 10¥6 
m ........................... milli ....................... 10¥3 
c ............................ centi ...................... 10¥2 
k ............................ kilo ........................ 103 
M ........................... mega .................... 106 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34492, June 29, 2021; 87 FR 64864, Oct. 26, 
2022; 88 FR 4654, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.810 Incorporation by reference. 
Certain material is incorporated by 

reference into this part with the ap-
proval of the Director of the Federal 
Register under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 
CFR part 51. To enforce any edition 
other than that specified in this sec-
tion, EPA must publish a document in 
the FEDERAL REGISTER and the mate-
rial must be available to the public. All 
approved incorporation by reference 

(IBR) material is available for inspec-
tion at EPA and at the National Ar-
chives and Records Administration 
(NARA). Contact EPA at: U.S. EPA, 
Air and Radiation Docket Center, WJC 
West Building, Room 3334, 1301 Con-
stitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 
20004; www.epa.gov/dockets; (202) 202– 
1744. For information on inspecting 
this material at NARA, visit 
www.archives.gov/federal-register/cfr/ibr- 
locations.html or email 
fr.inspection@nara.gov. The material 
may be obtained from the following 
sources: 

(a) International Organization for 
Standardization, Case Postale 56, CH– 
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland; (41) 22749 
0111; www.iso.org; or central@iso.org. 

(1) ISO 28580:2009(E) ‘‘Passenger car, 
truck and bus tyres—Methods of meas-
uring rolling resistance—Single point 
test and correlation of measurement 
results’’, First Edition, July 1, 2009, 
(‘‘ISO 28580’’); IBR approved for 
§ 1037.520(c). 

(2) [Reserved] 
(b) National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST), 100 Bureau 
Drive, Stop 1070, Gaithersburg, MD 
20899–1070; (301) 975–6478; www.nist.gov. 

(1) NIST Special Publication 811, 2008 
Edition, Guide for the Use of the Inter-
national System of Units (SI), Physics 
Laboratory, March 2008; IBR approved 
for § 1037.805. 

(2) [Reserved] 
(c) SAE International, 400 Common-

wealth Dr., Warrendale, PA 15096–0001, 
(877) 606–7323 (U.S. and Canada) or (724) 
776–4970 (outside the U.S. and Canada), 
www.sae.org. 

(1) SAE J1025 AUG2012, Test Proce-
dures for Measuring Truck Tire Revo-
lutions Per Kilometer/Mile, Stabilized 
August 2012, (‘‘SAE J1025’’); IBR ap-
proved for § 1037.520(c). 

(2) SAE J1252 JUL2012, SAE Wind 
Tunnel Test Procedure for Trucks and 
Buses, Revised July 2012, (‘‘SAE 
J1252’’); IBR approved for §§ 1037.525(b); 
1037.530(a). 

(3) SAE J1263 MAR2010, Road Load 
Measurement and Dynamometer Sim-
ulation Using Coastdown Techniques, 
Revised March 2010, (‘‘SAE J1263’’); IBR 
approved for §§ 1037.528 introductory 
text, (a), (b), (c), (e), and (h); 1037.665(a). 
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(4) SAE J1594 JUL2010, Vehicle Aero-
dynamics Terminology, Revised July 
2010, (‘‘SAE J1594’’); IBR approved for 
§ 1037.530(d). 

(5) SAE J2071 REV. JUN94, Aero-
dynamic Testing of Road Vehicles— 
Open Throat Wind Tunnel Adjustment, 
Revised June 1994, (‘‘SAE J2071’’); IBR 
approved for § 1037.530(b). 

(6) SAE J2263 MAY2020, (R) Road 
Load Measurement Using Onboard 
Anemometry and Coastdown Tech-
niques, Revised May 2020, (‘‘SAE 
J2263’’); IBR approved for §§ 1037.528 in-
troductory text, (a), (b), (d), and (f); 
1037.665(a). 

(7) SAE J2343 JUL2008, Recommended 
Practice for LNG Medium and Heavy- 
Duty Powered Vehicles, Revised July 
2008, (‘‘SAE J2343’’); IBR approved for 
§ 1037.103(e). 

(8) SAE J2452 ISSUED JUN1999, 
Stepwise Coastdown Methodology for 
Measuring Tire Rolling Resistance, 
Issued June 1999, (‘‘SAE J2452’’); IBR 
approved for § 1037.528(h). 

(9) SAE J2841 MAR2009, Utility Fac-
tor Definitions for Plug-In Hybrid Elec-
tric Vehicles Using 2001 U.S. DOT Na-
tional Household Travel Survey Data, 
Issued March 2009, (‘‘SAE J2841’’); IBR 
approved for § 1037.550(a). 

(10) SAE J2966 SEP2013, Guidelines 
for Aerodynamic Assessment of Me-
dium and Heavy Commercial Ground 
Vehicles Using Computational Fluid 
Dynamics, Issued September 2013, 
(‘‘SAE J2966’’); IBR approved for 
§ 1037.532(a). 

(d) U.S. EPA, Office of Air and Radi-
ation, 2565 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, 
MI 48105; www.epa.gov. 

(1) Greenhouse gas Emissions Model 
(GEM), Version 2.0.1, September 2012 
(‘‘GEM version 2.0.1’’); IBR approved 
for § 1037.520. 

(2) Greenhouse gas Emissions Model 
(GEM) Phase 2, Version 3.0, July 2016 
(‘‘GEM Phase 2, Version 3.0’’); IBR ap-
proved for § 1037.150(bb). 

(3) Greenhouse gas Emissions Model 
(GEM) Phase 2, Version 3.5.1, November 
2020 (‘‘GEM Phase 2, Version 3.5.1’’); 
IBR approved for § 1037.150(bb). 

(4) Greenhouse gas Emissions Model 
(GEM) Phase 2, Version 4.0, April 2022 
(‘‘GEM Phase 2, Version 4.0’’); IBR ap-
proved for §§ 1037.150(bb); 1037.520; 
1037.550(a). 

(5) GEM’s MATLAB/Simulink Hard-
ware-in-Loop model, Version 3.8, De-
cember 2020 (‘‘GEM HIL model 3.8’’); 
IBR approved for § 1037.150(bb). 

NOTE 1 TO PARAGRAPH (d): The computer 
code for these models is available as noted in 
the introductory paragraph of this section. A 
working version of the software is also avail-
able for download at www.epa.gov/regulations- 
emissions-vehicles-and-engines/greenhouse-gas- 
emissions-model-gem-medium-and-heavy-duty. 

[88 FR 4658, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.815 Confidential information. 
The provisions of 40 CFR 1068.10 and 

1068.11 apply for information you sub-
mit under this part. 

[88 FR 4658, Jan. 24, 2023] 

§ 1037.820 Requesting a hearing. 
(a) You may request a hearing under 

certain circumstances, as described 
elsewhere in this part. To do this, you 
must file a written request, including a 
description of your objection and any 
supporting data, within 30 days after 
we make a decision. 

(b) For a hearing you request under 
the provisions of this part, we will ap-
prove your request if we find that your 
request raises a substantial factual 
issue. 

(c) If we agree to hold a hearing, we 
will use the procedures specified in 40 
CFR part 1068, subpart G. 

§ 1037.825 Reporting and record-
keeping requirements. 

(a) This part includes various re-
quirements to submit and record data 
or other information. Unless we specify 
otherwise, store required records in 
any format and on any media and keep 
them readily available for eight years 
after you send an associated applica-
tion for certification, or eight years 
after you generate the data if they do 
not support an application for certifi-
cation. We may review these records at 
any time. You must promptly give us 
organized, written records in English if 
we ask for them. We may require you 
to submit written records in an elec-
tronic format. 

(b) The regulations in § 1037.255 and 40 
CFR 1068.25 and 1068.101 describe your 
obligation to report truthful and com-
plete information. This includes infor-
mation not related to certification. 
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Failing to properly report information 
and keep the records we specify vio-
lates 40 CFR 1068.101(a)(2), which may 
involve civil or criminal penalties. 

(c) Send all reports and requests for 
approval to the Designated Compliance 
Officer (see § 1037.801). 

(d) Any written information we re-
quire you to send to or receive from an-
other company is deemed to be a re-
quired record under this section. Such 
records are also deemed to be submis-
sions to EPA. Keep these records for 
eight years unless the regulations 
specify a different period. We may re-
quire you to send us these records 
whether or not you are a certificate 
holder. 

(e) Under the Paperwork Reduction 
Act (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq), the Office of 
Management and Budget approves the 
reporting and recordkeeping specified 
in the applicable regulations. The fol-
lowing items illustrate the kind of re-
porting and recordkeeping we require 
for vehicles regulated under this part: 

(1) We specify the following require-
ments related to vehicle certification 
in this part 1037: 

(i) In § 1037.150 we include various re-
porting and recordkeeping require-
ments related to interim provisions. 

(ii) In subpart C of this part we iden-
tify a wide range of information re-
quired to certify vehicles. 

(iii) In subpart G of this part we iden-
tify several reporting and record-
keeping items for making demonstra-
tions and getting approval related to 
various special compliance provisions. 

(iv) In § 1037.725, 1037.730, and 1037.735 
we specify certain records related to 
averaging, banking, and trading. 

(2) We specify the following require-
ments related to testing in 40 CFR part 
1066: 

(i) In 40 CFR 1066.2 we give an over-
view of principles for reporting infor-
mation. 

(ii) In 40 CFR 1066.25 we establish 
basic guidelines for storing test infor-
mation. 

(iii) In 40 CFR 1066.695 we identify the 
specific information and data items to 
record when measuring emissions. 

(3) We specify the following require-
ments related to the general compli-
ance provisions in 40 CFR part 1068: 

(i) In 40 CFR 1068.5 we establish a 
process for evaluating good engineer-
ing judgment related to testing and 
certification. 

(ii) In 40 CFR 1068.25 we describe gen-
eral provisions related to sending and 
keeping information. 

(iii) In 40 CFR 1068.27 we require man-
ufacturers to make engines and vehi-
cles available for our testing or inspec-
tion if we make such a request. 

(iv) In 40 CFR 1068.105 we require ve-
hicle manufacturers to keep certain 
records related to duplicate labels from 
engine manufacturers. 

(v) In 40 CFR 1068.120 we specify rec-
ordkeeping related to rebuilding en-
gines. 

(vi) In 40 CFR part 1068, subpart C, we 
identify several reporting and record-
keeping items for making demonstra-
tions and getting approval related to 
various exemptions. 

(vii) In 40 CFR part 1068, subpart D, 
we identify several reporting and rec-
ordkeeping items for making dem-
onstrations and getting approval re-
lated to importing engines and vehi-
cles. 

(viii) In 40 CFR 1068.450 and 1068.455 
we specify certain records related to 
testing production-line engines and ve-
hicles in a selective enforcement audit. 

(ix) In 40 CFR 1068.501 we specify cer-
tain records related to investigating 
and reporting emission-related defects. 

(x) In 40 CFR 1068.525 and 1068.530 we 
specify certain records related to re-
calling nonconforming engines and ve-
hicles. 

(xi) In 40 CFR part 1068, subpart G, 
we specify certain records for request-
ing a hearing. 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016, as amended at 86 
FR 34496, June 29, 2021; 88 FR 4658, Jan. 24, 
2023] 

APPENDIX A TO PART 1037 — HEAVY- 
DUTY TRANSIENT TEST CYCLE 

Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

1 ........................................... 0.00 
2 ........................................... 0.00 
3 ........................................... 0.00 
4 ........................................... 0.00 
5 ........................................... 0.00 
6 ........................................... 0.00 
7 ........................................... 0.41 
8 ........................................... 1.18 
9 ........................................... 2.26 
10 ......................................... 3.19 
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Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

11 ......................................... 3.97 
12 ......................................... 4.66 
13 ......................................... 5.32 
14 ......................................... 5.94 
15 ......................................... 6.48 
16 ......................................... 6.91 
17 ......................................... 7.28 
18 ......................................... 7.64 
19 ......................................... 8.02 
20 ......................................... 8.36 
21 ......................................... 8.60 
22 ......................................... 8.74 
23 ......................................... 8.82 
24 ......................................... 8.82 
25 ......................................... 8.76 
26 ......................................... 8.66 
27 ......................................... 8.58 
28 ......................................... 8.52 
29 ......................................... 8.46 
30 ......................................... 8.38 
31 ......................................... 8.31 
32 ......................................... 8.21 
33 ......................................... 8.11 
34 ......................................... 8.00 
35 ......................................... 7.94 
36 ......................................... 7.94 
37 ......................................... 7.80 
38 ......................................... 7.43 
39 ......................................... 6.79 
40 ......................................... 5.81 
41 ......................................... 4.65 
42 ......................................... 3.03 
43 ......................................... 1.88 
44 ......................................... 1.15 
45 ......................................... 1.14 
46 ......................................... 1.12 
47 ......................................... 1.11 
48 ......................................... 1.19 
49 ......................................... 1.57 
50 ......................................... 2.31 
51 ......................................... 3.37 
52 ......................................... 4.51 
53 ......................................... 5.56 
54 ......................................... 6.41 
55 ......................................... 7.09 
56 ......................................... 7.59 
57 ......................................... 7.99 
58 ......................................... 8.32 
59 ......................................... 8.64 
60 ......................................... 8.91 
61 ......................................... 9.13 
62 ......................................... 9.29 
63 ......................................... 9.40 
64 ......................................... 9.39 
65 ......................................... 9.20 
66 ......................................... 8.84 
67 ......................................... 8.35 
68 ......................................... 7.81 
69 ......................................... 7.22 
70 ......................................... 6.65 
71 ......................................... 6.13 
72 ......................................... 5.75 
73 ......................................... 5.61 
74 ......................................... 5.65 
75 ......................................... 5.80 
76 ......................................... 5.95 
77 ......................................... 6.09 
78 ......................................... 6.21 
79 ......................................... 6.31 
80 ......................................... 6.34 
81 ......................................... 6.47 
82 ......................................... 6.65 
83 ......................................... 6.88 

Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

84 ......................................... 7.04 
85 ......................................... 7.05 
86 ......................................... 7.01 
87 ......................................... 6.90 
88 ......................................... 6.88 
89 ......................................... 6.89 
90 ......................................... 6.96 
91 ......................................... 7.04 
92 ......................................... 7.17 
93 ......................................... 7.29 
94 ......................................... 7.39 
95 ......................................... 7.48 
96 ......................................... 7.57 
97 ......................................... 7.61 
98 ......................................... 7.59 
99 ......................................... 7.53 
100 ....................................... 7.46 
101 ....................................... 7.40 
102 ....................................... 7.39 
103 ....................................... 7.38 
104 ....................................... 7.37 
105 ....................................... 7.37 
106 ....................................... 7.39 
107 ....................................... 7.42 
108 ....................................... 7.43 
109 ....................................... 7.40 
110 ....................................... 7.39 
111 ....................................... 7.42 
112 ....................................... 7.50 
113 ....................................... 7.57 
114 ....................................... 7.60 
115 ....................................... 7.60 
116 ....................................... 7.61 
117 ....................................... 7.64 
118 ....................................... 7.68 
119 ....................................... 7.74 
120 ....................................... 7.82 
121 ....................................... 7.90 
122 ....................................... 7.96 
123 ....................................... 7.99 
124 ....................................... 8.02 
125 ....................................... 8.01 
126 ....................................... 7.87 
127 ....................................... 7.59 
128 ....................................... 7.20 
129 ....................................... 6.52 
130 ....................................... 5.53 
131 ....................................... 4.36 
132 ....................................... 3.30 
133 ....................................... 2.50 
134 ....................................... 1.94 
135 ....................................... 1.56 
136 ....................................... 0.95 
137 ....................................... 0.42 
138 ....................................... 0.00 
139 ....................................... 0.00 
140 ....................................... 0.00 
141 ....................................... 0.00 
142 ....................................... 0.00 
143 ....................................... 0.00 
144 ....................................... 0.00 
145 ....................................... 0.00 
146 ....................................... 0.00 
147 ....................................... 0.00 
148 ....................................... 0.00 
149 ....................................... 0.00 
150 ....................................... 0.00 
151 ....................................... 0.00 
152 ....................................... 0.00 
153 ....................................... 0.00 
154 ....................................... 0.00 
155 ....................................... 0.00 
156 ....................................... 0.00 
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Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

157 ....................................... 0.00 
158 ....................................... 0.00 
159 ....................................... 0.00 
160 ....................................... 0.00 
161 ....................................... 0.00 
162 ....................................... 0.00 
163 ....................................... 0.00 
164 ....................................... 0.00 
165 ....................................... 0.00 
166 ....................................... 0.00 
167 ....................................... 0.00 
168 ....................................... 0.00 
169 ....................................... 0.00 
170 ....................................... 0.00 
171 ....................................... 0.00 
172 ....................................... 1.11 
173 ....................................... 2.65 
174 ....................................... 4.45 
175 ....................................... 5.68 
176 ....................................... 6.75 
177 ....................................... 7.59 
178 ....................................... 7.75 
179 ....................................... 7.63 
180 ....................................... 7.67 
181 ....................................... 8.70 
182 ....................................... 10.20 
183 ....................................... 11.92 
184 ....................................... 12.84 
185 ....................................... 13.27 
186 ....................................... 13.38 
187 ....................................... 13.61 
188 ....................................... 14.15 
189 ....................................... 14.84 
190 ....................................... 16.49 
191 ....................................... 18.33 
192 ....................................... 20.36 
193 ....................................... 21.47 
194 ....................................... 22.35 
195 ....................................... 22.96 
196 ....................................... 23.46 
197 ....................................... 23.92 
198 ....................................... 24.42 
199 ....................................... 24.99 
200 ....................................... 25.91 
201 ....................................... 26.26 
202 ....................................... 26.38 
203 ....................................... 26.26 
204 ....................................... 26.49 
205 ....................................... 26.76 
206 ....................................... 27.07 
207 ....................................... 26.64 
208 ....................................... 25.99 
209 ....................................... 24.77 
210 ....................................... 24.04 
211 ....................................... 23.39 
212 ....................................... 22.73 
213 ....................................... 22.16 
214 ....................................... 21.66 
215 ....................................... 21.39 
216 ....................................... 21.43 
217 ....................................... 20.67 
218 ....................................... 17.98 
219 ....................................... 13.15 
220 ....................................... 7.71 
221 ....................................... 3.30 
222 ....................................... 0.88 
223 ....................................... 0.00 
224 ....................................... 0.00 
225 ....................................... 0.00 
226 ....................................... 0.00 
227 ....................................... 0.00 
228 ....................................... 0.00 
229 ....................................... 0.00 

Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

230 ....................................... 0.00 
231 ....................................... 0.00 
232 ....................................... 0.00 
233 ....................................... 0.00 
234 ....................................... 0.00 
235 ....................................... 0.00 
236 ....................................... 0.00 
237 ....................................... 0.00 
238 ....................................... 0.00 
239 ....................................... 0.00 
240 ....................................... 0.00 
241 ....................................... 0.00 
242 ....................................... 0.00 
243 ....................................... 0.00 
244 ....................................... 0.00 
245 ....................................... 0.00 
246 ....................................... 0.00 
247 ....................................... 0.00 
248 ....................................... 0.00 
249 ....................................... 0.00 
250 ....................................... 0.00 
251 ....................................... 0.00 
252 ....................................... 0.00 
253 ....................................... 0.00 
254 ....................................... 0.00 
255 ....................................... 0.00 
256 ....................................... 0.00 
257 ....................................... 0.00 
258 ....................................... 0.00 
259 ....................................... 0.50 
260 ....................................... 1.57 
261 ....................................... 3.07 
262 ....................................... 4.57 
263 ....................................... 5.65 
264 ....................................... 6.95 
265 ....................................... 8.05 
266 ....................................... 9.13 
267 ....................................... 10.05 
268 ....................................... 11.62 
269 ....................................... 12.92 
270 ....................................... 13.84 
271 ....................................... 14.38 
272 ....................................... 15.64 
273 ....................................... 17.14 
274 ....................................... 18.21 
275 ....................................... 18.90 
276 ....................................... 19.44 
277 ....................................... 20.09 
278 ....................................... 21.89 
279 ....................................... 24.15 
280 ....................................... 26.26 
281 ....................................... 26.95 
282 ....................................... 27.03 
283 ....................................... 27.30 
284 ....................................... 28.10 
285 ....................................... 29.44 
286 ....................................... 30.78 
287 ....................................... 32.09 
288 ....................................... 33.24 
289 ....................................... 34.46 
290 ....................................... 35.42 
291 ....................................... 35.88 
292 ....................................... 36.03 
293 ....................................... 35.84 
294 ....................................... 35.65 
295 ....................................... 35.31 
296 ....................................... 35.19 
297 ....................................... 35.12 
298 ....................................... 35.12 
299 ....................................... 35.04 
300 ....................................... 35.08 
301 ....................................... 35.04 
302 ....................................... 35.34 
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Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

303 ....................................... 35.50 
304 ....................................... 35.77 
305 ....................................... 35.81 
306 ....................................... 35.92 
307 ....................................... 36.23 
308 ....................................... 36.42 
309 ....................................... 36.65 
310 ....................................... 36.26 
311 ....................................... 36.07 
312 ....................................... 35.84 
313 ....................................... 35.96 
314 ....................................... 36.00 
315 ....................................... 35.57 
316 ....................................... 35.00 
317 ....................................... 34.08 
318 ....................................... 33.39 
319 ....................................... 32.20 
320 ....................................... 30.32 
321 ....................................... 28.48 
322 ....................................... 26.95 
323 ....................................... 26.18 
324 ....................................... 25.38 
325 ....................................... 24.77 
326 ....................................... 23.46 
327 ....................................... 22.39 
328 ....................................... 20.97 
329 ....................................... 20.09 
330 ....................................... 18.90 
331 ....................................... 18.17 
332 ....................................... 16.48 
333 ....................................... 15.07 
334 ....................................... 12.23 
335 ....................................... 10.08 
336 ....................................... 7.71 
337 ....................................... 7.32 
338 ....................................... 8.63 
339 ....................................... 10.77 
340 ....................................... 12.65 
341 ....................................... 13.88 
342 ....................................... 15.03 
343 ....................................... 15.64 
344 ....................................... 16.99 
345 ....................................... 17.98 
346 ....................................... 19.13 
347 ....................................... 18.67 
348 ....................................... 18.25 
349 ....................................... 18.17 
350 ....................................... 18.40 
351 ....................................... 19.63 
352 ....................................... 20.32 
353 ....................................... 21.43 
354 ....................................... 21.47 
355 ....................................... 21.97 
356 ....................................... 22.27 
357 ....................................... 22.69 
358 ....................................... 23.15 
359 ....................................... 23.69 
360 ....................................... 23.96 
361 ....................................... 24.27 
362 ....................................... 24.34 
363 ....................................... 24.50 
364 ....................................... 24.42 
365 ....................................... 24.38 
366 ....................................... 24.31 
367 ....................................... 24.23 
368 ....................................... 24.69 
369 ....................................... 25.11 
370 ....................................... 25.53 
371 ....................................... 25.38 
372 ....................................... 24.58 
373 ....................................... 23.77 
374 ....................................... 23.54 
375 ....................................... 23.50 

Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

376 ....................................... 24.15 
377 ....................................... 24.30 
378 ....................................... 24.15 
379 ....................................... 23.19 
380 ....................................... 22.50 
381 ....................................... 21.93 
382 ....................................... 21.85 
383 ....................................... 21.55 
384 ....................................... 21.89 
385 ....................................... 21.97 
386 ....................................... 21.97 
387 ....................................... 22.01 
388 ....................................... 21.85 
389 ....................................... 21.62 
390 ....................................... 21.62 
391 ....................................... 22.01 
392 ....................................... 22.81 
393 ....................................... 23.54 
394 ....................................... 24.38 
395 ....................................... 24.80 
396 ....................................... 24.61 
397 ....................................... 23.12 
398 ....................................... 21.62 
399 ....................................... 19.90 
400 ....................................... 18.86 
401 ....................................... 17.79 
402 ....................................... 17.25 
403 ....................................... 16.91 
404 ....................................... 16.75 
405 ....................................... 16.75 
406 ....................................... 16.87 
407 ....................................... 16.37 
408 ....................................... 16.37 
409 ....................................... 16.49 
410 ....................................... 17.21 
411 ....................................... 17.41 
412 ....................................... 17.37 
413 ....................................... 16.87 
414 ....................................... 16.72 
415 ....................................... 16.22 
416 ....................................... 15.76 
417 ....................................... 14.72 
418 ....................................... 13.69 
419 ....................................... 12.00 
420 ....................................... 10.43 
421 ....................................... 8.71 
422 ....................................... 7.44 
423 ....................................... 5.71 
424 ....................................... 4.22 
425 ....................................... 2.30 
426 ....................................... 1.00 
427 ....................................... 0.00 
428 ....................................... 0.61 
429 ....................................... 1.19 
430 ....................................... 1.61 
431 ....................................... 1.53 
432 ....................................... 2.34 
433 ....................................... 4.29 
434 ....................................... 7.25 
435 ....................................... 10.20 
436 ....................................... 12.46 
437 ....................................... 14.53 
438 ....................................... 16.22 
439 ....................................... 17.87 
440 ....................................... 19.74 
441 ....................................... 21.01 
442 ....................................... 22.23 
443 ....................................... 22.62 
444 ....................................... 23.61 
445 ....................................... 24.88 
446 ....................................... 26.15 
447 ....................................... 26.99 
448 ....................................... 27.56 
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Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

449 ....................................... 28.18 
450 ....................................... 28.94 
451 ....................................... 29.83 
452 ....................................... 30.78 
453 ....................................... 31.82 
454 ....................................... 32.78 
455 ....................................... 33.24 
456 ....................................... 33.47 
457 ....................................... 33.31 
458 ....................................... 33.08 
459 ....................................... 32.78 
460 ....................................... 32.39 
461 ....................................... 32.13 
462 ....................................... 31.82 
463 ....................................... 31.55 
464 ....................................... 31.25 
465 ....................................... 30.94 
466 ....................................... 30.71 
467 ....................................... 30.56 
468 ....................................... 30.79 
469 ....................................... 31.13 
470 ....................................... 31.55 
471 ....................................... 31.51 
472 ....................................... 31.47 
473 ....................................... 31.44 
474 ....................................... 31.51 
475 ....................................... 31.59 
476 ....................................... 31.67 
477 ....................................... 32.01 
478 ....................................... 32.63 
479 ....................................... 33.39 
480 ....................................... 34.31 
481 ....................................... 34.81 
482 ....................................... 34.20 
483 ....................................... 32.39 
484 ....................................... 30.29 
485 ....................................... 28.56 
486 ....................................... 26.45 
487 ....................................... 24.79 
488 ....................................... 23.12 
489 ....................................... 20.73 
490 ....................................... 18.33 
491 ....................................... 15.72 
492 ....................................... 13.11 
493 ....................................... 10.47 
494 ....................................... 7.82 
495 ....................................... 5.70 
496 ....................................... 3.57 
497 ....................................... 0.92 
498 ....................................... 0.00 
499 ....................................... 0.00 
500 ....................................... 0.00 
501 ....................................... 0.00 
502 ....................................... 0.00 
503 ....................................... 0.00 
504 ....................................... 0.00 
505 ....................................... 0.00 
506 ....................................... 0.00 
507 ....................................... 0.00 
508 ....................................... 0.00 
509 ....................................... 0.00 
510 ....................................... 0.00 
511 ....................................... 0.00 
512 ....................................... 0.00 
513 ....................................... 0.00 
514 ....................................... 0.00 
515 ....................................... 0.00 
516 ....................................... 0.00 
517 ....................................... 0.00 
518 ....................................... 0.00 
519 ....................................... 0.00 
520 ....................................... 0.00 
521 ....................................... 0.00 

Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

522 ....................................... 0.50 
523 ....................................... 1.50 
524 ....................................... 3.00 
525 ....................................... 4.50 
526 ....................................... 5.80 
527 ....................................... 6.52 
528 ....................................... 6.75 
529 ....................................... 6.44 
530 ....................................... 6.17 
531 ....................................... 6.33 
532 ....................................... 6.71 
533 ....................................... 7.40 
534 ....................................... 7.67 
535 ....................................... 7.33 
536 ....................................... 6.71 
537 ....................................... 6.41 
538 ....................................... 6.60 
539 ....................................... 6.56 
540 ....................................... 5.94 
541 ....................................... 5.45 
542 ....................................... 5.87 
543 ....................................... 6.71 
544 ....................................... 7.56 
545 ....................................... 7.59 
546 ....................................... 7.63 
547 ....................................... 7.67 
548 ....................................... 7.67 
549 ....................................... 7.48 
550 ....................................... 7.29 
551 ....................................... 7.29 
552 ....................................... 7.40 
553 ....................................... 7.48 
554 ....................................... 7.52 
555 ....................................... 7.52 
556 ....................................... 7.48 
557 ....................................... 7.44 
558 ....................................... 7.28 
559 ....................................... 7.21 
560 ....................................... 7.09 
561 ....................................... 7.06 
562 ....................................... 7.29 
563 ....................................... 7.75 
564 ....................................... 8.55 
565 ....................................... 9.09 
566 ....................................... 10.04 
567 ....................................... 11.12 
568 ....................................... 12.46 
569 ....................................... 13.00 
570 ....................................... 14.26 
571 ....................................... 15.37 
572 ....................................... 17.02 
573 ....................................... 18.17 
574 ....................................... 19.21 
575 ....................................... 20.17 
576 ....................................... 20.66 
577 ....................................... 21.12 
578 ....................................... 21.43 
579 ....................................... 22.66 
580 ....................................... 23.92 
581 ....................................... 25.42 
582 ....................................... 25.53 
583 ....................................... 26.68 
584 ....................................... 28.14 
585 ....................................... 30.06 
586 ....................................... 30.94 
587 ....................................... 31.63 
588 ....................................... 32.36 
589 ....................................... 33.24 
590 ....................................... 33.66 
591 ....................................... 34.12 
592 ....................................... 35.92 
593 ....................................... 37.72 
594 ....................................... 39.26 
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Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

595 ....................................... 39.45 
596 ....................................... 39.83 
597 ....................................... 40.18 
598 ....................................... 40.48 
599 ....................................... 40.75 
600 ....................................... 41.02 
601 ....................................... 41.36 
602 ....................................... 41.79 
603 ....................................... 42.40 
604 ....................................... 42.82 
605 ....................................... 43.05 
606 ....................................... 43.09 
607 ....................................... 43.24 
608 ....................................... 43.59 
609 ....................................... 44.01 
610 ....................................... 44.35 
611 ....................................... 44.55 
612 ....................................... 44.82 
613 ....................................... 45.05 
614 ....................................... 45.31 
615 ....................................... 45.58 
616 ....................................... 46.00 
617 ....................................... 46.31 
618 ....................................... 46.54 
619 ....................................... 46.61 
620 ....................................... 46.92 
621 ....................................... 47.19 
622 ....................................... 47.46 
623 ....................................... 47.54 
624 ....................................... 47.54 
625 ....................................... 47.54 
626 ....................................... 47.50 
627 ....................................... 47.50 
628 ....................................... 47.50 
629 ....................................... 47.31 
630 ....................................... 47.04 
631 ....................................... 46.77 
632 ....................................... 45.54 
633 ....................................... 43.24 
634 ....................................... 41.52 
635 ....................................... 39.79 

Time 
(sec) 

Speed 
(mi/hr) 

636 ....................................... 38.07 
637 ....................................... 36.34 
638 ....................................... 34.04 
639 ....................................... 32.45 
640 ....................................... 30.86 
641 ....................................... 28.83 
642 ....................................... 26.45 
643 ....................................... 24.27 
644 ....................................... 22.04 
645 ....................................... 19.82 
646 ....................................... 17.04 
647 ....................................... 14.26 
648 ....................................... 11.52 
649 ....................................... 8.78 
650 ....................................... 7.17 
651 ....................................... 5.56 
652 ....................................... 3.72 
653 ....................................... 3.38 
654 ....................................... 3.11 
655 ....................................... 2.58 
656 ....................................... 1.66 
657 ....................................... 0.67 
658 ....................................... 0.00 
659 ....................................... 0.00 
660 ....................................... 0.00 
661 ....................................... 0.00 
662 ....................................... 0.00 
663 ....................................... 0.00 
664 ....................................... 0.00 
665 ....................................... 0.00 
666 ....................................... 0.00 
667 ....................................... 0.00 
668 ....................................... 0.00 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016. Redesignated at 88 
FR 4658, Jan. 24, 2023] 

APPENDIX B TO PART 1037—POWER 
TAKE-OFF TEST CYCLE 

Cycle simulation Mode Start time of 
mode 

Normalized 
pressure, 

circuit 1 (%) 

Normalized 
pressure, 

circuit 2 (%) 

Utility ...................................................................................... 0 0 0.0 0.0 
Utility ...................................................................................... 1 33 80.5 0.0 
Utility ...................................................................................... 2 40 0.0 0.0 
Utility ...................................................................................... 3 145 83.5 0.0 
Utility ...................................................................................... 4 289 0.0 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 5 361 0.0 13.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 6 363 0.0 38.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 7 373 0.0 53.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 8 384 0.0 73.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 9 388 0.0 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 10 401 0.0 13.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 11 403 0.0 38.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 12 413 0.0 53.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 13 424 0.0 73.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 14 442 11.2 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 15 468 29.3 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 16 473 0.0 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 17 486 11.2 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 18 512 29.3 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 19 517 0.0 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 20 530 12.8 11.1 
Refuse ................................................................................... 21 532 12.8 38.2 
Refuse ................................................................................... 22 541 12.8 53.4 
Refuse ................................................................................... 23 550 12.8 73.5 
Refuse ................................................................................... 24 553 0.0 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 25 566 12.8 11.1 
Refuse ................................................................................... 26 568 12.8 38.2 
Refuse ................................................................................... 27 577 12.8 53.4 
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Cycle simulation Mode Start time of 
mode 

Normalized 
pressure, 

circuit 1 (%) 

Normalized 
pressure, 

circuit 2 (%) 

Refuse ................................................................................... 28 586 12.8 73.5 
Refuse ................................................................................... 29 589 0.0 0.0 
Refuse ................................................................................... 30 600 0.0 0.0 

[81 FR 74048, Oct. 25, 2016. Redesignated at 88 
FR 4658, Jan. 24, 2023] 

APPENDIX C TO PART 1037—EMISSION 
CONTROL IDENTIFIERS 

This appendix identifies abbreviations for 
emission control information labels, as re-
quired under § 1037.135. 

Vehicle Speed Limiters 

—VSL—Vehicle speed limiter 
—VSLS—‘‘Soft-top’’ vehicle speed limiter 
—VSLE—Expiring vehicle speed limiter 
—VSLD—Vehicle speed limiter with both 

‘‘soft-top’’ and expiration 

Idle Reduction Technology 

—IRT5—Engine shutoff after 5 minutes or 
less of idling 

—IRTE—Expiring engine shutoff 

Tires 

—LRRA—Low rolling resistance tires (all, 
including trailers) 

—LRRD—Low rolling resistance tires (drive) 
—LRRS—Low rolling resistance tires (steer) 

Aerodynamic Components 

—ATS—Aerodynamic side skirt and/or fuel 
tank fairing 

—ARF—Aerodynamic roof fairing 
—ARFR—Adjustable height aerodynamic 

roof fairing 
—TGR—Gap reducing tractor fairing (tractor 

to trailer gap) 
—TGRT—Gap reducing trailer fairing (trac-

tor to trailer gap) 
—TATS—Trailer aerodynamic side skirt 
—TARF—Trailer aerodynamic rear fairing 
—TAUD—Trailer aerodynamic underbody de-

vice 

Other Components 

—ADVH—Vehicle includes advanced hybrid 
technology components 

—ADVO—Vehicle includes other advanced- 
technology components (i.e., non-hybrid 
system) 

—INV—Vehicle includes innovative (off- 
cycle) technology components 

—ATI—Automatic tire inflation system 
—TPMS—Tire pressure monitoring system 
—WRTW—Weight-reducing trailer wheels 
—WRTC—Weight-reducing trailer upper cou-

pler plate 
—WRTS—Weight-reducing trailer axle sub- 

frames 
—WBSW—Wide-base single trailer tires with 

steel wheel 
—WBAW—Wide-base single trailer tires with 

aluminum wheel 
—WBLW—Wide-base single trailer tires with 

light-weight aluminum alloy wheel 
—DWSW—Dual-wide trailer tires with high- 

strength steel wheel 
—DWAW—Dual-wide trailer tires with alu-

minum wheel 
—DWLW—Dual-wide trailer tires with light- 

weight aluminum alloy wheel 

[86 FR 34496, June 29, 2021. Redesignated at 88 
FR 4658, Jan. 24, 2023] 

APPENDIX D TO PART 1037—HEAVY-DUTY 
GRADE PROFILE FOR PHASE 2 
STEADY-STATE TEST CYCLES 

The following table identifies a grade pro-
file for operating vehicles over the highway 
cruise cycles specified in subpart F of this 
part. Determine intermediate values by lin-
ear interpolation. 
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